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Chapter 1

2009

1.1 February

1.1.1 My Card To-Do System (2009-02-06 23:31)

I get asked a lot... how do you juggle so many things, so many projects, people, hobbies and all that...
well... it’s fairly simple.

Here’s how I do it.

I used to be a list maker.

Really, a crazy list maker, change it every day, keep books with lists and papers all over the place
and on my computer and I think I probably spent at least an hour a day reviewing my lists and re-writing
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them and keeping them up to date and then storing a LOT of stuff in my head because I would forget to
get it on a list.

Something had to change. It wasn’t working. I would forget things, or get lost down a rabbit trail
or just didn’t seem to accomplish much. My lists would carry through day after day, simple little 10 minute
things that I was procrastinating over. It was dreadful.

Then I accidentally stumbled over [1]David Allen and his [2]Getting Things Done system of organi-
zation! Oh my gosh, it was amazing and so enlightening to me. I watched [3]his video on YouTube and then
I Googled him and found more things to look at and read. I ordered his book off Ebay right away and as
soon as it arrived... I was totally absorbed in the GTD system.

However, it was a little more geared toward people with offices and breifcases and all that, so I
thought about it for awhile and decided to simplify it a little bit to work for me.

David Allen talks about using folders for all your projects and things going on. Well, that just
seemed a little overkill for me since so many of my projects are online based and don’t have much paperwork
attached to them and well, I just didn’t want to spend the money on the files and such. I had a big stash of
3 x 5 cards and they are pretty cheap even if do run out of my homeschoolin’ stash... so I went with index
cards.

At first I was trying to make it too complicated.

I wanted colored cards for different aspects of life, and tried to get different groupings and all and
then I thought, no, it’s all got to be done. So I ditched all that. Generally speaking, I can only do one thing
at a time, efficiently.

Basically, EVERYTHING you need to do, you write a card for. From calling the plumber about a
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water heater, to getting a piece of trim for the bathroom, to editing a website, anything. And be careful not
to make the cards too vague... like ”Redecorate bathroom”. Too big and too vague. Make it in chunks that
you are likely to do as a project. Say... Paint Bathroom and then... Install new towel racks.... and then...
get new curtains for bathroom. That sort of thing.

Here’s the best part. You can shuffle all your cards around as you need to. You can easily review
them, pull out a few for the day and focus on those cards until they are done.

And when they are done, you throw out the card.

That feels pretty good. It’s done, it’s gone, it’s a relief!

Every morning, I look through my deck of cards and select out the ones that need to be done. I
take those and tuck them into this little copy holder I got at the office store and put them in order of which
I need to focus on.

The rest get clipped and set in my desk drawer. Out of sight and not weighing heavy on my mind
like they do when you have a to do list a mile long.

One thing I noticed after I had done my first brain dump... and began to trust that I had all my
to-dos on card.... I began to sleep better at night. No longer did I lay there and try and remember all the
things that I didn’t have on my list! It was on the cards and safe. Even appointments, dates, anything that
has to be done at a certain time.. it was on a card.
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It’s so simple, that is works.

I like best is that I don’t have to keep a zillion little things in my head. I did a HUGE ”brain
dump” when I first started the system. I even wrote down personal social things I wanted to do and hadn’t
gotten to. ANYTHING that I needed to get done. I had over 160 cards!!!! It was insane.

And I almost stopped right there and paniced over it. But that is the brilliance of the system. I
went through them and sorted out into two piles... now and later. And then I took the now and found all
the little jobs... 5-30 minutes. And I started on those.

It’s like eating an elephant. You just can’t possibly do it all in one sitting. And that panicy, to0
much to-do feeling tends to lead me to shutting down and doing nothing! But having only a few cards on
the table at a time, that just doesn’t happen very much anymore for me. Some days, I’m lucky to get get
one card done!!! And if the day is particularly stressful or busy, I might only have ONE card on my desk to
focus on.

I’m convinced that multi-tasking is a myth that over-stressed, too busy, people fool themselves that
they are getting SO much done, but really all they are doing is putting out fires that spring up everywhere
and at the end of the day, they are pretty much where they started. Nothing much accomplished except for
the exhaustion of fighting all the fires that were most likely caused by their own inability to focus and get
things done.

Since I’ve started the card system, I have VERY few fire days. In fact, I find that I am so much
more in control of what I am doing that I can take on even more now! I’m down to about 35-40 cards at
any given time. I add cards to the deck, anytime something comes to mind... oil change for the van, or send
a card to a friend, or change graphic banners on a website.... anything. And I have a personal goal of 5
cards a day to accomplish. I always try to make sure it’s a nice mix of cards... mostly work, a few personal,
a few that are only 30 minutes or less, and one good project for the day.
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If you find yourself with too many cards, then it gives you the reminder that you don’t need to take
more projects on until you get your cards down to a comfortable level.

And what is nice, if you have kids or a spouse, or business associates... you can hand them the
card and delegate that task to them. When I give one to my children, I ask them to return it to me when
it’s done. And they do.

Works good with my kids because they can focus on the one task at hand. No more giving them a
whole list that confuses them and then you get mad when nothing gets done. A card at a time and the
THINGS GET DONE!

It works great... you should give it a try.

1. http://www.davidco.com/

2. http://www.davidco.com/

3. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qo7vUdKTlhk

Lynda (2009-02-09 11:51:56)
Great post! This has inspired me to rework my own To Do system. Things just haven’t been working real well lately.
Thanks! L

1.1.2 New Workspace (2009-02-07 22:59)

As much as I love my old drafting table.....

It was too high to work on all the time. It’s great for drawing and all, but for some reason, it’s
very uncomfortable for working on the computer and that is most of my work day.
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So... I decided to buy a little cheap desk for the side, that I can put the laptop on and still have
my big beautiful workspace of the drafting table.

Walmart had a nice little cheapy thing on sale, so for only $29, I was ready to get started...
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Actually this was one of the EASIEST put together furniture things I’ve done in a long time. No
drawers, no wheels, all that stuff... it was really pretty easy. And quick.

Just perfect. I’m typing at it right now... Much more stable than the old old laptop wobby wheely
skinny thingy that I have been trying to make work for like 4 years and never could. This is just right. Not
too much and I might just paint it with that copper metal look paint in the spring time and it will work a
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little better in my room office. Maybe not.

When you spend like 6-9 hours a day working at a space, it’s important that it works for you. My
back was killing me from working with my arms too high up at the drafting table. And that means unhappy
mom worker. Not good.

Be good to yourself.... make sure your workspace helps you instead of hindering you!!!

Lynda (2009-02-09 11:49:52)
Love the new desk. Wishing you lots and LOTS of productive hours spent sitting at it. :o) L

1.1.3 Moby Meat Loaf (2009-02-07 23:25)

Moby Homes and Meat Loaf just seem to go hand in hand. After all, it’s hard to afford beef ten-
derloin on a mobile home mamma’s budget. I get raves for my meatloaf... so I figgered it would be the best
first addition to the Mobile Home Woman’s cooking collection!

And just like a favorite blogging cooks... I’m gonna take photos of the process! Of course, I’m just
using my little point and shoot camera... but I’ll do my best to make them purdy and appealing! Let me
tell you... this is some good meatloaf!

I’m dedicating this post to my friend Dave because he LOVES my meatloaf. I know cuz I think the
first time I made it for him, he was not too sure about it... he’s not really a meatloaf kind of guy! (g)
(He likes chicken a bit more...) but he was kind enough to give it a try and then he was totally sold... he
even thought it was better than his own mom’s! (Sorry Grandma Russell!!! She still make the best cookies
though...)
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3 Pounds of kinda cheap higher fat hamburger

1 pound good mild sausage

3 eggs

2 cups Italian breadcrumbs

about a cup of ketchup

1 package onion soup mix

2-4 tablespoons of dehydrated onion (to taste)

1 teaspoon of garlic salt

1 teaspoon of season salt

a splash of milk
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I start with all the spices. Mix them up with a little stir

Then add eggs, breadcrumbs and ketchup. If you want, add a little bit of BBQ sauce... that can
give it a zippy taste.

Mix it all up good and this is where you add a spash of milk. If it’s looking a little too thick...
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then add a little splash of milk. Stir and take a look. With the breadcrumbs, it can sometimes be a little
too dry. You want a sort of pasty sauce thing going on.

Now add the meat...

You might wonder why I like to use a good higher grade sausage, and yet a kinda lower grade ham-
burger. Well... the basic stuff has more fat. And more fat makes for a juicier and more flavorable meat loaf.
You can use a real lean sirloin hamburger if you want, but I have found that the tube stuff really works
best. Now, if I’m going to use ground beef for say spaghetti or burgers, or anything else? I’ll use a leaner
meat. But too lean in your meat loaf and you get a crumbly sorta dry loaf. That’s probably the biggest
secret in my meat loaf. Higher fat in the beef.
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And stir together good. Wash your hands good and use them... it’s really the best way to get the
meats to mush all together with the spicy paste sauce.

At this point... because there are just three of us in our family... I cut this mixed load yumminess
into two halves and freeze one half and cook the other. It freezes pretty nice... just thaw it and you got a
meat loaf ready to go.
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And of course, every good moby home cook knows that you got to do a purdy design with the
ketchup over the top of your beauty... sometimes I do a sort of lattice of the red stuff... other times just a
good squiggle. But remember to get a lot of the stuff over your loaf... that is part of the best part of a good
trailer park meatloaf... that ketchup kinda gets a little hard and sorta sweet and it’s just perfect.
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Pop in a 350 degree oven for about an hour or so... watch it after 45 minutes and when it looks
nice and golden brown and the ketchup is still red but getting a little hard looking, then that baby is ready
to come out and set a few minutes. Pour off the fat and slap ’er on your best garage sale dish and you’re
ready for some good eating.

The perfect side dishes are a can of corn with some real butter in it, and a big pot of mashed pota-
toes.... and you are ready for some fine eatin’... and remember, that cold slice meatloaf makes some mighty
fine sandwiches... that is if there is anything left!

The dawgs in the house will be waiting to lick clean that pan, especially it there is crispy bits that
stuck to the bottom... everyone loves moby home meat loaf!

Kimberley (2010-02-01 09:37:05)
Every time I think of meatloaf all I can remember is the first time I made it. The whole thing was a disaster! I do
really like meatloaf though, and my mom use to make it with onion powder instead of real onion when I was younger
because I didn’t like onion back then. Maybe when I move I will try making some again when I’m alone so I wont
poison anyone with my cooking if it turns out bad! I’m sure my three dogs will help me ”get rid of” the evidence.

Justin (2010-07-31 00:36:18)
Hi, I’ve watched all your videos on youtube, and then discovered you had a blog. Love what you have done with your
mobile home, very inspirational. I have to say though, just plain ketchup on top of the meatloaf? I love meatloaf,
my momma taught me her trick to the topping. Yes, your base is still ketchup, but you mix in (small bowl works
fine) mustard (not to much, about 1/4th of what you used in ketchup) and light brown sugar (2-3 tablespoons) till
its a deep red/burgundy color, spread this on top of the meatloaf and cook it through. It’s adds a wonderful flavor
to it, we usually make a little extra to put a spoon or two of it on our plates. Keep up what you’re doing, I’ve really
enjoyed reading and watching your progress!
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1.1.4 Clip Art Bonaza! (2009-02-13 11:13)

I’ve been getting into using Illustrator a lot more and learning how to make nice vector graphic lo-
gos and such for my clients.

However, I am finding that recreating the wheel... or say a rose.... is very time consuming. I’ve
found some stuff online, but still, it does take a long time to search out the proper rose bud or toaster or
car or whatever.... to use in a compiliation for a logo or whatever task I need.

SO I went to my favorite shopping store.... Ebay... and I bought up two HUGE clip art collections
for next to nuthing!

The first one I was a little disappointed in.... it seems to imply that the DVD had like bazillion cli-
part pieces on it.. Yippeee! And it only cost me like $15.
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Problem is... they are all online! You actually got a one year subscription for their website and it’s
a pretty nice place and they have all sorts of things from photos to vector art to type fonts and sounds, web
animations and all that stuff... pretty cool. And another year subscription is only like $23. I figure that
is one hour of my time a year. I think that’s not a bad deal. If I can save one hour of having to recreate
something simple, with their membership... not a bad deal.

The second set though, was a little more cooler.... it’s actually like 28 cds worth of stuff... not on-
line, no membership club, just a ton of cds and all.

It’s a Master Clips Art Explosion collection and it’s really pretty good. Only drawback is that it’s
Windows based... and I am a Mac gal. We do have a token Sony Vaio in the house, so I’ll just have to use
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it when I need to go clip art shopping! Actually I think that the CDs might work on the Mac, I just won’t
be able to use their interactive catalog system them... of course, I haven’t tried that yet, but I will!

Again, got all these on Ebay for $20.

So my graphic arts tip of the day is to remember that saving time makes more time for you to bill
for your talents... Remember to occasionally look into time saving tools and software that will help to build
your business. And remember to look to places like Ebay for gently used goodies.... sure is a good deal!

Kimberley (2010-02-01 09:28:44)
I got a MacBook Air back in September and I love it. I noticed a few months back when I tried to use a cd to find
some clip art that it wouldn’t work. It was pretty annoying! Like you, I have my old Sony Vaio as a backup! It’s
amazing what you can find on Ebay if you take the time to look around.

1.1.5 The Stove is GONE! (2009-02-21 21:45)

Yeah! The nasty old stove is gone!!!

Goodbye!!!!

When we moved into the moby, we were so excited... there was stove there already! Yeah!

And the burners worked.. so we were excited and just kinda didn’t think about it much until we
were actually living in the place and found out that the oven was broke. And bad. And the man said it
was messed up inside and he wouldn’t recommend even using the burners... which we did, but carefully, for
awhile.
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We used the inside for storage, but it was pretty bad for that. Not very efficient at all. And we
bought a decent big toaster oven, countertop dude that to be honest, we fell in love with.

We even cooked a small turkey in it at Thanksgiving!

Of course, we had to flatted him a little bit, but hey, it cooks all sorts of stuff, baked goodies,
breaks, meats, roasts, everything. And it’s pretty efficient too.

So I got to thinking... do I really need a big new stove?

We’d been now almost 7 months without one and never really found it to be a problem. It’s just
the three of us... and we like to use our other appliances too... like our COOL rice steam cooker, the ever
faithful crockpot and of course the microwave and our big George Foreman grill... and then in the other
three seasons, we love to grill outside... so...... I decided that it was time to get rid of the stove, and put in
a piece of countertop and get some shelves under there until I can redo the kitchen the way I want to....
new cabinets and counters and sink and all... someday... maybe later in the year!

Okay... wow... yucky big hole now and like 30 years of nasty stuff! Don’t look anyone!!!! Kitty,
save yourself!!! Run!!!
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Oh... much better now. Cleaned out and waiting for a cabinet or perhaps a little cheapy interim
shelf.

And I got a piece of the laminate countertop that I want ultimately for my kitchen redo.... it’s so
pretty, this black granite looking stuff.
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Can’t wait to get rid of those old old nasty cabinets and get some new or gently used cabinets to go
in there. I measured it all... it’s a perfect fit for three 36” standard cabinets! How cool is that? And I
already picked out my new sink.... I don’t want a huge double sink, just a nice sized single sink. I want
more counter space, not just gapping big hole for MORE dishes to stack up space!

It’s still a work in progress... but I am SO happy to be rid of the big ugly broken unsafe stove!!! I
feel better now. (g)

Don’t you?

Kimberley (2010-02-01 09:23:28)
Wow I didn’t realize you could cook a turkey in those ovens! Or even anything that had any size to it. That really
worked out well, and you have more storage room, not to mention the worry of a fire when using an unsafe stove has
disappeared! I watched your video about the stove a couple of nights ago. It was the first video of yours that I found
and I’m so glad I did! If everything goes as planned I will have my own mobile home (or Mini Home as we call them
in Canada) in March and will go through the same process of redoing it and making it accessible. I’m getting really
excited about it since I watched your videos because now I know it is possible to do it myself. I must make a mental
note to make sure I pull out the fridge and stove if mine has them to clean though because it’s something you don’t
really think of! There could be all kinds of scary and icky things lurking behind and under them!

1.2 April

1.2.1 Am I an Urban Homesteader? (2009-04-30 20:36)
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A well meaning reader wrote me an email. And at first I was almost kinda upset... I mean, well... she
asked...

How can you be homesteading if you can go to the store and you’re not totally living off the
land?

Well... I’ve been thinking about that a long time. And here’s my answer.

I believe that I am indeed homesteading in an urban setting. I bought my own home and it was
destined for either tearing down or just sitting empty and rotting away. It was a 30 year old mobile home
in a little kinda loosing ground park.

I totally worked and rebuilt it to a comfortably liveable place with hand tools, sweat equity, wonder-
ful friends and some money. And we made due with what we could find and stuff on sale and just creatively
dealing with things. I only had to call out a professional ONCE... a plumber for a water heater issue. And
to be honest, it was mostly due to a warrenty situation on the heater, a real plumber had to issue a bill to
get a part mailed out. All the rest of the work we did. And trust me, this moby was only $800. My van
cost more.

Heck, my banjo cost more.

So right there... that says urban homesteading to me. (g) Many of the homesteaders of the old
west moved out and settled a piece of land and if they were lucky there might be an old trapper’s cabin or
dugout there on a piece they found. Or they had to start from scratch.

Trust me, an $800 mobile home is like starting from scratch! We had to redo floors, remove walls,
all new plumbing, paint over 30 gallons of paint and just so much rehab, it took us a WHOLE month, 10-12
hours days, every day to get it just LIVEABLE... (g)

And we still don’t have a real tub... honest to gosh, I MADE a tub out of a hard rubber livestock
tank from the tractor supply store AND did the plumbing myself to rig up a shower head and all. It works...
It’s not the most purdy thing in the world, but no one has taken me aside to tell me that I’m a little gamey!
hahaha...

(A real tub is on the list, but well, this works... )
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Now, historic homesteaders had to live off their livestock and gardens for the most part, maybe a
good trade to fill in the cracks. (Doctoring, smithing, midwifery, and other sorts of trades were always good
if you were homesteading... you could barter and trade your skills for someone elses handiwork...)

Unfortunately, I can not have chickens, and I do want them... so I’m going to have to settle for the
next best thing and that is getting fresh eggs from a neighbor who DOES have some girls. And we’re
starting our own gardens and raised beds to start producing some more of our own food. And I’ve taken to
shopping locally.. from a local butcher, and a dairy and I can’t wait for the farmer’s market to open next
weekend... and I choose to buy my fruits and veggies from a little local produce market. The only things
I’m getting now from the ”stores” are the basics, flour, sugar, cheese, rice, cooking supplies etc and of course
a few fun things for the girls. But even that, we’re looking for ways to start making our own foods as well...
we make our own lemonaide and we’re going to start making our own butter! How cool is that?

Another thing we’re doing is lots of re-purposing of materials and items. Taking old things and us-
ing them in a different and useful way. We use old mailing boxes for growing seedlings and we’re shopping
at yard sales for old appliances and other kitchen gadgets that are hand powered and just fun to explore.
We’re not buying new anymore, especially if we can find it for MUCH cheaper. It’s green, but it also saves
a lot of money. We got a perfectly good breadmaker for $10 and though it just croaked, we got a year out
of the beast!

We use Craig’s List, Freecycle and Ebay all the time... and we make stuff too... we’re not afraid of
tools and hardwork. (though we’re not terriably fast, we do stick to it and get it done eventually!) Got an
old 13 year old van and it can be a challenge, but hey, it’s paid for. Believe it or not, we live comfortably
on only $1300 a month.

We are a homeschooling family, and I managed to get one graduated and into college with honors
and all A’s her first semester! I work at home, as a graphic artist and web designer and that means the old
van doesn’t have to do too much except haul us into town now and then. I also play accoustic music in a
bluegrass band... and make a little money picking the banjo! It’s a great life.
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So, yeah, I think we are urban homesteaders. More so than anyone else I know around here. Lots
of friends love to see what we’re done... they remember the first days! Like when we pulled up and the front
door was wide open and had been for days! Or the giganic pile of junk we pulled out of the little moby and
all the really hard labor that went into making this a home.

And they listen with a smile to my plans for the future. To improve and upgrade the land, that
was a homesteaders objective. It was not to be green and live carefully among the native prairie flowers.
Heck, truth be told there are many who HATED homesteaders for the progress that they wrecked upon the
land. They were there to reclaim the wild, to chew out a little paradise for themselves and their generations
to come.

If you think they lived wild and free, totally independant on any other needs... you’re very wrong.
They brought with them tools and seeds and provisions and they had to go to town at least a couple times
a year to get more food, and provisions and all the things that they couldn’t make or get by without. And
they were not that worried about making everything perfect and green and ecologically correct... far from
it... they exploted what they could and did some pretty harsh things to get by. The stories of first pioneers
and homesteaders were tough tough stories... it was hard work and challenging to hang in there.

We went about 3 months without hot water. And then we went 5 months without a shower and
had to bath with a bucket! We did all the work by our own hands and our friends hands, just like in the
old days when neighbors helped to build a barn. We put in our own flooring and have been planting and
building around the place. We’re going to be learning how to sew and make some of our own stuff and
clothing and all! Can’t wait...

And we’re living simply, and within our budget. When others are worrying about their jobs and the
economy and all, we’re pretty stable and comfortable. We’ll make due just fine. We know how to make our
own fun and enjoy what we have.

Does it have to be all or nothing? I know lots of musicians that are not full time, but they are still
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musicians. And writers and creators and artists...

So, yeah, I think we’re definately urban homesteading. What do you think?

New Gadgets | Am I an Urban Homesteader? (2009-04-30 21:38:51)
[...] Original post by The Mobile Home Woman [...]

1.3 May

1.3.1 Frank Weaver Sings.... (2009-05-09 06:54)

Our First Client with Glass City Music!

Introducing Frank Weaver... the Songs of Frank - Friday May 8th, 2009

As you might know... I am a part owner of the [1]Glass City Opry, a live monthly bluegrass concert
series in Maumee, Ohio. It’s doing pretty well, we’re heading into our third year. We’ve learned a lot about
running a monthly show and now we have had the privilege of helping out our first client with our new music
production support company that we formed... [2]Glass City Music.

Frank was referred to us by the manager of the theatre.. Ty knew that this was a great concert, and
that Frank had never done such a large production and needed a little guidance and someone to help him
make it a success. And he put us together and we’re so glad he did. It’s been such a pleasure to work with
Frank, and see him through the whole adventure from flyers, poster and tickets up through promotion and
press releases and now, culminating in the final show, which went off beautifully!

[EMBED]
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Jeff, my partner in the Opry, and I arrived early with the show programs and they were working on sound
check. We got to sit in on the behind the scenes workings of the show, since we were helping out, and since,
we run a successful show there, everyone knows us. It was odd to not have a dozen tasks to do... we actually
got to just sit in the front row and watch everyone getting things finalized and work out the nervousness of
opening night.

[EMBED]

I liked how Frank gave the audience a little ”history” about Frank during the performance... very nice. We’ve
talked about doing a bluegrass history show... Jeff came up with the idea and I love it... it would be fun..
when we get a little free time, maybe we’ll expand on that a little more...

Frank did such a nice job... and Eric Dickey and his orchestra really helped to polish up the whole show!
What would old blue eyes be without his awesome ”cats” backing him up? They had a nice crowd, we’re
estimating it about 150 or so. He got a standing ovation at the end... and we know by all the hugging and
happy chatting folks, it was very well received! We’re so happy to have been involved in the process.

[EMBED]

[3]Glass City Music is a newly formed group... primarily we formed it to promote Jeff and I’s songwriting
and music. We have been writing songs and they have been fairly well received and it’s just a hoot. However,
like with this Frank Sinatra concert... and helping out others in the area, we began to see the need to wrap
everything up nicely. And the idea of [4]Glass City Music was born.

What we envision is a sort of clearing house, resource, publishing, and production company for the mu-
sic of Toledo. Yes, primarily we’re focusing on bluegrass and Americana music, but well, now we’ve got a
Frank Sinatra and Big Band concert in our portfolio! We both love all types of music and performance and
have cut our eye teeth on the Opry and it’s many shows now. And playing in a band, and songwriting and of
course all the music/band/show support that I do with the graphic arts and web design... it’s a no brainer.
We also know all of the musicians and bands in the region and can help to connect gigs with bands. We
can help recording studios with session musicians as well as promotion and graphic design for their projects.
We’re working on this new company very passively, since primarily it’s for our own work and our own venue,
the [5]Glass City Opry... however, it feels great to help promote all live music in Toledo!

1. http://www.glasscityopry.com/

2. http://www.glasscitymusic.com/

3. http://www.glasscitymusic.com/

4. http://www.glasscitymusic.com/

5. http://www.glasscityopry.com/

Nancy S. (2009-05-12 05:03:21)
Frank did a wonderful job - bringing back many memories of times gone by. Look forward to another concert down
the road.
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1.4 June

1.4.1 I have a problem.... (2009-06-03 11:53)

I’m a mulch addict.

I love the way mulch looks and feels and how it saves water and just makes everything look so nice
and tended.

I think I’ve used about... oh... ah, 40 bags of the stuff so far?
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My dog is encouraging me to get more mulch. She likes to go and ride to the Circle K and get it
with me.

Wow.... 40 bags at 40 pounds each...
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That’s like... ah.... 800 pounds of mulch.

Ahem.

I wonder if there is a 12 step program for mulch addicts?

Beautiful mulch....

I should write a haiku for mulch!

Rainbow Sparkle Butt Pony would approve....
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Chewed up Tree Bark
Protects my little moby plants
Saving water too.

ah.... nothing like a little gardening haiku to make things seem even more special...
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Doesn’t it make stuff look nice? See how it protects the flowers and all...

And how nice the little orchard looks with it’s mulch bottoms...
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And look how nice it looks in the garden bed!

Mulch is wonderful!!!

Nancy (2009-06-03 13:58:41)
Your garden looks wonderful! I came to your blog via Cold Antler Farm. I’m also doing the fiddle challenge. Right
now its more challenge, less fiddle!

Justin (2010-07-31 08:08:00)
Mulch is such an awesome, yard essential. It adds curb appeal, while adding many benefits to what it surrounds.
The next time you go hog wild on the mulch, you may want to call around to local tree companies. They generally
have truck loads of mulch for very cheap. Each spring we get a dump truck load of mulch and it’s usually around
125.00-150.00, delivered. We use it around trees, bushes, shrubs, and this summer I used it around our Intex Metal
frame pool with stepping stones. Added a nice touch, plus it helps keep weeds down. We have also used it create
walkways with railroad tie wood borders. (Picked them up from the city for free!)

1.4.2 How to Make Butter (2009-06-03 20:35)

Okay everyone... I’ve had several emails about making butter.

It’s an extremely complicated, time consuming, difficult effort that requires years of training and
study and complicated equipment and processing to do it right.

Okay, not really. I lied.

It’s really easy.

And fun too.

Here’s what you need.
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Big Jar with tight Lid

A quart (or pint) of HEAVY WHIPPING CREAM

A pair of hands.

That’s it folks. That’s butter making needs.
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My assistant Jeff is going to be making butter for the first time in his life and so you can see how
easy this is.

First off. Set out your whipping cream for about 6 to 8 hours on the counter. Don’t worry, it
won’t die. You need to let it get to room temperature and it needs to ”mellow” a little bit. Kinda sour up a
little bit. Don’t go much past 12 hours, especially if like it’s really hot out, though, or your butter will get
a definately wonky taste. I like to set it out in the morning and then make butter before dinner. Seems to
be perfect.
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Okay... here’s the technical chemistry home-school mom stuff. Butter is made by a percussion ac-
tion of the liquid against the side of the container. It’s not necessarily the action, or severity of the action
(IE you don’t have to go nuts shaking it) but you do have to make sure your jar is large enough that the
cream has room to slosh around and smack into the walls of the container.

If you were using an old churn, you would do the same thing, by bringing the plunger or paddle up
and down. Butter making was often the job of the littlest children or even old granny, so brute force is not
the thing here... it’s time... and slapping the cream around to force the fat globules to bind together.
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Enlist a shaker. Anyone can do it. Kids have fun as much as growed-ups. We actually like to sit
and watch TV and take turns shaking. And mix it up... don’t just shake in one steady pattern. We find if
you shake up for a bit and then side to side and then turn it, to does seem to take a little less time.

At first, the jar will be covered in the cream and if you stop, it will be hard to see in it. Keep
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shaking.

Eventually you will see if start to kinda lump up a little bit... first sign, you can see the side of the
jar become kinda of streaky, almost like oh, cottage cheezy thin kinda weird cream.

Keep shaking.

But then, after about 8-10 minutes???? It starts to really pull away from the sides and gets really
kind of thick... like a milkshake or something...

Keep shaking.
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But then... quickly... it all the sudden turns into a thin thin liquid and a big lump of yellow butter
in the jar!!! YEAH!!! You made butter!

It’s really cool when it lumpifies. Ask Jeff. It’s like neat. Hard to explain... but it’s neat.
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Okay, now carefully pour off the WONDERFUL true buttermilk into your carton or some other
storage spot. This it a thin, no fat, slightly sweet yummy byproduct of buttermaking and is absolutely
wonderful in bisquits, pancakes, any sort of baking... bread, you name it. Wonderful stuff. Save it and use
it.

Now this butter at this state will be warm and kinda like pudding or something close to it... it’s
not quite ready yet. You need to rinse it. Now... some people will kinda scare you that you need to rinse it
like 20 times and press it in cheesecloth and all that stuff... naw. The main reason you want to rinse your
butter is to get the left over buttermilk out because it can go bad on you after awhile. We’ve NEVER had
any go ”rancid” on us... because it’s too dang good and doesn’t last much more than a day or two at our
homestead...

And if you refrigerate it, it will easily last a week or more without ANY thought towards rancid-
ity.... but it won’t last that long. Unless you make like 14 pounds of the stuff.

So... we just rinse in the jar.

Nice cold cold water will help to make the butter firm up a bit.
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Rinse, and use a little spatula or a big spoon to stir it up and kind of release as much trapped bub-
bles of buttermilk as you can. Pour out the liquid and rinse again. You want the water to be as clear as you
can. It won’t ever be perfect clear, but you’ll see it... we usually rinse 3 times, that seems to be the best.

Then it’s time to salt the butter. You don’t have to, but we like it that way. Salt is a flavor en-
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hancer, so it just seems to really make butter taste good. For a pint of cream, you will add about 1/4 a
teaspoon. For a quart, about 1/2 a teaspoon. This is the time as well, that if you wanted to jazz up your
butter... you could add any number of goodies....

Garlic - finely minced
Chives - again, minced
Herbs of any kind
Cheese
Honey
Powdered Sugar & Orange Marmalade
Fresh fruit like berries
A spoon of jelly or jam
Finely ground nuts

YUM!!! Experiment and see what you think... it’s endless!

Just remember to stir it up good. It’s no fun to come across a big glomp of salt in your butter. Or
chives or whatever!
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We got a little flat of small jelly jars for our butter. We had used a bigger container, but then it
was just harder for some reason... and we love the little jar because you can share them with a friend... or
you can set one out in the morning and it will be gone by evening... and then it’s nice and soft and ready
to spread on anything you want! And with the smaller amounts you don’t have to worry about that dumb
old rancid word. (hahaha)

We like the little jars too because you can reuse them over and over and over. And they are cute.
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But the very best place to store your yummy homemade butter is in your tummy. Especially with a
slice of homemade country buttermilk bread! Like I said... butter NEVER has a chance to go rancid in our
moby!

A pint will make about a half a pound of butter... a quart will make a pound. It does depend on
your cream... some cream does make a little more butter. But we find that most grocery story cream is
about a pound to a quart.

I’d love to find a local dairy and get the cream straight from the cows! But we don’t seem to have
one that I’ve found yet.... but there’s got to be SOMEONE around the Toledo area that either has cows or
has a family dairy... I’m still looking!

Now that will be one sweet day when we can take fresh cream from some nice cow lady and make
butter! Can’t wait for that!!!!

Sarah (2009-06-22 08:13:09)
Ok, I made the butter using your method and it turned out wonderful! The pictures were more than helpful and I
just wanted to say thank you so much for putting up a post like this that makes making butter so simple! I’m putting
a link to this one on my blog!

Sarah (2009-06-09 17:06:16)
This is Sarah from Northern Utah. Thanks for posting this! I’m planning on using your site when I make butter with
a friend tomorrow. I love the pictures and you explain it the process so well without all the unnecessary, confusing
info that other sites give you. Thanks again!
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MrsL (2009-06-03 23:46:47)
Good morning from the south of England! I’ve just found your blog via Cold Antler Farm, and saw you playing your
fiddle on Youtube, so thought I’d pop over and say hello LOL. Nice post about the butter - I’ve been doing mine for
20 years or so; I try and buy the cream when it’s on offer, and was lucky enough to get an antique glass churn on
Freecycle - before that I used the Kenwood Chef mixer, but that went as the non-electric kicked in! Enjoying your
blog, best wishes, MrsL xx

Jennifer (2010-06-14 15:58:20)
I’ve been cruising around all over your blog ;) and having a great time! I wish we lived closer, we have many similar
hobbies it seems. I’d be glad to share some cream with you if we were closer. Yes, I’ve made butter, but I hate doing
it because I get so mad when it goes rancid.. and mine does *sigh* Anyway, I made some of your chocochip cookies
and have them in the freezer getting cold. Will move them to an ice cream bucket when they’re done and then can
pull out a few to bake when I want them.

1.4.3 The Old Moby Door... (2009-06-09 13:47)

This is the best shot that I have of my yucky front door frame.

I really should have taken a better shot of it, but to be very honest, I just hated it...

I even shot a video of me trying to hide the frame, because I really wasn’t sure what to do about it...

[EMBED]

As you can see, the front door has been a real issue...
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I bought a nice old fashioned screen door and I couldn’t wait to have Tim install it for me. However,
the door frame was SO old and rotten, it needed to be replaced.

So yesterday... Tim got started...

Demoing the door wasn’t too hard... because it was all rotted and just pretty much fell apart! Agh! I’m so
happy this is getting fixed....
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The wood was like this 30 year old particle board junk and it was just yucky... I’m so glad that bad guys
didn’t know about this little weakness in my moby... hahaha.... they could have come in at any time... well,
the fact that the door wouldn’t lock wasn’t the best deterrent for bad guys either... so I guess the fact that
we’re still alive and have all our stuff means that there are not too many bad guys around here.
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Yeah. Well, that’s a good thing, don’t you think?

Take a look at the threshold! YIKES! it was just wood dust... hardly anything there. This was SO overdue...

Well, it took a good while, all the clean out and demo and then cutting the new lumber and fitting it
all into place. I got to help hang the door, because that really needs two people, one to drill in the hinges
and another to hold the door up in the right space.

And then, when the big door was finished, it was time to tackle the screen door.... and then a little
clean up... it’s all beautiful! The doors lock, the frame is super sturdy and strong, and the screen door is
simply wonderful. It’s a fiberglass model, but made to look like an old wooden vintage screen door. I just
love it. And the fact that it was only $38 on sale at Lowes? EVEN BETTER....

I just love the sound of it slamming shut with it’s little springing thing. SIMPLE and beautiful...
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Still need to add the inner door stop wood, and then it’s fill in the cracks and screw head and painter up. I
have these cool green shutters that are going up on the moby real soon... and i think I will paint the frame
green, and the inner big door the same green and leave the screen door white. That should look nice.

Looking nicer all the time!!!
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My mobile home park is having a contest for the next three months... three winners a month for money off
their lot rent for fixing up and beautifying their mobys. My neighbor thinks I’m a shoe-in for something!
HAHA... that would be nice!

Then I would have an award-winning moby home!

That seems nice.... we’ll see!!! In the meanwhile, I can’t thank Tim enough for helping out with this
big project! He’s my new handyman helper and I have a few big projects for him... he’s gonna be busy
around the moby! He already has done some neat stuff... but this door takes the cake! It’s lovely!!!!

Sarah (2009-06-09 17:00:00)
I came across your blog through Jenna’s CAF blog. I agree that screen doors have a lovely banging sound. Way to
go on the great deal!

1.4.4 Moby Photo Safari (2009-06-09 14:03)

Doesn’t that sound exciting?

Here’s a few shots of the place today....

These flags are really pretty... but look at that one weird colored one... it’s like a weird mix of blue
and yellow... it’s confused.
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Tim finished all my little raised bed fences! They are SO cute and made out of cheap stock that I got for
next to nothing. I paid a total of $12 for all the wood. It’s primarily to keep Gypsy from plowing through
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them when she feels like it and to be honest the kitties are kind of respecting the fences more! I was thinking
to add like some chickenwire on the inside and make them bunny proof, and a little stronger, but right now,
they are darn cute and effective! I’ll add that to the project list!

My cilantro went to bloom.. is that bad? I’m not a cilantro pro, so I guess I need to look that up and see
what gives. Can you eat the top part too? Hmmmmm.....
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Sugar Snap Peas are doing GREAT! They are starting to send out little tendrils so I think I need to weave
a little twine through the crib fence to get them started. That’s on the project list too for this week.

I haven’t lost a single sunflower!!!! I’m going to have them everywhere! They are doing SO well....
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YEAH!! The potatoes are up!!! YEAH!!! I was getting a little worried about them.... but just about the
time you start to think something is wrong, up the peek... all three grow bags are sprouting taters! YEAH!!!!

Tim finished up the supports on my cuke frame... can’t wait to dig that in a little better and get my last
starts into the ground around it... the idea is that as the cukes vine, you train them to grow over the frame...
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and it lifts them up and keeps them off the ground and from getting yucky... and it’s kinda cool. I figure it
was a great thing for the crib headboard!

And last but not least... my hose finally has a place to call it’s home! Yeah! Thanks Tim!

Toria (2009-06-09 21:20:56)
Cilantro does tend to bolt to seed, some varieties are more prone to bolting than others, but weather/conditions can
affect it as well. If you want to slow the bolt rate, you need to watch the plants carefully & trim of any parts that
look like they are going to seed. Some seed varieties are bred to bolt faster, because the grower wants to collect the
dried seed (used as a spice) instead of the green leaves. Don’t know if the spice is used much in the US, it is sold
under the name ’coriander’ or ’coriander seed’ here in Australia.

MrsL (2009-06-10 00:05:22)
I leave some to flower - gives you seed for eating as spice, and seed for saving, or let it self-seed if you have room and
want it to - and keep some with the seeding heads nipped out to keep a good supply of leves going. Coriander here
too. MrsL xx

1.4.5 Another Night.... (2009-06-10 20:55)

It was another long night here at the moby park... more fires.
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Gypsy woke me up last night, in the wee early morning hours. She was nudging my hand, laying over the
edge of my bed. I was tuckered out from the night before... my Dad is battling cancer and I was thinking
about him and how he’s into his last couple chemos and is very discouraged and down... and it had kept
me up the night before. I just thought the dog wanted to go out or something... which she RARELY does
in the middle of the night, but then she started to whine... and not just the whimpery bit of a whine from
a discontented pooch, but that Belgian sheepdog loud almost German shepardy whinning that you can’t
dismiss. As I raised up to see what was wrong, the sounds of heavy truck equipment and radios and men
reached me and the room was flooded with the sweep of fire engine lights.

Another night of arson.
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I got up to peer out into the quite suddenly bright night and could see the moby burning... and close to my
friend’s cousin’s moby! She’s this lovely little old lady and that just frightened me. At first I thought it was
her place, but it wasn’t. There was truck after truck and noise and drama... it was hard to get back to sleep.
I knew there wasn’t anything I could do... my kids were gone, at their Dads for a few days. It was just me
and the dog.
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In the afternoon, I was helping out Tim and all the sudden he says, ”Gypsy just ran off” and so I was out
the door after her. She’s pretty good about staying close to the Moby... but she was on a mission. And she
ran right over to the burned out moby... I think she wanted to get a good look at it all, I’m sure the smells
were still very strong and they do use Belgians for drug and arson sniffing dogs... she had to roam all over
the area before I caught up with her.

I was walking her back and encountered one of my neighbors, a kind young woman with two little ones
and a couple older children, out walking and quietly looking at the shell. We started to talk and she was
very upset. Said that the residents were already talking about a neighborhood watch and that the park was
bringing in some 24 hours security... of course she had ideas it was probably kids, but mentioned the same
rumor that many say.... that it was the management.

I just can’t believe that. When they burn, they never burn completely, and then they still have to have
someone come out and take it all away... it causes unrest in the park, they loose a potential rehab and lot
rent client and to top it all off... they stand to loose SO MUCH if they got caught. It doesn’t make sense
to me. They don’t get anything related to insurance, I’m quite certain... the city rates these empty rehab
homes at less than $1000 each. So, there really isn’t ANY incentive for the management to do this. Just
the extra work calming the residents and cleaning up after this and dealing with the angry city officials that
threaten to close the park has to be a nightmare... why would they willingly risk and bring such a thing
down on them?

No... it’s has to be the work of some pretty sick individuals...

Arson like this is a form of urban terrorism. It causes unrest. It makes people afraid at night. It makes you
fear, will your home be next? How long before someone is hurt? As you can see, the nieghbor lady beside
the arson moby, all her siding melted from the intense heat. Her shed was ruined, it’s all charred and surely
will have to be replaced. Most likely anything in there was damaged. She has insurance, but her deductible
is surely not something she wanted to have to come up with. And she could have easily seen her home up in
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flames if it had spread.

This has to stop.

My neighbor lady friend, she just had her carport all done up nice just a few months ago... now all the
panels are warped and melty. It’s just not right.
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Thank goodness the empty one to the north of my Moby has had signs of being bought. This very evening
there were several cars there, and people in the home, looking around and there for quite a while. Can’t say
for sure, but I know that it was in pretty good shape... and the park had spent some money redoing the roof
and working inside and fixing some plumbing issues, and getting it ready for sale. It was a nice one, and I’m
sure that someone will have a nice home for a decent price.

I just don’t want an empty one anywhere close to my beloved Moby....

I don’t want to have to change my blog to The Apartment Woman.

[EMBED]

[EMBED]

MrsL (2009-06-11 04:14:42)
Terrible news. Hope you and your neighbours can stay safe. scary stuff. MrsL xx

Sharon (2009-06-11 16:12:41)
I agree this isn’t likely the park management. Why would they cause themselves more aggravation? Most likely some
juvenile who is young and immature enough to think this is funny.

1.4.6 My Kind of Homesteader (2009-06-11 20:01)

[EMBED]
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MrsL (2009-06-11 22:19:48)
Brilliant - love it!!! MrsL xx

1.4.7 Freezer Update (2009-06-13 17:55)

Well... if anyone was wondering....

I’m doing very well on maintaining my freezer for GOOD STUFF and not just odds and ends!

See! See!!!

I snuck a couple pictures at my meat shop... I just love having this little butcher shop around the
corner from me... less than 2 miles! And on my flight plan many days... I’ve been going once every two
weeks...
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And I’m thinking about getting rid of the ice bucket... it’s ALWAYS empty and we’re terrible about
keeping it filled up. And it’s taking up valuable space.

But other than that... I am doing a very good job of keeping her stocked and neat and tidy. And
still not filled. So I guess I don’t really need a chest freezer yet.
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And here’s what I’ve been doing. I shop with a list. I know what I want. I don’t just guess. That
REALLY helps. However... this place ALWAYS has a couple really good deals... they call it loss leaders...
they are the reasons to get people in and spend money. Well, my butcher guy, I always seem to get the
same super cheerful fellow, he ALWAYS tells me the good deals. And I will buy like double or triple what I
would buy of the specials.

Like today.... they had big ol’ yummy looking pork chops for 69 cents each. Plain and marinated in
good sauces... like sweet and sour, BBQ and butter garlic. So 3 of them, for me and the two girls, are only
$2.07. That is a great deal for dinner. So I got 6 packages of them! Plain, garlic and BBQ. Two each. So
now I have 6 dinners ready for the month.

They also had chicken on sale... 1.69 a pound for boneless, skinless marinated breasts! They make
the marinates there at the shop and they use good quality chicken... the breasts are HUGE. And always
good and fresh. It’s one of their specialities... and so I got 6 packaged of 1 full breast (2 sides) each and
stashed that as well.

All in all, I only spend $38. And I got at least 15 meals out of the deal. And less than $3.25 a
meal for good quality meat for my family.

Since we don’t always eat dinner (if the girls are gone to their Dad’s I usually eat light or eat left-
overs) and every so often we’ll eat out... one trip to the meat market will last us easily 2 weeks or more.
And I’m slowly stocking up the freezer as well!
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Toria (2009-06-14 12:53:39)
Keep the ice bucket until it gets really hot - you might be better at keeping it filled when the weather gets so hot that
you actually want to use ice.

Justin (2010-07-31 02:27:50)
I read on here that you were having issues remembering to take the re-usable grocery bags in the store, and how you
were thinking of leaving a note in your car. What about doing something like that here? Maybe post a note right
on the fridge, as a reminder for each trip to the fridge, one should check the ice level and trays. The best way to go
about it is once a day empty your ice trays into the bucket, then refill the trays for tomorrow. Not sure how much
ice your family uses, but we use quiet a bit. When the ice bin starts getting at the halfway point, crack a few trays
into, refill them (put these on the bottom of the shelf, and stack the already frozen ones on top of them) and viola!
Ice issue resolved, we did this for a long time in our house till we had to buy a new fridge. It came with an auto ice
maker which we have a love/hate relationship with. We still have ice trays in the freezer because sometimes the ice
maker jams, no one realizes it till we are out of ice. :-/

1.4.8 What I do... (2009-06-13 18:09)

I suppose that some of you all might be wondering what do I do?

You know, as a living?

I’m not totally sure yet.. but I’ve been told I’m doing pretty well as an internet entrepreneur. I am a
graphic artist by trade... and have several dozen websites and have created a full range of homeschool and
bluegrass music products as well as rocks and mineral kits that my elder daughter makes. I am a working
musician... I actually get paid to play the banjo and am working on songwriting and music production
through a national venue that I own with a friend... the [1]Glass City Opry. I am a homeschooling mom
with a big old garden and all... I have graduated one kid successfully and am working on the last kid right
now.
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I do love my life... it’s always changing. It’s very flexible.. I do make my own hours and have time to
spend with my girls and friends and such. Sometimes, I get to try new things or try new ideas and some-
times they don’t work, but sometimes they do. I do some work for clients, though I’m tending to stray away
from that lately... it’s a lot of work and doesn’t seem to pay enough, really. My time is better invested in
some of my various products which will sell over and over through the years. However, I love working for my
friends and helping them, so most of my clients are my friends! (g)

I just am wrapping up a really nice site that I did for my pal Jerry. He used to be the mayor of this
lovely little village, but now he’s a councilman... and a really awesome bluegrass bass player! (see the con-
nection?)

[2]

One day I might be working on the Opry promotional materials. That’s primarily what I do for the Opry. I
handle the press releases, maintain the website and blog, create the flyers and posters, send the newsletter
out, and then also help the day of the show with making it all run smooth. Jeff handles all the booking
of the talent, manages the theater connections, handles the backstage and lights and is the show MC and
manager. Works out nice. We have a wonderful staff of volunteers that all help out and make the show a
success.
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I play music in a bluegrass band that my buddy Jeff and I started back in December of 2006... [3]Deepwater
Bluegrass. I love playing music with the guys... it’s the best thing around. Love singing and playing for the
masses. Bringing bluegrass to the world!

[EMBED]

We write a lot of songs... and started our own little BMI publishing company and production company for
the music called [4]Glass City Music. We have a cool website, well... it’s just the front page right now, but
it’s going to be really cool as soon as I get it finished! (g) My own projects tend to get sidelined a little bit...

[5]

My homeschool products are primarily displayed at our main website... [6]The Homeschool Shop. It’s a
clearing house for our history and handwriting products as well as my daughter’s rocks and minerals.

She has her own websites... primarily the very popular [7]Rock Hound Kids and her sale site... [8]Rocks
Minerals and Fossils for Kids.com She calls her company, [9]Dragon Mountain Treasures.
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That’s a picture I love of Jessy shipping some orders out...

And I’m a mobile home rehabber... an urban homesteader. I shop locally, made a lot of my own foods,
am growing gardens, reusing, repurposing, recyclying and trying to live as simply as I can on a very small
monthly budget. It’s not really a job, but it’s something I love doing.
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That’s what my place looked like a year ago, almost to the day!

And here’s what it looks like now...
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So now you know what I do for a living.

I think it’s pretty cool... I like it a lot.

1. http://www.glasscityopry.com/

2. http://www.libertycentervillage.com/

3. http://www.deepwaterbluegrass.com/

4. http://www.glasscitymusic.com/

5. http://www.glasscitymusic.com/

6. http://www.thehomeschoolshop.com/

7. http://www.rockhoundkids.com/

8. http://www.rocksmineralsandfossilsforkids.com/

9. http://www.dragonmountaintreasures.com/

MrsL (2009-06-13 23:43:50)
GReat post - it’s always ncie to knwo a little bit more about who you are reading about! I have just acquired a banjo
recently, so when my re-aquaintanced with the fiddle is on a firmer footing, that will be next; looking forward to it.
Love the before and after pics of your home. :) MrsL xx
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1.4.9 The Night Before the BIG SHOW..... (2009-06-15 20:31)

This fine collection of bluegrass gentlemen are going to be our guests tomorrow night at our venue.... the
Glass City Opry.

I’m up tonight making a lovely pasta salad and these devilishly yummy little sweet BBQ meatballs for
them.

I really don’t think I will sleep tonight.

They are 7 time IBMA Bluegrass Band of the Year winners as well as like a bazillion other wonderful
awards and acolates... it almost didn’t all fit on the flyers that I made up for them awhile back! These guys
are like the high court of royalty for our music!

I’m so nervous and excited! This is really a big deal for our little ol’ Opry house...
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Listen to these boys sing....

[EMBED]

Gosh. Well... it’s tomorrow evening. No turning back now! Been getting lots of phone calls and emails...
it’s getting exciting.

Kinda cool that this is our 24th show. Our last show of the year... we start back up in August into
our 3rd year of monthly shows. That is quite an accomplishment, really. I’me very proud of all we have
accomplished and on a shoe string really. The rest of the year is already lined up and it’s got some great
shows planned.... New Found Road, Michael Cleveland and Flamekeeper, David Davis and the Warrior River
Boys... Dale Ann Bradley.... I can not imagine what 2010 is gonna look like!

I think I’m going to be making a lot of salad and meatballs in the coming months! (hahaha) It’s going
to be a super fun evening... I hope I make it through without needing to be darted by a tranquilzier gun or
anything... shesh! I might be a nervous wreck by tomorrow evening! Wish us luck!!!

JUST A LITTLE NOTE HERE:

If you just read that and thought, well, heck, their just some boys from Georgia... playing hill billy music.
Let me set ya straight on this. Imagine, if you will, that you like oh, Classic Rock and Roll.... and the
Rolling Stones were coming to your place. (g) Or oh pop music and like ah, Madonna was making a pit stop
to come and sing for you. Maybe you like Irish or Celtic Music? These guys are the equivalent of say, oh
Boys of the Lough or maybe the Chieftains! It’s like being into classical and oh Rachmaninoff is coming by
to play and eat your pasta salad and BBQ meatballs. (Okay, yeah, wrong time frame and all, and he’s dead,
but still, work with me here... hahaha)

It’s a BIG DEAL for us!!!!!! A WHOPPING BIG DEAL!!!!

Ahem. Just wanted to make sure everyone understood why I can’t hardly sleep tonight!

MrsL (2009-06-16 03:35:15)
Fabulous! have a great time,a dn tell them I said hello LOL. Looking forward to hearing all about it. MrsL xx

Sarah (2009-06-16 06:54:40)
Hi! Thanks for posting that video clip. Bluegrass is something that I haven’t explored too much, but whenever I hear
it, it really tickles something inside me. I’ve really wanted to take Jenna up on her fiddler’s challenge (you’re doing
great!) on some instrument even if it’s not the fiddle. I’m interested in the dulcimer and the mandolin. Do you have
any music to suggest to get me started listening to or good bluegrass music books? There’s so much to choose from
I get so overwhelmed. What are some classic Bluegrass bands you’d recommend? Thanks and good luck with your
coming playing season!

Sandhill Sis (2009-06-18 13:02:29)
Hey you hillbilly music lovin’, banjo playin’, garden growin’ saint. Just found you today. Cute home. Looks real. I
like real. Thanks for linking with me. ;) Keep pickin’, growing, and livin’ simple, my friend. Blessings. Sis
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1.4.10 They loved my meatballs! (2009-06-16 22:48)

Well, golly..... the boys of IIIrd Tyme Out liked my meatballs so much they talked about them onstage!
HAHAHAHA....

Well, I’m glad they had a good time... we had such a wonderful time, it was a great night and I’m still
floating in my bluegrass adrenalin rush!!! I’ll write more later... but in the meanwhile... enjoy this clip, hot
off the videocam!!!

[EMBED]

And just maybe... in a little bit... I’ll post my SUPER complicated recipe for these little delightful bits of
sweet BBQ goodness! Though, it is a old family recipe... hmmmmm.....

MrsL (2009-06-16 23:55:33)
That was great - glad it went well. Look forward to the meatball recipe too! MrsL xx

1.4.11 Third Week of June... (2009-06-17 19:29)

Garden Update:

Bought some tomato cages today because my mo’s were getting a little tall and leggy! Corralled those bad
boys and weeded... added some twine weaved in the pea crib fences to help get them started... they are
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blooming and there are even a few little mini peapods growing!!! Lot it...

Mr. Gnome is getting a little consumed by the pea plants!
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The wheat field is growing... not sure if it’s the way it’s suppose to look but it’s definately growing. It’s
starting to branch and look more well, like wheat, sorta... I realize it’s a little dense... we hand sowed it like
the serfs of old... it’s more growing, ah, like wild wheat! Yeah... that’s the ticket. Wild wheat.
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Most everything is growing pretty good.

I’m not impressed with the carrots.. they are dreadfully slow growing. The garlic is finally up and that’s
cool. Potatoes are going NUTS.... watermelon, well, that and the cantelope is not really doing very well.
Still look kind of the same, to be honest. Lost on watermelon plant. I’ve never had good luck with melons...
Maggie really wanted to grow the cantelopes... and I said we could give them a try, but I have a feeling,
they are not going to do well in the Moby homestead victory garden. But, you never know...

I think I’m going to move the watermellon out to the new beds. It’s definately much more sunnier there and
i think they might like that. I believe I’ll put spinach and peas in the grow bags... they will like the slightly
shady area I think.

Tomatoes are doing very well, have quite a few little dudes already growing. One’s even got bug bites
all over it!

Remind Self.... get a little organic bug spray to give the farm a light dusting...

Beans are doing so so... the sunflowers and gourds are up in the corn field and there are just a couple
early bloomers of corn peeking up from the raised dirt field... how exciting. I’ll bet in a couple days we’ll
have two perfect little rows of corn babies!!!

Jessica (2009-06-20 18:21:30)
I love your little garden space! I’m new to your blog (came over from The Pioneer Woman) and I love seeing what you
are doing with the space you have. I’ve got less than 1/5 acre and I’m growing veggies for the first time. So proud!
Anyways, looks great! I look forward to seeing how the wheat turns out.
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MrsL (2009-06-18 00:26:41)
Nice to see someone else with a micro wheat field! Pigeons ate all mine last time, apart from a very few stalks, so
looking forward to the autumn to get some more in. You’re garden’s doing really well. MrsL xx

1.4.12 Chocolate Dipped Strawberries (2009-06-22 17:34)

When it’s strawberry season.... you can slice and eat them or make jams or cakes and stuff like that.... but
one of the best delicacies has to be dipping the little wonderful bits of berry goodness.... it’s EASY!

Especially now with those little microwavable wafers of chocolate... just pop a big handful into a little
cup... (cups are better than bowls... deeper and you need less coating.... ) I found that if you use the defrost
or medium/low setting of your nuke, you will be happier. The key is to warm it up gently. Do like a minute
and then stir a little, then a minute until you get them all nice and melted.

I like to wash my little gems and let them dry up nice. And then just pull back the little leaves a bit
and dip them into the warm chocolate coating. Place on a little waxed paper or foil to cool. If you want to
rush, pop them in the frig for a little bit. They harden up pretty quick. And any left over coating you can
always throw in some little pretzels or nuts or whatever sounds good... stir it up and drop the spoonful or
two on your paper as a good cook reward. (g)
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It’s so simple and so fancy... why these things in the fancy candy shop are like 8 dollars a pound or more!!!
My goodness.... just make a little batch yourself and you’ll have fun. And impress the inlaws or the PTA or
whomever you’d like to impress at your next gathering!

Jessica (2009-06-22 18:23:39)
Now, if that were me, the chocolate would be all over the keys of the laptop. Looks great!

Mobymom (2009-06-22 19:31:34)
HAHAHA.... yeah, I had to be kinda careful... I was actually printing a bunch of stuff and it was kinda boring so I
thought I would dip the berries while I did it... normally I would have been working in the kitchen!
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1.4.13 WHEAT!!! WE HAVE WHEAT HEADS! (2009-06-22 17:42)

How exciting!!!! We just noticed that the wild wheat field actually has litle baby wheat heads on it!!!

HOW EXCITING!!! All of us were out there examining it and marveling over the growth.

Yeah, we don’t have cable.

And we’re very easily amused.... apparently.

But it is cool.... and the kitties love laying in the wheat field and attacking each other and acting like
they are lions in the wilds of Africa. Instead of Toledo.
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Janelle (2009-06-25 11:18:41)
I had a good laugh at your ”we don’t have cable” comment. I can totally relate! My husband and I get very excited
almost daily over our everbearing strawberry plants and the fact that we now have green tomatoes. Whoo hoo!

Jen (2009-06-29 09:36:56)
Hi from a fellow Ohioan (I’m assuming you mean Toledo Ohio in your posts, at least...) I’m participating in the
fiddler’s challenge too, but I wanted to comment to say congrats on the wheat! I’ll have to read more of your blog. :)
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1.4.14 911 Cauliflower Help! (2009-06-27 11:31)

Okay, what happened?????

I’ve never grown cauliflower before.

And apparently, I’m not very good at it!

It was perfect for the first couple weeks, all purdy and white and a nice little compact round head
and then all the sudden it turned evil! Started sprouting leggy growth and green and weird!!

I have looked in all my gardening books and yeah, yeah, they talk about tying the leaves up around
it to keep it white, but this is clearly weird stuff...

Not enough sun?

Too much heat?

Too close to the broccoli?
(Which is not even flowering yet so I don’t think they cross contaminated each other)

What gives??????

I’m about to yank it out and plant the area with lettuce. If I cut the head will it keep growing and
set another head?
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Gosh... I need a cauliflower expert.... anyone know what is up?

The Great Mimi (2010-03-09 05:02:25)
I’m thinking you needed to plant them earlier. They need very cool weather. Enjoy your blog and how you are
choosing to live your life. The US needs more folks like you.

1.4.15 Fiddle Challenge - Week Four (2009-06-27 22:03)

You might have been wondering how the fiddling is going.

Pretty good.

I had my first lesson back with Clint, phenom fiddle kid of Toledo and it went pretty good. I haven’t had a
lesson since the first of the year because my dumb car situation got me off track and then, well, one thing
led to another and I just hadn’t been taking lessons.

But thankfully Clint was dilligent and called me like 12 times.... and I finally said, yeah, you know
I want to learn more... haha... YouTube is good, but I need a person to smack me when I’m doing really
dumb stuff and to pat me on the back when something good sinks in and I get it!

So my first lesson back was kind of a ”where are you” and I hope he was impressed that I was defi-
nately improving... I’ll put a little clip from my last lesson up here and then a clip of what I just recorded
and I do believe I’ve made some progress!

We talked about flourishes... those little tag licks that add such flavor to fiddling in the back ground when
other instruments and singers are doing their thing. You can’t just keep playing the melody over and over,
well, you can, but eventually someone will smack you or they will all just move off and leave you standing
there, like a goofball.

Bluegrass music is a team sport, ain’t no one the star, or well, ain’t no one SHOULD be the star....
it’s a give and take ballet between all the instruments and the singers... it’s wonderful. And I’m so afraid
to play with others at this point, because I know how it SHOULD sound and I’m just not there yet! I can
do a few songs okay, and I’m building, but part of it is being able to do backup and that was the crux of
my lesson time this Friday afternoon past.

We worked on the flourishing of the backup... and those beautiful little licks that just make it sound lovely.
I think I understand better now.... like for example, those licks should always end on the note in the key
you are playing... so if it’s Key of A, then make sure when you’re done with your lick that you end on A...
and it does work.

He taught me last winter about using the penatonic scale to make breaks easier and I do believe
I’ve finally got that ingrained in my head. Seems to work. I’m still not good at like B and C keys... those
are a little tougher, but A D E and G I can swing pretty good.

Another thing that we covered was chords on the fiddle.
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Chords???? Huh?

Yeah, well fiddlers actually play chords, more usually like two finger chords for backup! WOW!
That really makes sense... and we ran through like three positions for each of the chords of A G D and E....
I’m not sure that I have them all down good, but at least now the knowledge is there and I can work on it.

I’m sure that he’ll quiz me on it. He always does.

Well, it was sure fun and I’m set for another on next Friday... I think I’m going to do my best to
stay on track now with Clint... and keep at it.

Here are my two tracks for tonight. One is a very old first fiddling attempt with Clint playing the
guitar. Almost a year ago.

[audio:http://www.themobilehomewoman.com/audio/1stsong.mp3]

Here are the guys in the band humoring me last August... playing Old Joe Clark with me.. the
first song I learned and was so proud that I could actually play, sorta...

[audio:http://www.themobilehomewoman.com/audio/oldjoe.mp3]

And this track is one I made tonight with myself. Playing fiddle and banjo.... (don’t you love
multi-track audio recording software????? You can finally be in two places at once!!!!)

[audio:http://www.themobilehomewoman.com/audio/oldhen.mp3]

MrsL (2009-06-28 00:29:43)
That’s fabulous! Well done, something for me to aspire too, I need more practice!! MrsL xx
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Sarah (2009-06-28 09:15:22)
That track where you were playing both fiddle and banjo was pretty impressive! Good job. I never thought I liked
the banjo much, but the more I hear it, the more I like it. So, thanks!

Mobymom (2009-06-28 09:22:10)
Not love the banjo!??? Woman! You have yet to live!!!! (hahaha) I’ve been playing the banjo for like EVER.... well,
I took off about 20 years inbetween, but still... the banjo ROCKS! (gg) I’ll have to put up some more banjo picking
for you all to learn to love! Banjo and fiddle are a PERFECT pair! :-) Just funnin’ with ya! Sherri

1.4.16 Up to One Pound of Produce!!! (2009-06-29 22:49)

I know it’s a little early.... but it just thrills me to no end that we’re already getting produce from our
gardens!

The sugar snap peas are starting to fill out nice!

And it’s official... we’re up to one pound from the Moby homestead gardens!

I just finished planting the last of my plants and seeds tonight. Got 10 more plants from Lowes... (honest,
they followed me home!!!)

4 orange bell peppers, 2 beefmaster tomatoes, 2 Park’s whopper improved CR tomatoes, and 2 burpless
hybrid cucumbers.
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And the best part? As I was digging their new little holes in the two side raised beds... I accidently
dug into an area where I just planted my corn on Sunday (that was yesterday) and I saw two seeds AL-
READY sprouting!!! YEAH! The corn harvest might be saved! Apparently soaking those little dudes for
about 10 hours before hand really helped them to germinate! And we’re due for a couple days of cooler,
rainy weather, so the dirt and all should get a good soaky rain and everything should be happy!

I transplanted the cantelopes and watermelon as they were looking really stunty and of course, they went
into some shock, so the last two days I’ve been out there every couple hours to give them a little drink and
they are finally looking a little more perky now. They should be a lot happier out in the full sunshine.

I saved all my tags and seed packs and such from all the plantings and one of these days when I have
a little extra time, I’m going to go through them all and make up a little garden journal of my efforts. Might
sound a little crazy, but really I’m wanting to know which strains of the veggies do better than others, as
well as which beds they like better, that kind of thing. I think it’s pretty important. I’d like to get the
highest yeild I can from what we’re growing. Why not? And keeping records is a great way to plan next
year’s garden a little better... If the Dervaes family can grow 8,000 pounds of food in a tenth of an acre, I
can surely grow 1,000 in my twentieth of an acre! Just takes a little time and effort and planning to get it
done.

Of course, it would help if my kids liked more veggies.... I think my friends and family are going to re-
ally enjoy my garden blessings!

Jessica (2009-06-30 16:32:32)
Awesome!! Glad to see those happy snap peas...I’ve just started harvesting mine as well. There is nothing like going
out to the garden, picking what you grew, and then bringing it into the house and eating it for dinner. Ahhh...
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1.5 July

1.5.1 Happy Birthday Jessy! (2009-07-01 19:44)

My old kid turned 19 on Monday....

That is a little weird... I mean, well, 18 was the whole adult thing and everyone was kinda weird about that.
She had to start college and she needed to be driving and she had to worry about her adult life and all.

Nineteen comes around and it was kinda just well, like most adult birthdays... just a day, a cake, family well
wishes and maybe a dinner out.

She told me later on that it was kinda a little weird for her too. I imagine it was. I am trying to remember
my 19th birthday. Can’t really picture it in my memories. I suppose it’s her welcome to the adult world
where only big deal birthdays get much recognition anymore... 21... 30...40... 50? Seems like every 10 years
you make it, we all gotta get together and be astonished and celebrate! Sounds like fun....
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Jessica (2009-07-02 18:43:10)
Happy Birthday to Jessy! I’ll be turning 26 soon. You are so right about adult birthdays! Just not the same as they
were when we were kids. I like to wear an ”It’s my Birthday pin” to work on mine, just so everyone has to wish me a
good one. That makes it a little more joyful!

1.5.2 Disposable Materials Update... (2009-07-02 22:17)

Anyone following my blog might know that I’m trying hard to kick the plastic bag habit.

I’m about 80 % successful with my efforts. I am FINALLY remembering to bring them in whenever I
shop. That was the hardest part, really. I would get in the store, all done shopping and think, SHOOT.... I
left the dumb bags in the car!!! AGH!!!

Well, I finally started to put them on the front seat, right under my purse. That seems to have made
me remember a little more often and well, finally, it’s getting to be a habit.

I just need to remember to bring ENOUGH bags in... that’s why I’m not 100 % successful. I keep un-
derestimating my shopping needs when it comes to bags. I finally just put ALL my nice bags into one bag
and bring the whole thing in. That seems to be a pretty good way to remember.
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Now I want to try and slow down the paper towel use in the house.

When I realized that paper towels are creeping up in price.... even the super duper cheap ones seem
to be about $1.39 any more... and I watched my kids (and me) using them like crazy just to dry hands
at the kitchen sink after washing? And using them to get a little big of water on the counter and such, I
thought, this is whacked. I need to get a dozen or so nice basic bar cloths for that kind of stuff. Use them
for the day, wash, use again kind of thing.

So I did. I got 5 larger bar clothes in a pack for $5 and I got two packs of 9 washcloth sized for $3
each. $11. And I know it will take a little time to get us into the habit of using them, like the cloth bags,
but I think in the end it’s a better thing.

Now mind you, paper towels are perfectly great for picking up yucky stuff that the livestock drags
in, or pukes up... (thankfully that is rare, but well, does happen) And they are good for messy yucky spills...
but I think with just a little training we can make a roll last a good long time. Sounds good to me.

We are just about weaned off paper plates and plastic forks... got some great little snack plates
from Ikea and bowls too... fun colorful pieces and super easy to wash up. We’re really using them
consistently for lunch and snacks, whatever. We are a family that tends to eat at all different times, rather
independent cusses, actually when it comes to that, and so it’s easy to just make a sandwich or something
light and it’s pretty easy to use these little plates. I think I need one more pack and it would be perfect. No
more paper plates.

For awhile I was getting a box or two of plastic forks and spoons, because we seemed to be going
through a ton of silverware all the time and since we hand wash everything, we were running out of forks
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ALL THE TIME... But since we stopped getting a lot of prepacked foods and such, that seems to be
leveling out more. And we’re trying hard to keep up on the dishes through the day more. So they aren’t
piling up and all. So that’s it, no more of them.

It’s not a huge expense, I know. But you start combining them all... and it starts to add up. $6
for paper towels, $2 for paper plates, $4 for plastic forks and spoons and I start to think, well, that’s like
$10- $12 a week.... times 52? $520??? To use once and throw away?

Well, we’ll keep at it. I just like the idea of not having to buy the stuff and remember to buy it
and all that running out of this and that and all. I want to start shopping much more simpler.

Another thing I did was to wean everyone off the multiple types of soap, shampoo and conditioner
and other health and beauty aids like toothpaste, and rinse etc. We voted and made a list of the stuff we
absolutely loved and what we didn’t care so much about. Me, I love Pantene shampoo. I’m just not a big
fan of Swave and all that. And I’m careful not to waste it, or use big handfuls, so that’s good. Girls didn’t
care much. Great, so we buy just one brand of shampoo and conditioner. Maggie loves the pump soap from
Body Works... so I had a great coupon, and they had a sale, I bought 8 bottles and that’s the soap we use.
Jessy doesn’t much like some kinds of toothpaste, she’s not a real mint freak, so we get the citrus flavored
mouthwash and toothpaste.

Everyone is happy and I don’t have to remember everyone’s umpteen kinds of stuff... Did the same
in the kitchen, just narrowed it down to a couple loved cleaning products. Dawn soap, Comet cleanser,
Vinegar and water spray cleaner. That seems to be what we need most.

With so many choices in life, especially with shopping and groceries, I think we fall victim of the
”too much” overload and tend to think we need all these things to make our lives run smoothly. When in
reality, we don’t and can get by with more narrow choices. It sure does make shopping simpler and cheaper
too. I can stock up on the things we like and watch for good sales.

I think it makes good homesteading sense... learn to live without so much STUFF around you...
get good stuff, good multi-purpose simple tools to make things work smoothly. That’s the key to running a
good simple household.

Sharon (2009-07-03 13:55:24)
I started using bar towels in my kitchen about a year ago and it works great! I always had a towel hanging next to
the sink to dry hands but I’d use paper towels to wipe up the water around the sink and the counters. I think the
towels do a better job of cleaning up too.

Toria (2009-07-03 16:23:12)
Fantastic. We’ve been gradually reducing the one use disposable products over the past few years as well. It does
take time to break old habits, but you get there eventually.

Mobymom (2009-07-03 17:09:24)
It is hard! Old habits die hard.... So far so good, I hid the paper towels in the pantry and introduced the new towels
to the pack... and everyone seems to be using them. I have been watching our trash the last month or so as well, and
it’s kinda appalling to see that it’s about 75 % product packaging! I think as we get more and more into our own food
production as well as eating simply and from scratch, that will go down. Gonna make a composting container this
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week... hahah... well, Tim is going to make it and I’ll watch! I’d like to get our trash down to like one bag a week.
(we’re at 3 right now... pretty average week...) Thanks for writing!!!!

1.5.3 4th of July Garden Update (2009-07-03 20:00)

As everyone is gearing up for the holiday weekend, I thought I would reflect on my gardening independence
and how the whole homestead moby farm is doing!

Overall, the joint is hoping... Almost to the 2 pounds of produce mark... a little shy, but hey, it’s only the
first of July! How cool is that... it’s already producing food!
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Radish flowers are down right pretty. Little whites and pinks and such... very cute.
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My second planting of radish are coming up in the new beds! How cool. I really took the time to plant them
out and carefully spaced them. We broadcast the teeny seeds for the first batch and then didn’t really thin
them very well, so it’s kind of a cluttered mess. I’m going to see if taking the time to carefully plant yields
a better crop.
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Potato flowers are so pretty! Love the purple petals and the bright yellow insides. I want Jessy to take some
shots with her fancy camera, they are just that pretty.

Of course, the potatoes are really doing well. They really seem to like those grow bags. I really want
to dig one up and see what they are doing, but I know it’s way too early, even for new potatoes! It’s only
been 6 weeks. Maybe at the end of July I will pull one plant and see, just dig down a little bit and see what
we can discover! By the nice leafy top growth, they seem to be pretty happy.
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Guess the unhappy herb!!!!

Ah, yeah... the one on the left? Cilantro. It just went crazy, flowered and was spent. I’m thinking I’m
going to just whack it back and see what happens.

Or just pull it and plant something else.

Chives and Oregano are doing very nice.
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And look!!! Lots and lots of baby beans! Some are almost full sized,just not too plump yet. I’ll bet another
week or two and I’ll be having some yummy green beans steamed with a little butter and garlic, oh baby....
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Oh the fuzzy teeny tiny little baby cukes are SO adorable! I can’t wait to see how they mature and all. They
are finally starting to climb up my crib support for them... the little tendrils are slowly fingering out and
testing it. So cool to watch day to day.
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Green peppers
are doing fine! Not a lot of them, but a few are huge... most are still fairly small and getting there. I planted
4 new ones in the new beds, I’m hoping that will help my yield a little bit.
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Man, this one
pepper is really going to town. It’s a variety that is not hot, and I want to say Marconi or something
like that. I’ll have to consult all my tags and such.... It’s really going to town though!
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The mini pumpkins and gourds are doing really well out in the corn field. And so are the big pumpkins on
the other side of the moby. They are flowering like crazy, but I haven’t seen any little babies yet. I hope
they are not all male flowers only!
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The sunflowers are definately taking over the place! The ones we planted as well as the rouge ones from the
feeder! We’re letting the rouge ones grow this year, mostly because they fell in the berry patch bed and it’s
just doing it’s growing this year...
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This one that the birds planted is about to flower! How cool! I can’t wait to see it’s color and shape and all.
I believe it’s one of the all black seed plants, so I’m real curious to see how these flowers look. We planted
the mammoth ones, and they really should get another 4 or 5 feet tall. The second planting of flowers is
doing well too, but they are only about a foot tall, out in the corn field.
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Speaking of corn!!! The second planting is coming out great, lots of sprouts. I guess soaking the kernals
really boosted my sprouting ratio. I hope I get enough to take so that I can have some fresh sweet corn!
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Only 10 plants came up of the over 60 we planted the first go around. I’m not sure if something ate them,
or it was just too dry, I don’t know. And they haven’t sprouted since, so I just don’t know.

I do know that officially my corn was elbow high in July.

Not tooooo far behind the ”knee high in July” judging mark, but hey, this is Toledo... not Kansas.

My second crop is only finger high in July!

But then, July is not over yet... I’m sure it will be knee high by the end of July!!! I hope!
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You can see why the birds planted all the sunflowers.... the berry patch is right near Maggie’s super duper
bird station! Next year I plan to pull all the rougue ones but a few here and there. The funny thing is that
I’m finding rougue wheat all over near the feeders too! The birds were eating my overly sowed wheat field
and then dropping the seeds hither and yon! It’s kind of funny to see beautiful little greel wheat heads here
and there through the gardens.
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A couple raspberries are putting out berries... not many, but that’s okay. It’s pretty cool to see them trying.
They are shaded nicely by some of the sunflowers and I think that is giving them a good headstart this year.
(We’ve had a few real scourchers and the raspberries didn’t even wilt like a lot of stuff did!)
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Beautiful teeny little strawberries! They are ripening up and providing little sweet treats for me! Not very
many, but that’s okay.... they are SO worth the wait. Next year, oh my gosh, it will be wonderful.
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A couple handfuls will be about it I think this year, but oh the flavor of them!
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They normally do not make it inside... but I thought some beautiful sun ripened berries on my morning
cereal would be dreamy....
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And it was....

One thing I noticed right away was that they were deep lucious red all the way through. And sweet but with
just a teeny bit of tartness... just perfect.

I was cutting up a couple quarts of grocery store berries to sugar a bit and freeze and they looked good
and tasted okay, but they are like white in the inside. Big and nice red color on the outside, but white
and tasteless on the inside. I would rather have my teeny little sweets than those big fleshy nothing berries
anyday!
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And doesn’t the repurposed little yard sale table look nice with a new top on it, spray painted and giving
the grill a little lift in life? We used it today and sure beat grilling on the ground! And what’s nice is that
it’s tucked behind my big potted plant so it’s kind of hidden from the outside world a bit.

I haven’t had any troubles with things wandering off... but other people say it happens here and there.
Being at the back of the park helps and also, we’re here most of the time and have a big black old dog (whom
of course, is a big baby and hiding under my desk, panting and drooling because of the fire crackers and
fireworks that folks are setting off this weekend.....hahahaha)

Still, it’s nice that it’s tucked back and slightly hidden from the world. Besides, I really don’t want to
see GRILL when I walk up to my little moby, I want to see the flowers and gardens and all that.

Well... that’s the roundup at the Moby... First week of July! We’ve come a long way from the begin-
nings in very early May...
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OhioMom (2009-07-06 07:43:50)
Your garden rocks! Great idea with the raised beds, so much can be grown in small spaces. I have a small container
garden on the rooftop of our apartment building, this is my second year and next year I will be adding even more.
Love your strawberries :)
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1.5.4 Downtown Trip on the 4th of July (2009-07-04 16:37)

Well, we got up at the crack of 11 and headed for the Farmer’s Market downtown in Toledo!

And lo and behold.... there was like hardly anyone there!

HAHAHA.... well, I’m told that you need to get their early because farmers get up at like 4 in the
morning and by 8 they are ready to have lunch and by 10 they’re done for the day. Hmmmm.

Well, there was a couple vendors there taking advantages of us late sleepers and we still managed to
score! 6 fresh ears of corn, a big bundle of green beans, 2 big ol’ onions and 2 luscious garden tomatoes! All
for $6.

And since the Farmer’s Market was kind of a bust for us... we walked over to the antique flea mar-
ket place and walked around looking at all the little treasures and such. Neat stuff. I love old stuff. Not like
TONS of old stuff, but some old stuff. Just enough to be really cool and special!

If Maggie had her way, we’d be living in a total immersion antique shop with a thousand different
little collections of things. I think she’d make a good Antiques Road Show hostess because she can rattle
off all sorts of facts and details about old bottles and mechanical toys and books, maps and other assorted
old things and their values. Jessy and I are more on the prowl for ”special” things... just stuff that really
makes us go ”oooooooh.....”

She of course, loves rocks and all, but she seems to have a special spot for oriental things, and cam-
eras, and some books and such, kitties.... anything kitty....
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Me? I am on the hunt for old instruments... (they had an old fiddle, but it was really rough and
they wanted $50 and I’m broke this weekend!) and covered small colorful Fire King Pyrex dishes... (I’m
very picky though, I like the solid color ones over the decorated ones.... Love the Jadeite and the primary
colors and the gold tone ones too....) And I really like handmade pottery pieces, with that old fashioned
drippy earthy color glazes and such. I’ve been kind of keeping my eye out for a little low dish, something to
keep my desk clutter in, and I found one!!!

Also found a nice little, small loaf-size, bright blue Fire King piece! Perfect for my collection. I
want to get at least four or five of these little small covered dishes because they will fit nicely in my
countertop oven and they are nice for leftovers and microwave nicely, etc. In an effort to ditch the plastic,
I’d like to get rid of the little Glad plastic storage things and cut back on foil, plastic wrap and plastic
Ziploc bags! So these little special cassarole and loaf dishes WITH LIDS are perfect for that!!!

And they were decently priced... the handmade dish was only $4 and the Fire King was $6. $10 for
two lovely additions to my Moby homestead and they are used and old and just beautiful.

We went to Borders and looked around, the girls got the next in some novel series they collect and
I could not resist the cutest little journal that looks like an old fashioned book. I wanted something to slip
into my small purse that I could jot down song bits as I drive and am out and about. Well, not AS I drive,
but you know... when they strike me, which is 9 times out of 10 NOT at my computer and in an easy place
to write the stuff down!

Came home and putzed a bit, finished a few client edits and such... and then we grilled some hot
dogs, cooked that corn on the cob, made some homemade mac and cheese and sliced up a tomato!
Wonderful.... with a little homemade lemonade, we celebrated the 4th in perfect style. We’re going to go
out in a few hours to see some fireworks and all that... make a good day of it!

So.... what are you all doing????? I hope you have a happy and safe holiday and enjoy your life
and your family and friends!!!

OhioMom (2009-07-06 07:39:18)
Hello Just found your blog and have enjoyed reading your posts, I scored Ohio-grown corn this weekend at the farmers
market too .. love that seasonal veggies are once more available.

1.5.5 My Photo Slidestream (2009-07-09 20:18)

I went and borrowed Jessy’s fancy Nikon camera and shot a bunch of pictures!

And I put them up on my Flickr account.... Only watch the first oh 80 or so because the rest are all
bluegrass related.... I’m not sure how to make a set of photos only do the slideshow thing.... can you?

Well, these are some beautiful photos from round the old homestead!

More posts to come!

[EMBED]
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Jessica (2009-07-10 18:22:18)
I think you’ve got the meaning of life figured out...beautiful pics!

OhioMom (2009-07-11 08:03:11)
Awesome flower pics! I love your cat, mine hates his pic taken, usually will put his head down and walk away :) Your
garden looks great.

1.5.6 Glorious Sunflowers (2009-07-12 09:22)

I can’t tell you how exciting it is to have blooming sunflowers in my yard.

And so early... it’s only first of July and already a few of the rogue bird planted sunflowers are coming
to bloom.

And I am so excited.
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I’m not quite sure why I love them so much, but I do... It think it’s the fact that they are overachievers in
the seed world. Start with a little half inch seed and hardly 2 months later, you have this gigantic plant with
a HUGE flower... it’s pretty nifty.

I realize there are others like this... potatoes seem to put out a crazy amount of folliage and growth from
one little quarter of an old spud.

Pumpkins and gourds are wild as well... they put out a lot of stuff from a seed.

And of course acorns, they build trees... but not in two months.
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I think I like them because they signify a return of my life the way I want it. The last 5 years I’ve been
unable to grow sunflowers for one reason or another. The last year in my beautiful home I couldn’t grow
them because I was in the midst of a divorce and just a shell of myself. I didn’t garden that year because
I had no spirit within me to do it. I was barely existing, caught in a painful and emotional situation that
sucked the very lifejuice from me. I was alive only to care for my children and try to make it day to day.

Next year, I lost my house to foreclosure, and didn’t garden, moving in late May up to Redford, Michi-
gan, to a rental house. Didn’t have time to plant much there, too busy trying to get a new life started and
pick up the pieces of the old. I planted a little bit, some of my transplanted hostas from the old house, and
a few annuals here and there, some morning glories, but that was about it.

Next year, I tried hard to plant, even put in two teeny raised beds for some veggies, but to be honest,
I hated my yard because next door there was a dog lady with like 5-8 dogs at any given time because she
did rescue work.

A noble pastime, yes, we did rescue of small hamsters and pocket pets and know the work and strug-
gle... but this was verging on abuse, if you asked me. She would have all these different dogs, big dogs, inner
city dogs, locked up all day in her little house while she was at work, so they barked CONSTANTLY and
then in the early morning or evening she would give them the yard to run in, but all they did was fight and
bark and just didn’t get along. There was no consistant pack, just a noisy stressful dog pregatory that was
constant chaos.

Gypsy was afraid to even go out in the yard.... she really suffered because I believe she could feel the
anxiety and stress from the barking and all. If she got even close to the fence, the dogfarm inmates would
lunge and slam the fence, snarling and growling some really mean stuff. If I was out trying to garden, I felt
like I was in a prison yard with the dogs watching and attacking the fence. Very stressful. So, again, no
sunflowers, no garden.
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Next year, we moved to the moby.... and the healing was beginning.

We had to spend the whole summer working hard on the Moby to get her livable and comfortable for us. I
started to plant, mostly landscaping, some flowers, perrenials all about, lots of bulbs for the coming spring....
but it was too late to get any sunflowers in.

However, like a little guiding beacon, and a hope for the next year... a neighbor had a lone beautiful
sunflower growing by their shed, that I drove by every day. I watched it grow taller and taller and finally,
it’s beautiful, glorious head of yellow and brown opened and stayed all summer long till it finally drooped
over from the weight.

I knew it wouldn’t be long....
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And now, finally.... after 5 long years.... I have sunflowers all around me. I have all the ones we planted
as well as lots that our bird friends have planted all through the moby as well! And they have started to
bloom!!!

Somehow I think it’s a sign that I’m blooming again as well.

Contentment looks good on a person.
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Andrew (2009-07-12 13:07:20)
Hi Sherri, I love the sunflowers, and the story behind them. To me, they really are symbolic of a rebirth you’ve had
personally. Look at how vibrant and alive they are! Just as your life now is, after earlier setbacks. I’m proud of you!
(But then, when haven’t I been?) I wish there were, like, a PBS segment that could feature people like you and all
you’ve accomplished...to lend hope and inspiration to thousands of others. Until such occurs, keep up the fantastic
job and continue to educate. It is imperative that you write that book we talked about regarding self sustainability.
With so many people struggling to find a way, yours could be just what the masses need right now. Please ponder
this idea, okay? You’ve done such a remarkable job and should be proud. God Bless You!

1.5.7 Around the Moby (2009-07-15 08:08)

Been a little busy around the old Moby... and work crept up on me.... had to get some stuff done and
finished up before the guys left for Grey Fox. So I’ve been a little behind in posting.

We got the fort painted.. YEAH! So now it matches the shed.
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Tim fixed the door too... it was hanging weird and all, like this in the picture below.... But he
took it down, cut off the rotted bottom, added some wood to stabilize it and added a top piece as well... so
it’s AWESOME...

As as awesome as a shed can be....
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And Gypsy got a bath.... we don’t have it TOO bad around here for fleas and ticks, but we do
have them and I just do not want fleas in my Moby.... so we’re pretty careful about keeping the livestock
washed and powdered and everyone has a flea collar, that kind of thing.

Well, not everyone has a flea collar... just the livestock. (haha)
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We harvested our pearl onions... aren’t they cute? They didn’t make a ton of them, but the ones
that we dug up were wonderful!
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Been getting a lot of beans.... which I love and my girls do not... so I’ve been eating a lot of green
beans, fresh from the garden! YUM!
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Take a look at that pepper! It’s a giant Marconi pepper.... sweet not spicy... and I can’t wait to
serve that baby up tonight on the grill. And of course... MORE BEANS! Yeah!
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The beans
and onions went into a pork and tomato stew in the crockpot last night and that was good. Simple and
easy and half homegrown and the other half local... Good stuff.

Been working pretty hard on a couple designs for the company for t-shirts... spent all Sunday hand
drawing these images to look like woodcuts...
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And came up with these two shirt designs... the guitar one has already been printed and is on it’s
way to Grey Fox... the jams one is coming up next week!
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Getting ready to have a domestic diva day... got friends coming over to grill, and visit and play mah
jongg with us tonight for our older girls birthday party... (my friend Shelly and I’s children have close birth-
days... Maggie and JB in April and Jessy and Sarah in June!) So we always try and get together and have a
little visit and dinner and fun time to celebrate... So we’ve got the get everything tidy and bake a cake and
get some stuff ready for the fun! Talk at ya later! Be good!

Jessica (2009-07-15 18:43:11)
And you’re an artist, too! Is there anything you cannot do? :) Those pearl onions look SO yummy. I’ll have to give
it a try next year (just keep adding to the ”want to grow” list!)

Mobymom (2009-07-15 19:40:43)
Hahaha.... that’s what I do for a living... I’m a graphic artist and own a small publishing company. I publish home-
school materials, bluegrass music instructional stuff, and run about 50 websites for myself and clients... crazy life I
know! Google Westvon Publishing and you’ll see us all the dang place... and it’s all done out of my little moby home!
hahaha.... Yeah, the pearl onions are just so cute.... they were supposed to be like sweet onions but then when we
got the set home, it was mixed up so we just planted them. Didn’t take too long... and they are just cute and were
perfectly yummy in the stew! -sherri
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1.5.8 One Year Videos (2009-07-16 12:42)

Finally got my one year anniversary videos of our rehab done!

Enjoy the Moby Tour!

OUTSIDE TOUR

[EMBED]

INSIDE TOUR

[EMBED]

donna (2009-07-19 11:46:31)
you should be so proud of yourself, your home is so cozy and warm, even ur yard. i admire u for doing that and wish
i had talent to do something like that. wondefful job!! donna from cols oh

1.5.9 Today’s Ramblings... (2009-07-22 15:15)

I’m sorry if anyone had trouble getting my blog to load yesterday... I think I overdid it... I had to go in and
slip up that HUGE camping post... 40+ pictures of a nice big format was apparently just a little too much
for Wordpress to handle nice and neat.

I managed to get it cut up into 3 nicer, neater posts and that seems to have helped greatly. It
might have been my server too... but I kinda think it was the HUGE post... hahaha. Well, I’ve learned my
lesson. I hope you’ll forgive me.

Take a look at this though.... my first tomatoes!!!! Yeah!!!
We’re up to 6.5 pounds of produce now... gooooood stuff!
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Those babies are going on my salad tonight and the big one will be making a BLT from homemade
bread, local bacon and lettuce and ME grown tomato! Yeah!

It’s been a busy day here at the homestead... got some errands done, ran over the Avenue store be-
cause they emailed me the best coupon... $15 pintuck shirts that I LOVE with this internet coupon, one
day only. I printed two and sweettalked the sales girl into letting me use both... it pays to be nice and
friendly! (In this case, saved me $30!!!) That’s a whole lot nicer than collecting cans on the side of the
road or clipping coupons for nickles and dimes. And I got two nice shirts to augment my slightly meager
wardrobe!

Been working on the computers today... got a irratible Sony Vaio laptop that got a nasty bug and
needed to be totally deleted and reinstalled and all that. We mostly run Macs here at the Moby, but we
have this one token Windows machine for one podcasting program that we like... hahaha... and when I
needed it, it got a nasty bug and wouldn’t load menus or let us use the mouse, nothing. So I cleaned ’er off
and I’m reinstalling... shesh that takes forever! Cross your fingers, I hope it worked!

Also been making some DVDS of past Glass City Opry performances, and that just takes forever! I
did go and do my laundry in between, so that took away a little of the boredom.

Ran some errands, and did some website edits, all in a day’s work.

Did I mention.... IT”S RAINING!!!!! Thank goodness!!! We’ve had almost 4 weeks without a good
rain. Got a nice drenching this morning, and then off again and on again all day it’s been this light misty
drizzle stuff. I know the plants are digging it, as they are all nice and perky and greening up already.
Especially the squash and pumpkins. We’re scheduled for some possible thunderstorms and all night of
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rain... gosh that would be WONDERFUL.

I am already looking into some sort of more permiment way to soak water my beds... after the last
couple weeks without rain, everything is a little unhappy. And with my water pressure being a little low,
it’s hard to get everything watered without a day long event. I’m thinking soaker hoses for each bed... and
easy connect connectors so that I can just plug in to the hose, go back in the house to work for an hour,
then go and plug into another bed.... that kind of thing.

It might be a little investment.... basically 7 beds, means 7 soaker hoses.... and the connections,
but I sure don’t want to loose my crops. And they would last for many seasons if cared for. I’m still
considering it... and will be definately looking into a few other ideas. I plan to have the plumber out as
soon as I can afford him to see if we can improve the water pressure issue.

GREAT DEAL ALERT!!!!!

I stumbled onto this great deal today.... seeds are going on sale like crazy at the weirdest places.... I
got 8 packs of seeds for $1 at our little local hardware store. And the drugstore had them 6 for $1... I plan
on going back and stocking up. I’ve read in many places that most seeds will do fine being a year old. I
figure loosing what doesn’t germinate, will be a great deal for what DOES....

All the books and websites seem to point to locking them up in a glass jar and popping them in your
frig. Not your freezer, but the cool fridge. And if you can add something to keep the moisture down, even
better. (Like a tablespoon of dried powdered milk in a bit of cheesecloth or tissue works great, as these
experts suggest.)
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Me, I’ve had plenty of success just popping them in an old tin and storing them in my closet! Cool and dark
seems to be just fine.

Like I said, I am definately going back for more. I’m not sure why I didn’t think to do it when I was
there... I was really just getting a few packs for my second round of plantings for the early fall! But now
that I think about it... I think about 10 dollars should net me a TON of seeds for next year!!!

Just a little heads up to a great deal!

Jessica (2009-07-22 17:17:30)
The soaker hoses sound like a great idea. My husband and I made our own rain water barrel out of an olive barrel and
collect rainwater for my gardens. We are planning to create soaker hoses too. Of course, it sounds like you haven’t
had much rain, while we’ve had way too much. We’ve got well water, so every bit of water we can get elsewhere helps,
and rain water is just fine for the plants. :)

1.5.10 Bloom of the Day - July 27, 2009 (2009-07-27 21:32)

Sarah (2009-07-31 13:15:18)
Awesome picture!
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1.5.11 My Kitty Order is WRONG! (2009-07-28 20:53)

Man, I hate this. My kitty order is all messed up!

I ordered a calico and they sent me a grey tiger!!! Honestly. Service at the Kitty Farm is just not the
way it was in the old days. You order calico, you get calico. Shesh.

Now I’m going to have to send this one back and wait for a replacement kitty. Honestly. Some people.
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Well, maybe I can keep this one. Grey Tiger isn’t a bad kitty choice... and she does have pretty green
eyes. I wonder if she can hunt moles. Hmmmm...
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Well, in the spring, when I place another order, I just better get the kitty I order, not just whatever
they want to throw in a box and mail to me. Honestly.

HAHAHAHAHAHA.....

Karen (2009-08-01 19:32:10)
LOL funny:) Made me smile
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1.5.12 Moby Composting Center (2009-07-29 19:10)

Do you know what I adore about Tim? He never says no to my build ideas, just kinda figures it
out and then makes it for me. It’s SO wonderful!!!

Today he built me my dream compost center!!! It’s almost done... got a few little things to finish,
but we had a rain delay, so he’ll get it in a few days... but that was my sketch... I thought about it and he
said, okay and we went and got the stuff and he got started.
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I have this little kind of useless space behind the shed. I think it would be the perfect place for a
compost pile and a couple little raised beds. It’s out of sight of anyone in the park, and my neighbor behind,
it’s not in his flight plan really and I plan to make it nice and attractive.
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Two of the front boards are hinged so I can open it up and dig out yummy composted material,
probably like next spring...
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A couple wingnuts hold it in place while it’s cooking.
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It’s only three sided, because it will be attached to the back shed wall. We painted the shed with a
semi-gloss paint, a couple good coats. I intend to kind of keep the compost materials, more to the front, as
to keep the shed from rotting out. I think it will be okay.
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The little swinging doors shown in action.... just enough to get a spade in there to get the good
stuff out... maybe a little rake action will be required.
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It’s got little breather spaces, between the slats to let the pile breathe...
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Another shot to see the little doors... good thing because it made it easier to screw it to the shed, no
doubt. It was about $60 in materials... wood, screws, hinges and a little handle. Sure a big drum or a fancy
composter is about the same, maybe more... but I like the look of it and I want to be a good neighbor. I
don’t want it all to be awkward or eyesore looking. If I was on my own acreage and such, then, yeah, I
could do whatever, as cheap as possible. But I think $60 is not bad, and we’ll use it and all. Yard waste,
garden waste, kitchen scraps and such... all good stuff.

And the cool part? I got two little 2 foot by 2 foot raised beds on either side... I’m going to grow pole beans
in the area and get them a piece of lattace to grow up. So they grow all over the back of the shed and the
compost center too! Kind of shade and hide it a little bit, make it lovely and pleasant.
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It’s almost done! Still needs a little lid on the top and a good staining. That’s coming soon! Doesn’t it look
cute though? I can’t wait to get some dirt in the beds and get to planting fall beans! GREAT JOB TIM!!!!!

Jessica (2009-07-30 18:10:47)
That is such a great idea! I’d be interested to see how that works for you. We’ve been composting for a few years
now, but ours is just a pile with chicken wire fencing around it. Your gardens will LOVE the compost, and it will
save you lots of money from not having to buy it.
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1.5.13 Tonight’s Harvest... (2009-07-30 20:11)

We’re up to 12 pounds off the garden. I picked all these beauties.... I love how this photo turned
out. And with my little cheapo digital too! Wow.

I gave away a few to my lovely elderly neighbor.. Miss Bea was so tickled. A nice big Brandywine
all big and perfect and red and she was just so excited. She strolls over now and then for a garden tour. She
is excited about the sunflowers on her side of the Moby.... she lives on the ugly side of our home... which
we are trying to make into the lovely side!
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Jessy harvested her broccoli tonight. Only 4 plants, so it was just one meal, but my gosh was it
good. And it’s definitely on our list as a MUST plant for 2010. I wish we would have planted more of it.
Now we harvested just the top crown and I have heard that often it will sprout anew, so we left the plants
in the bed. We’ll see... maybe we’ll have one more dinner from them.
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Don’t they turn the most beautiful green after a quick dunk in the hot water? We cooked them just for a
few minutes in the hot pot and then took them out and drained them.... added a little garlic salt and fresh
butter and laid a slice of thick Velveta cheese on them and popped it in the oven for about 5 minutes to
finish up. Simple and absolutely wonderful.

We went this afternoon to the Perrysburg Farmer’s Market and it was nice... a stroll down the
main street and a chance to look at all the good homegrown and local stuff. We got peaches and a big
cantelope, a head of cabbage, some Michigan yellow onions, a bag of cukes, 6 head of sweet corn (which was
hardly in the house for a few minutes before it was in the hot pot cooking for dinner... yum!) and a dozen
farm eggs. Good stuff. Totally going to miss the Farmer Markets during the cold months... I believe we’re
going to really stock up soon.... before it turns too cold. I’m still contemplating a small freezer. I’m really
doing well with keeping my frig freezer full of just good stuff, not fluff. Really have a good month’s worth
of meat. Been stocking up on anything that the butcher has for sale each week and it’s really working out
good.

I think I might be ready for my freezer. I’m just not sure where to put it though... that is another
consideration. Well, if it’s meant to be, it will be. Right? I keep watching Craig’s list for a small chest
one... I’ve seen some that are like half a deep chest one... that might be perfect for us. And I might be able
to tuck it in the back of my dining room or something. Not sure yet. Still thinking.

But don’t these beautiful onions make you want to eat this stuff ONLY... no more onions from
Mexico or wherever. I want them from my own dirt.... my own neighbors....
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They were 3 for $1.

Carla (2009-07-30 20:57:15)
Beautiful pics! I have been peeking in every so often - been enjoying the posts and the bluegrass music. Came over
from hotbellymomma. I’ll be back.

1.6 August

1.6.1 End of the Fiddle Challenge... (2009-08-02 20:56)

Well, Jenna’s Cold Antler Farm blog’s Summer Fiddle Challenge is over... and so I had to make a video and
get it up there before the deadline!

This is my fiddling video submission!

[EMBED]

MrsL (2009-08-04 23:59:20)
I watched that yesterday afternoon, and just wanted to say how fabulous it was! REally enjoyed it. Mine is going
OK, hardly played much since I left school, but improving now with the kick up the behind that the challenge gave!
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Thanks for you-tubing it. I think you’re great. MrsL xx

1.6.2 Blueberries!!!!! (2009-08-04 21:50)

Guess what! It’s blueberry season around here and I got 10 pints of Michigan blueberries to freeze for
only $10. We were a little too late to pick them ourselves, but the next best thing is Farmer’s Market berries
and wow... they are fantastic.

Jessy and I made blueberry pancakes for breakfast this morning and they were very very tasty.

And we spent the rest of the day freezing them on a cookie sheet and then boxing them up for freezer
storage. Pretty cool. Makes me want to go and get more! But 5 quart containers later, we probably have
enough to keep us for awhile, no doubt.

MrsL (2009-08-04 23:58:01)
That’s a bargain; they’re quite dear here to buy as they’re imported. I have just put three bushes into teh garden, so
hoping for great things from them! MrsL xx
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1.6.3 Freezer Soup (2009-08-04 21:56)

See that big container, next to the blueberries and on the side of the ice trays on the top shelf? That
is my freezer soup bucket.

What is freezer soup, you might wonder?

Freezer soup is something that takes weeks to make, but boy is it good and it’s ALWAYS different!

We start with whatever leftover veggies we have for dinner. Beans? Corn? Crockpot veggies? Doesn’t
matter. What doesn’t get eaten, just gets put into the freezer soup bucket. And the next night and the next
night. Layer upon layer of yummy good stuff.

And when it’s full, we thaw it out, through it in a pot, maybe add a can of stewed tomatoes or maybe
some sliced carrots, whatever we might have on hand and simmer until it smells wonderful. Add a little
spice, maybe a little water or chicken stock.... sometimes I’ll throw in a little rice or noodles... whatever is
around.

It’s a great way to make use of all those bits of veggies that get left at dinner time. Unless you are one of
those families that does a good job of finishing up everything, freezer soup is a fun way to have something
good and easy to make into something good and homemade!
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MrsL (2009-08-04 23:57:00)
I do that here, it’s a great idea for when there are any leftovers - not very often, what with teenagers, OH and chickens!!
MrsL xx

Laura (2009-08-07 21:25:42)
Your Moby Meatloaf is a great ”new” meal here. Also tried it in stuffed peppers, really good. The point? I’m starting
freezer soup tomorrow. So far you bat a thousand with DH.

1.6.4 My Organizing System (2009-08-06 19:59)

I got a chance to write an article about my organizing system and I thought I would post it here for everyone
too! Enjoy!

You’re probably not like me.

I’m a 43 pots on a 4 burner stove kind of person. You know, constantly juggling them around and
somehow managing to get dinner done. No, everyone is so much more organized and better prepared to
meet each day with a delightful smile, a good night’s rest and six-course breakfast on the table for their
family!

If you’re not one of those people and would like some advice on a system that has finally worked for
me, then read on gentle reader. If you’re one of those perfect people, I think there is a bake sale that needs
43 dozen cupcakes in two hours calling you.

Ever since I was a young woman I was plagued with “too-many-ideas-and-projects-and-commitments”. As I
struggled to please everyone in my life, I would make lists. First it was just those cut little notepads you got
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from the insurance guy or maybe something with unicorns and bunnies romping around the borders. Pretty
soon, those were not enough. So out came the spiral notebook. And then the fancy leather Day timer with
lots of pages and dividers and sections. When that was too complicated past the first week or two, I even
made the leap to a Palm Pilot and then tried computer software.

Eventually, each one would let me down. Too complicated, too expensive, too bulky, too limited....
each time I would return back to the trusty spiral notebook. Yet, that wasn’t really the best either. Just
about everyday I would rewrite the list, reorder it, consider it, ponder it and then, half the time, I wouldn’t
accomplish very much on the list that day! My day would be interrupted by life. The things that I FORGOT
to write down!

As I moved from young woman to a mom and then a homeschooling mom, things got predictably
worse. Now juggling the tasks of my family, as well as insuring that all our assignments and plans for
education were accomplished, I would actually have lists that were so many pages long it would take me 30
minutes to reorder and write them out several times a week as I accomplished tasks. And I found myself
constantly laying in bed at evening’s fall, trying to keep all the “extra” tasks straight in my head.

When I started my online publishing business, went through a divorce, moved twice and then finally
bought an old mobile home to rehab, my to do lists were becoming a health burden as well as a choking
hold on my life. I had so many things on my plate, I would occasionally shut down and almost be unable
to act on the simplest task. It was then that I began to search for new methods of managing all my pots
on my life stove. I would accomplish tasks, but when I got to the end of the day, only two or three items
would be scratched off and I would stand there and puzzle.... what was I doing all day long?

I knew what was happening. I was carrying over tasks from day to day, procrastinating and worry-
ing over them, rewriting them and then not doing until they were fires at my feet. I was getting lost down
rabbit holes and wandering trails that were not productive. I was forgetting things that I was trying to
keep in my head and so each day had a share of “firefighting” as I struggled to keep up with all the various
situations in my crazy life. I thought I was being so productive because I was constantly busy from morning
till late in the night. I worked like a dog, but in reality, things only seemed to get finished at the last minute
in a haze of stress and anxiety. It was dreadful.

It was a little over a year ago that I accidentally stumbled onto the work of David Allen. He has a
very popular book and lecture series called Getting Things Done. Followers of his system gleefully refer to
it as GTD and there is a whole industry of blogs, helpful site and mentors of his very popular system. After
watching a very enlightening video of Mr. Allen addressing his corporate fellow disorganized souls, I was
moved to immediately get his book and I consumed it in one afternoon. I let it settle in my brain over night
and then I read it AGAIN.

Allen’s philosophy is bent around the fact that there are simply things that need to get done. Sim-
ply put, Getting Things Done was precisely as he stated... getting things done. And not just shuffling
around from list to list and hoping that maybe the organizational fairies would take care of things overnight
or that somehow you can carry around in your head umpteen hundred tasks and get them all accomplished
in perfect priority schedules. He uses manilla file folders for all tasks. Each project, area of life, priority and
task receives a file and you work through these folders, and accomplish what you need to do. Since he was
dealing mostly with high powered working professionals and executives, the folders seemed to work fine for
the bits and pieces of each task.

Being a work at home, single, homeschooling mother, I had tasks galore, but they really didn’t usu-
ally involve lots of paper and discs and that sort of material overflow. So I thought about simplifying the
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system and working it into a easy to handle system for me. I had a lot of index cards and that seemed to
be easy for me to have around.

Allen talks about writing down EVERYTHING in your head, every task, every project, anything
that you have to do, should do, need to do, and want to do. A massive brain dumping. So i got out a big
pack of cards and wrote it all down. It took me almost a whole weekend. I was careful not to make the
tasks too large or vague. Like Finish Bathroom Remodel or Get healthy. No, each large task was broken
into smaller tasks. Manageable things. When I got done, I cried. My pack was over 190 cards. Never had
my “to-do” list been so staggering.

At first, of course, I wanted to overcomplicate the issue. After all, avoidance of what needed to be
accomplished with diversions into “systems” was what had delivered me at the steps of this monster mess.
I wanted to separate the cards into categories, like “life” and “family” and “business” and so on. But then I
remembered some of the teachings and wisdom of David Allen and said, no, there is only one of me and I
can only focus on one task at a time, there is no difference between “make dentist appointment” and “buy
birthday gift for friend”, each was a task that needed to get done. Simply put, each task was a task and
this constant reshuffling and reorganization was wasting time and teaching me to procrastinate to the finest
art of a specialist.

So, with my big thick rubber band around my stack, I got started.

I had an idea that some cards needed to get done immediately and others could be set aside. So I
quick shuffle through the deck would find the first logical card. I would take it from the deck and slip it into
my desk card holder and that was my task. I was not allowed to do anything else until that card was done.
Once done, another card would come out. If for whatever reason a card pulled could not be finished, then
back into the pack it went.

Simple. Amazingly simple.
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And a very surprising thing began to happen. I began to get things done.

It was a simple act of forward momentum. Each card that was finished and tossed away, was an-
other thing off my brain. It was gone. Done. Felt good. One step forward onto a pathway of a wonderful
journey of organization. I actually began to challenge myself to get cards done. At first I was just happy to
get two or three cards done. Then four, five, six. And of course, as life is oft to do, more cards get added.
But having that thick pack of nearly 200 tasks at hand made me stop taking on more things for my heavy
load. It was much easier to say no to projects... I could see my pack and know that I would not be able
to give that new project proper time with all these other cards patiently waiting. After about a month, I
noticed that the daily fires were gone. No longer was I apologizing to friends, family and clients for missing
deadlines. Each morning I would peek through my list and figure out the top priority cards and get started.
One at a time.

I also noticed that a calm and serenity was coming over me. I slept great at night. I knew that if I
had forgotten ANYTHING, I could grab a blank card from my night side table, write it down and go back
to sleep. I wasn’t carrying that heavy burden on my mind any longer.

I keep a few cards in my purse as well. If I’m out and driving, or at a clients, and something comes
up, it gets a card. Even the simplest things such as grocery items or something from the hardware store
gets a card. No longer was I forgetting for days to grab vacuum cleaner bags or stop and return library
books. It was there. Staring at me and waiting patiently.

After about 6 months, I was actually down in the 100’s.... when I got to 80 cards I was so excited, I could
hardly stand it. I was truly getting things done. And gone was the anxiety of everyday writing lists and
staring at this mountain of tasks. I found a good number for each day. Five cards seemed to be perfect.
I would always pick a short task or two for every morning. They would provide the go-juice to get more
cards done. There seems to be no end to tedious little task in our lives, doesn’t there? Call the plumber,
return this paperwork, go to the post office, get cat food. But by having it all there, I became so much
more efficient. And no longer was I procrastinating and dwelling on 5 minute tasks! And if I found myself
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between cards and without time to take on a new large task, I could go to the deck and whip out a quick
card and get one more card done! It was brilliant.

Another thing I found was that it was very easy to delegate tasks with this system. If I had three
cards that I knew my two daughters could accomplish I could simply hand them the cards and say, hey, get
this done today. And they would nod and debate over who did what and by gosh, it would get done. I
would simply ask them to return the card to me when they were done. It was easy. And things got done.

In the beginning my friends would ask, “how many cards are left” and I would respond, 85 or 72 or
93 (those times when I took backwards steps were the times that I would really begin to learn to say no to
new projects if I was not prepared for them.) At first, they would joke and tease me about being a card in
my deck when we went to eat or got together, but then they began to realize that I was on top of things
and finding more and more free time. Then they began to ask how I was getting everything done and more
information on the system, expecting it to be complicated. They were surprised how easy it was and several
have begun to use the card system as well! My eldest daughter is into her second year of college and she
just asked me for a pack of index cards and is getting ready to start the system for herself!

As I approached my one year anniversary of implementation of this system, I am happily down to
19 cards left. I am stress free, contented and have accomplished so much over the last year it’s unbelievable.
I maintain over 60 websites, run a successful online business, create homeschool and musical instruction
projects, operate a national musical monthly concert series, play music in an active bluegrass band, write
songs, homeschool my youngest daughter, am rehabbing a 30 year old mobile home and maintain a 600
square foot urban homestead garden. I actually write content for 8 different blogs.

And I still have time to spend the day reading or just doing whatever I want because my to-do list
is finally my tame work beast instead of a rampaging beast of disorganization and stress. If you have a
beast to tame, you might want to give this simple system a chance. It works. Feel free to write with any
questions or if you need more clarification.

[1]Sherri@westvon.com
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1. mailto:sherri@westvon.com

Piaras (2009-08-07 01:57:08)
I really liked you article. I got a little recharge for my own efforts in GTD. Good luck with the future

Laura (2009-08-07 20:59:23)
Your book is wrighting itself, if this is an example of what you have to offer others. Your ”system” is simple, full of
wisdom, and it works. Keep on keeping on. Laura

Sandhill Sis (2009-10-21 12:33:54)
That’s sweet. I love it. Today...I burn my notebook and find my blank cards. Right after I clean out my desk. :)
Wonderful idea, thanks. Sis

Amanda (2010-07-02 06:05:23)
I’ve been reading your blog for a while now and am house hunting and originally never would have thought of buying
a mobile home but after reading your blog I see how awesome a home it can be, but I digress. I am a HUGE procras-
tinator and constantly find myself goofing off at work when really there is work I could be doing. I love the feeling of
accomplishment I get when I beat a game of solitaire, probably why I constantly find myself drawn to playing when
I’m at work, I’m going to start implementing your note card idea when I get home today and am going to put it to
work at work as well. I figure I’ll get two different colors and have a home stack and a work stack. I can already feel
myself being more productive. I can’t wait to start! Thanks so much for the great idea.

Hélène (2010-07-03 20:51:17)
OMGosh! *ur* sherri@westvon!!! i’m a lil slow, yeah lol. u are one amazing woman and now i am understanding why.
this is a GREAT FANTASTIC supercalifragilisticexpialadocious idea! it makes you able to say NO...a big problem in
my life too. even if i say no to others, i think i can do it all with just me and mine lol. nope. i am one person, big fire
put-ter out-ter or cleaning the toilet. time knows no priorities does it? :)
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1.6.5 The Butter Bell (2009-08-06 21:36)

Leave it to the French to come up with a sweet idea to store your butter on the counter for days and
keep it room temperature and ready to spread and enjoy, but fresh too! Without batteries! Hahaha...

The Butter Bell.

Maggie heard about them somewhere, a cooking show or something and since we like to make our own
butter and all, but end up keeping it in the frig, she kept reminding me about this neat invention. You see
the design is such that the butter is stored upside down in this clever bell area. The base of the bell, holds
about 1/3 of cold water. When you close it up, the water seals in around the bell and keeps the germies
away from your lovely butter. Works fine with a stick of butter as well as homemade butter.
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And I found this one on Ebay, brand new. It was about 18 dollars and it’s really nicely made, very pretty.
And it’s purple! Well lavender, my favorite color so it just was perfect. We had been considering something
like a normal butter dish, but this is way cooler.

You can also go to their website....

[1]www.butterbell.com

1. http://www.butterbell.com/

Laura (2009-08-07 21:10:34)
I want one!
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1.6.6 Our new clothes line (2009-08-06 21:52)

Maggie is the clever one.

She handwashed a handful of our kitchen towels and then laid them out on the hammock and boy, did
they smell lovely, all sunshine dried! And we don’t have to worry about the park and their rules against
clothes lines! Clever girl, that Maggie....

Laura (2009-08-07 21:14:41)
Puttin’ up my own outside line real soon. They eliminate the need for ”softener” and usually smell ”great”.
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1.6.7 Compost Center is done! (2009-08-06 22:02)

Tim was out on Wednesday and finished up the compost center! How cool it is...
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Nice top to it to keep some of the local critters out... and we stained and poly sealed the outside to
help preserve it a little bit longer. It looks really nice.

My daughters are enjoying the whole process and we got a little countertop pot with a lid for our com-
post scraps. It’s not super cooking yet, and we’re a little concerned that it’s attracted some fruit flies and
houseflies to the pile, but we went and added some dirt and yard waste to the pile and I think it just has to
get cooking and going. I might go and get one of those compost starter boxes, but I’ll see how it is in a few
days.

We filled up the side little beds and I planted pole beans in there... they might make it before the frost comes!
Next week, Tim’s adding a little trellis for the beans to climb on. I’m just pleased that the design seems
good, it’s very attractive in person, so my neighbors behind me don’t have to see some big blue industrial
barrel or just a pile of waste, etc. I’m trying to be a good neighbor here at the moby homestead!

Laura (2009-08-07 21:16:27)
Its’ wonderful! I want one of these too.

Jessica (2009-08-08 17:01:21)
Looks great! We use one of those kitty litter buckets with a lid for our kitchen compost, then bring it out to the big
pile when full.
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1.6.8 Harvesting Sunflowers (2009-08-06 22:11)

Even in death, sunflowers are pretty cool. We picked about half of the flowers that are done and fin-
ished. Our mammoth flowers are still growing, so we’ll have another crop later on in the month. They
should be amazing.

We picked these and let them lay out in the sun for a day or two, and then we’ll fill them up in the
bird feeders for our friends!
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Jessica (2009-08-08 17:00:25)
I read a tip the other day that suggested sunflowers could also be used as scouring pads. I wonder if they hold up?
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1.6.9 Pantry Windfall (2009-08-09 21:52)

Whenever you have a windfall of cash, for whatever reason... remember to boost your pantry. It’s one
of the best things that you can do to add a little more security to your well being and family’s comfort.

It’s so easy to think that a windfall is great for a new electronic gadget or some fun evening out or anything
like that, but honestly, you should really consider doing something boring like buying some extra staples for
your pantry with some of that cash.

You just never know when things might get tight or difficult and a full well-stocked pantry could really
make a tough time easier. And it doesn’t have to be something dreadful like a nationwide economical crash
or war or whatever... It can be helpful when say your paycheck gets messed up and the main office is going
to get it fixed in a week... or you get sick and just don’t want to go grocery shopping for a few days... having
a nice basic stocked pantry and get you by for a few days or a week or more!

I had a little windfall come my way and I went to GFS, a restuarant supply company open to the pub-
lic. I don’t often go there because even though things are ”cheap” they are large supplies of things, so they
cost more than I usually have available in my budget. I got flour, sugar, pasta, rice, crackers, chocolate
chips, brown sugar, butter and things like that. It was great. Now I have some super basic stuff stocked up
and ready!

(Okay, I also went and had a nice breakfast out and read the paper and just chilled out too... that was
really nice. But the majority of the windfall was for my family and for our wellbeing. Don’t forget to stock
your pantry! It’s a good homesteading thing to do....)
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Sarah (2009-08-11 17:23:59)
You are so right! I am a big advocate for having some food storage. Our local grocery store has huge case lot sales
and that’s when we stock up on canned and baking goods. Now is the perfect time to have some extra food in the
pantry because of job loss etc. A few years ago, my step-dad lost his job and for a month we lived off our food storage.
What a blessing that was! Having a little extra is always a smart homesteading thing to do. Way to go!

1.6.10 Cook for the Freezer (2009-08-09 22:18)

I’ve been learning a lot about freezer cooking. Cooking multiple meal ingrediants at once and freezing them
to be ready for days that time is short and you want to break that habit of giving up too early and getting
carry out or going out to eat.

I decided to try a crockpot of chicken breasts. I popped 6 huge breasts into the crockpot in the
morning, with a little water and some garlic powder and a little seasoned salt. Not too much, just a little
so that I would end up with some broth as well of the chicken for dishes.

It was SUPER hot and humid, so it was great to have the crock pot working away and not adding
to the heat in the moby.

About 6 hours or so had created perfect chicken cooked and ready to cool a bit and slice up.
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Once it was all cut up, I saved a bit out for my dinner (chicken and rice with veggies) and laid the
rest out in a cookie sheet and popped it in the freezer to flash freeze for an hour or so.

I skimmed off a whole quart of good broth to freeze up for soup or rice.
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And the little bit of fat and yucky bits I saved for my doggie friends.... I think a little bit of this
chicky stuff on dry food will be delightful for my doggie girls! (I have an adopted doggie girl for a few days..
Miss Bella is staying at Moby Dog Camp while her folks are on vacation.)

In the end, I’ve got a big bag of easy to use chicken ready for any good meal I want to put it in.
Chicken and rice, or noodles, or dumplins or spaghetti or well, just for a little bit of chicken in ramen
noodles or even chicken salad! I thought about freezing it into little baggies and all that, but I think the
flash freezing makes it really easy to use a little or use a lot.

And it will be great for the girls as well, just go in and grab a little chicken for whatever they want
to make. We try and eat dinner together, but often, our schedules are a little weird, so this will help too on
the amount of dishes we have to clean up, and all that.

I have done this in the past with sausage... I think I’m going to make sure I have a bag of sausage
crumbles, and hamburger browned and flash frozen as well. Sounds like a great way to make it easy to make
quick meals without resorting to eating out spending tooo much money on that. Eating out should be a
pleasant and arranged event, not just because we haven’t thought ahead. It was so easy to do!
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Sarah (2009-08-11 17:20:45)
I too am learning to do the freeze ahead of time dinner idea. It shouldn’t be so hard to think ahead, right? One thing
I used to do is freeze the raw meat, but cooking ahead of time makes so much more sense. Another good meat to do
is ground beef. I cooked a huge package of ground beef and froze it awhile ago and just today I broke off a hunk for
biscuits and gravy. It’s wonderful how easy it is! Someone should write a cookbook for freeze-ahead meals, don’t you
think?

Nita in SC (2009-08-10 04:51:38)
I love my crockpot! The last time I did some chicken breasts, I served half with rice that I cooked in the broth; then
I shredded up the other half, put it in a bag with BBQ sauce, and a couple of nights later we had BBQ sandwiches.
It was very good!

1.6.11 Guess what I did last night... (2009-08-12 20:09)

I played my fiddle at a jam for like 2 hours after the official jam ended!

Tim and I stuck around and all the sudden a little late hours impromptu jam started and there was
about oh 6 or so of us and we just got in a little huddle and picked, picked, picked...

It was wonderful.

Good for the soul. And I even played the fiddle for about an hour! Honest! First time really in a
jam setting and with stuff I had NO clue about and just threw caution to the wind and lett’r go... Sang a
whole bunch too, there was just three of us singing, so we got a lot of practice in. No doubt.

I didn’t take any pictures because I was picking....

(And shhhhh.... I didn’t get home till 12:30 in the morning!!!!)

Can’t remember the last time I did that at a jam! I usually skedaddle out since so often they are
just well, so so.... playing with a band of AWESOME musicians tends to ruin you a bit to jams, especially
if they are slow or like too much old country, etc. But last night was awesome!!!

I wish I’d have taken a picture or two... oh well! Just imagine it... an Elks lodge, big dancefloor,
lots of tables all over the place. The very best chicken wings I’ve EVER had... a whole pound of them for
$3.00... a bunch of my band buddies there, Rob and Tim and their friends Dave and Pierce.... and lots
of bluegrass friends from the Opry and around the place... mostly older folks, but that’s okay, cuz I love
hugging and I get my fill from all the gents.

I think older fellows LOVE hugging... because that was just not something you did in the old day,
not men and women, not unrelated ones and all, but nowadays, shesh, you can like hug the UPS guy if you
want and he’ll just smile.

What, doesn’t your’s do that? Mine does.

HAHAHAHA.... okay, no he doesn’t, but he smiles really sweet and always has a great sunny dispo-
sition, so it’s like he’s a hugger, I’ll bet.
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Anyway, my gents in my circle love when I give them hugs and pat their arms and all, it’s great.
And they always smell SO purdy.... I guess I’m weird, but I love that grandpa aftershave smell, just is a
good thing. Young guys are not that into all that as much, it seems. But you show me a good old WW2
vet and he’s going smell just good. Well, my bluegrass ones do.

Okay, I digress. I had a hoot of a time and I just thought I’d share it!

Hey if you all want... you can go and see about voting for the Cold Antler Farm Fiddle Challenge.... they
all think me and another fellow are ringers, but hey, whatever. We just have embraced the whole challenge
and really worked hard and it shows! I finally feel like I got it.... I’m not good at it, but, I stepped over
that hurdle of fear and lack of confidence that you get when you are learning a new instrument. And things
have finally sort of made sense. Its SOOOOOO cool....

Well, tuckered out, had a busy day, sorry for the lack of daily posts, I’ll get some more up tomor-
row!

Oh, here’s the link....

[1]http://coldantlerfarm.blogspot.com/2009/08/time-to-vote.html

1. http://coldantlerfarm.blogspot.com/2009/08/time-to-vote.html

Laura (2009-08-13 06:07:42)
It must be Friday in Vermont. I tried to vote on the contest you entered. todays blog announces the winner and I
thought we had until midnight, Thursday to vote. I followed your progress and you improved so much I felt you did
a top notch job. Hpoe my comment is accepted today. So glad you had a great evening pickin’. Laura

1.6.12 Trip to Ikea (2009-08-13 20:32)

It’s been a year since we were in Ikea.... ever since we moved from Michigan, and got our Moby... I
haven’t been back and that’s a shame cuz I love Ikea... I haven’t gotten into their furniture and all, al-
though, someday I might. I just love all their kitchen and organizing stuff and their candles... wonderful
stuff and pretty reasonably priced.

I’ve been trying to stay out of big box stores for the last month and doing a great job. But I just re-
ally had my heart set on these french canning jars... and everywhere I looked, they were like $15 to $20 a
JAR!!! And then I remembered.... Ikea has them! And they are like $4 each! Yahoo!

So we loaded up the old Lumi van and off we went a couple mornings ago. It’s nice working for your-
self and knowing that you can just take off when you want. Work will be waiting for ya when you get back.
Besides, my kids are getting back into school and college in just a few days, so I wanted one last fling fun
day of the summer for us!
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Well... we got.... two different kinds of strainers, a pair of flexible cutting mats, 4 liter sized jars and 4
2-liter sized jars, 8 different candles, a picture frame, 2 of those cool tin storage boxes, oh, some of those
bright colored little snack bowls and snack plates for kids....we love those! 6 cute little beige bowls for small
cereal or like oatmeal, that kind of thing... super cute little tin watering can for the indoor plants, two packs
of yummy cinnamon rolls because they are awesome and a few other little gadgets that I don’t remember
now! HAHAHA.... well, hey, when you go once a year, you are ready to spend a little cash.

Actually, it wasn’t bad... all that stuff for $103! And we had a fun fun day, us girls shopping and the
drive wasn’t too bad, it’s about an hour from Toledo. We looked all over and oohed and ahhhed and all that.
I put a lot of cool staples in our jars already... noodles and pasta and rice and breadcrumbs and kosher salt
and they look SO cool... and will keep much better and longer than half opened old bags and such.

I’m having Tim rip out an old nasty cupboard in my kitchen and install two super sturdy shelves, just
to display all the pretty glassware and all. It’s going to totally help my storage issues and it’s going to look
nicer than the nasty old cupboards.

I’d like to redo the whole kitchen, but one piece at a time you know! That’s the Moby Homesteadin’
way....

But gosh... the new Ikea catalog is coming out soooooooon...... might have to make another trip in a
few months!

Andrew (2009-08-16 16:42:49)
Wow, what a great discovery, those canning jars. At those prices, could you get any happier? :-) Good job. I could
never understand why my Mom loved sales as a kid...it would drive me crazy ’cause she’d drag me along with her and
I was bored beyond belief. Now an adult, the words ’Sale’ & ’Love’ are two my favorite words, LOL! Say, not sure
if you ever do Crate & Barrel (I’m a big fan, though they’ve become super expensive over the years), but I recently
bought all glass containers to rid myself of the plastic storage containers. You can still get some pretty good bargains,
like a set of twelve glass bowls with lids for just under $20 bucks. And like you, I enjoy seeing the glass, empty or
filled, when I open the cabinets. Yes, it’s true: great minds indeed think alike! Glad your shopping excursion was fun.

1.6.13 Making Raspberry Jam (2009-08-13 22:13)

PLEASE NOTE.... I HAVE NEVER TRIED THIS BEFORE IN MY LIFE!!!!

Honest.... I always have wanted to learn how to can and I was always afraid to try it. After all,
don’t you need like complicated equipment and gear and a PhD in housewivery skills or something? Like a
qualified grandma around or something??? I mean, what if it doesn’t work? Will we die if it’s not right? If
I give my friends some will they die? OH MY GOSH...

Well. I got to thinking about it and if people used to do this in the old days and you don’t really
hear too many stories of canning related deaths.... I figure it’s probably not THAT hard... So I did some
online research and then got out my homesteading books and read and read and considered it all, and then
finally read something online that said basically that if you don’t do it right and you open the jar, you’ll
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know RIGHT away if it ain’t good.... so I figured it was worth a shot.

I read the little instructions on the package of pectin about 23 times.

Yeah, I decided for my first batch I should probably use the cheater pack of stuff, just to make it
work out better. I guess some folks don’t but well, I’m just a jam canning newbie so I want to stack the
deck in my favor here. Plus, I want to be a guiding light to all you others out there that are scared to death
to try this!!! Hopefully I will show you that it’s okay... and it’s all good and pretty easy.

Okay I got my berries from the Farmer’s Market because in all my hesitation and worry, I missed
the u-pick-it places and all the raspberries are done. My garden ones were just not ready to produce much
this year, so we’ll just have to wait for home grown Moby Jam.... next year though... next year....

We washed them and picked out the yucky ones and the bits of leaves and such. We were going to
use our new-to-us food processor to mash the heck outta them, but it said not to. Apparently the over
activity of the food processor kinda wrecks some of the natural pectin in the little guys. Sure don’t want to
do that!

So my helpful assistant, Maggie, went to work with a potato masher. We left them a little chunky,
cuz we like jam that way.

As to the recipe... we followed one on the little phamplet. It was really simple. 4 cups of mashed
raspberries, 6 1/2 cups of white sugar and one pouch of pectin.

I think the hardest part of this all, is making sure you keep everything super duper clean and steril-
ized. We used out little Presto pot because it makes stuff super hot and fast and all. And we don’t have a
range/stove, believe it or not. (More on that later.... hahaha)

Jessy was in charge of sterilizing the jars and all. We boiled all the jars for 10 minutes, and then
with sterilized tongs, too... she drained them and set them on a clean towel, open end up, to cool a bit.
You don’t want them really cold or anything, because the hot jam mix could break them.... but they need
to be sterilized good and pretty dry. Just be careful not to touch them with ANYTHING else that is not
sterilized!!!

Well, ya pour in the mashed berries and the sugar and get it hot. Boiling actually, and stir con-
stantly. I would think that burning the bottom of your fruit would be kinda yucky. The phamplet said to
cook it until it made a rapid boil that could not be stirred away... that it keeps boiling pretty rapidly.
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It also said to add a 1/2 teaspoon of butter to help control the foaming. We did that. It said to.
We follow directions when we are afraid of killing our friends with jam.

Okay, in goes the pouch of pectin. Then you boil it another minute and keep stirring. Constantly.
Again, don’t want to burn it. Oh and watch out.. the sugar fruit mix is really hot. REALLY HOT....

Just take my word on it....

After a minute, turn off heat and ladle into the hot sterilized jars.

Note to self: get one of those canning funnels because it’s hard to ladle the hot stuff in nicely with-
out...

We were surprised... we expected 6 jars and we got 9!

Good thing we sterilized more than we needed! We were ready!

Take a hot clean rag and make sure that the rim is clean of any jam stuff or like seeds, etc. It can
wreck your seal. Just run it along each rim. Then get your hot bath ready.... it said not to boil the lids, but
to dunk then in boiling water to make them hot. And then pop on the jam jars and then add the rims and
tighten them finger tight.

We kinda figgered that meant tight but not SUPER DUPER tight... Oh yeah, and make sure you
use your tongs for dipping the lids and putting them on the jam. You want to pretend you work for like
the Center for Disease Control in Atlanta... and just be SUPER careful about not contaminating this stuff.
After all, your friend’s lives hang in the balance here... not to mention your family and yourself!!!

(Okay... funning aside... here is a great post to read while the jam is getting ready to process....
Death by Jam.... )

[1]THE LOWDOWN ON BAD CANNING.....

Okay, get your water hot and boiling, tighten up the lids, finger tight and get ready to process
them!

You don’t want the jars sitting on the bottom of the pot... you want to make sure the hot water
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moves around them. Our little strainer for the Presto Pot was perfect. Just transfer the hot jam jars into
the water, make sure it covers the little dudes and then slip on the lid and boil for 10 minutes.

Really kids, this is the hardest part! It’s all the back and forth stuff, but it’s really not that bad.
We did the whole batch in about an hour... and it was really slow because we were reading the instructions
and getting our jam groove on. I’ll bet you could get good at this and do a batch in a half hour! But hey,
why rush.... just enjoy it! It’s really quite fun and rewarding to make your own stuff like this!

We had to do ours in two batches, but I think that was fine, because the second batch of jars was
still super hot when we processed them. And it says that after 12 hours, if it doesn’t set up you can
reprocess them! So I think 15 minutes was fine to watch.

Okay... boil for 10 minutes with the lid on. And then turn off the heat, remove lid and let cool for
5 minutes and then remove. Set on a towel, to drip dry and cool for 12-24 hours. Don’t fuss with them, just
leave them alone. They will be beautiful and so tempting to fool with, but just DON’T.

The pamphlet said to LEAVE THEM ALONE for 12-24 hours. You just better do what the pam-
plet says.

Aren’t they purdy?

Okay, tomorrow... here’s what we will do. We will test them for a seal. All you do in push in the
middle of the lid. If it makes a poufy pingy noise then you screwed up. The seal is not vacuumed sealed
good. Take that bad boy and pop it in the fridge right away and use it. It’s safe to eat, but not safe to
store in the pantry and all that stuff.

I had to try them just a few minutes ago and they are all solid pulled down and not a single pushy
ping in the bunch of them!!!! I think that means we did it just perfect!!! How cool is that?

Of course, one will be sacrificed tomorrow to make sure it is good on toast and all that... but I
have to say, it was not that hard and it was really fun and the girls and I really enjoyed it. I’m no longer
afraid.

I think I’ll have to see what other kinds of fruits I can find at the Farmer’s Market next week ripe
and cheap! I think peach jam would be delightful... I need to read about it and see how that goes. I love
peaches! And they have been very prolific at the market... Maybe an apple jam... or would that be apple
butter? Hmmm.... need more research!

Well, I hope you give this a try. It was really not that bad! And if you’re really concerned, you
can always put it all in the frig! And give it away to friends and tell them to use it right away and put it in
their frig! That way you’re safe.

But I read there was only 160 counts of anyone getting sick from home canning in the US in 2008...
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160? Out of a WHOLE COUNTRY? I think your odds are better to get sick from a fast food joint or some
little dinner somewhere.... I wonder what the odds are of that...

An estimated 87 million cases of food-borne illness occur in the United States each year, in-
cluding 371,000 hospitalizations and 5,700 deaths, according to an Associated Press calculation
that used the CDC formula and current population estimates.

There were geographic variations in disease rates among the states, the CDC found. The highest
rates of salmonella occurred in Georgia and New Mexico, campylobacter was most common in
California and E. coli thrived best in Colorado.

Wow.... 160 vs 87 million.

Does that make you feel better now? It’s far more dangerous to eat out in the real world then it is to
home can your own jam.

That is going to make me sleep better for sure. So go out there and jam something! And let me know
what you did and how it went!!! Sounds like fun!

1. http://www.eatallaboutit.com/2009/07/17/how-safe-is-home-canning/

MK (2009-08-15 05:18:34)
Hi! Love to see someone canning. You will be interested to know that no one has ever gotten botulism from home
canned jams or jellies. All of the foodborne illness from home canned products is from low acid foods. I wrote about
that on my blog here: http://motherskitchen.blogspot.com/2008/08/safety-of-home-canning.ht ml Happy canning!

1.6.14 Making Sweet Pepper Salsa... (2009-08-15 19:43)

Well... it was time to get started on using some of our garden bounty! And with all the beautiful
sweet peppers that finished up this week, I knew it was time for my slightly famous and much adored Sweet
Pepper Salsa!

I’ve made this every year for a good long time. I’m allergic to the spicy peppers and so my salsa is
more a fresh chunky sweet garden salsa with a real garlicy kick and goes GREAT with white corn chips. It’s
a awesome way to get your veggies every day! And this year is so cool because I had four different types of
sweet peppers to play with! Giant Marconi, Green Pepper, Gypsy Peppers and a dark purple pepper that I
can’t remember! Still, all really good and all home grown! Our tomatoes are from the Moby farm too! The
garlic is from a farmer around here as well as the sweet Candy Onions.
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I start by trimming up my tomatoes, pulling the tops off and cutting off any bad spots, etc. I used
a mix of Brandywine tomatoes and cherry and grape tomatoes from the garden. The Brandwines have been
excellent and really have that great homegrown summer taste!

Then I cut them into chunks for the food processor....

I used about 4 cups of small tomatoes and about 8 good sized tomatoes for this...

A quick spin in the food chopper.... be careful not to pulverize them... you want it a little chunky.
You could just chop them by hand... I’ve done that most the time to be honest... I just only got my old
food processer on Craig’s List! Only $20! It’s a little hoss and works great. Fun too.

When the maters are all chopped up, I do drain them in a seive. You don’t have to, I suppose, but
fresh garden tomatoes seem to be really liquidy. I let them sit and then drain off some of the excess seed
liquid. I like my salsa chunky and easy to eat with chips.

I love these Candy Onions... they are very white and very sweet. Come from Michigan and Ohio.
Been getting them at the Farmer’s Market. I used 3 medium sized ones. The best part of this salsa is you
can use whatever you want and like. I love onions, so I like a lot of fresh sweet onion in there.

I chop them fairly fine so that there is yummy onion in every bit!

Six or seven good sized peppers are ready to be chopped up and the seeds plucked out. I like the
different colors... really makes a pretty salsa.

All ready for the food processor... since we just got the thing, we have to play with it! Again, you
can do all this chopping without one for sure, but we just have fun using the thing!

Chop it all up and put it all in a big bowl to be mixed up and start draining any excess juice. As
you complete each step you get a little more juice. I just keep draining off any that I think it just too much.
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Now, here comes the FUN part.... Get a lot of good fresh garlic. I guess you could use garlic pow-
der, but that’s a bad thing if you ask me. Fresh garlic minced is just sooo good in this salsa. I got some at
the Farmer’s Market and it’s a hardneck garlic, not super spicey, but with a good strong flavor. It’s here
from Ohio, and very fresh. I used about 15 big cloves.

I suppose you could go lightly on it if your garlic is strong, but I think what really makes this good
is the strong garlic taste with the sweet peppers and the fresh tomatoes and other spices. It’s a good back
and forth taste that makes it really good.

Mix it all up and then it’s spice time! Here’s what I like to add.... it’s a good base! Feel free to
add what you like... Of these these spices, I really don’t measure, but more go by shakes of the sprinklers.
These are all jar spices but you can always use fresh! I put about four or five shakes from each of these...
maybe a little less on the cinnamon. You can always stir it up and test a bit with some handy chips.
Remember the flavor will intensify after sitting a bit.

Cumin
Kosher Salt
Cinnamon (just a shake! it really works....)
Celery Salt
Season Salt

And then I add 1/4 cup of brown sugar. Not too much, just enough to counter the acid in the
tomatoes. And if I have it, fresh cilantro, if not, dried cilantro.

It’s best if you can leave it alone in the frig for a day or so. But that rarely happens around here!
The longer you let it set, the better the flavors all mingle and get yummy. I don’t cook it or can it, because
one batch like this does not last. A jar or two goes to friends and then we just eat it over a few days and
it’s gone! Writing this out is making me think that I need to go and sample a bit more just to make sure
it’s perfect... yeah...

Laura (2009-08-16 09:18:06)
Hubby is going to love this one. I plan to get what I havent groem at the local market tomorrow. I’ll let you know
how it goes over. Hey, I got all the Pictures except the first one. Is that my PC not accepting?

Laura (2009-08-16 10:36:41)
Whatever you did, it worked! Thanks
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1.6.15 Gourds & Pumpkin Report (2009-08-15 20:47)

Well, not sure why but suddenly, all my pumpkins and birdhouse gourds and little ornamental gourds
are FINALLY getting their act together. We only have 3 of the larger pumpkins on the vine, and most of
those plants are not doing too well... water has been a real issue. Just not enough.

But the gourds and all have babies all over the place! And the mini pumpkins are going to town. That will
be fun.

Definately will be planting all gourds, squash and pumpkins very close to the water next year... along
with cukes! They are doing poorly as well...

But the ”Mixed Ornamental Gourds” seeds I got from Guerney’s is doing well... and it’s going to be fun to
see all the types we end up with. I think they will look very fun and fall festive in a pretty bowl on the table
or here and there in the Moby... I hope we get a couple good birdhouse gourds because Maggie and I want
to dried and paint them for next year’s expectant parents in our bird station...

Laura (2009-08-16 09:19:09)
I love gourds.

1.6.16 Shutter of the Month Delivery! (2009-08-15 22:10)

Look what Tim found when he was out scrapping!

Three set of shutters!!!! And they are the same style and color as the ones I’ve been buying!!!

How cool is that?

They’re a little rougher in condition then the brand new ones, but hey, they will look awesome on the
southside of the Moby! I wasn’t sure if I was going to have enough funds to do all the windows but now, I’ll
only have like one more window to do!

And look what we’re going to do with the little kitchen window pair...
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One pair was shorter and we considered cutting it, but it would look bad. So he hung them with extra at the
bottom and this week’s project is going to be to make me a little flower box to attach underneath it! How
cool. We’ll paint it green to match and I think I saw a really cute little black iron scroll support brackets
that would look nice underneath the box. I definately am going to have to get a little bottle of those water
absorbing crystals for containers though, because it’s pretty high up and watering it will be tricky, no doubt.
But you know, worse comes to worse, I can always put some ah, fake greenery up there, just to look like
herbs or something!

I’m going to try the water crystals and like a plastic insert to hold in the rain water as best as possi-
ble. I can’t wait! I love the idea of having some nice decoration on the upper sides of the Moby. I’ve noticed
that so often mobile homes look kind of out of scale. People tend to plant small around them, and that
makes the moby stand out more, it’s out of scale. But encouraging things to grow tall and up the moby,
makes the scale of decorating more balanced. I’m actually thinking about dugging up my three little pines in
the front because they are browning and not triving there. And I want some faster growing plants up there,
to get the scale bigger and all. Pretty soon the fall stock will come out at the big box stores and they always
have some nice sized contractor’s specimens that are pretty reasonably priced. We’ll just have to wait and
see!

But doesn’t it look pretty! I’ll have more photos middle of the week when the box goes up and the other
shutters on the south side are done! I hope the sunflowers start blooming over there too!

Thanks Tim!!!!

Toria (2009-08-15 22:48:37)
That is such a great find, how lucky for you that your friend spotted them. I like the idea of the window box under
the kitchen window. Could you lean out the window to water it?

Mobymom (2009-08-16 08:43:42)
That window is in really bad shape and will probably be replaced before winter. Right now you can’t open it... Once
I get a new window there though, that would be a good way to keep it watered! Especially because it’s my kitchen
window! Great idea!

Laura (2009-08-16 10:21:46)
How wonderful to find. I can hardly wait for update pictures of the finished results.

1.6.17 Working From Home (2009-08-16 10:14)

I love working from home. I really do.

It takes discipline, sure... because it’s really easy to be distracted by the TV or a good book, or the
neighbors chatting in the garden or by naptime in the hammock or playing Settlers of Cataan with your
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teenagers or gardening...

Come to think of it, those the reasons that it’s SO wonderful to work at home. You can sneak
away and do those things and enjoy life so wonderfully. Work is always there, waiting. And it can be done
at 8 AM or 8 PM, so whatever works, works.

Working at home automatically saves you about oh at LEAST an hour a day. Even if you worked a
mile or two from your house, it takes a normal person time to gather up your stuff, get it in the car, get
your coat, get the car started, wait at lights, park and go in and all that jazz. I know when I worked away
from the house, it was closer to two hours a day saved. I never had the luxury of working a mile or two
from home!

All that stuff about making sure you separate work from family life and balance and keeping things
on a tight schedule, well, if that works for you, that’s great. I call that Work at Home, not working from
home. Maybe it’s a subtle difference but just creating the ’trappings’ of an office or workplace in your
home isn’t truely grasping the wonderful aspects of working and living in your home jointly. The day to
day disruptions are the icing on the cake of a home business! They make you truly appreciate that you can
handle those things quickly and easily and then move on back to what you were working on.

A visit by a repairman is no longer a half day off work, stressful situation when they don’t return.
You just hear the knock at the door, stop your work and go take care of it. Easy!

When you want to take some time and call your Dad and talk for an hour, great. Do it. How
many people can do that at ”work”?

It doesn’t take a rocket scientist to learn that if you let too many things get in your way each day,
that you’re not going to be making the grade, so to speak and most likely your income will drop resulting
in a panic that makes you get crack-a-lacking (as my cohort in crime partner Rob likes to say...)

And trust me, you start missing deadlines on projects and shipping orders and such, and people will
definitely give you a little ”accountability”! HAHAHA.... People can send the meanest emails when you’re
off track, trust me!

Working at home means to me a WAY less stressful routine. A calm and gentle morning, reading
up on my daily blogs I like to read, checking my email and dealing with any customer service issues that
came in overnight... Feeding the livestock and letting everyone in and out. I usually make a nice breakfast,
because I love breakfast. Eggs, maybe bacon or toast and jam, sometimes even pancakes or hashbrowns, or
some variation of the above. Not a lot, just a nice variety and done while watching the birds out the kitchen
window and listening to the silence of the morning.

Then I get back on the computer, start IMing with my friend Lynda in Canada, whom does the
same sorts of things I do with graphics and websites and all that. She and I chat throughout the day
online... it’s sort of our equivalent of the water cooler! We’ll go hours without much and then just check
in and say hi to make sure we’re on track. Sometimes we just chat about the kids or something funny, we
chat about family and clients and struggles day to day as well as laugh about things that have happened!
I highly suggest you find an IM buddy if you work at home! We’ve laughed and thought we need to have
a online IM buddy connection service, like a dating service just for home workers! Who knows... we might
just do it!

My card system keeps me on track. I set a goal... 5 cards a day or 4 cards a day and I get started.
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One card at a time. When I’m done, I’m done. Somedays its a breeze, other days its a struggle. I’ve been
working at 2 in the morning and other times I’ve been done by noon. Whatever it takes to get er’ done...
you do it.

When people act surprised that I work at home and have been doing it now for over six years on
my own, and really about 10 years with my company, they always say, oh I can’t do that, or I’d go crazy
or whatever. I just smile, think, the same in opposite. I would go nuts to go back to the work a day grind
with it’s stress and constant anxiety and schedules and rigidity. I’m just not cut out for it, I suppose. It
was very hard for me to be creative on demand 9 - 5 each weekday. And the struggles of motherhood and
raising children, it was hard. Always making choices, and some weighed very heavy on my heart and mind.
Now when I have a sick child, I’m there for her. When I have a kid with questions on school work, I’m there
for her. When I just want a big old hug from Maggie... I get it. When Gypsy comes in and lays her head
on my knee and sighs her happy contented doggie girl sigh, I know I’ve given her a wonderful dog life with
her people all around her, every day. We’re all content and peaceful and calm for the most part... (sure
there are stressful bits here and there, but for the most part, day to day is pretty routine) Tim says we are
the most polite and easy going mother and daughters he’s EVER met and he sees a lot of us when he’s over
doing handyman stuff. He’s amazed. But I’m not. It’s just a perk to living in a way that is simple and calm
and relaxed.

It’s AWESOME.... and I recommend it for anyone... you’d be surprised at how many things you
can do at home now... For just about mankind’s entire existence ... we worked and lived in the same place.
Home is truly where the heart of the family is. It was only the last 150-200 years that it’s been flipped
flopped and now everyone thinks it’s the norm! Just like schooling... oh, don’t get me started on that.
Public schooling as we know it has only been around for about 60-70 years! That’s hardly even enough time
to get past the growing pains!

Working at home is the new thing... it’s becoming very trendy!

According to the United States Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, of the
136,602,000 workers over the age of 16 in the United States in 2004, a whopping 15.1 % of them,
or 20,673,000, people worked at home.

Here’s another cool thought.....

Currently, only four percent of the U.S. workforce works from home, but research shows that
about 40 % have jobs that could be performed at home. Our analysis shows that if they did,
these 50 million new teleworkers could annually save 587 million barrels of oil (roughly equivalent
to 74 % of our annual Gulf Oil imports), reduce greenhouse gases by 101 million metric tons of
CO2, and save almost $52 billion at the pump. Each worker individually would save 26 work-days
and over $1,000 — time and money now wasted commuting. That’s the equivalent of an extra 5
weeks vacation a year!

Wow, that sure beats some of the green things we think are helping to save the environment... like using
cloth shopping bags and such. $53 billion a year at the pump? 101 million metric tons of Co2?
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Go read this awesome article about 28 reasons to encourage home businesses and folks working at home...

[1]http://undress4success.com/telework-pros-cons/

Well... just thought I would add my two cents... I was thinking about it this morning. Thought I would
share with everyone my thoughts about it all.

And of course, one of the best things????

1. http://undress4success.com/telework-pros-cons/

Pat (2009-08-16 15:47:28)
Hi Mobymom! I sure do like your blog and read it daily. Great pictures also. Pat/Texas

1.6.18 Super Cool Foil (2009-08-16 20:06)

I’m a foil girl.

Some of you are plastic wrap people... me I hardly ever use it. I have a roll that I think I had be-
fore my second child was born! hahaha... like 15 years ago?

But foil? That’s another story.

I seem to use it a lot more.... probably something about my mom using it or something, or maybe
it’s just the shiny surface that appeals to my minah bird collectible sense. For whatever reason, I’m much
more likely to reach for foil than plastic wrap.

Problem is... it’s not that green to be using a lot of foil. And it’s expensive and all that. So I got
to thinking, tried to use very little, and well, that was not proving to work well. My habits were very
ingrained in my cooking psyche.

And then I discovered the resturant supply store!!! And the HUGE box of precut thin foil sheets.
500 in a box for $7. And they last and last and last and last.

My kids don’t waste it, and I can still use my foil for this and that. It’s very convenient to just
pop a sheet for say, the grill? Or to line a meatloaf pan so it comes out nice or wrap something for the
freezer. And I got a great good old fashioned cookie sheet pan... not a coated one, but like an old restaurant
pan. And that thing is wonderful. Cookies, bread, whatever you cook or bake on it, it’s great, easy to clean,
etc. I used to get the cheapest coated cookie sheet and just let it get all scratched and nasty and would
always put foil down before using it... dreadfully wasteful, but a necessity. Now I don’t have to, so that box
of 500 sheets lasts and lasts and lasts!
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I like when you can change a behavior, save money and resources AND still do what you’re used
to... maybe not as much, but enough to keep your comfort level around you.

After all, you know, living simple, living green, all that, it’s not an all or nothing proposition. You
can take baby steps and do better with your life. You can try a thing or two, and then add another change
in a month or three. You can do things in small, easy and comfortable ways.

It’s much more likely to stick and become a great NEW habit that way.

Pat (2009-08-17 10:57:32)
You really have a gift to be able to write that much about a box of tin foil. LOL Pat/Texas

1.6.19 This little pot of mine... (2009-08-19 20:51)

Look what we got for kitchen scraps! Isn’t it cute?

I got it on Ebay.... it was so adorable and it’s JUST perfect...

[1]SEE THE EBAY SALE

I love eBay.... did I mention that? I also won a purple fiddle for a penny! Honest!

Of course the shipping was $47.99

Still a brand new purple fiddle for only $48! I can’t wait. I want a cheapie jam fiddle so that I don’t
have to drag my fancy heirloom one out and about. It’s really irreplaceable... it was my great grandfathers...

Ah, eBay.... what fun!

Don’t forget to always check eBay for anything. You’d be surprised at what people are selling, new, online
there. And cheap too! I always look first there..... Always. From company shipping supplies to dishes to
fiddles, to compost pots... hahah... anything.

1. http://cgi.ebay.com/BLUE-ENAMELWARE-1-75-QUART-STRAIGHT-POT-W-LID-camping_

W0QQitemZ330317213435QQihZ014QQcategoryZ87141QQcmdZViewItemQQ_trksidZp3286.m7QQ_trkparmsZalgo%3DLVI%26itu%

3DUCI%26otn%3D3%26ps%3D5

Pat/Texas (2009-08-21 05:47:25)
This little pot of mine, I’m gonna make it shine!! That’s a great size for kitchen scraps. Have a great day and great
weekend. Pat
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1.6.20 The Ohio Virtual Academy Invades (2009-08-26 22:39)

Well, it’s that time of the year.....

School time!

And for the last 8 years I have been happily homeschooling my little darlings and enjoying every
minute of it.

Okay, maybe not EVERY single minute.... like that failed experiment in paper mache that molded...
or trying to learn how to read... or oh, fractions... shesh... okay.... well, you get the point... most of the
time it was a lot of fun.

But with Jessy in her second year of college... Maggie has been feeling a little, well, left out of the
world of courses and assignments and all that jazz. And she absolutely adores technology... and well, she
decided over the summer that she really wanted to do the online school thing.

What?

Online? Charter School? Forms? Birth Certificates? Testing?

WHAT?????

Oh my gosh... how did I fail my child? I mean, we’re like one step away from being branded hip-
pies! Anti-establishment and all that. I mean, we like urban homestead and make stuff and work at home
and all that stuff. Now my precious little baby wants to get all structured and rigid and join the man with
his achievement tests and books and all that stuff? Huh?

Hahaha... well, it’s not that bad, actually. We survived the first week kinda okay. It was a little
touchy at first, a pretty steep learning curve for old mom here. I mean the forms and paperwork were a
little more than I was used to.... But we got through it, got enrolled and started our week.

And then the boxes started to arrive.

First it was the computer and the monitor and the printer and the box of accessories. That was
pretty fun. And I must admit, the computer is a very nice HP modern computer with a nice large flat
screen and a nice Lexmark printer.

Hmmm. The man knows how to pick good computer equipment.

And then today... MORE BOXES! Books and student books for writing in and science equipment
and art materials and fine art prints and reading books and even an inflatable globe and other fun things.

Hmmmmmmmmm..... and they seem pretty good. In fact, they sent us the very same history books that
we have been using in previous years... The History of US.... a really cool set of learning textbooks.
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And after talking with her teacher Miss Bridget, I began to realize that this might not be so tortur-
ous after all. In fact, it’s all driven by the student... the more the kid wants to do, the more courses and fun
stuff they can have. Maggie is already into the 3rd lesson in her science course, and got 100 % on a review
quiz that she just had to tell her Dad about and she’s gotten all her placement tests done, even doing two
extra sets just to be sure.

She even got up early and hit the computer before breakfast!!!

Oh my gosh. I have a little techy schedule geek child! She absolutely loves seeing the little com-
puter schedule for her and the bars that show her accomplishments and all that. She wants to do this over
the weekend too and get really caught up and on track.

I guess that our days of snuggling on the couch and reading all day are gone. Or just hanging out
and doing fun crafts or cooking and gardening... waaaaaaaaa!

I wonder if I will survive this first step in that dreaded empty nest syndrome... my little birdies are
getting their own wings ready to go out into the real world and doing their own thing!

Well, all good things must come to an end. But that doesn’t mean you can’t start a NEW NEXT
good thing... so I’m excited for Maggie and I can see that I’m going to be learning a lot this year too!

Anna (2009-08-28 19:33:35)
My 16 year old is doing this this year and so far he LOVES it!!

1.6.21 Help Gentle Readers!!! (2009-08-27 10:38)

My master craftsman and I are thinking that the top stripe of the Moby needs color. Right now, it’s the
same color as the body.

However, we can not come to terms with what looks best.

So will you all help me? Leave a comment as to the one you like best! Thanks to Photoshop, we
can see before we paint!!!
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These are the normal world, choices.... black, brown, green or white.

Just to be sure though..... here are a few crazy colors! hahaha... gotta love Photoshop!

Well... let me know! What do you like best?

If you’d rather email me, that’s cool too!

[1]sherri@westvon.com

1. mailto:sherri@westvon.com

Sharon (2009-08-27 17:00:07)
I also think the color should be the same as the shutters. Thanks for adding the crazy colors too, the neon yellow and
red made me laugh out loud!

Carla (2009-08-27 14:48:11)
I vote for the 3rd one, white, or the color of the shutters. Have fun painting.

Pat/Texas (2009-08-27 12:18:16)
I think either the coloring of the skirting or the shutters would be the best if you could get a perfect match of either.
Love your flowers too!!

sarah (2009-08-27 11:34:35)
Lurker here... I like the 3rd one down, but think it would be really pretty if you painted it the same color as the
shutters..But whatever you do it will still be pretty! Any by the way...Yay for new posts!

Andrew (2009-08-29 12:00:42)
I’d have to go with the green trim too; it coordinates nicely with the shutters. Another idea I had (though it might
require considerably more effort) would be to paint the skirting the same color as the body. This would give it a
semi-monochromatic color scheme if you had green trim at the top, and would futher ’anchor’ the moby to the ground,
since your place is already an earth tone. Purely for kicks however, I have to say that I think the purple is cool, LOL!
Best wishes in making the final decision.
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Toria (2009-08-28 00:13:39)
I’m voting for the green, to match the shutters. Although the blue didn’t look too bad in the crazy colour selection.

Rachel (2009-08-28 06:09:28)
The third one looks great.

1.6.22 Making Pickles (2009-08-27 17:54)

When I lived in Detroit... there was two things that I really liked.

Coney Hot Dogs from the Greek Restaurants... and New Garlic Dill Pickles from the Delis.

Coney Dogs... well, those I’m out of luck with. They used those great Vienna hot dogs in the cas-
ings, and this great chili and mustard and onions.... apparently it’s a sort of Detroit area thing because the
chili is just well, different. No bean and just different. I’ve tried them here and there, even as far as San
Diego and as close as Toledo and they are just not the same.

But the New Garlic Pickles? Well, I found a recipe for them and they are awesome!

They are crisp and not cooked, and fast, too. Just a couple days and they are ready. And you
don’t can them, just refrig them.

You start with garlic. The more the better. I think I used about 10 cloves. Cut, cleaned and then
squished in my garlic smasher. Into clean sterilized jars. I like to start with a HUGE jar first and then
seperate them later on.

First get yourself some fresh home grown cukes... I started with about 20 or so. Smaller pickle
sized. Cut the tips off if you want and slice in half.

Pack your jars pretty tight. Fill them up and then get some ingredients ready to go.

I got some fresh dill at the farmer’s market.... just a few heads of that stuffed in the jars....

A generous amount of pickling spice.... at least oh, 1/4 a cup or so for the jars.... split between the
jars... You can get it ready to go. I’m not sure all that’s in it, but it’s like pepper flakes and cloves and
other yummy stuff ready for your pickles.
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Mix in 2 quarts of water, 1 cup of sugar, 1/3 cup of coarse salt and 1 cup vinegar. (I used a white
vinegar, but I think apple cider vinegar would be good too!)

Give it a good boil with the spices, let stand till cool and then pour in the packed pickles...

(We made the mistake of adding it all and then reading the BOIL and COOL instructions! ha-
haha... so the pictures are a little well, off... sorry! We ended up taking it all out and redoing the pack and
the mix of the sugar and salt! But it’s sure pretty, eh?)

Refrigerate the pickles for about 5-7 days to really get good, but I’ll be honest, they were GREAT
in just two days!

We really overdid the garlic with them... they were SPICY! But o’ so good. Send a jar home with
Tim and some jelly too and they agree.... the jelly was fantastic and the pickled really good... just a little
on the really garlicly side! I think it’s harder to work with homegrown stuff... you’re so used to the bland
sort of supermarket stuff, that is well... not as flavorful! So you do have to watch it a bit! Well... enjoy
these EASY pickles! I’m thinking that it would be good with cauliflower, beans, and other veggies too! Like
carrots and peppers! I might have to experiment!!!

Well, that was the last of our canning adventure for last week... stay tuned as we have caught the
fever and need to process all the stuff that’s coming off the farm! My gosh, it’s really kicking into high gear,
it’s been coming in the Moby faster than we can eat or process it!

Rachel (2009-08-28 05:52:35)
Yum. I made pickles last week, I canned them as well but I used a packaged mix. I canned 12 pints and had some
leftover to do fridge pickles that filled a gallon jar.

1.6.23 Garden Talley 8-27-09 (2009-08-27 23:11)

Just about every day or so, we go out and this is waiting for us.... tomatoes, peppers, beans... and
some odd this or that!

Right now, we are up to..... (drum roll please!)

34 pounds of produce!!!!

YEAH!!!

The price per pound is definitely coming down! I had estimated that I spent about $500 this year
on the gardens, beds, dirt, plants and all that jazz. Another $200 went into yard and flower improvements...
like the shutters and the hammock and table...
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So that means my garden produce is about $14 a pound.

Well, it’s getting better. Next year it will be awesomely cheap! I already have nearly all the seed I
need and will probably just need a few plants, like tomatoes and peppers. Everything else I’m going to try
and do from seed. And I’m already sizing up my plans for next year, what I’m going to plant and where
based on this years experimenting and growth.

It’s just so damn delightful to go out and pick stuff for the table that night. And to make your
own pickles and salsa and bean dishes and ketchup! And jelly too! Yes it is.

And we even have CARROTS!!! Beautiful little fingerlings, all just lovely and sweet!

Just could not resist... had to pull a few and see how they are doing. They were simply delightful
on a salad! So sweet... it’s just amazing how sweet and yummy produce is straight from the warm sunshiny
garden beds. And to know that you grew them, and nurtured them, it’s just so cool. My girls are loving it,
Maggie is very much into the whole farm thing. Someday, we just might have more room and more garden
space for sure!

But until then, this is just wonderful and we are so happy with it...

Rachel (2009-08-28 05:27:16)
Sometimes I read your blog and forget that you live in a mobile home. Heck, in my view it’s more like an urban
cabin! You’re proof that one can live comfortably and have it all in a mobile home. You truly are an inspiration to
me. I’m planning on moving out of my parent’s house in a few years and am considering a mobile home in a nice
neighborhood. You truly are an inspration!

1.6.24 Potato Harvest Time! (2009-08-31 09:14)

[EMBED] Well... we decided we could wait no longer. The potato plants had all wilted and turned kinda
brownish and we were so excited about our grow bags that promised 20+ pounds of potatoes per bag! 60

pounds of potatoes! WOW!...

Okay, well, guess what. We got 4 pounds. Total.

HAHAHA.... well, i dunno. Guess they weren’t in the right place? Soil wasn’t right? Not enough love?
Something.... the haul was pretty pathetic! But I have to tell you, those taters tasted AWESOME... We
took half and chopped them in chunks and drizzled a little olive oil and some garlic and coarse salt and
roasted them... oh my gosh, they were good.
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Will I try again next year? Maybe. Just probably not in the grow bags! I think I will have Tim build us a
couple tall beds for the potatoes to grow in.... yeah....

Rachel (2009-08-31 09:59:21)
Taters! My dad haverested our first taters yesterday as well. Was yesterday national tater harvesting day and I didn’t
get the memo? Well we got two heavy taters. We didn’t do grow bags. I have no clue where they’re planted otherwise
I would start digging for more! Thanks for the video too! It was great watching everyone get excited over something
simple. Ahh. It’s great.

Mobymom (2009-08-31 10:08:35)
HAHAH... WE are easily amused by many things! Yeah, I think we’ll do taters again, but I was pretty disappointed
in such a small harvest! When you see a 10 pound bag of potatoes in the store for $3, you begin to wonder about
taking all the time and effort to grow only 4 pounds! hahaha... the seed potatoes cost me more than our yield! But
those taters tasted SO DANG GOOD.... there is something to be said for that! Thanks for writing! Sherri

Rachel (2009-08-31 10:43:51)
Now thinking about it and looking at your photos of the bags, I don’t think they got enough sun. I nice tall tater bed
would be great. You better get Tim on it!

1.6.25 Jelly and Jams! (2009-08-31 21:24)

Our two grape vines, Marie and Louise, really did a good job, so late in the season! They were by
far the best producers of fruit in the homestead gardens!

We got over a pound of good Concord grapes, and since they were a little bitter, well, not really
bitter, just not really sweet, we decided they would make great jelly!

We had to add a few other grapes to make enough for the jelly, but it was about 80 % our own
grapes. Next year, we’ll have plenty! (We hope!)

Now, I’ll show this photo and I have to tell you, it’s the WRONG thing to do for jelly! Apparently,
by chopping the grapes in the food processor, we cut some of the skin way tooo small and it ended up giving
the jelly a little bit of floaties, which was the skin bits. Nothing worse than seeds in raspberry or strawberry
jam, but still, you probably want to just smush them instead.
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Once you get all your grapes smashed and ready, a piece of damp cheesecloth over a strainer is a
good way to try and keep the skin bits from your juice. You just pour it in, and then let it drip over a bowl
for a few hours. Overnight, if you can wait. They say don’t squeeze it... again to keep the skin bits from
passing through and clouding the jelly! We couldn’t resist because we needed all the juice we could, so our
jelly is a little bit decorated with teeny little floaties of skin! I like to think that it’s a little extra fiber and
flavor!

I’m not giving a recipe for this, because it depends on your grapes and all that, how much you
have. But there is a great amount of great easy directions on the web and on the boxes of pectin for jams
and jellies. We used the recipe on the box of Sure-Gel.

When you have the juice ready, it’s warmed up and then you add in all the sugar. You bring it to
a hard boil, one that is hard to stir away. Once you get it boiling hard, then the pectin is added and you
cook it for another minute or so. And then ladle into hot jars.

Since we only had enough for one large jar of jelly, we just ladled it in the jar, and put on the lid
and sealing ring and sat it on the counter to cool down a bit. About 6 or 7 hours later, it was jelled up nice,
and totally cool to the touch, so into the frig it went. Super Easy!

If we were going to do a lot of jelly, we would have done the whole canning bath and sealing and
all that. But that’s the fun of it all. You can just make a smaller amount with some great fresh fruit and
you’ll have a great jar of homemade jelly for your toast! It’s really easy. And if you make too much, you
can always pop it in the freezer! Easy!

We made strawberry jam too.... same thing... mash the fruit, boil it, add sugar, get super hot, add
the pectin, ladle into jars and seal up!
EASY!!!!

Now strawberry jam needs a little lemon juice to help it set right and jam up good. Not much, our
recipe only needed 1/4 a cup.

Good measure of sugar to augment the fresh, ripe fruit and you have a boiling mix of super good
smelling hot jam in no time.

Don’t be afraid to try making jellies and jams. You can do it just half the way and pop the stuff
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into the frig or freezer if you’re scared to can, but I gotta tell you, even the canning part is easy. You just
follow the steps carefully and calmly, and you end up with treats for your family through the winter that
taste so amazing, they are ten times better than any fancy stuff you can buy. And no junk. Just fruit, sugar
and a little pectin. EASY. And what is cool, you can make it super chunky or smooth as silk, whatever you
want.

The only thing I will be investing in is a pair of good wide mouth funnels! We did make a mess
and let me tell you... BOILING HOT JAM is really painful on your skin. It is. Take my word on this. And
it just makes a mess when you slop it around. And you waste this wonderful stuff... I kinda like the idea of
one of those little magnetic wands that picks up the lids from the boiling water too... (NEAT!) but really,
you don’t need a lot to can. And the jars are awesome for just using too, we use them for leftovers, fresh
butter, buttermilk, whatever you need to seal and store in the frig or pantry.

It feels so good to be making stuff like this. Every time you crack open a jar of your OWN jam or
jelly and make a slice of toast and sink into that just amazing taste... it’s just wonderful. It’s so redemptive,
it just makes you think you’ve done something that most people would never even consider trying. And it’s
cheap too. I got 4 huge jars of strawberry jam for about $6. I mean huge quart jars! It’s going to go great
on toast, over ice cream, maybe even in a cobbler or a crumb cake if I feel like it. Now that is good living
right there... strawberry and raspberry jam from local farmer’s market fruit and grape jelly from our OWN
grape vines!!! How cool is that?

Go out there and get some fruit and try this. Try just a little bit. Just do it. I think we are get-
ting away so much from handcrafting and creating our own food, wares, crafts and living needs, it’s bad.
It’s scary. We can no longer repair our own cars they are so complex, we think no one is allowed to build
there own house or create living spaces that are not out of a box from a store and we only buy handcrafted
ideas from hippy kooks at art festivals or from some third world import store.

Wake up America! We were founded on people not afraid to get thier hands dirty, to build their
own homes, to homestead in the wilds of the west, or grow their own food and make what they needed, not
dependant on the local Walmart to exploit our own people and those overseas for cheap junk that we think
we need! Handmaking your own foodstuffs, even just a few jars of jam and a loaf of homemade bread once
a week, keeps the skills honed and the spirit of true Americanism alive.

It’s time to start making quilts and growing gardens and doing without all the commercialism and
debt and technology that is just making us into tech zombies. Kids don’t play outside anymore, they just
do video games and online stuff. We hardly even know the neighbors next door after years of living side by
side. Something is really wrong.

Make some jam soon... okay? Give it a whirl. What’s the worse that can happen... you’ll mess up
some fruit and sugar. The best thing? You’ll discover that you can do something that you never imagined
you could and it will taste SO DAMN GOOD, you’ll be looking for something else to try next!

I promise. That’s how I got started!
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Pat/Texas (2009-09-01 02:42:58)
Great post & great pictures. Thanks! Pat

Laura (2009-09-01 03:33:01)
Ditto, 2 great posts. On potatos and fruit. Did you keep mounding soil on the potato plants as they grew? Rachel
may also be right, about location. Have a good day. Have you decided on ”moby’s” paint?

Mobymom (2009-09-01 05:26:37)
Yeah I did! We dilligently kept mounding it up and adding more dirt... I think that the location was just a tad too
shady for them and I think the soil might have just been a little too bland for them. My dirt was mostly just top soil,
with some compost added, but not a ton... a fertilized too with a good basic garden fertilizer, but I think that next
year my soil will be much happier. I plan to add a lot more good organic material and all, and I think I’ll put my
potatoes in a much more sunny area. I got a ton of top growth, they were huge and big, and all... ahahah.... I was so
sure that we were going to have pounds and pounds of taters! Still thinking about the paint.... I love that folks have
helped me out... I think it will be the green of the shutters, that seems to be the by far choice. Just gotta get to the
point that I say, YES! haha...

Sarah (2009-09-01 07:31:08)
Wow! Those grapes look gorgeous. I remember helping a friend make concord grape jelly. I don’t know if it’s different
for grape jam... but we squeezed the grapes out of their skin, blended the skins to a liquid and cooked them both
separately before adding them together. It made the jelly very smooth. Anyway, your jam looks very tasty! Someday
I hope to have a few grape vines. I really love raisins!

Rachel (2009-09-01 12:31:34)
Mmmm homemade grape jelly. I need to pickle my beets tomorrow. Yummy.

1.7 September

1.7.1 Bluegrass Weekend (2009-09-01 08:31)

Some of my best weekends are those that are ALL GRASS! (g) And I don’t mean the green on the ground
in the yard stuff! But good ole bluegrass music!

First off, we were invited to come and play at the Toledo Art Museum! They have a Friday night
special once a month, called ”It’s Friday!” and it was quite an honor to be asked to come and play and to
be paid too!

The place where we played was called the Glass Salon and it was in the new Glass Pavilion, a super
beautiful modern glass building where they showcase all that the Glass City has to offer! Now you can see
why Toledo is called the Glass City and why we called our Opry, the Glass City Opry.
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The girls came with me and while we were all setting up our sound equipment and sound checking
the room, they wandered off and took a few shots of some of the neat pieces. Really cool stuff.

This is one of Jessy’s self portraits... if you watch her photo shoots, she always seems to have at
least one where she is captured in a reflection or off to the side, or in a mirror! Hahaha... she’s already
developing her own style. Cool stuff.

Once we started to play, it soon became dark and then the building was simply stunning. All the
lights play off each other and the reflections to make these infinitey streams out into the darkness. The
crowd was super nice and receptive and we had a great time playing for them all.

[EMBED]

It was such a lovely evening... even playing for 3 hours didn’t deter the experience. That is a long
time to play, but we had a few little breaks to get a drink and set down a bit. The banjo is heavy! It’s the
heaviest of the instruments. Everyone was just really nice and we tried to handle a few requests....

[EMBED] We love it when Jeff has to sing Man of Constant Sorrow! We think he does a great job,
and it’s such a fun song. We need to add it to our set list... we forget to! Well, after that evening.... I had
to get up WAY early, 6:30 AM!!! (Did you know that it’s actually light at early? I thought the sun came
up around 8 or 9? HAHAHA) Jessy has a special short intense English course in college and they meet at 8
until 1pm on Saturday. Ugh. So I drove her to that, and then had to come back and get ready to go to our
next event, an indoor bluegrass festival at the Roadhouse in Grand Rapids, Ohio. That was fun too, except
that three of us got sick at lunch... phew.... no fun.... not sure what, but something made us not too happy,
but we got through the day and had two great sets there! This was more of the type of bluegrass event we
normally play at... a big lodge with a dancefloor and dim lights and lots of folks dressed up for the dancing.

Three other bands played... our Opry Sound Crew plays in the Hand Hewn String Band and they were
all there! Great bunch of folk! They have one of the largest bands around, like 7 or 8 people! Wow... Got
them on video too... you can go and click on any of these videos and it will take you to You Tube and then
if you click my name on the right hand side, you will see all the videos I’ve taken of bluegrass events... over
270+! And growing! Fulton County Bluegrass was there too and Jeff and I used to be in the band. Fun to
see everyone there. Tim got drafted to play with them, that was kinda fun to watch him play with them!

The place was pretty dark, so the pictures didn’t turn out so nice. I gave up on photos pretty quick.
However our buddy Brian was there and he offered to man the video camera, so we have some nice videos
of the experience... here are just a few! [EMBED]

[EMBED] And here is Tim, the Moby Master Craftsman, doing Freeborn Man.... he’s not just handy with a
drill, he’s a great singer and guitar player! [EMBED] Well, that was my weekend! Sunday was house cleaning
and food making and relaxing day.... okay, yeah potato harvest too... and organizing and putting away all
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the bluegrass stuff... okay, it was a very busy day, not that relaxing! HAHA. Well I sure did need a day at
home to just get things back on track. We played 3 gigs this past week... that is a lot for us. It was like
being on tour! I think.... just without a lot of driving! I love the way we sound after 3 straight gigs, really
helps to get you all tight and really working great as a band, but you should have seen Jeff’s fingers!!!! OH
MY.... HUGE blisters.... he really needed to take a few days off to get them healed up. Bass players should
wear gloves or something! Well, that was the adventure in photos, words and video! Great fun!

Laura (2009-09-02 12:22:25)
WOW!!! What a wonderful weekend for you. That’s such a good thing.

1.7.2 Jack is purring.... (2009-09-02 20:00)

Well, we’ve come a long way with Jack the Kitty Boy.

From scared, scrawny dumped kitty to a full fledged member of the family. But you know, he hasn’t
even gotten too close and snuggly, or purred, until last night.

It was pretty cold here, got down to 47 outside and the moby is not good at staying too warm... so it
was pretty chilly in here. I was just getting ready to drift off to sleep when all the sudden, Jack is up and
sitting on my chest! I ruffle his fur a little around his ears and tell him goodnight, surprised because he never
gets this close. He likes to be pet, a bit, but not long. Well, I pet him, did the whole nice kitty thing and low
and behold the little stinker closes his eye and starts purring like a little sawmill! Nearly knocks me outta
bed! That felt so good. He’s finally trusting me and has given me his purr of approval. What a sweety.

And then, just to make it even more delightful, I lifted up a corner of the blankets and the little wort
just dives right in, goes down and turns around and come back up to nestle in the crook of my arm and is
just kneading away, purring like he’s done this all the time. He must have laid there for awhile, because I
finally drifted off to sleep and he was still there.

It’s little things like this that really speak to me somedays. Earning the trust of a lost cat, making his
life pleasant instead of wretched. He brought me home a little mole tonight, how special. At least I know
that there’s one male out there that loves me! HAHAHA....

Rachel (2009-09-03 04:33:52)
Awww! Wait until he starts following you everywhere. My one cat just wont leave me alone. I’ll be on the computer
and she’ll jump up and partically rub you butt in my face. And if you touch her she’ll never leave you alone. Haha!

Pat/Texas (2009-09-03 05:16:22)
Great videos, pictures & words!! I made strawberry jam after your post. I had a funnel, but knocked a full jar of hot
jam all over the cupboard - what a mess that was!! Will try peaches next with my leftover pouch of pectin. Thanks
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for the inspirations! Pat

1.7.3 Garden Update - September 2, 2009 (2009-09-03 15:09)

Well, it’s been a couple weeks since the last update. Things are still chugging along and we’re up to
almost 40 pounds of produce! (38.5 to be honest!) It’s been fun and we’ve had plenty of fresh produce from
the garden for sure! And already put up some jams and jellies, pickles, homemade ketchup and salsa and
made some ALMOST all home grown meals! Next year, I really want to try and see if we can’t accomplish
a dinner or two all on our own produce! That would be really cool.

The sunflowers all over the place are just doing awesome. The mammoth ones are finally flowering
and it’s just so cool. We already picked a bird feeder full of seeds from the first batch, but these last heads
are going to fill more than one when they are all done. We sure get a kick out of the goldfinches hanging
upside down and picking out early seed meats and really enjoying our garden! I just love taking photos of
them and the significance in my life they reflect!

The compost center is doing a wonderful job, I’m happy to report that we’re down to two large
trash bags from three.... and a good deal is the kitchen scraps and then yard waste that we’re getting used
to putting out in the compost pile! And we’ve been watching our trash waste a little carefully... just cutting
down on waste in general. The tea towels and bar towels are being used for just about every kitchen need
and I’m down to about one roll of paper towels a month! There are a few things that they do so well at...
drawing fat from bacon, and well, yucky things... but thankfully we’re not doing both that much!

We’re experimenting with some cool fall crops... set of broccoli and cabbage, and broccoli, peas and spinach
from seed. They are doing pretty well, the peas are already flowering! It’s been getting pretty cold at night,
down to about 47-45 degrees, but the days have still be nice and warm. I think that I might get a little bit
of floating row covers for just one bed and see how long I can keep them from dying off from cold and frost!
I’d love to build a cold frame but I’m not quite sure where to put it yet.

Our one little pie pumpkin finished up, and then the vine died. That was that. One pumpkin. There is
another out there, trying, but it’s only about the size of a baseball and very very green. I don’t think it will
make it. We have a white one over on the southside of the Moby, but it’s not going to be too big I don’t
think.

Got three reasons that the pumpkins and squash are not doing well. First, those little dudes. They
invaded about a week ago and are just being very inconsiderate guests. Next year I think I will need to
consider some sort of gentle, yet effective insect program. I haven’t had too much trouble, just these guys
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and then someone ate lots of holes in my last bean crop... they still made a nice crop of beans, but I felt
bad for them, working so hard with leaves gnawed full of holes!

Reason number two? Water. It’s been a weird year for rain and watering. I think next year, all
my water hungrey crops will be located VERY near the spikot. One set of pumpkins we planted so far away,
you needed to pack a lunch to water them. So of course, we didn’t do it as much as we should have, so they
had inconsistent watering. next year? All within a few feet of the water! And I think those will be the ones
set up with the drip irrigation system I hope to install next year.

And last? Powdery Mildew.

Yeah, too late I realized what was up and I just decided not to treat it. Next year though, I’ll be
ready. I’ll have researched and decided what I will do.

But actually, to be honest, I might just skip the whole gourd family all together. I mean, we hate
pumpkin pie and all, I was just growing them to have pumpkins for Halloween! And then we’re really not
that into squash either and those dudes take up a lot of time and water and space... I think I might use
that space and effort next year for something much more productive and something we really like. We can
get a couple pumpkins from the farmer’s market for a few bucks and still have that holiday fun. Sounds
good to me!

Our one apple is hanging in there! It’s getting red and beautiful. We just can’t wait till it’s ready
to come off the tree and get sliced up and enjoyed. The trees are hanging in there. Four are doing pretty
well, one is a little gangly. But she’s still got some green leaves, and green wood, so I think she’s doing okay.
Hopefully she will make it through the winter and come out the other side all beautiful and ready to grow a
nice little crop for us!

Next spring I hope to add some cherry trees to the back of the lot, because they would be beautiful
to behold and yield some nice pies for us! Doesn’t take too many to make happy campers. I really like the
idea of fruit producers. I know it takes them a little longer to really start producing, but that’s okay. We
now have apple, peach, strawberries, raspberries, blueberries and grapes. In a couple years, they will be
doing great! And hopefully we will add cherries to the mix.

We actually got a whole pound of grapes of our baby vines! And we made jelly from them... but
you already know that. (gg)
Still, can’t help but admire all the beautiful colors of these grapes!

Of course, the tomatoes are going nuts. They have been very productive. Every time I go out
there, we pick more tomatoes! Been eating a lot of fresh tomatoes and also making stuff from them. Gave
away some too! That’s always nice.
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First batch of cukes did not do too well, but this batch is doing much better. Again, another water loving
crop that I think will need to be close to the water source. First batch suffered from the inconsistency
factor. I didn’t realize just how much they did. Second batch I was very dilligent about, and made sure
they NEVER dried out and I have been rewarded with a bunch of little pickles waiting for the frig!

Sweet corn is doing well.... many of them have ears on them and I think we might actually get
some crop of corn. I know I planted it way too late... next year, they’re getting in as soon as it’s warm
enough. But I think we’ll make it. At least a couple dinners of fresh from the moby garden into the pot!
It’s just so good that way. I’ve been seeing signs of folks around selling sweet corn so I know it’s time to
start finding someone with the best sweet corn! I want to consider freezing it... I need to do some more
research and see what works best.

Got lots of little gourds and decorative mini-pumpkins and such that seem to be making good progress.
And some birdhouse ones too! We’ll see... just going to let them go until it’s frosts!

Look at this weird gourd flower! I’ve never seen a white one before.... all the rest are that beautiful
yellow flower color.

This normal one has a HUGE black bee in it. Not sure what it is, but it’s pretty darn big. We’ve
seen more different varieties of bees and bumblebees and hornets and wasps and all this year than ever.
Kind of interesting, just how many species you can attract with a nice garden.

I didn’t plant these, but gosh, huge mushrooms after a couple days of rain. They were big...

Black eyed susies really did well this year. They are all $1 rejects from the Lowes, late in the sea-
son. Speaking of which, I need to go and see what I might be able to rescue this year! And I do want to
plant more bulbs. We put in the ground about 400 last year and we just loved seeing them come up all over
the place. I want to do another load of them soon. I love the first good signs of spring in my yard and hope
that in a few years we will have ooooodles and ooooodles of daffs and tulips and all coming up all over the
place. I really love those little touches of life, little reminders that everything is moving forward like it’s
supposed to.
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Our potatoes, as noted in another post, were kind of a bust. Out of those three large grow bags,
each with over 100 pounds of soil in them, lovingly mounded up over the season.... only resulted in 4 pounds
of potatoes.

Yes... 4 pounds. I believe the seed potatoes we used were probably close to 4 pounds to begin
with! HAHAHA! I think that as a few commenters have said, that the soil may have needed more good stuff
and they might have been too shady. I have also found several other blog-gardeners report poor harvest of
the same grow bags and all.

Well, next year, I’ll probably try it again, just one bag, and in the sunshine with a full bag of com-
post in there with them! That will show those taters who’s boss around this farm. Yeah.

Look! Another first! We actually have a sugar baby watermelon trying to grow! Amazing. We
might get it to large enough to eat status.... you never know. We had these plants over on the east side
and they were not doing well. Moved them about first of August and they are finally thriving, but well,
probably a little tooooo late. Oh well. Next year... next year....

The sunflowers on the south side are really going to town. Next year I will plant double! I just love
them growing up and kind of hiding the less than beautiful side of the moby. And they are just cool. I like
them.

Well, that pretty much wraps it up... we’re up to 38.5 pounds of produce and I think we just might
hit 50 before the summer’s done. It’s getting a little chilly, but the days are still hot and sunny. I checked
and it’s very very unusual to get a killing frost around here before the second week of October. By my
reckoning that means almost another 5-6 weeks of growing left! We’ll be watching carefully.

I know so much more this year than I did last year about my particular growing situation. I will be
reviewing and plotting and planning for next year’s garden all winter long! It will be fun. Next year? I
WILL need a freezer! For sure!

How’s your garden coming along????

Rachel (2009-09-04 04:53:32)
Very nice! Too bad about your pumpkins though. As for my garden, peppers are still going strong, late crop of cukes
are doing well (I had a nice cuke from it the other day. I cut it up and put it in some pickling brine), and don’t get
me started on tomatoes.
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1.7.4 Making Ketchup! (2009-09-03 21:01)

Okay, before you think we’re off our bonkers.... yes, we tried to make ketchup. After all, everyone likes
ketchup, right? And we have made salsa already with all our tomatoes.... and I was thinking of trying to
make like stewed tomatoes, since we eat a lot of them, but well, we kept coming back to ketchup!

So here goes...

Get a whole bunch of tomatoes. We happened to have a TON of grape and cherry tomatoes, so I
used them. And of course about 5 or 6 big ones too!

Give them a spin in the food processor, or chop the heck out of them. You want them pretty finely
chopped up. Does seem to help.

Chop up some green pepper too... and some red peppers, and whatever you’d like to add. Onions,
definately and some garlic too! You almost can’t go wrong... just remember to add MOSTLY tomotoes to
the mix.

Again, the finer the better. You ultimately want to puree all this down after cooking it and you
might as well start out pretty small. We sure are having fun with our food processor. It’s old, but it works
great.

And here’s the best part! Once you get it all chopped and all, add all the tomatoes to your crock-
pot. Add the mixins.... onion, pepper and garlic. Just till it’s about to the top of your crock pot. This is
one of those recipies that you can really eye-ball. Honest! And you can craft and adjust and make all sorts
of good ways!

Okay... make sure you’re not overflowing your crockpot because you need to add the following...

1/2 cup of cider vinegar
1/4 cup of sugar
1/4 cup of brown sugar
3-4 teaspoons of coarse salt. (you could use regular if you want)

Stir that in nice and gentle like. Yummmm....

And now, you make a little spice lump. Get a square of cheesecloth, and the following spices.
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2 teaspoons of allspice
1 1/2 teaspoon of paprika
1 teaspoon of dry mustard
1 teaspoon of cloves
1 teaspoon of celery seed
1/2 teaspoon of cinnamon
and 1 teaspoon of pepper blend

Put these all in the middle of your cheesecloth and then gather up and tie into a little ball. I’m not
sure that I would use a rubber band or anything because it gets pretty hot in there.

Then just throw that little puppy in the pot, turn it on high, add the cover and let it cook for oh,
about 12-15 hours.

It’s SO easy! I stirred it a time or two and when it would collect a thin liquid on the top, I would
use a big spoon and drain off a little here and there, but you don’t have to. Ultimately it will cook down to
about half of it’s content.

It will end up looking like a real thick tomato paste... let it cool, a couple hours... and taste it. If
you need a little more salt, or a little more heat or a little more sweet to your tastes... add those things.
Ours we liked just a little more salty than the recipe called for. I added about a teaspoon more to the mix.
And a little more brown sugar... couple tablespoons. Take out the little spice bag and pitch it.... you could
compost it I suppose.

Once it’s cool, whip the heck out of it in a food processor or like we did... our blender. It will get
all nice and creamy and smooth pretty quick. And pour into a waiting jar.

Now you can always can it, and just follow the directions of most canning... you know, sterillized
jars and lids and hot water bath and timing and all that. But we just wanted to eat the stuff, and since it
made just two quarts, I just popped it in the frig. It’s almost gone!

We used it on french fries and hot dogs and we also used it in our stuffed green peppers recipe!
Meatloaf would probably be divine! Anything that needs some good old ketchup will work nice.

It’s not as well, store bought-tasting as you will expect. It’s richer, fancier. Almost like a marinara
sauce, really. It’s super good. I imagine you can play with it and get a super good recipe that your family
will just be amazed over, pretty easily. And I wonder if you could just put all the spices in and letter’ go.
Maybe not the cloves. You might want to powder them down, or well, take it out. I thought the spices
could be added, why not. I think we’ll try it again, with a little modification! Aside from the chopping, it
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was super easy in a crockpot and it made the house smell OH so good for OH so long!

Rachel (2009-09-04 04:26:51)
I love ketchup! I love it on most things. Next year I’ll make some but for now I’m done canning. It looks great! I’ve
learned that if you want homemade ketchup you need to make it yourself. I bought a bottle off the Amish and it
wasn’t that great.

1.7.5 Dream Rambling Gypsy Wagon (2009-09-03 21:29)

I have a dream.

I want to get a traveling camper and I want to make it so cool and ecclectic that it will no doubt
be original and ours.

I don’t just want a cookie cutter camper like everyone else.

I want to get an old truck or van and then add to it and make it so fun and custom inside.

You only have to look at my banjo to know that I would love to decorate a camping truck.... or
just a camper... how delightful!

It’s all the fault of those super neat, nice Tin Can Tourist folks. I want to be one of them! I want
to travel around in a vintage homemade tin can of my own.

I have the perfect job for it.... I can telecommute from where ever I am. Just need a free wifi hot
spot to do my actually final uploading/work and all, and I could work just about anywhere.

It wouldn’t need a whole lot... a bed, a working table/desk, maybe a comfy chair for relaxing...
and a very small kitchenette. Really just a space for maybe a little microwave and a few little appliance
that I can plug in. A little food storage. A little clothes and gear storage. Maybe a small porta-potty for
those ”I don’t want to try and get to the campground facilities in the middle of the night situations”.

I don’t want it to go in the wilds of nowhere... I want it to go to campgrounds and bluegrass festi-
vals and like the KOA with the kids or such. Maybe park in a random Walmart here and there while touring
about and enjoying life.
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Yeah.... some day. I am hoping that maybe next summer... if we save... we might be able to find
an old starter van camper to experiment on. Yeah....

I’ve seen old campers as cheap at $2,000. Sometimes even $1500! Of course, might need some en-
gine work and all that. We might start with a little trailer that the van can haul. Never know. The right
little tin can will come along for us. We don’t want anything super big or complex... just enough to let us
have a nice spot to sleep off the ground, and store a little gear, and relax in when it’s raining, that kind of
thing. A rack to hold our lawnchairs and bikes. Sounds like a hoot! Can’t wait to see what comes our way.

Laura (2009-09-04 05:55:18)
Oh! how wonderful! Go for it! I can hardly wait to see what you come up with. Whatever it turns out to be will be
uniquely yours.

Julie (2009-09-17 12:31:09)
am LOVING your site. people call me crazy for my ideas all the time. Its so nice to know I am not alone:-) many
blessings to you and your creative heart.

1.7.6 Bathtime for Luna (2009-09-05 19:15)

We’ve got fleas.

Apparently, they’ve been pretty bad in the region as I had to go to two different pet stores for sup-
plies! And we used the Bio-spot on all the critters, but well, it’s been a rough season for them.

We’ve done the flea-bomb and the house seems fine.... and Gypsy has been getting baths just about
every couple days as well as dusting. We’ve been very aggressively treating the situation.

Problem is... Luna is SO hard to dust or spray or ANYTHING... She fights you, she runs, she
claws, she is nasty. Everyone else in the house is clean of the critters but her.

So I told the girls, it’s time. She goes down.

I knew if I would steel my blood and get into a strong and forceful mind set I could conquer this
little kitty. Yes, she’s tough. She’s mean and crafty... but I’m craftier.
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I filled up the sinks with good warm water. I had Maggie lure the little critter in and then I just
said, it’s time. And into the dip she went.

And for whatever reason, she was pretty good.

I haven’t the faintest idea why.

Perhaps she knew that it was a futile to resist. That everyone else had consented to treatment and
that she was the sole survivor. She had resisted too long. It was time.

Perhaps it was the nice warm water and my calm soothing words... yeah... or perhaps the little
wort just kind of figured out that it was time to get rid of her little vampire friends. She really had quite a
few, and they all met their demise in the soapy warm waters.

She even let us drip dry a little before I passed her off to Maggie for a final fluff dry. She was quite
relieved that it was all over. Of course Gypsy was very excited to give her a big dog nose of laughter and
snuffling that ended with a pretty angry kitty swipe that sent Gypsy off to recover from the blow.

And I’m very happy at the moment to see NONE of our livestock with the little nasty critters... no
fleas, no flea dirt and no itching. I believe we have solved the light infestation. Last time I saw fleas this
bad was like 18 years ago when we lived in San Diego! It’s been a weird weird year... dry and hot... I’m just
glad that the cool nights mean that we’re getting into the Non-Flea season around here!

Pat/Texas (2009-09-06 06:07:16)
Love the picture of the cat hanging in the air. Her face says it all... Great pictures! Thanks, Pat

1.7.7 Jessy Moby Photo Shoot (2009-09-05 19:26)

One of the best things about having a college kid in school for a photography degree is that she
takes lots of photos of your place if you want! You don’t even have to ask, she’s just always shooting photos!

She shot a bunch of photos of the sunflowers on the south side of the Moby.... they are all bloom-
ing and I just love it! Next year I want to double the amount!
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And a few of the garden and all...

Look at our little sugar baby watermelon! It’s sure trying to get bigger! It might actually make it!
How cool is that...

Thanks Jessy! You’re doing a great job of your craft! I can’t wait till she gets her macro lens...
she’s hoping that Santa brings her a nice fancy macro lens for her fancy Nikon.... I suspect that he will.
(hee hee hee...)

Rachel (2009-09-05 19:59:01)
And I thought you said that was not the most appealing side of Moby!

Mobymom (2009-09-05 20:22:45)
Hahaha! Yes, we used to call it the Ugly Side.... but then we changed it to the South Side because we began our
beautification program!!! Now I love it! Next year will be even better!

1.7.8 My Gypsy Girl (2009-09-05 19:33)

Jessy has been shooting the dog again.

And she got some pretty photos of Gypsy after her bath!

Gypsy LOVES to play stick. She will play fetch with her yucky drooly stick for hours if you let her.
It’s one of her most favorite things to do.
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I love this picture.... she has the most beautiful brown eyes...

Sharon (2009-09-07 04:35:55)
Gypsy really is a beautiful dog, the picture of her with the stick is a great shot. I think you said she’s about 11 or 12
years old, but you’d never know it. My almost 13 year old Pomeranian isn’t nearly as active.

1.7.9 Too Much Stuff... Again (2009-09-06 09:41)

Back about 10 years ago, I was the model American citizen, I was all consumer and adding to the whole
world system of BUY BUY BUY and Bigger is better all the time.

We had a lovely 3,000 square foot home... (which did not include the 1,000 sq feet of high ceiling base-
ment, or the huge garage space...) and a big yard and a yard guy and a cleaning lady and just tons of stuff.

At some point it all hit me and I started to downsize.

I sold off over $3,000 worth of STUFF on ebay alone. Just stuff. Books, junk, knickknacks, electronics,
cds, just all kinds of stuff. It was stunning.

And then my marriage failed... and I lost the house and I was forced to liquidate even more and stop
the spending.... (I just didn’t have much money or time to take care of all the stuff) and then finally I moved
to the Moby and that is where I am now.

But I’ve noticed... it’s starting to creep back in again. I noticed three or four boxes stashed under my
tv table in the living room and a few boxes under my desk and at the foot of my bed and stuff stashed here
and there... It’s BACK!!!! AGH!!!!!

I watched this SUPER cool video online... I really want you to go and watch it. It will really make
you go Hmmmmmm...

[1]www.storyofstuff.com

Its’ really a very fascinating video and you need to watch the WHOLE thing... it’s really important to
understand some of why stuff is SO cheap at Walmart and other big box places. She really nails it on the
head. I’ve often wondered... how can a say, small appliance cost only $10 when you can’t even get lunch
for 2 at McDonalds for that price... I mean the appliance has technology and engineering in it, research
and development, material costs, shipping, distribution, etc etc., and yet it’s less than a meal for 2 at a fast
food joint? It’s all to KEEP US CONSUMING... that’s our job. As Americans... our job is to consume.
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That’s it. Most of us don’t create anything. We don’t craft or create anything that we depend on day to
day. We just consume. We are 5 % of the world’s population, however we consume over 30 % of the world
manufacturing and export. We are the reason they have child labor issues in the far east and deforestation
in the Congo and just about all the nasty things going on in the middle east. We’re a pretty big contributor
to all that. Yeah, lovely.

And then I have stumbled AGAIN over this cool idea... the 100 Thing Challenge. Can you pare down
the stuff you have and keep it under 100 things? Can you? Most of us can’t. It would be almost impossible.

[2]The 100 Thing Challenge

I know I probably can’t either.

But I want to keep that in mind and start to really examine the STUFF in my life and start to get it
more manageable again. So I’m encouraging you all to take a good look at your stuff too... I’ll be document-
ing some of my discoveries and efforts here, now and then.... not enough to get boring, but just updates on
how it’s going.

I set out two big boxes in my living room. One is trash. One is Goodwill. And I plan to fill them up
in the next week. And when they are filled and gotten rid of... (hopefully recycled!) I will begin again.

Most of us don’t have like a week of free time to just take and de-junk and de-clutter and all that. But I
find with a lot of things that seem daunting... it’s every day, daily effort on a much smaller scale that reall
seems to get it done. Might take a month... maybe two... but it’s better than just ignoring it and hoping it
will go away.

We’ll see.... I’m game to try and start working on it.

Are you?

1. http://www.storyofstuff.com/

2. http://www.guynameddave.com/100-thing-challenge.html

Rachel (2009-09-06 16:10:22)
I have a pile of CDs to get rid off and a few DVDs. I purged my ’library’ two years ago so it’s pretty much update
but might go through it again. I need to look at my junk drawers as well and get rid of somethings somethings. I
need to purge my fabric collection as well. It’s mostly flannel that I used to make small pet hammocks with until my
ratties died I year ago. I think I have a project for tomorrow!

Anna (2009-09-10 13:11:33)
Yes. Absolutely ready. I love your blog, by the way.

1.7.10 Stuffed Green Peppers (2009-09-06 09:55)
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Here is my very simple, stuffed green pepper recipe... using my OWN GARDEN GROWN PEP-
PERS! (yeah!)

First, get about oh, 6 good sized green peppers and cut their little heads off and scoop out the
seeds and clean them nice.

Meanwhile, brown a pound of ground beef, and add a few spices in there that you like... garlic,
salt, season salt or whatever you like. We’re fairly simple, a shake of garlic, and a little season salt works
good.

Here’s the fun part... add in two cups of cooked rice. You can make it just for the peppers, or if
you have left over rice that works fine too. Simple. And add in a small jar of spaghetti sauce. Or your
own sauce... yummm..... more local stuff, sounds good to me. (We used our own ketchup! It was good.... )
Heat it all up just to marry everything together good and then let it cool a little bit. Just so you don’t get
burned stuffing the peppers and all.

Just spoon stuff that yummy mix into your waiting peppers. Place in a glass dish or a pan or
something that has a little high sides to it... helps to support the peppers and also catches any juice and all
that.

Pop a piece of foil over the top so they don’t dry out bad and pop in a oven for about an hour,
hour and half... 350 degrees. You can do it faster, but you want the peppers to soften and cook yummy and
all.

When they are done, I pile on a big dollop of Italian cheese... like a mozzarella blend and heat for
another 5-10 minutes for it all to melt and become super yummy. And then serve!!!

Even my green pepper hating children tried them and decided they were okay.... I mean they ate
them! Honestly! So an ”ok” from a pepper-hater means if you like green peppers, they are super good and
yummy! And simple to make! Give them a whirl!

Rachel (2009-09-06 19:16:56)
It looks good. I love fresh green peppers but cooked they’re not as pleasing. When ever my mom makes stuffed green
peppers I pick out the filling. :)
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1.7.11 Sink Died.... (2009-09-06 22:40)

Nothing better than washing dishes and go to empt the sink and think, gosh the water sounds re-
ally loud. Hmmm...

And then realize.... OH MY GOSH... the pipe under the sink drain had broke and there was water
all over the place under the cabinet!

YUCK!

And then you have a whole pileup of dishes and no man around to save ya!

So we do what all good moby women do.

We go to Lowes the next day and bring parts and talk to the nice fellas over there. And then you
buy what they tell you to buy.

Plumbing parts are relatively cheap actually, and not that hard to install. Kitchen sink parts all are
finger screw on and all. No tools and sealing glue or anything is required. Pretty cool.

Just screw the pipe piece onto the bottom of the drain, and make sure the T section is pointing in
the right direction to accept the pipe from the other sink. (Don’t ask me how I know that... hahaha) And
get that all tight. Then you screw in the other sink section.

We had to unscrew the other pipe from the other drain to make it all fit. Since the non-drain side
had to insert into the main pipe piece a bit, it was easier to do it that way.

I put my old 5 gallon pail under the main sink piece because I just didn’t want to have a repeat
performance. My faucet is leaking a bit as well, and the water seems to come down that main pipe. I want
to replace the sink and faucet with a one drain sink... and a nicer faucet, but I’m still saving my pennies
for that. I want to get over to our Habitat for Humanity Re-Store and see if there is a suitable sink there!
That would be sweet.

But it was nice to have all new pipes under there for less than $11. And it only took about a half
hour to get it all fixed! Plumbing just doesn’t scare me anymore. It’s really not that hard. I think the
hardest part is finding the right parts at the hardware store!!! That took almost 45 minutes of standing
there, looking and considering what could be done, and can be done and what would be nice and what
would just get the job done. A lot of options. But in the end, it was not too bad.
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I’m definately going to have to have the old floor pulled out of that cabinet and a new one put
down. It’s clearly gotten wet a time or two... or maybe 15 or 20 times! I don’t really store anything under
there because it’s nasty. Another task for Tim to see if he can figure out how best to salvage the situation.
I really would like to find some decent cabinets to put in there, but again, that will have to wait a bit. Just
can’t afford to change out everything right at once!

At least it works now and I’m caught back up with my dishes!!!

Rachel (2009-09-07 05:07:26)
You go girl! After my sink being clogged and no one’s going to fix it situation, we usually take it apart and clean it
out. I bought a sink plunger for $3.00 (thank goodness I work at Ace Hardware)) and plunged away. And there is a
reason why they have you put duct tap over the overflow...*whistle*

Karen (2009-09-07 11:15:51)
I had that happen with a tub! Ughhhhhh! I think you rock:)

1.7.12 Guess Who Got Cable? (2009-09-06 22:54)

Now before you go and freak out and get mad at me... it was kinda free, so I decided to accept it.

You see, with the new virtual school that Maggie is doing, well, they are paying us a little bit each month
for our internet service! 10 bucks. And since I already have a cable modem since my business is all done at
home and I need to have it, I was already paying $39 a month for high speed internet. Well..... we also had
a Netflick account for movies, but I found that we were just not using that very well. It was $10 a month. (
$9.99)

Soooo..... and we had gotten the digital converter box and antenna, but it was so annoying. What lit-
tle TV we wanted to watch, our area was not good reception so it was always digitizing and saying NO
SIGNAL and just being pretty wonky and very annoying.

So. I asked the cable lady... how much for BASIC BASIC cable. $19. And I figure, okay. I canceled
the Netflick... and with the monthly stipend from the school.... that makes oh, $19.

So, we’re not paying any more than we were, and now we get about 20 channels, just the basics and
mostly what’s cool is we get History channel and a Green channel and a few other pretty cool channels... oh
Science channel... and three PBS stations as well as the local stuff. We’re pretty pleased.

I still think that commercial TV is pretty much a major cause of disenchantment with life... seeing all
the new stuff you need and should have or be deemed ”behind the times”... but with winter coming and all,
it is nice to be able to snuggle up on a cold night with a cup of hot chocolate and a dog and a kitty and an
afghan and watch a little Military channel.

Did i mention we get the Military channel? Yeah!

Okay, yeah, I feel weak. I know. My fellow urban homesteading bloggers will feel I’ve given in. Yeah,
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I suppose I have a little bit. But I think TV has a place, especially if you choose how to use it and not let
it rule you. And it’s kinda nice to sit around with my kidlings and watch a show together instead of all of
us being in our own little realms with the computers and all. We watched a cool show about the History
of India... a couple episodes of How That’s Made.... and then a neat cooking show too. It was kinda fun.
Haven’t had cable for almost 2 years now! We’ll see how it goes...

Rachel (2009-09-07 04:45:27)
I really don’t like cable either. When I get my own place I most likely wont have it. One being that I mostly use it
for back ground noise for when I work on the computer. I only watch one channel and that’s Nik. We have a Netflix
account as well and I feel like we should chancel it. My mom is pronned to put mass amounts of DVDs on our list
but when they get here she forgets she wanted to watch it and it sits around for days until either she watches it or it
goes back.

sandra742 (2009-09-09 07:19:45)
Hi! I was surfing and found your blog post... nice! I love your blog. :) Cheers! Sandra. R.

1.7.13 Stuff Removal Report #1 (2009-09-06 23:19)

Oh my gosh... that box for the Goodwill filled up almost immediately! We found 42 items immedi-
ately that were culled and sorted and added to the box. And another 23 things hit the trash. I could hardly
believe it.

The girls were ready to help out, they understand as well as I do, that clutter just makes it hard to
live and work in a small space.

We tackled the living room and kitchen today. Primarily the kitchen, but we did find a few offend-
ers in the bookshelves and tucked here and there. Got rid of an old wobbly end table that was so wobbly
and un-fixable (the screws had all been stripped and it was really showing it’s wear... it was an old cheapy
kit table) and also a couple boxes of clutter that had somehow found their way into the living room and
had parked.

Funny, well, not that funny... one of the boxes came from the storage unit and I ment to go through it. It
was marked school books. Well, I had set it aside and kind of forgot about it. In the meanwhile we looked
high and low for our iron, which we needed for some sewing projects. I finally went and bought one a while
back. Well, I open that box of books and the dang old iron was in there!!! Honestly. So now I have two.
Good reason to not leave unopened boxes from storage just laying around.

We went through all the kitchen cupboards and got rid of weird and mismatching and broken and
just off things that we never use. Amazing how many coffee mugs you can acquire and none of us drink
coffee. We thinned it down to 2 mugs a person. I think that’s probably still overkill, but at least it’s better
than like 4 each.

Cleaned out the frig and the pantry of unwanted or old foodstuffs. And just organized it better.
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Found we had stuff we had forgotten about. A couple mixes and some dog cookies and can goods etc. Had
like 4 nearly empty stale boxes of cereal taking up a lot of space that no one liked. The birds will be getting
a little treat over the next couple days.

We also took the time to do a good cleaning while we sorted and after an hour or two, had the
place looking spiffy, had a huge box of stuff for charity as well as two garbage bags of stuff. Goodness.
I hated to throw some stuff away but it was really not very nice or salvagable. We sorted some stuff for
recycling.

I’m really going to be reminded of that video when we bring in new items. Try to remember...
something in something out... Seems to work, if you remember to do it.

I have to say, I’ve been avoiding the big box stores now for almost 3 months. I am proud to say
that I have only ONCE been in a Walmart and that was even under a great amount of duress! (My
daughters wanted some bras they had there, and loved... and I tried to locate them elsewhere but they are
made just for Walmart... So I went in, and got nothing else but a couple sets for each girl.) Yeah, okay,
being a little silly, but I was used to going there often... and would ALWAYS come home with too much
crap. I’ll admit it, I just could not resist their evil ways. I could never get out of a Walmart for under $75
bucks... and more often than not, it was $100+! Since I stopped that, I’ve definitely had more spendable
cash. And I have shopped local whenever I can, which is more often than I thought I could!

It’s all good... whatever you can do. Baby steps will get you weaned off the uber-consumer teat.
And you might falter a bit, find yourself backsliding now and then, well, that’s okay too. If you do
ANYTHING... its better than not doing anything. If you at least think about it before you over-consume...
and try to consider an alternative plan or even just consume less.... it’s better than nothing.

It take 21 days to establish a new habits. 21 consistent days.

I haven’t started on my room yet and I suspect that will be another area that I have let get toooo
lax in my dilligence for stuff accumulating. I have papers here and there that I need to get back to their
spots, and just too much stuff.

Like hand lotions. I have dry skin, and just really have always needed lotion on hand. But like 7 of
them? I gathered up just the ones in my room.... and I had 7 different bottles/tubes!

Two were the same things and one was almost empty, yet I had opened the second one. So I emp-
tied the low one into the new one and pitched the container. One container was empty. Yeah, empty, but
laying about. Another was a lotion that I did not like... so that went away. Another had just a teeny bit,
so I added it to the full one. And the last, I stashed in my purse.

So now I have just ONE bottle of my favorite lotion.

I think that the bathroom will be another place of way too many lotions, potions and pills, and
many of which are probably expired or nasty or something we got and didn’t like. I’ve been being pretty
good lately of sticking to one brand that we like. However, I didn’t go through and ditch the old stuff! It’s
all just cluttering up the bathroom drawers and cabinet!
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Agh.... it’s going to be a tough week! But I think it will feel good at the end of the challenge!!!

Rachel (2009-09-07 04:50:00)
I’m so proud of you! As for me, I really need to go through my closet. I think I can weed my library again. And who
needs rat hammocks when one doesn’t own them. Okay, I maybe just having a hard time letting go.

Rachel (2009-09-07 05:02:18)
I just walked over to my bookshelf and started pulling things without thinking. If I needed to think about it then it’s
not time for it to go. I pulled about 20 books. As for the rat linens, I’m going to contact a rescue that might want
them.

Pat/Texas (2009-09-07 08:14:18)
Oh Mobymom........Thank you again, for the great pictures, words & inspiration. I moved from one moby to a new
one about 4 years ago. Actually, just had to walk across the driveway. My old moby was stuffed full of 20 years of not
throwing away. I filled dumpster after dumpster full when we moved to the new one. It was so nice to have empty
closets & cabinets. Now you know, the new moby is starting to fill up. Tomorrow after labor day company, I will
start in cleaning out. Thanks, Pat

1.7.14 A really cool website... (2009-09-07 11:50)

I was just surfing around, following blogs and going to new blogs and just poking around as I am like to
do.... okay, maybe too much some times, but still, it’s like reading a newspaper was of the old days! It’s just
that so often these blogs give me great ideas and inspiration and are just so neat to see what other people
are out there doing!

And I stumbled upon this site...

[1]www.recyclart.org

A little like the DYI hack site, but just pictures of the outcome. Easier to go through.

Here are a few cool pics I found and want to share!!!! Be sure to go and check this blog out... way
cool stuff!!!

I LOVE the canoe planter!!! I’m going to be watching for all sorts of unusual large things to plant in
for next year....

This just cracks me up... love the purple, of course, but the idea of sawing these tables in half and just
using them as shelf art... fantastic! Very clever.
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Be prepared to spend a little time there, because you just marvel at all the cool things that people are
doing with stuff. Great inspiration on this rainy Labor Day!

1. http://www.recyclart.org/

MrsL (2009-09-09 00:00:19)
Love the purple table shelves idea - off for a look at the website. Thanks for the link! MrsL xx

Sandhill Sis (2009-09-09 15:05:53)
Even though I have the space...I would love to have a gutter garden and that canoe is rockin’. I have friend who
plants stuff in old round hog feeders, just awesome. Really cool stuff. Thanks for sharing. Sis

Jennifer (2010-06-05 06:30:06)
I have really enjoyed browsing your blog this morning. You are very creative and inspiring :) We have a smallish
farmette in the country, but I am always looking for ways to use my meager little -3 acres in the most efficient way
that I can. i will bookmark your site and come back often!

1.7.15 Just thinking... (2009-09-07 17:45)

I’ve been kind of puzzling over an idea in my head... what do with 2 liter pop bottles. I haven’t solved it
yet, but I keep thinking. And surfing. And I’ve found plenty of little one bottle ideas, like put one filled
with water in your toliet to save water. Or make a bird feeder. But that hardly can really account for the
millions of these things that everyone goes through.

So I started to look around for more impressive quantities...

There is the [1]Pool Toy Rafts...

And the [2]greenhouse...

and here’s a [3]good blog about some dude with a house, and other little quaint ideas..

But this guy takes the cake!

[EMBED] Cool! A reason to drink pop! (hahaha... just kidding...)

1. http://www.greenbottleusa.com/Green_Beach___Pool.html

2. http://www.squidoo.com/plasticbottlegreenhouse

3. http://ecoble.com/2009/04/27/extraordinary-reuse-projects-10-amazing-ways-to-recycle-plastic-bottles/

Rachel (2009-09-07 19:17:49)
You can make self watering pots out of them! Cut one it half. Drill a hole throught the cap. Knot a thick piece of
string/rope and pulle through hole. The knot should be on the inside. Fill bottle with water and place top half face
down into the bottom. Add soil and seeds.
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Jessica (2009-09-09 16:40:59)
That is the COOLEST thing ever!! I want one!!

1.7.16 Meat Stash Restored... (2009-09-09 22:13)

Well, I decided it was better to just stock up for the month and be done with it. I had the cash,
and well, you never know how things might be later on, and I just hate to shop for the most part, so having
this done for a good month or so is really appealing!

I managed to score a nice variety as well. And just for the heck of it, Maggie and I wrote down the
poundage and what we predicted each bit would be in the way of meals.... we bought 55 pounds of meat.
From chicken to pork, beef, a few steaks, some cheap stuff, hot dogs, and some bacon, that kind of thing.
And we managed to get 12 different variations, so like it’s not ALL hamburger! And we paid $120 for it
all... so that is a whopping $2.18 a pound. Which is not bad considering that there are 3 pork loin roasts
and one beautiful ribeye steak that is over 1.5 pounds! (We’ll cook it for us three....) and 10 pounds of
fancy marinated boneless chicken breast.

I actually did not get but 2 pounds of hamburger because we’re not really hamburger eaters! So it
was all good stuff. And from our local butcher shop as well... and all individually wrapped in freezer paper
and IDed and all that... in single use packages!

We figure it out to be about 45 meals. Most of the time we try to budget about 1/4 or 1/3 a
pound of meat for a person. That seems to be plenty for the way we eat. We do a lot of cooking in pots,
like chicken and noodles, or rice, or pot roasts, or like spaghetti or other noodle dishes to make meat go
further. Every so often we might do a little more, like with little steaks or like a fancy Sunday meal, but we
do try to stay around that a pound of meat for a dinner. Sometimes we’ll do a roast that is 2 or 3 pounds
and that will be left overs or even another dinner the next day, perhaps in a different way.

We are not big meat eaters for lunch or breakfast... eggs, maybe, pancackes, hash browns... and
lunch seems to be a lot of soups or ramen noodles, left-overs or like cheese sandwiches or mac and cheese.
So I think this haul should provide about 45 meals. That means well into October. I’m going to really
watch and see if that is true! A bit of a challenge! That would be super cool to stretch $120 for meat nearly
two months! Not bad.

Speaking of leftovers.... I’ve been trying really hard to watch left-overs. I have given the dog way
too many left overs that just got forgotten in the frig. Since we’re not big left-over people... I have been
trying to make sure that the portions of food we make, match our people! And if I have just a little bit left,
not hardly a full portion for someone, then the dog gets it right away. She’s happier and I am because not
only can I save a little on her feed, I don’t have some nasty thing dying in my frig, and taking up valuable
space and storage ware or foil or whatever.

Now if I say, double a recipe, and make enough for a real second meal? That works out fine! Don’t
know why... so I’m really trying to watch that I don’t over do meals. Obviously we’re not skinny-minnies,
and I suspect that we overeat at times just because it’s there. I would like to try and watch the portions a
lot closer. If a while later someone is hungry, then some fruit or a slice of bread and some homemade jam
can solve that. But I’ve noticed that we’re content.
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And so is the dog.

HAHA.... she likes that spoonful or two of mashed potatoes or chicken and rice... she thinks she’s
been elevated to a higher member of the pack now! She even eats that little bit of corn left from a can.
Afterall, she doesn’t want us to think she’s snubbing our gracious offerings. And she’s less likely to get sick
when she’s offered that same corn like a week later and it’s a little gamey!

(Trust me... Gypsy is a very pampered pooch and only gets the very best in good dog food. I
learned a long time ago that garbage cheap food in a dog usually results in a less than healthy dog and a
LOT of excess ah, stuff.... she’s always got good IAMs and Pedigree and lots of lamb and rice dishes, etc. I
used to make her food!!! Honest! She is a very very pampered gal. But I don’t think that a bit of veggies
and rice or left over meat etc is a bad thing for a dog. It’s a bonding thing for her. She loves being one of
the pack! Of course, she draws the line on bananas. And most fruit really. Ha ha ha....)

Well, that’s my little bit of wisdom, trying to make sense of things and work a little more efficiently
in this whole life thing! If I can stay out of stores, I’m a happy camper! I must be a little weird, I am not a
shopper. I’m going to be super happy when internet grocery shopping comes to town... that would be SO
COOL....

Rachel (2009-09-10 14:56:13)
Sweet. My family, however, is stepping further and further away from local. Meat comes from the supermarket where
for years it came from our local butcher. We have a farmer’s market 5 minutes away but my mom shops at the
supermarket. I’m proud to say that I buy local whenever I can. It’s no much better taking! I’m glad I made my own
pickled beets instead of dumping canned beets and pickling them. My honey comes from an apairy 20 minutes away,
the apples I like 30 minutes away. Oh, heh, sorry about that rant. I’ll rant on my own blog now lol.

1.7.17 De-Stuffing Update #2 (2009-09-11 04:57)

Okay, got rid of another big bag of clothes and stuff for Goodwill as well as about 15 books and
odds and ends.

Don’t worry, they were books I read and well, they were okay. I’ll probably NEVER read them
again. So that’s a good reason for them to go to someone that might really want to read and keep them!

Spent a good three or four hours working on my room. I was surprised at how much stuff I had
stashed here and there.

Ended up with 2 large bags of trash as well! Felt mighty good.

This is my little make-shift bookshelf... and I cleaned it out... so now one side has all my bluegrass
songbooks and banjo music tab books and such and the other side is just a EMPTY box from Ikea... (which
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is waiting for the right collection of whatever...) and a couple photo scrapbook albums and a couple games.
That’s it. I like it.

Really trying to get stuff gathered together, with it’s friends and family. All the batteries together,
all the cords and cables for electronics, all my bluegrass stuff, ah, all my gardening stuff. It just makes sense
to have things together, and to have a home. I will admit, it’s not always that way, but when it does come
together like that, it’s magical. You find others respecting that ”place” where that thing came from.

I know that if I went into a hospital emergency room and they had stuff ALL over the place, hither
and yon and couldn’t find the tools they wanted because everyone just laid them where ever, I would freak
out. Or say a dentist... or heck, even a grocery store or any place of business. You know... you walk into
a car repair place and it’s just cluttered and disorganized and keys laying around and greasy parts and old
calendars from three years past and just a mess... and you think twice.

How is that we tolerate that in our very own living spaces? Is it just a laziness? Or a lack of re-
spect for our own dwelling space that we just start piles all over and have stuff placed around so willy nilly
that it takes forever to accomplish anything because you are searching for that tool or the scissors or tape?

I’ve really been pushing ”a place for everything and everything in it’s place” in my own life and my
childrens. And it seems to be working. We rarely search for anything anymore. Not to say it never happens,
but it’s rare. I know where most things are supposed to be and we try and respect that.

You are looking at a dresser that now has THREE EMPTY DRAWERS!!!! Yeah, it’s true! Three I
tell ya! THREE!!!

The top was a junk drawer and guess what? Just about all of it was, ah, junk. Yeah. Junk.
Stupid things. Missing part things and I Don’t Know What The Heck It Is things... and just papers and
receipts that were old or not useful. I had stashed a few bills and important papers in there for some dumb
reason... because I HAVE a filing basket that all important papers are SUPPOSED to be gathered in... so I
sorted through them quickly and then popped them in the basket. On my desk.

This one. The one with the adjustable Kitty paperweight.

Once they get sorted and paid and have the proper receipts and whatever, they get sorted and put
into 3 big binders I have... Family, Car and Stuff. (Stuff is for manuals or warranty info for gadgets, etc.)

Seems to work for us. We are pretty simple in the paperwork section ever since we lost the house
and no one in the whole world would like to extend us credit or anything like that. Ha ha ha... it’s actually
kind of good, in a rough life experience sort of way. Although I did get a credit card offer a week or so ago.
Yeah, $300 limit... with $249 in fees, 27 % interest and yearly fees of $169 and oh, yeah over the credit limit
fees of $49 and so on and so on.

Ah, no thanks. My mamma didn’t raise a REALLY dumb person... just a previously foolish finan-
cially challenged person.
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But yes, three empty drawers!

I also ditched my collection of ”you’ll never attract your soul mate in those dreadful t-shirts and
sweats” that I was somehow thinking they were desirable attire. I clung to the ”they’re comfortable” thing,
but to be honest, most were not. HA HA... they were like things I had used to paint in, and they were just
dreadful. So they left. Thank goodness.

My kids are thankful. Heck the UPS guy is probably thankful as well. My goodness, no longer will
I be tempted to sign for a box looking like a refugee from Cambodia or something. (Okay, no, worse than a
refugee... yes... bad bad things!)

And yes, I finally broke down and ditched the trampy and yet frumpy 90’s lingerie that I got at
some goofy party and wore like oh, a time or two and hated. That was uncomfortable and it’s gone.
Including a handful of bras that were apparently purchased under the influeance of SOMETHING because
they were painful and uncomfortable and hardly ever worn. Bye bye!!!

That felt good.

I cleaned out my desk drawers, they were a little on the messy side... but mostly I organized all my
odds and ends of computer, band, music and gardening stuff into some cool old boxes and tins that I had.
That was cool.

And I went through our box of computer hardware misfits and junk.

How many USB printer cables should a family have?

We had 8. And we only have two printers. Not sure where they all came from, but they got whit-
tled down. And the broken mice and a couple keyboards went away. And I had 6 of the T1 wired internet
router cables. Now, mind you, all 6 computers in the house are wireless. And I don’t think they even make
computers anymore that aren’t... So I ditched 4 and kept 2 just in case.

It’s just crazy how easily you gather up stuff like that! I think the duplication fairy visits often...
or it’s more like that old place for everything, well, ain’t working and you can’t find something, so you go
and buy it again. Not good.

Well, I still have few places in my room to go... mostly these ”hidden” boxes under my desk of
scrapbooking and craft supplies... two little nightstands and my under the bed storage system... But those
will have to wait for a few days.

My girls did their room as well, which I will admit, they keep pretty tidy. And we have the shed...
shesh, that will be a bit of a nightmare though. But it needs to be done.

How’s everyone else doing? Anyone else de-stuffing like me?
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Nita in SC (2009-09-11 06:04:21)
I wish. My husband thinks it’s a sin to throw away anything computer related. Thus, the boxes of 5 1/4” diskettes
in his closet. And the LAN software circa 1993. Oh - and the DOS for Dummies book. Somebody might want them!
Somebody can use them! Grrr.

Rachel (2009-09-11 11:32:11)
I’m still going strong! Yesterday I didn’t do much decluttering but tonight I’ll tackle my junk drawer in my old room
and current room. I have rule for my closet now, clothes, extra tolietries, and memory boxes only! Anything else
needs to find a home else where. Man it’s hard to decide if I should sell my clarinet. I haven’t played it in three years.

Anna (2009-09-13 18:12:32)
Yup. We moved, so that is always a good time to re evaluate stuff.

1.7.18 Fading Sunflowers... (2009-09-11 22:36)

All my beautiful sunflowers are slowly fading away.

Everything on the northside of the Moby is done. And the southside is about half and half finishing up. It’s
a little sad, but yet, they have a certain beauty as they finish.

And our bird friends have been working on some of them... and we have a squirrel as well that has fig-
ured out to pull down the stalk and strip the heads! He probably thinks he hit the jackpot when he stumbled
onto the Moby homestead gardens!

I definitely was overrun with sunflowers this year, but it was such a wonderful problem to have. We had so
many that they were a bit of a problem in a few areas, but I think that next year, they are definitely going
to be planted a little differently, yet just as prolifically! I just love to look out and see them all over. And
from any window!

Drying the heads in the sun is fun... a couple days and they toughen up a little bit and you can sit
and mindless pick them out. It’s kinda of stress relieving. And silly fun. I think we’ll have a good 4 or 5
pounds of seeds, easily. Maybe not a whole lot, but still, it’s fun to grow even your own bird treats!

By the way... we are creeping up on our first big produce goal.... 48 pounds of good stuff off the gar-
dens! It’s slowing down a little bit... the tomatoes are kinda getting a little bit finished... and the broccoli
has bolted... well, the older broccoli. The fall crops we planted are going to town for sure. And the corn is
still going strong. It’s going to be a bit of a race, but I think we’ll absolutely hit the 50 pound mark! Yeah!

Pat/Texas (2009-09-11 22:49:40)
I think I’ll try some sunflowers next year. I’m always afraid the strong Texas winds will blow them over. Always look
forward to your posts. Pat
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Mobymom (2009-09-11 23:14:50)
You know, you could always plant them next to something, like a garage or shed wall, or a high fence, etc... and then
if you felt they were getting a little beat up, just run a cord near the top part... like basically give them something
to hold on to a little bit. They are pretty strong plants. Plant enough of them, that helps too. They kind of support
each other. I love them! They are fun to grow!

1.7.19 Trip to the Goodwill (2009-09-12 21:25)

Well, we packed all the stuff for the Goodwill.... quite a nice little load actually. Clothes, books, kitchen
stuff and you name it. Took the three of us, each two loads! I was very proud of us. Felt good. I know they
will make use of it.

And then we had to go in and take a peek... you never know what you might find... like... our
new horsey friend!!!

Meet Midnight the Evil Flying Pony from Toledo!!!

I’m really not sure why, but we just couldn’t leave him there. He was only $2 and is certainly a
conversation piece. He’s almost 18 inches long and has a sort of Tibetan look to him. Pretty darn neato,
let me tell you!

I just love all his fancy painting and all.

Any ideas what to do with him? We have enjoyed his presence in the Moby all evening long... and
he has been attacking the dog and the kitties and flying around and all. And talking in a funny voice like
all evil demon flying horses do when teenagers are having a good time with him.

I think he has to have a good spot... maybe even flying!!!

Also got a cute little teal blue glass lantern with a tea candle in it for 50 cents. I’m partial to can-
dles and this will look cute in the yard I think. Simple and yet quaint. I’m trying to really look carefully for
yard things. I don’t want to junk up the yard with like a thousand and one things, but yet, I do want a few
little whimsy pieces here and there. Just tucked in this corner or that corner. I love those kinds of things.
They are a delight to find.

And I have a new addiction. I’m not sure why but I really like these little tin and copper pails and
buckets I’m seeing around. I have about 5 or 6 now. I wasn’t really sure what to do with them. But I think
I am cooking up a master plan!!! Candles!!!
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I tried and failed to run a candle company a year or so go... bought all the stuff and tried but
there are SO many people making candles and such, it was just a bust. But, I still like making them, just
making them EASY now and for my own enjoyment.

I watch and buy up those really ugly candles at yardsales for like a quarter. You know. Those can-
dles that your spinster aunt gave you in the shape of a angel and a teddy bear, or in hideous colors so you
never burned them? Well, I buy them, chop up the wax and heat it and then pour it into old jars or .....
ta-da! Little tin pails and add a bit of wick and a little (okay a lot) of essential oil to flavor them and Poof!
CHEAP but lovely candles!!

I’ll post about it soon... because I only have like three candles left to burn and they are almost
gone.

I’m on the lookout for a handful of colored glass wine bottles to make some really cool re-purposed
candle holders to use over and over. But my wino friends haven’t been over for a long time, so, I think I
might have to resort to snitching a few from a recycling bin!!! (Don’t tell okay? Isn’t it better to re-purpose
than to use the energy to re-cycle???? I do believe so....)

Well... all in all... we gave them 6 big armloads full of stuff and came home with Evil Midnight the
Demon Pony, a little tin pail, the little blue lantern... a small handmade pottery bowl for soap and another
mismatched little pottery cup to hold our toothbrushes in... and spent a total of $5.

Not too bad....

Rachel (2009-09-13 11:45:09)
Awesome! I’m almost done my cleaning out. I have a box for the thift store. Still haven’t gotten to my one junk
drawer. I’ll be looking for a new sheet for my bed and some warm blankets.

1.7.20 Toledo Rock and Gem Show! (2009-09-12 21:43)

OH BOY!!! ITS THE ROCK SHOW!!!!

We like rocks and minerals a lot. In fact we run a mail order company all about rocks and minerals
and stuff for kids! Yes we do.

[1]www.DragonMountainTreasures.com

You can see our three big websites there. Jessy is the owner and head meanie that puts us slave
miners to work bagging and sorting her ores.

Not really. Jessy is all sweeeeeeeetness and that kind of stuff. She’s really really nice.

So when the Rock and Mineral club has their annual big show... you KNOW we are gonna be
there. Yes indeed. And so we loaded up and after we stopped at the Goodwill store, we hit the Stranahan
Theater for some serious rock and mineral looking, shopping and visiting with some of our fellow rockhounds.
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I will admit though... since we became full time dealers and such, about oh, 5 years ago? Some of
the allure of shopping at a mineral show is gone because we just don’t pay full price anymore for stuff. And
we walk around marveling at the prices that some of the dealers have stuff set at, when we know what
it REALLY costs! HAHAHA... but still, it’s just such beautiful eye candy to walk around and look and
oooooh and ahhhhh.... just fun.

And they have all these fun tables set up to do stuff with and lots of handouts and phamplets and
other show flyers in the region... just all good stuff. And we always have to get a few things... I mean, some
stuff is just too good, even at retail prices.

Like these two beautiful chunks of Iowa Keokuk geodes! Only $5. And they are BIG... 4 pounds of
geode! About the size of a small cantalope! EACH! So that was sweet.

And Maggie got a beautiful picture jasper slab.... Really cool markings.

I think it looks like the shape of Arkansas!

She thinks it look like a cool mousepad.

I must agree. Way cool.

Pretty unique idea... I think a little polish and that would be the coolest rockhound gift around.
Rocks and minerals are really really cool. We love them.

I loved this little sign. Sometimes people don’t realize just how much work goes into selling stuff
like this. Sometimes we only make 10-25 cents profit on a piece. And after all the effort that goes in, you
begin to wonder... is this really worth it? But it is... it’s fun and keeps us off the streets!

This is our buddy Ed. He runs a nice rock collectors business out of his garage on a piece of land
near our Moby. We buy special collectors specimens from him. He’s super nice... and the girls love going
over and spending money with him. He gives us wholesale prices when we buy flats of material from him...
We’ll be going over there soon and getting some nice stuff. Of course, Jessy had to get a few special pieces
from him today. She says she doesn’t mind buying retail from him, because his prices are the best around
and he really likes working with kids and young people. He’s way cool.

Well... it was a great day! We had a good time, walked around, saw lots of beautiful specimens,
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and had a flush of excitement for our own business ideas and dreams. Gooood stuff!!!!

1. http://www.dragonmountaintreasures.com/

Pat/Texas (2009-09-13 05:15:03)
Oh my - this brings back memories. My Mom was an avid rock collector in California when we were kids (I’m 64).
She even had a ”claim” in the high desert and we’d go often to hunt for rocks. Us kids would end up gathering pinion
nuts while she and Dad looked for the prize rock. She was looking for agate. She had the rock polisher and the whole
works.....Great pictures, as usual. Pat

Sarah (2009-09-13 14:57:46)
I absolutely love rocks too! As a kid I would usually have a few rocks in my pocket. I would spend entire school
recesses just looking for cool rocks. It’s funny about geodes - I grew up in Indiana and I had a few geodes I had picked
up. I had no idea that people made money from those. They’re fairly easy to find just laying around in southern
Indiana cave country. I’m wishing I hadn’t gotten rid of mine, but moving around a lot and rocks don’t mix very well.
:-) Glad you had a good time at the show!

1.7.21 Window Box Complete! (2009-09-14 00:34)

Remember when Tim found those 3 pairs of shutters when he was out scrapping?

And he put them up and one set didn’t quite match?

Well, he went and built me the coolest little window box to offset the length of the shutters!

We considered cutting the shutters to size, but that would have been kinda dorky. They are just
plastic and well, a bit rough, and cutting them would have really made them look, rougher.

So he built a slim box out of some leftover lumber and just screwed the thing to the side of the
Moby.

You know, that is the brilliance of owning your own $800 mobile home. You can screw stuff on the
side of it and not worry so much about how it might affect the value of it, or that you might be subjected to
some neighborhood watch program for effecting property values. I mean, hey, just about ANYTHING you
do to a $800 mobile home is a major improvement. Just keep it simple and plain and tasteful and people
around you will be amazed everytime they visit!

I really like the look of the window box! And the longer shutters on that window. That window is
my kitchen window and it’s teeny and drab. I’d love to replace it all together, but that just isn’t going to
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happen this moment. I have a few others things that have to happen in the next couple months, so I’m
stuck with that window.

But look at it now! It’s delightful!

I got a couple fall flowers to pop in the box... simple, I think I might need two small ones inbe-
tween, but right now, it’s pretty nice. And lovely to look upon every time I pass that window, or when I’m
doing dishes. We actually look out that thing a good deal... we watch our bid station or the dog in the
yard, that kind of thing.

Or the cat.

Through the window.

Up close. In the box.

Yeah... in the window box.

HAHA... as he was building and putting it up there, apparently Luna was ready to scope it out as
a perfect spot to view her outside AND inside domain. She could keep an eye on everything from this
perfect perch!

But considering that it was a good 7-8 feet up there to her perch, and I wasn’t planning on leaving
the ladder up for her highness... she decided that it wasn’t quite the best spot and gave it up.

But all in all... I love it!

How can you not? I think I need more window boxes! Maybe next year I can consider it. Would a
few dangling plants and all look just so so... European? Wow. A European Mobile Home. Right straight
out of a little Bavarian town in the Alps. Yeah.

I can so see that. I wonder if you can grow litchen and moss and all on the top of a mobile home?
That would be so cool.

Actually... I read the coolest article about some people that wrapped a moby in straw bale on the
outside and then stucco-ed it in... like adobe plaster. That would be SO COOL.... Think about the
insulation factor, it would so improve the value of heat and cooling in an old Moby! It would be very cost
effective, and it would make it look more and more like a home, rather than a moby. Add a nice overhang
roof and you’ve got yourself a really nice home for WAY cheaper than stick built.
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[1]Retrofitting a Moby with Strawbale....

I wonder why you don’t see more of this. I mean, what a PERFECT solution... economical and
just really cool.

Buy an old moby. Heck buy two. Same length. Pop them together on a piece of land. Cut some
connection openings between the two. Like maybe open up the living rooms.

Then strawbale the entire outside perimeter and add a nice insulated metal peaked roof over the
whole thing.

Oh that is SO something I want to investigate further and really consider. I mean, it would be SO
cool. I already know that to move my Moby within 50 miles or so would be about $5,000. And to make
improvements (that’s what they call adding electricial hookups, a pad, and sewer/water to just a piece of
land...) would be around $2,000. And of course, a nice acre or two lot in an area that allows mobies... thats
another $5,000 - $20,000 depending on where and what you get and all that stuff.

Let’s consider a middle of the road lot.... $10 grand. And another $7 to move and connect to the
grid. And let’s be generous... another $3 grand for say, making a little nicer driveway, bushhogging a bit of
yard, and some garden space, and just some basic improvements other than just basic necessities... like a
way cool little ranch style front fence gate or something...

Still. $20,000 for a home and land that you own? Free and clear? That’s really reachable for a lot
of people. I know it’s reachable for me! May take me a while. So what. If it takes me 5 years! Still... a good
goal. And I can always do it in baby steps. Buy the land, start to improve it. Maybe even put a temporary
yurt on it or something fun like that. Do as MUCH as I can with the help of friends and bartering services,
etc. And then finally move the moby over.

That’s a plan.... that’s a goal. Living rent free, mortgage free... with some woods and a big garden
and of course... CHICKENS!!!!!

Ah...... that’s the big goal!

And of course, strawbale wrapping her would be even better!

1. http://www.strawbale.com/retrofitting-a-house-with-straw-bales

Sharon (2009-09-16 05:57:23)
There have been many times over the years while doing projects around the house that I’ve said to my husband, ”It’s
a mobile home, what’s the worst that could happen?” LOL! That pic of Luna looking in the window is hysterical,
especially the second one.
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Toria (2009-09-14 02:43:20)
The window box looks fabulous. Tim did a great job.

Laura (2009-09-14 03:35:31)
All you have done is improve, looks great. I’ve been checking in regular. Love what you do with yourself, your family
and your life. Keep on keeping on.

Pat/Texas (2009-09-14 09:47:28)
When I lived in my old Moby, I would tack the throw rugs to the floor - a good way to keep them in place. I kept a
hammer handy when I needed to shake them out or wash them. It worked great!! Now I need to read all about the
straw houses.

Mike (2009-12-14 23:39:46)
This is really cool! I just stumbled across your blog. My wife and I bought a mobile home in a rural area about 6
years ago hoping to live in a manner similar to what you propose in the ”Our Simple Life” manifesto - It hasn’t been
easy. I’ll come back and read thru your archives, but first I want to build one of those window boxes!

Mobymom (2009-12-15 05:02:30)
Welcome Mike! It’s been a long haul no doubt and I’m not done yet! But it’s very very livable and I’m about 3/4 of
the way done and where I want to be. Got big plans for the warm weather, not doing as much rehab now that it’s
cold, but planning and that is about as much part of the whole deal as doing! That and saving up the money and
finding parts and such like that. I’m so glad that you’re here and I hope in some little way I can inspire you that you
can live very nice and comfortably in a mobile home! I envy you living rurally! I would love that, it’s a goal of mine
to get my moby out in the country somewhere!!! Thanks for stopping by!

1.7.22 Oven Roasted Salty Potatoes (2009-09-16 22:31)

Okay, okay... a recipe with the word ”salty” in the title, doesn’t always work right for most people. But
that’s what we call them around here. Basically, it’s more because of the corse salt that is sprinkled on the
potatoes that the word is there... bear with me... they are lovely and yummy and to-die-for.

And easy.

First off. Get some taters. Any kind will do. We like these Yukon Gold taters. But redskins are
good, heck any tater will work great.

Just cut them into chunks... about the size of a half dollar or so. Smaller chunks will cook faster,
larger chunks won’t. I don’t like to take too much time, so I just cut them down the middle and then cut
them into thick slices. Pretty quick.

Do as many as you need to feed as many as you got.

I will warn you, these are SO good that you might want to consider a few extra for when everyone
realizes that these are SO good and you run out fast.
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Okay, now just drizzle a little olive oil over them, lightly, just enough to kind of give the bottom of
the pan a little coating and to give the taters something to hold on to the spices and salt.

Then just sprinkle a little garlic powder, perhaps a little onion flakes and season salt and then give
them a little turn over and toss so that the oil and spices are nice and mixed up.

Then give them a nice little sprinkling pinch of that coarse sea salt and pop them in a hot hot
oven.... about 400-450 depending on how fast you want them cooked. A cookie sheet of them, pretty packed
in, take about 45-60 minutes to cook.

When they are done, just give them a little stir and serve. They are super good with a steak or a
burger, or some chicken off the grill!

And super easy toooooooo!

Joan (2009-09-18 20:32:46)
They are tasty taters for sure. I remember you making them years ago when you lived in Pontiac... They look as
good as I remember.

1.7.23 Jack and Luna (2009-09-16 22:42)

Luna is in love. Jack is not in love.

Luna likes to follow him around like a 11 year old stalker girl or perhaps a very annoying little sister.

Jack just tries to ignore her.

Luna thinks Jack is pretty darn keen and invades his personal space all the time and makes him hiss and
rear back like she has cooties.

So she waits until he’s sleeping and then gets as close to him as she can and watches him sleep. In that
chicken laying an egg pose that kitties seem to like.

Jack pretends to be asleep. But I think secretly, he kind of likes the girl attention. Every so often, when
they are outside, and she’s following him all over the place and wrecking any chance he has with the other
ladies, he will suddenly turn around and chase her all over the yard until she climbs a tree and he gets about
2 or 3 feet up the tree and can’t go any further.

Someone declawed him as well as ah, putting a cramp in his ladies man image he would like to portray.
And tree climbing turns into tree hugging and then tree-falling-off-ing for Jack.
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He won’t admit it, but I think he kinda likes being wanted. And needed. After all, Jack is our token
male here at the Moby. He’s the only one. Now he’s got a whole houseful of ladies to keep an eye on. And
a bed to keep warm. He’s our little charming gentleman.

He’s such a sweetie.

Pat/Texas (2009-09-17 06:24:55)
Oh Mobymom....I love cats. We have about 10 around the barn and they are all wild. My husband feeds them all as
if they were show cats. They are all big and beautiful. Thanks for the tater recipe. Will try it in the next few days.
Have a good day! We are in the 70’s here. It’s beautiful compared to our long and very hot summer.

Beth (2009-09-18 14:47:56)
Thanks for your blog. I enjoyed reading it very very much.

1.7.24 New Old Car!!!!! (2009-09-17 18:45)

I had the most awful day today!

I woke up and my shopping cart service had over charged me $50. Got that straight and then I had all
these issues with dealing with my van being in the shop and having no car. And had to next day ship 15
pounds of ROCKS for a birthday order, my delay and my cost of $71 dollars!!!! Then I had a supplier double
charge an order for $300 and put my account negative! And I had a printer problems and just on and on. It
was rough. Had a very unhappy customer (can’t please everyone but we sure try.... see $71 overnight order
for birthday party above...) but the lady was very mean to me and made me cry. It was one of those days
that you are sharp with everyone and you just want to crawl back into the bed and start over.

Yeah. That was my day.

Until Bill called me. And he said, I have your van ready. I’ll come get you and drive you over to it.
(He’s the worlds best car guy and he is a blessing and a font of great wisdom and he’s just amazing.)

Okay.

I was sitting on the steps and just breathing, trying to calm down after so many situations. I had to
get the money for the brakes and all out of three different accounts, all of them were low. Because I had to
transfer money to cover the overcharge from the supplier until they can reverse the situation... such a mess.

I hadn’t hardly gotten in the car and Bill turns to me and smiled and made my day.

No, he made my month. Perhaps even more than that.

He found my dream car.
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And he was driving me over to see her.

I could not believe it. A 2002 Ford Taurus Station Wagon.... loaded, leather seats, mag wheels,
beautiful shape, clean body and good engine, 120,000 miles, hey... amazing. Only thing, transmission is
having trouble. But no problem. Bill and his buddy Merl fix cars including transmissions.

They’ll take in the van in trade, and I might have to help a bit with the parts, because he had
enough cash to buy the car, but he had to see how much it will cost to get her on the road. And he’ll take
payments on the rest, no interest. Like I did on the van, which I was excellent with and never late.

And he drove me over to the yard where she was and it was love at first sight!!!! I loved it immedi-
ately. I scoped her out, beautiful shape, not a scratch on her. Dusty, yes, needing a good wash, hey, that
was me too! (hahaha Rough rought day!)

I sat in those leather seats... soft as buddddddda.... and it fit me like I was in my dream recliner.
So comfy! And I just sat there and Bill just smiled and said, I’ll go pay the man. So I sat there and I was
just so happy, all the cruddy little issues of the day gone! Just like how when you get handed your new little
baby you suddenly forget all the pains of childbirth!

I just sat there and pretended to be driving my baby and when Bill came back and said it was all
done! And I was so excited I was hugging him and I was just about in full blown crying mode! HAHA!
Nothing like embarassing an old guy, but he knew I was just the happiest thing in the place.

He’s gotta take her back to the shop in the morning, and start going over it. I want everyone to
think some good and happy thoughts about my little baby and hope that she’s just got a little issue or
two.... and that in the kind and capable hands of Bill and Merl they will nurse her back to shape and get
that sweet thang in my hands as soon as they can.

I’ve been thinking and dreaming about getting this car, I liked the old Lumina, but I’ll admit, she
was having a lot of issues from age and I just wasn’t bonding with her. And I was finding that I really
didn’t need a big old van. And I really needed something a little more dependable. A little less milage on
her and well, something that just made me happy and that I loved.

I can tell you all about Ford Taurus station wagons. It’s sad, but true. I owned a 1988 and I loved
it. I gave that car to a dear friend and it got her and her family through some tough times. I missed it all
the time. I know when the model changes were, I know the issues and the features and the varieties and all
that. Yes, I’m a Taurus freak.

She’s big enough to haul band equipment and I’ll even bet we can get the upright bass in there. Of
course, Jeff’s got a sweeeeeet new 2009 Chrysler Journey that he just got, so I probably won’t ever have to,
but it’s good to know that if it was ever needed, the Taurus will be able to help out! If nothing else, we can
tote the sound system and equipment in her.

And I can still do flowers in the spring and veggies and go camping with the girls and buy wood for
projects or trees for the homestead! And I’ll get better gas mileage and actually be able to listen to my own
CDS!!!!! WOWOWOWOOOWOW!!!!
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I won’t be able to sleep for days!!!!

I found some showy shots on the web!

Restyled for 2000 to eliminate all of the ovoid styling cues, the Taurus continues to mature. It hits
the middle of the wagon market like no other wagon. It has sold much better in 2000 after the restyle, and
changes for 2002 are few (although a new SEL model is added this year).

The big brother to the smaller Focus, the Taurus wagon has been part of the Taurus line since it
was introduced (1986), and a staple of the wagon market (Subaru’s Outback line is the only wagon model
that outsells it in the USA).

Look! This one is at a Farmer’s Market!!!!

Oh I hope she passes the inspection process and that Bill can get her on the road and ready to join
our family. I’m so excited.... and the best thing? Jessy wants one too.... and her dad is talking about
getting her a Taurus wagon for her own as well!!! How cool is that?

Sigh.

What a wonderful day!

Pat/Texas (2009-09-18 03:56:05)
I know you’ll have a better today!!

Pat/Texas (2009-09-18 03:57:31)
day, that is. haha

Rachel (2009-09-18 04:22:30)
I’m glad to hear that your awful day turned into a good one! Best wishes with the wagon. I still need to find a car.

Nita in SC (2009-09-18 04:54:34)
I’m so glad for you! Two years ago I bought a 2005 taurus sedan and love it. I bought it because my parents had a
Taurus that they bought new, took very good care of, and they drove it for (I think) 14 years! Two years ago they
gave it to my brother (who is a certified Ford mechanic) and he has worked on it and now his wife drives it. They are
good cars!

Mobymom (2009-09-18 11:40:46)
Oh thank you all! I’m waiting to hear what the total diagnosis is.... she was towed to our shop this morning and they
are going to get right on it and start to see what needs to be done. Most likely a rebuilt transmission. But you never
know until you get in there and see what is up. I’m hoping it’s not as bad as they think and they can salvage a lot of
it and save some cash on the whole parts thing! I’m just so excited!!!

Joan (2009-09-18 20:28:10)
What a good looking car. I hope it passes inspection an stays in the family for a good long time.
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1.7.25 This is Wonderful... Mobile Homes for People in Need (2009-09-18 21:15)

[EMBED]

Kerry (2009-11-07 14:06:50)
wow, so touching

Andrew (2009-11-07 19:41:04)
Hey, I have that video saved as a favorite on YT! Isn’t it a great story? I was so happy for that guy; it made my heart
swell. These are the kinds of stories we can never get enough of. A place to call his own; how awesome is that? It’s
an excellent program, too...one that I’d like to see started across the country. EVERYONE deserves a clean, livable
abode in which to call home!

1.7.26 So Proud of Maggie.... (2009-09-19 21:18)

CAUTION!!! Mom bragging on a kid coming up.... Please pass this post by if you’re not inter-
ested...... but I just gotta BRAG on this kid a little bit!!!!!

Yes, my baby. Maggie. My youngest child. Of two. She’s 15 and well, she’s had a rough ride of
things... she’s an autistic kid, with some learning delays and it’s really the main reason that we started
homeschooling. My old kid was have a few issues as well, so we said, we can’t do any worse than they were
having at the time in school... so we started homeschooling about 8 years ago and never looked back! Jessy
is going great, in her second year of college and doing wonderfully. And Maggie just tested out to be really
close to her age appropriate skill levels for her K12 classes!!! Considering that she only just became a fluent
reader about a year, year and a half ago, max... we are SUPER proud of her.

But, really.... something super cool happened last week. To me, it was just simply wonderful.

Jessy used to do all our order fulfillment. She was great at it. She packed orders, made her rock
kits, and oversaw all the business of our hard goods sales. I loved it! I pretty much was only involved in the
order process of stock. And of course, toting the stuff to the post office. But she did everything else.

And then the rotten kid went and started college!!!! HAHA... And now all the sudden, with her big
deal 15 credit hour class schedule, and harder classes and all in her second year... well, guess who gets to
do all the order fulfillment again? (sigh....) Me.

(I’m being silly, of course, I want Jess to have all the time in the world to deal with the more im-
portant priority in her life at the moment... but still, it is a big paradigm shift for me! Back in the order
desk room!!!)

Well, of course, I was having some trouble getting back into the swing of things. Having my other
work to do, and then the school and college schedules and all to adjust to, and now, all the orders, too? Talk
about overwhelmed Mom here. And add a couple huge orders that were late and some mad customers...
well... it was not a pretty picture.

But then, something wonderful happened.
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Maggie asked if she could help. And I’ll be perfectly honest... I thought, no, that’s okay... I can
handle it, but then I thought, no... that’s dumb. Yeah, a year or two ago, she couldn’t really handle it. It
was primarily the reading issues. Hard to pack an order when you can’t read the invoice and can’t type in
the addresses to our mailing program, and things like that. So I thought, yeah, let’s give it a whirl.

Of course... Jack approved. After all, it was Maggie’s kindness that gave him a home. He’s a big
fan of Maggie!

And of course, Lune knew that Maggie would be awesome help. After all, Luna sits and watches
how diligent and focused Maggie has been with her online school. She’s almost logged in 100 hours in less
than a MONTH!!! I kid you not. She’s been doing all that they ask and more. And not one whisper of
complaint or lack of dedication. She loves it. Well, maybe not LOVES it... well, no... she loves the history
and the science. She likes the art. Math and language arts? Well, those are not favs yet... but at least she’s
giving it a good honest try.

So we started out. First I had her helping to bag pounds of rocks and she was using the scale and
packing and worked like she’d been doing it for years. And then she started to pull stock, read the invoices
and find the products that were needed. I had her set it aside, each order and I would check it, which
she was fine with. And she made not a single mistake. It was perfect, every order. So then we both were
packing orders and boxing them up... and she asked if she could address them! And dang it... a little part
of me started to say no no, that’s okay and I said, no to my stuck brain and thought patterns of old... and
told her, sure, give it a try!

After all, what would be the harm? A messed up box? I asked if I could check it before we printed
the label from Endicia, and she was fine with that. To be honest, a double check is a good thing... good
customer service and makes it easier to catch any mistakes.

Larry in Arizona? You might have a few little super duper proud Mom tears on your package!! (g)
I hope you don’t mind! Naw, I nearly felt a little teary though with just bust-a-gut pride. She did a great
job! Even the one turned around D... well, hey, we’re working on that! I knew what she ment and Jessy
was able to read it just fine.

Jessy came home from school as we were finishing up the evening’s orders and at first she was a lit-
tle puzzled to see Maggie doing ”her” job... but then she started in like a good big sister and was giving
her pointers and help in getting things perfect. But to be honest, Maggie knew the whole routine and was
doing wonderfully!!!!

It was just so cool to me. I mean, she’s been paying attention all this time and knew our routines
and was just waiting for a chance to show us that she’s growing up so wonderfully and talented. Her eager
spirit and her focus on getting things done right is so strong. I’m so stinking proud of her! She’s still got
challenges ahead of her. No doubt. And Maggie can find some social interactions puzzling and problematic,
but every week, every day, she’s getting so much more accustomed to the ways people act and react and
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how to deal with it.

I just love it when she talks about when SHE learns to drive and when SHE is going to college and
all. I know she’ll do those things and so much more. Maybe not on the same schedule as most of the world,
but I don’t care. She’ll do it in Maggietime and that’s all that is important to me. And now she’s got a new
job too! (hahaha)

Oh shoot. Another kid employee to have to start paying!!! She even asked me how much order fill-
ing pays!!! I told her she was an apprentice right now and that we’d talk. She told me that since we didn’t
have a guild and I wasn’t an official master craftsman at order filling, then she couldn’t be an apprentise!

Dang, it’s bad to educate these kids in Medieval business practices! Okay, okay... yeah, paydays are
once a month...

Jack is very good at supervising the whole process for me. He is one funny cat.

Sharon (2009-09-20 12:29:03)
I’m so happy to read this! As the mother of a child on the Autism spectrum myself, I know how important and
exciting these accomplishments are. Brag on! Way to go Maggie!!

Randy Pena (2009-09-19 21:28:08)
Just wanted to say HI. I found your blog a few days ago on Technorati and have been reading it over the past few
days.

Pat/Texas (2009-09-20 20:40:49)
I got up sometime during the night last night and read about Maggie - you have every right to brag. I am glad she
has you to help her learn and feel important. I like the first picture of her with everything so organized. I wish my
sewing room looked that neat. lol Those cats crack me up!!

1.7.27 Very Disturbing.... (2009-09-20 08:04)

I will warn you. I did not watch the video. I could not.

[1]http://news.yahoo.com/s/ap/20090902/ap on go ot/us egg hatchery investigation

I am really slapped in the face about this one. You know, just standing there and feeling the sting
of it all and thinking about it and realizing that oh my gosh... yeah.... if you want commercial egg business,
you need only females. And if you’re backyard egg farming, you’re getting your girls from the hatcheries
and heck, most cities have no rooster rules.

All because we can’t tolerate their crowing.

So we have a surplus of nearly 50 % of the chickens commercially hatched. No one wants them.

Just one commercial hatchery claimed to sell out 33 million chicks to the meat and egg industries.
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What happened to the OTHER 33 million boy chicks???

The grinder.

Oh my gosh. That just makes me ill to think about. Forget this whole ”feel-good” green crap about
paper or plastic, or making a huge impact by doing little things... we need to start tackling more of the
BIG things... like this? No more commercial eggs for us. No more.

We had been getting out eggs from a fellow, but he went and butchered his flock and stopped lay-
ing for awhile. So I was buying them at the farmer’s market, but occasionally buying them from the store...
but no, no more. I’m not buying any more eggs from the store. Ever. I can’t even think of eating a
commercial egg anymore, not after reading that article and putting two and two together.

Why can’t someone raise all those little roosters for meat? What is wrong with rooster meat? I
mean... can’t they be raised for a few months then humanly slaughtered? Of course, they would be factory
raised and that is also totally disgusting... like 48 chickens to a 3 foot area without hardly room to turn
around and all that. Oh my gosh, there is just not a good answer to this all. Is there?

These are the things that really bother me. The feedlot meat industry.... the chicken and pig fac-
tory farms... we would never do that to kitties or puppies... yet I guess it’s okay for little piglets or baby
calves... or unwanted little roosters. But the grinder? Alive? My gosh, how barbaric!

Why can’t they be gassed? A little sleepy gas to kill them in their sleep. And let me guess... this
bloody chick pulp... where does that go? To that mythical farm in the country where they bury them, just
like what vets tell you when you euthanize the family dog? (which ain’t true, sorry to say)

No, probably to a rendering plant so it can show up in your dog food, or worse, as chicken or cattle
feed.

The answer is NOT to just stop eating factory food, or commercial eggs, etc. The answer is to eat
these things raised by farmers with a conscious. Or to raise your own. If we would stop using these products,
and search for those that are making a difference, like grassfed beef or freerange chickens and eggs, etc.,
there would be more and more of a market for these products and people would begin to ramp up their
offerings of these products. It’s not going to be overnight, no way. But we have to start somewhere. Start
by searching out a local egg producer. Yeah, they might be getting their eggs from a hatchery. But it’s a
start. If you’re lucky, you can get eggs from someone that actually lets their hens go broody and hatch the
next generation of layers. That would be a perfect situation.

And consider finding someone with local grown beef or pork or any meat you eat. Check Craigslist!
I can’t believe how many people are offering home grown meat to folks. Yeah, the drawback is that you
need to buy half a cow or hog or whatever. If some of these folks were a little better at marketing, they
would drop that down some, to a quarter hog or less. Not everyone has a freezer yet.

Okay. That’s my next need. A freezer. And to find a solid source for local eggs and meat. Thank-
fully we don’t use a lot of milk. But I still am looking for a local dairy for buttermilk for butter and cream.
I’m very proud to say that it’s been almost 2 months now and I’ve successfully stayed out of a Walmart,
Miejers, and those big box food/junk places. It’s been hard, at first. But now, I don’t even consider them
as resources. Not even on my flight plan.
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1. http://news.yahoo.com/s/ap/20090902/ap_on_go_ot/us_egg_hatchery_investigation

Rachel (2009-09-21 05:21:39)
If your neighbors complain give them eggs. Something that my preveous neighbor never did. He free ranged them
but didn’t take care of them and they were always in our yard. Not once did he offer us eggs as a peace offering.

Rachel (2009-09-20 17:05:18)
I’m not looking, I’m not looking. I really do wish my family would purchase eggs from one of the many home opera-
tions. There’s one up the road from me. There’s no reason why someone can’t afford $2 more for a dozen eggs. They
taste better and are better for you. Come on, you can’t go wrong with a farm called Happy Farm.

Rachel (2009-09-20 17:18:19)
I forgot to say, Happy Farm also does a rent-a-chick program where you pay to rent a chick for two weeks and they
go back to the farm to be raised. They also sell laying hens which is where I’m thinking about getting mine.

Mobymom (2009-09-20 17:31:07)
Sounds wonderful!!! Oh I totally so understand. I didn’t need to watch the video, just read the article. It told me
enough right there. It’s so disturbing to me. When we tell these companies that money is all that matters to us, then
they cut all the corners they can to produce the product as cheaply as can be and that includes being barbaric. I will
never look at another egg the same way. I so wish that I could figure out how to get chickens on my moby ranch. Just
a pair, maybe three. I’m just chicken to ask them. I should, just ask. What will is hurt, eh?

Pat/Texas (2009-09-20 20:37:19)
Yes, you should at least ask. I have a rooster & 9 hens and they supply eggs for my husband and me, my daughter
& her family & my son and his family. I usually have some to give away. I love to give them to our friends. You
could build a small chicken coop & a small enclosed pen. Tell them you will keep it clean and looking good!! Go to
www.backyardchickens.com and find tons of info!

1.7.28 Couch Potato Dog (2009-09-21 05:55)

Old dogs can learn new tricks.

And apparently pretty well.

When Gypsy, my Belgian Sheepdog, was a pup, she had a terrible accident. We were sitting on the couch
and I was rubbing her belly and just hanging out, watching tv when she fell asleep. And then, the horrible
incident occured. She rolled over and fell off the couch.

She was scared out of her wits, and my laughing just sealed the deal for her. NO MORE EVIL COUCHES.

And that was that. For 13 years, that dog would not get on a couch to save her life. No way, no how.
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Well, a week ago... I was watching a little tv and she looked at me funny and I don’t know what came
over me, but I patted the couch next to me and said ”common up” and I’ll be danged, she did. She hopped
right up next to me and very uncomfortably laid down. She put her back to the back of the couch, and just
laid there and was content to be with me. Even the girls came by and they were stunned. They stood there
and patted her and praised her and she ate it up.

Well, now, she’s on the couch ALL THE TIME. HAHAHA.... Day and night. She loves the couch. She has
several different poses, and she will even get so comfortable that she’s snoring away. It is so funny to us.
We don’t care, it’s an old Craigslist couch and it’s comfy enough, but some day I’d like to upgrade it to a
little nicer one, but hey, if it’s good enough for a champion Belgian Sheepdog? It’s good enough for me. Her
bloodlines are a lot more regal than mine!!! Hahaha.

I tried hard to get a little video but every time I get the camera out, she thinks she’s in trouble and
ditches. Pretty funny.

[EMBED]

Pat/Texas (2009-09-21 07:50:38)
They don’t call them man’s best friend for nothing!! She’s adorable.

Rachel (2009-09-21 18:23:26)
I love Gypsy! She’s so cute. She looks pretty good for her age!
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1.7.29 Tomato Report (2009-09-21 19:45)

The Mr. Stripey heirloom tomatoes are doing pretty nicely. They are super good to eat just sliced warm
from the garden and a little salt. I didn’t get lots, but they are huge, nice big and beefy tomatoes. I have
eaten at least 4 or 5 of them and given away at least as many.
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They don’t get a super red, but a sort of red and orange streaky, hence their name, I’m sure. But they
are definately a tomato that I want to have next year. Really good eating.
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We had a weird year for water... rain was on and off just a little too much at the times that we really
needed some nice consistant moisture. I am pretty sure that I want to invest in some nice soaker hoses for
my main large beds. I think that will be much easier then trying to keep the plants hydrated with just
standing there with the hose. It would take a good two hours to water everything and I didn’t always have
that time and would forget and then everyone would get wilty.

My water pressure is not good... I have to have some pipes replaced deep in the crock and I just didn’t have
the money for that this year. It’s not too expensive, but something that I just can’t do myself. So I’m going
to have to have Fred the plumber come out and do it. He’s awesome and very reasonable, but since I really
don’t need it till next spring, I think it’s something I’ll wait on.
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I planted way too many grape and cherry tomatoes. I have them ripe on the vines and not wanting to
pick them, I have that many! HAHA... I will pick them though, I was thinking of trying to dry them and
then preserve them in herbed oils. Maybe tomorrow or the next day. Not sure of my schedule. I hear you
can then take the dried herb tomatoes and grind them in the food processor and make awesome sauces for
garlic bread or pasta.

Since I am the only one to eat raw tomatoes in the moby, I beleive next year? No grape or cherry tomato
plants. I just don’t eat that many on salads and such.
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I know these are not tomatoes.... but my sweet peppers are just going to town! I already picked the
main crops and they flowered again and are setting all new peppers! I’m pretty sure they will make it to
picking sizes. Pretty cool. I will absolutely add a lot more peppers to my beds, they were beautiful and sure
good in salsas and stewed tomatoes! YUM!

Rachel (2009-09-22 05:56:24)
I hate fresh tomatoes. There I said it! I didn’t mind the meat part of it, but it’s the weird gel like part of it that I
really don’t like. But I do like peppers!
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1.7.30 Name that Weed (2009-09-21 19:54)

What the heck is this weed?

It’s the weirdest thing I’ve ever seen in the weed world.

Had big leaves, almost like a poinsetta, and these white with like a purple tint flower that almost looked like
a morning glory and it has these huge spikey seed pods. HUGE.. and evil looking.

It sprouting in my wheat field, after the wheat finished up. It’s about 2 and half to 3 feet tall. Quite
impressive.

Do you think this is a stowaway from North Dakota? Where I got the wheat seed? It just laid dormant and
sprouted up when it had a chance?

It’s very weird and distinctive.
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If you have a clue, would you leave a comment???? I’m just really curious. I want to pull it before it
lets loose with that alien seed pod for sure, but right now I think I’ll let it grow a little more and see what
it is.

HELP!!!! hahaha.....

Pat/Texas (2009-09-21 20:48:16)
I have seen those before. I’ll get out my wildflower book tomorrow to see if I can identify it. If the flowers open up
at night, it looks like the moonflower but not sure. I’ll see if I can locate something in the morning if no one else has
figured it out.

Pat/Texas (2009-09-21 21:13:19)
Google ”Jimsonweed”
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1.7.31 Apple Orchard Time! (2009-09-21 21:15)

Some plans I had for Sunday fell through so I decided it would be fun to go over to MacQueen’s or-
chard and grab some cider and some apples because we had been itching for an apple pie. The girls were at
their Dad’s place... but I knew they wouldn’t mind. We’ll go at least a couple times this fall because they
are only a few miles away.

Haha... what a mistake on my part! To go to a very popular fall destination on a beautiful Sunday
afternoon! I do believe there was at least 3,458 people there, all trying to park and see the ponies and buy
donuts and cider and all that jazz! Still, the wafting smells of the donuts and the fresh cider and all the
little bees buzzing around the hot sticky spills on the concrete pushed me on.
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Here’s a little secret you just might not know about the old Moby Woman here... I love ponies! I SOOOO
want some ponies some day... with my chickens and my farm. I just love the little dudes. I always wanted
equines in my life and have always been horse and pony crazy. We’re going out to my friend Bill’s ranch
soon, to photograph the horses and visit and all and I just can’t wait! Soooon!

But I’ve always been a goof about ponies.

I have this dream where I want to have like oh three or four beautiful little sweet pampered ponies
that I can bring to birthday parties and dress up in beautiful little outfits and give little girls and boys a
chance to have a pony for a day. Just fun for birthday parties or photo sessions or just to have around for a
day.

Maybe some day!

In the meanwhile, I just had to go and sit on the hill and watch them from afar. When you spend
too much time hanging with other people’s kids and you’re just a single solitary person, people act a little
weird. It’s hard to explain to them... ”naw, I’m not a weird stalker, I could care less about your little
darlings, I’m enjoying the ponies!” So I just watched for awhile from afar. I definitely need to add ponies to
my Some Day List...
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MacQueen’s is a Toledo tradition. You can pick your own, which the girls and I are planning to do
next week sometime.... (apple butter and lots of applesauce I do believe.. and dumplins and a few pies! Oh
my!) And they also have the cider pressing operation as well as a country store with all kinds of goodies.
And of course, donuts.

The donut line was around the store twice, out the door and up and down the hill four times, so
needless to say, I decided that I could easily wait for that treat with my daughters. But I did wander the
store a bit and found a jar of sweet pickle relish that fit my hand just right and went into my string tote bag
right away. From a company called McClutcheons, out of Pennsylvania. I have had a few of their products
before and they are simply wonderful. Apple butters and jams are great as well was their relishes and BBQ
sauces. We were out of pickle relish, so I got a jar. (And it’s already found it’s way onto a pair of hot dogs
for lunch... very good!)

Yeah, $5 a jar of relish is not cheap. Not the highest I’ve seen, either, but still, it feels good to
support a family run business. I like that. I find myself always reaching for the local, homemade or at least
family run products if I can. I hope that it is a good karma thing, because I so appreciate those people
that seek our company out for our homecrafted products. You know, spending $100 with a small family run
company can make their day. Spending $100 at a big box store is hardly even a blip in the moment of their
day. In fact, I would even suspect that $100 for the big guys is considered a low average sale!!!

And we don’t use relish like it’s going out of style. Hotdogs? Occasional deviled eggs or a tuna
salad. A jar will last us a good while. And let me tell you, it takes great. And it doesn’t have a list of
chemical compounds and artificial this and that and corn syrup sweeteners in it. Just good basic stuff in it.
I like that. I like that more and more as the days go on.
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Grabbed some sweet corn from a big bin and a gallon of cider for the girls. Oh yes and a bag of
Amish noodles for some chicken soup I’d like to make this week. All good local stuff. Oh, and of course, a
half peck of Honey Crisp apples right off the trees. Oh my, they were wonderful.

I ditched my stash in the van and took a little walk through the orchard. It was neat to see all the
families and kids around about, and laughing, picking and having a good day. It’s really easy to clump
everyone into stereotypes, but you know, there were a lot of different people out there, from straight laced
religious families with all the womenfolk in long skirts, to young urban professionals with gel sanitizer
chasing after wayward messy children, to even a pair of young goth sweethearts, and it was just way cool to
see them all picking apples and having a nice afternoon.

I was noticing the specialized pruning and limbing of the trees to make it easier to pick and harvest
the apples. Pretty nifty. I doubt that I will do such drastic things to my little orchard, but I do intend to
keep them top clipped so that they don’t get all tall and leggy on me. They are semi-dwarf trees, apparently
with a top hieght of about 15 feet if you let them. I think I will try and keep them to about 8-9 feet max
and more outward then upward! That’s the plan at least.

Well, all the groups of people and families and people with sweethearts was kinda getting to me af-
ter awhile. I think I was the only single person there. I try not to let that bother me too much, but
sometimes it can get a little overwhelming and the ”poor Me” can start to sink in. Since I’m not really
wanting to wallow in that kind of negative thinking, it was time to ditch and get home and get busy with
all these good apples!
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The girls were coming home that evening, so I decided that a pie would be a wonderful treat home... so I
cut up about 7 or 8 of the apples and dusted them with some brown and white sugar, a little cinnimon and
allspice and got my crusts ready to go. I’m not going to post a recepie, because everyone has their favorite
way to make pie! I do have a trick though that my Grandma Katherine told me one summer that I stayed
at their house for a week. You put a little bit of quick oats in the bottom of your pie crust. They will absorb
and soak up any excess juice from the fresh apples. And you’ll never even know they were there, because
they will look just like apples and with the juice and spices, will taste just like apples, too! I’ve heard of
people using cornflakes too! But oats work good for me.
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I do have a secret weapon though. I learned it from Pioneer Woman’s Apple Dumpling recipe, which is just
so sinful and is to die for... She uses Mountain Dew and a LOT of butter and sugar. Well, I found that a
little drizzle of Dew and some pats of butter in the pie really do make for a good tasting pie. I don’t add
a lot of sugar, especially if the apples are already sweet tasting. But a little Dew and some butter really
makes the pie taste extra special good.
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I like to butter up the top a little bit and add a little white sugar to the top. I cover my pies
lightly with a piece of thin foil and cook it about 3/4 the way this way. They never burn that way. And the
edges don’t get all hard and overcooked. I take it off at the end and let the top get all nice and brown.
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Top with some local dairy vanilla ice cream and you are ready to welcome your children home!!!

They love me. (ha ha ha...)

Okay, they love my cooking. And they think I’m pretty keen, too!

Pat/Texas (2009-09-22 07:22:49)
Save a piece for me. I’ll bring the Blue Bell Ice Cream! We don’t have the pleasure of picking fresh apples here in
Texas.

Rachel (2009-09-22 05:51:18)
Oh! The pie look sinful! I need to stop at the orchard one day after work and get some apples and apple cider. I could
guzzled a whole jug of the stuff in one sitting but my attempts don’t end well... And if you see some pie missing,
you’ll know that I’ve been there. :)

1.7.32 We Have A Winner! (2009-09-21 21:39)

Pat in Texas has correctly identified the Weed in my Name that Weed contest!!!

And she has scared the living daylights outta me!!! That thing is nasty and poisonous and BAD
BAD BAD!!! OH MY!
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Look what it says about it from the Wikipedia!!! OH MY GOSH! I need to pick that thing! With
gloves or something. I’m glad I didn’t just yank the thing up and put it in my compost pile!!! YIKES!

Datura stramonium
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
This article is about the hallucinogenic ”loco weed”. For the plant toxic to livestock, see Locoweed.

Thorn apple / Jimson weed

Scientific classification
Kingdom: Plantae
(unranked): Angiosperms
(unranked): Eudicots
(unranked): Asterids
Order: Solanales
Family: Solanaceae
Genus: Datura
Species: D. stramonium
Binomial name
Datura stramonium

Datura stramonium, known by the common names jimson weed, angel’s trumpet, devil’s weed, thorn
apple, tolguacha, Jamestown weed, stinkweed, datura, moonflower[1], Devil’s Snare, and, in South Africa,
malpitte and mad seeds[2] is, along with Datura metel (zombie cucumber), a common weed in the Solanaceae
(the nightshade family). It contains tropane alkaloids that are sometimes used as a hallucinogen. The active
ingredients are atropine, hyoscyamine and scopolamine which are classified as deliriants, or anticholinergics.
Due to the elevated risk of overdose in uninformed users, many hospitalizations, and some deaths, are
reported from recreational use.

Growth

Datura stramonium is an erect annual herb forming a bush up to 3–5 ft (1–1.5 m) tall[3]. The foliage and
stems have a pungent smell that becomes stronger if any part of it is crushed or even touched.[citation
needed] The leaves are soft, irregularly undulate, and toothed. The fragrant flowers are trumpet-shaped,
white to creamy or violet, and 2.5 to 3.5 in. long. They rarely open completely. The egg-shaped seed
capsule is walnut-sized and either covered with spines or bald. At maturity it splits into four chambers,
each with dozens of small black seeds.

Distribution

The native range of Datura stramonium is unclear. It was scientifically described and named by
Swedish botanist Carl Linnaeus in 1753, although it was earlier described by many herbalists such as
Nicholas Culpeper.[4] It was mentioned earlier by the Arab physician Avicenna in 11th century Persia.[2]
Today, it grows wild in all the world’s warm and moderate regions, where it is found along roadsides and in
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dung heaps.[5] In Europe, it is found as a weed on wastelands and in garbage dumps.[5] Also called Devil’s
Snare, it became famous after being mentioned in the first of UK author J.K. Rowling’s Harry Potter books,
Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s Stone, where it is used as a deadly magical plant capable of strangling
anyone who came in contact with it. The seed can live dormant underground for years and germinates
when the soil is disturbed. People surprised to discover it growing in their home gardens are advised by
organisations such as the Royal Horticultural Society to dig it up or have it otherwise removed.[6]
The genus name was derived from ”dhatura”, a Hindu name itself derived from D’hustúra (an ancient
Sanskrit word for Datura fastuosa, a related plant).[7] Stramonium is originally from Greek, strychnos
(nightshade) and manikos (mad).[8]

All parts of Datura plants contain dangerous levels of poison and may be fatal if ingested by hu-
mans or animals, including livestock and pets. Some municipalities prohibit the purchase, sale, or
cultivation of Datura plants.

Well, I know what I’m doing tomorrow!!!

Although.... that makes me wonder about Thornapple Valley meat products... they are named after
locoweed? A deadly nightshade herb that can kill livestock? And humans? Eeeewwwww....

Weird.

I wonder where that little devil came from! I’ve never seen such a thing in my life! Must have
come from my dirt purchases or the compost that I bought from Lowes... hmmmmm..... all the more reason
to make your own compost, eh?
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Pat/Texas (2009-09-21 22:27:33)
I just knew that would freak you out when you read it. I had no idea...I think I typed in Ohio wildflowers or something
like that...went through some of them and there it was!!

Toria (2009-09-22 22:45:22)
I’m glad you’ve been able to id it & can get rid of it before it harms anyone. It probably grew from a seed blowing in
- commercial potting mixes & compost should be free from seed (here they need to comply with Standards, not sure
if you have something similar in the US).

Pat/Texas (2009-09-23 09:44:51)
Mobymob, I hope you are okay...I hope you weren’t comsumed by this ”loco weed” while trying to get rid of it. See
how I look forward to your posts. LOL

Pat/Texas (2009-09-23 09:46:29)
Mobymob...hahaha I did mean Mobymom. haha Sorry about that!!

1.7.33 Quality Time with the Wagon (2009-09-23 14:32)

I got to go and spend a couple hours today with my new baby.
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She’s all delivered and waiting for her time in the bay. And of course, a little cash to cover the
parts and all. I hope by Friday I’ll have about half of what I need. It’s a start.

Joe wanted to fix my van’s window, it has been troublesome from the start. This little plastic clip
doesn’t want to hold the glass in the track and all. So Bill and Joe said, bring Lumi down and we’ve got
the part, we’ll fix her while you wait and play with the new car! (g) They know me well.
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YIKES! The part didn’t work and Bill dashed off to get another part and I offered to ride along
and gab but he said he wanted me to have all the time I can with the new baby. They sure do know me.

So I thought, okay. I will do a tour of the new baby and test some stuff out and just well, bond
with her. Let her know my scent and just kind of get to know me.
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One cool find.... she’s wired for Sirius Radio!!!! How cool is that?
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Maybe eventually I will consider that... I know I just have to buy the little receiver unit and then
there is a reasonable monthly charge. But the best thing is that it has a 6 CD player in it!!!!! HOW COOL!!!
MUSIC!!!! (I have not had a radio that works right in a car for almost 3 years now. Yes, sad but true. And
me, so into music! It’s been miserable.)

The previous owner left a handful of weird things in the car. He must have been a flooring rep, as I
found a lot of his business cards, and a bunch of catalogs and flyers and floor sample things.
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Spent a little time looking through them all. Some nice stuff!

Wouldn’t that second one look nice as a kitchen floor? Hmmm?
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Got power everything! Windows, doors, seats, antenna, you name it.
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Bill’s messing with the antenna.... (hahaha) We all have had fun playing with the wagon.

It started to rain so we had to throw a tarp over Lumi since her door was all torn apart. Poor
thing. At least the wagon got to lend some moral support. I’m sure they are talking and summing each
other up. I need to come up with a good name for the wagon.

I thought about calling it Datura. Since that’s the latin name for that weird weed in my yard and
apparently it’s Hindu for ”dark one”. However, Bill and I discussed it and we decided that seems a little too
dark, and he thought Midnight would be good. I dunno. Midnight sounds a little too horsey. Funny how he
didn’t think twice about the fact that I was naming the beast... hahaha.... He’s such a hoot, I’m so happy
to have met him and Joe and all. People like that enrich your life so much. He’s a wise man. We’ve had
many talks on rides back and forth about life, kids, marriages and homes and of course, cars.

I like the name Lena. I don’t know exactly why, but I think of Lena Horne as one really classy
dark lady and sexy and I think this wagon is pretty sweet styled and beautiful like Lena Horne. I like a
car to be named an easy yet cool name. I have to keep thinking about it. Shadow comes to mind too, but
that’s a little too horsey too. Hard to come up with anything to do with Taurus... Toro? Bull? Sigh. Well,
I’ll have another week or two to think about it all.
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Joe has a cute pair of kittens that have adopted the shop. This little girl was following me all over
and plopped down to watch me. You could tell she was puzzling over what I was doing, just sitting there.
She was a real cutie.
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And look at this little metal plate thing that I found! What an awesome positive statement! And
in my new car!!! I am the queen of enthusiasm when I’m into something! That is so cool.

And this was the weirdest thing.... Jeff and I wrote this song called Tempted by the Bible. It’s
about this kid on the streets and he’s had a rough life, and all that, but he breaks into a car and finds a
bible on the seat and it changes his life around. Cool song...

Tempted by the Bible.... a rough recording...

[audio:http://www.themobilehomewoman.com/audio/tempted.mp3]

But what did I find in the backseat? A bible.
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This is SOOOO my car! It has been waiting for me. It even came from Virginia! I CAME FROM
VIRGINIA!!!! OH my GOSH.... (haha)
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Needless to say, it’s been a little hard for me to sleep at nights. And I just can’t WAIT to get
Lena/Toro/Shadow home! And Bill’s already got a family in mind for Lumi and I’m sure she’ll be a blessing
to them. It’s not a bad car, just needs a family that really needs the room and all. She’s a good ride and
ready to work hard for someone.

Rachel (2009-09-23 18:00:59)
You have no clue how jealous I am. Yes, it’s a wagon but it’s a car nonetheless. A car that I can’t seem to find. She
looks so good!
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1.7.34 Elks Showcase Jam (2009-09-23 16:27)

Tuesday night we had the pleasure of going over to the Maumee Elks Showcase Bluegrass and Country
Jam. They had Pete Gobel as a special guest. Pete Gobel is a well known bluegrass songwriter from up in
the Detroit, Michigan area. He’s been long time friends with our own Gene (a local guitar picker fellow) and
so it was really neat to have him down to visit and all. Pete doesn’t really play much any more, so instead
they set up a little table and did a nice interview of him for the audience.

And then... WE PLAYED!!!!
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It was fun, there were a lot of people there and that makes it fun. Got to jam with my band guys as
well as lots of the local musicians. Always enjoy being able to have fun and laugh and play bluegrass music.
It’s my only real social outlet, so I enjoy it a good deal.
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Merl and Peggy run the show and they are like kin to me... Merl and Bill are my car pimps! HAHAHA...
Okay, well, maybe I should rephrase that. They are in charge of my automobile acquisition and maintenance.
They are good at it and my shining lights when it comes to vehicles!

Now don’t tell anyone... but I just bought them a domain for their jam! I’m setting it up as a blog
because I know Peggy will be able to keep it up and have a hoot with it. She loves taking pictures at the
jam and she’s also a little computer nerd too, so it’s going to be fun to teach her how to run the blog site
and to see how she does with her OWN website!!!

It’s still kinda infantile.... I’ll work on it tonight some...

[1]www.ShowcaseJam.com

I drew them a logo a couple weeks ago... I think it’s fun. I made most of the Deepwater crew as Elks playing
instruments! They love it and we’re going to be doing t-shirts soon!
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I’m pretty sure once I color it up and slap it on the blog and add a nice theme and all, it will work
out just nice!

Stay tuned! It was a fun night and we ended up playing till way after 10:30 or so... Great bunch of
people, and a lot of fun to play all night.

1. http://www.showcasejam.com/

Rachel (2009-09-24 15:32:25)
The guy’s beard in the left of the first picture rocks!
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1.7.35 Luna Needs Kitty Classes (2009-09-24 22:17)

Luna needs some extra schooling when it comes to personal space and how to interact with boy kitties.

She just doesn’t get it. She has to constantly get in poor Jack’s face. She totally does not understand
personal space at all.
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Usually they end up with Jack rearing back as far as he can in kitty annoyance and confusion and then
he exits stage left as quickly as he can. Luna just ends up looking annoyed.
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Which she does well. (Looking annoyed, that is.)

I think that maybe she needs to go to socialization classes for kitties. HAHAHA.....

Maybe she just needs more nap time... she is the queen of cool napping spots. She is the definition of
happy camper when she’s napping in a basket, box or little nook or cranny!
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Sharon (2009-09-25 06:17:16)
I love when you post pictures of Luna, they are always so funny! My favorite is the one of her looking in from the
window box with the bathtime pics a close second.
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1.7.36 Tim’s Back Building! (2009-09-24 22:33)

Lumber outside the Moby, power tools and cords and my living room cluttered to the max with stuff from
a closet means only one thing here at the homestead.

Tim’s back and building something COOOOOOL for us!!! Yeah!

I kinda ran low on extra cash for a couple weeks, it’s that time of the year were folks are all really busy
making the transistion over from summer to school and fall, and well, they just don’t seem to do a lot of
internet sales!

But things are picking up again and we have lots of little projects here at the Moby... so Tim came out and
we had a fun day of building!!!
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Here is the problem. Our rock and mineral stock closet is a wreck! We tried to use these rather inexpensive
shelves and they were totally inefficient and buckling under the weight of the rocks. Just a mess.
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We tried to keep them organized, but the space was just so poorly utilized. And we were not using the area
to it’s best potential. So we needed our master craftsman Tim and his ability to understand ”Sherri” plans
and make it work!
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I wanted full shelves... deep, so that we could put less used stuff in deep and behind and then have stock for
orders up front. So that the whole area is being used. The area is a space that used to house a washer and
dryer, but I prefer going to a laundrymat, and we needed the space for the business stuff.
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Jessy had to kick Lumpy Dog off the couch so she could work on orders! Gypsy was not pleased. The couch
is her NEW spot.
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It was nice to be able to sort through the stuff and find things we didn’t know we had and just to get it
a little more organizing done. It didn’t take too long, and the best part is that we moved all the second
closet’s stuff over to the big closet, we had that much more space!
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And so I got to move all the Opry and band and bluegrass stuff to the secondary closet!!! HOW COOL WAS
THAT? I actually get my own room closet back! YAHOO!! That was really cool.... now the Opry stuff has
a good home and all the stock is neat and accessible! JUST WONDERFUL!!!
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Took us most of the evening to sort and reorganize everything, but it was a good sort of time spent.... it’s
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going to be a charm to fill orders and keep an eye on stock now! Thanks Tim!!!

Laura (2009-09-26 06:35:06)
Awesome transformation

1.7.37 Cone Head Kitty Blues (2009-09-27 22:48)

Poor Dixie Chicky... she’s having a rough time right now.

She’s highly allergic to flea bites and she is slightly neurotic anyway, and is licking too much at hot spots as
well as scratching too much and has a bunch of little boo boos around her head and shoulders and ears. We
had to get some anti-itch spray and one of those plastic colors to try and break the cycle. She’s flea free,
and the house is definately better, since we used that Diatomaceous Earth on the carpets and such, and it’s
getting a little colder out as well. But she thinks that she’s not and so she’s just a mess.
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Luna sympathizes with her. I’ve noticed that she’s been sitting with Dixie and just basically following
her around and looking out for her. I took Dixie outside for a little bit to sit in the sunshine and get a little
break from being in the house and all. Luna came right over and sat with her and just hung out. It was cute
to watch.

I sat in the hammock for awhile with Dixie on me, just petting and rubbing her all over. She is pretty
miserable, but at least the booboos are starting to heal and dry up. If we can get her clean from the scabs
and all, and then give her a good cleaning up as well, she might start to relax some. I think though that we
might have to take her to the vets for an anti-itch shot or some sort of meds to get her little kitty brain from
fixating on the slightish little irritation and thinking it’s a flea and starting the whole cycle over again. Jack
and Luna are fine. They have all their hair and are flea free and all that.

It’s been a rough summer! Everyone I know is having a hard time with fleas this year. Next year I am
definately springing for the expensive flea control drops and all that stuff. Just as soon as the snow melts!
I’m not going through this again. We have never had a problem with fleas! What a learning curve this has
been. Even the ferrets got them! The ferrets have learned to enjoy hot sudsy baths every day or two... and
that keeps them clean. I read that the cycle of a flea life is only like 20 days. So if you can break the cycle
for 20 days, you’re home free. And apparently, there was a study at the University of Ohio and it said the
very best thing you can do is to vacuum every day. We’ve been doing that as well as the diatomaceous earth
powder. Seems to be working.

Now if we can only get Dixie to stop scratching!!! Poor conehead kitty. We call that plastic collar the
”cone of humiliation” because the kitty looks pretty pathetic wearing it!!! Hopefully she’ll only have to wear
it for a few more days...
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[EMBED]

Toria (2009-09-28 00:09:53)
Poor little kitty, I hope she gets over it quickly. We’ve found that the best thing for fleas, actually the only thing that
worked, was the type of flea drop that broke the breeding cycle of the flea. As well as killing the adults, they kill the
eggs & prevent the immature ones was developing & breeding. It’s probably the same stuff as the expensive drops
you mention.

1.7.38 Crock Pot Stewed Tomatoes (2009-09-28 15:06)

This is last week’s haul of tomatoes, so I thought, I want to do something with them so that we’ll
have yummy tomatoes through the fall and winter.

I use a lot of stewed tomatoes, in my soups and like with meatloaf or roasts, that kind of thing. So
I found this cool recipe for crock pot stewing and that sounds fun and easy to me.

You take a bunch of tomatoes. Pretty much fill up the crockpot almost... add some onion, and
green pepper and then 3 or 4 tablespoons of sugar, a couple cloves of garlic and a bit of salt (I put in a
tablespoon) and then some ground pepper to taste. Stew them all day in a crockpot... 6-8 hours and then
let cool and either can or freeze. I’m going to freeze mine.

You blanche and skin the tomatoes, which is really easy! And I will admit, I’ve never done it before
and I was really amazed at how easy it was!
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Just boil some water and have a bowl with ice cold water and ice cubes in it waiting. Pop the
mater in the boiling water about a minute or three. Some split their skin like immediately, others needed a
little longer. Don’t want to cook them, but the bigger they are, they might need the 3 minute time. Then
pop them right in the cold water. It’s almost like magic! They slip right out. It’s a little messy, just use
your hands and free them.

I rough cut them into some big chunks and popped them into the pot.
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Then I added my spices and sugar, along with some chopped up onion and green pepper. I added
two big onions to the pot because I love onions in my soups and all that. You can add celery too, if you
want, heck green onion... ah... whatever... carrot? That would be good too.
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Now, I did overdo the pot a little bit, but they do cook down, so I let’er ride. Just drained off a
little of the watery juice after an hour or two. Not a lot, just enough to make it all fit good. I suppose you
could drain off a lot of that pulpy liquid, but I like that too, seems like it works good and is all spiced up
and all.

You cook it a good 6-8 hours on high and stir once or twice to make sure it’s all mixed good. Then
turn it off and let it cool another 5 or 6 hours. Then you can either can it, use it or bag and freeze it! I’m
going to bag and freeze mine in like quart and pint sized bags.
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Oh, it made the house smell so good... and the taste is out of this world. Fresh garden stewed
tomatoes! I think they will be a little taste of summer heaven on a cold wintery evening. Some hot
homemade bread and a little ham or beef stew? YUM!

The winds are blowing today, it’s down to 57 degrees!!! We went from shorts to coats in one day!
Supposed to go down to 34 degrees on Wednesday. I think my garden’s days are numbered! That’s for
sure....

Pat/Texas (2009-09-28 18:11:58)
That looks so good. My husband put up a greenhouse this summer and used it only for tomatoes. I canned lots of
stewed tomatoes & also put whole/peeled tomatoes in the freezer. I am going to keep this recipe and try your method
next year. Sure beats eating canned stewed tomatoes.
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1.8 October

1.8.1 I love the Laundrymat (2009-10-01 21:50)

I choose not to have a washer and dryer.

I suppose that I could have one, if I really wanted a pair... but I don’t. Even when I had them, I
really didn’t want them. I always found that with children and all, I always seemed to be doing laundry.
There was always a load or two to do, and wait and then fold and forget and have to fluff again or worse,
someone would leave wet laundry in the washer for a couple days and it would get nasty and mildewy... I
hated doing laundry one load at a time.
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And once I learned what a mess that a washer with like 30 gallons of soapy water can make when
it decides to leak all over. And a dryer that stopped working and almost caught on fire, that was fun.
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I know, people will think... oh my gosh, laundrymats are expensive! Well, yes and no. First of all,
I save my change. I almost always end up with about $10 in quarters without even thinking hard. Just do.
I pop them in my laundry jar and they are ready to go.

And we seem to be able to go about 3 weeks before we’re down to the last weird outfit and then,
it’s laundry day!

It costs us about $40 a month to do all our laundry. $10 or so comes from change. Another $20
gets taken out of the bank and turned into quarters. And $10 - $12 dollars is lunch for the three of us and
a couple of pops. (So technically, I should say that laundry costs us about $30 a month.)

That’s about $400 a year.

It was hard to find much data, but I did find the following... most American families will do about
400 loads of wash a year. I know we’re probably not in that average because we do about 12-14 loads per
visit and we do about 14 visits a year. That’s about 168 to 196 loads a year. Let’s just say 200 loads a year.
3 people, that’s not too bad.

Another place I found quoted that a load for electricty, gas, and soaps, etc., was $1.76 for the aver-
age homeowner. Now that does not include the cost of the machines. An average cost for a new machine
is about $300 to $1700 (WOW! 1700 each? Wow.) Let’s just say, $500 each. That’s another $1000 for the
first year, and then if you’re lucky they will last you a while.

I can do a load for $1.50 for the washer and then about $1.00 for drying. So $2.50 a load.
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$500 a year. Against $352 if I owned the washer and dryer. Same amount of loads.

Sure, it’s probably cheaper to have them. But, here are the savings that I think should enter in to
the equation.

First of all, it takes us 2 hours on the dot to get our 12-14 loads done, washed, dried AND folded.

12-14 loads at home would take like, oh 12-14 hours. WAY big savings of time there. And it’s all
done, and finished and forgotten for another couple weeks. At home, it’s an ongoing saga, day after day it
seems. Or you have to spend like ALL day doing it. Because you can only do one load at a time.

My time is valuable and I normally do graphic work for at least $20- $25 an hour billed. Or I’m
working on my own products that will feed and provide for my family for years to come. So having an extra
10-12 hours a day, means some good amount of time and profit for me.

The girls like to bring their schoolwork and so we don’t loose any time out for that. And some-
times, we just sit and talk and laugh, have our lunch out and enjoy some pop and have a good time. We all
chip in at folding time and make short order of the task. Many hands make light work.

The laundry is close by, clean, and has lots of room to fold and fluff your stuff. It’s just easy to get
it done. And there’s good reading on the bulletin board...
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And I don’t have to have a huge space in my small moby devoted to these mechanical beasts, and
my utility bills stay low and I don’t have to maintain or buy, or fix them when they go down. (And they
do. Eventually.) And I love that I can throw a quilt and a comforter and sheets and all into one of the big
ones and it’s all done in 26 minutes. Well, washed... so I tend to do a better job of keeping big chores done.

So, that’s why I love the Laundrymat! Oh yeah, and I get to read magazines instead of buy them...
and that’s a savings too! But most of all, I just love having it all done in just 2 hours. We just trot it home
and hang it up and put it away and it’s done for another 3 weeks. Just lovely.
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There are plenty of domestic chores that I love to do and take time with, craft and enjoy. But
laundry is just not one of them. I’d rather not mess with it all the time, week in and week off. Heck one
laundry we like even has free wi-fi! If I really wanted, I could bring my laptop and work there! But, naw,
it’s just too much fun to step away from that stuff for a while and just hang out with my girls and do a
little fluffing and folding and chatting!
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TOWELS VS PAPER TOWELS UPDATE.....

Well, it’s been about two months now since I gave up on paper products, and primarily paper tow-
els. (Not ALL Paper products... as bath tissue is just not something I want to make or whatever... that’s a
little toooo nut and berry for me, thanks!)

Our inital towel investment is still hanging strong. It takes $2.50 a month to wash and dry them.
Not bad when we were going through at least 4 or 5 rolls a month before, and even the cheapest towels are
like $1.69 now. Sometimes I could get a 6 pack at the dollar store for about $5. But they were always pretty
cheap towels and we would go through more, it seemed. It’s not a huge savings, but it’s a good feeling sort
of thing. I know that the washing and drying takes resources... water, electricty, but I think in the end,
that’s not as bad as paper pulp processing and the chemicals that are used as well as the tree resources just
to be wasted and thrown in a landfill, that sort of thing.

I guess in the end, it’s a small thing, but then I think too, a small thing done by lots and lots of
people can quickly become a much larger thing. And I just kind of like using them, instead of paper towels.
They just work better.

We haven’t had any paper plates or cups or plastic wear either. That feel a lot better, too. And all
of it adds up. I think it easily balances out the slight extra cost of using a laundrymat. I like good give and
take scenarios. Good and fair trade off, if you ask me.

I wish I could get more consistant with the whole plastic bag thing. It’s really boiling down to me
forgetting to take my bags in whenever I shop! Drives me nuts. I’m about 75-80 % of the way there. I
really need to make a little card for my car that says Got Bags? to remind myself to take the things in!!!
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Someday!!! I’d like to go a whole month without using or getting any plastic bags! That would feel good.
Soon.... someday!!!

Rachel (2009-10-02 18:37:42)
I’ve never been to a laundrymat before, because we own a washer and dryer and with the gas to the nearest one (30
minutes away?) it’s not worth it. My family’s somewhat good about the whole towel thing. I switched myself to cloth
napkins and am thinking about switching my feminine care products to cloth as well. Here’s a tip for those bags.
Hang them on the door so you take them when you leave and have them riding shot gun.

1.8.2 The Carrot Harvest (2009-10-02 14:44)

Well, it was time. We harvested our carrot patch today. The frost was making the greens look bad and to be
honest, I predicted that they would mostly be pretty small. Apparently I am a fortuneteller, because they
were really pretty puny.
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We used a small spade to turn over the dirt and the girls picked the little root babies out of their bed.
We had lots of little one, but like our corn, they were dwarf varieties apparently! Even though they were
supposed to be like 6-7 inches long, I don’t think we got a single one to hit the 6 inch mark. We had made the
soil fluffy and loose before planting, but again, I think that using just the top soil without enough composted
material just made for so so results in the beds.
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We’ve hit the 85 pound mark... not counting the sunflower seeds. (I was going to include them, but
since we’re not eating them, I think I’m going to not include them. If I did, I would guess about 8-10 pounds
so far, the last batch of heads was very numerous and heavy with seed! I’m not unhappy at all... in fact,
I’m pretty pleased. We still have some peppers that are hanging in there and broccoli, but I doubt it’s more
than a couple pounds at best. And our one apple is about ready for harvest! I would have LOVED to hit
the 100 pounds of produce mark... but next year, you watch out! We will definitely get there... I’m already
plotting and planning for the next year!!!
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There were plenty of the little fingerlings... and I think they will make a great addition to the crockpot
when we make some yummy chicken noodle soup this week. I’m just going to wash them up good and chop
off the top and that will be that. No way to peel those little dudes!
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We did have a few that tried extra hard... one was almost 4 inches long!!! How exciting! Those will
be extra special, eh? I am going to be searching the internet for prize winning techniques for bigger and
better carrots! I want to grow some of those purple carrots too.... those look neat. I think I will be moving
them to the south side of the moby where there is near constant sun to really get a good grow on. That’s
the plan...
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Pat/Texas (2009-10-03 10:05:08)
I love your posts & pictures. The carrots look delicious. Also, show what you do with the sunflowers. Dry & Shake??
lol
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1.8.3 Making Cookies... (2009-10-04 21:42)

The girls are gone this weekend, hanging out with their Dad like often, so I’ve been working and
just having a nice relaxing weekend after a crazy crazy month! I’m so happy that October is here! I don’t
know why, but this has been one of the most chaotic and busy Septembers that I remember in a long long
time. I’m glad that finally things are calming down and my to do cards are finally down to under 25!
Yahoooo!

I just had an itching for a good cookie... and so I will admit, my first thought was that I didn’t
have time to make cookies, so I should just run up to the corner and get something sweet to take care of the
need.

But then I thought, no, I’m trying hard to stay away from pre-packaged and overly processed foods.
And we’ve done really well. Sure, we do eat out here and there, but for the most part, everything here at
home has been made from scratch the last couple months and we love it.

And then I thought... it would probably take me at least a half hour to go and get something. Cir-
cle K Mart is only like 2 miles away in reality, but I would have to get my coat, and purse, go out and get in
the van, get there, figure out what I wanted, and get back and settled. It would easily be 20-30 minutes to
do it all. I’m not the fastest thing on the earth and all. HAHA.... And it would probably cost me at least a
couple bucks for some overly processed goodie that in reality would not be as good as something homemade
and hot from the oven.

So I decided to use our new favorite chocolate chip cookie recipe and time it.
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Well, it took me 17 minutes to mix up a batch of cookies. I had everything on hand, of course, and
it’s an easy recipe. 17 minutes from start to scooped and in the oven. And about 15 minutes later, I had a
whole sheet of yummy fresh, hot, simple and not overly processed cookies ready for the day.

I popped the rest of the dough in the frig and then a little later I put another pan in when I was
doing some dishes. (If I don’t keep an eye on them, I’ll get sidetracked and burn them.... I’m like that! Ha!)
And then when I was taking a little break from working and watching a little tube, I did the last batch! It
was simple.

I am surprised how often I think that I’m saving time by running to the store or fast food or that
sort of thing when in reality, these domestic tasks are not that tedious or long to do! Like popping a loaf
of bread in the breadmaker. It takes about 5 minutes to put all the stuff in there and walk off. It does
everything for you! I like to check it when it first gets going to make sure it’s not too dry or wet because
of the humidity and all, but usually it’s fine. Easy. And putting food into a crockpot to cook through the
day... Easy. Doesn’t really take that long. I can load a crockpot in less than 30 minutes. And it’s always so
welcome in the evening when it’s all done.

Eating out should be fun, relaxing and a treat. I’ll admit... I got delivery Chinese food twice this
weekend! I have the BEST little family run place around the corner and they deliver for free. WIth the
girls gone and me busting a move to get a lot of work done, it was awesome and yummy to use my banjo
picking money to get their dinner specials on Saturday and Sunday evening. That was part of the relaxing
and enjoying the time I was working that I think you should do.

But combined with homemade cookies? Perfect!
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Our Favorite Chocolate Chip/M &M Cookies

2 1/2 cups of all purpose flour
1/2 teaspoon baking soda
1/2 teaspoon salt
3/4 cup unsalted butter, melted
1 cup packed brown sugar
1/2 cup white sugar
1 teaspoon vanilla
2 eggs
2 cups chips, or M &Ms or whatever you’d like to pop in there!

Preheat oven to 325 degrees. Don’t grease cookie sheets! (makes them spread out too much!)

Melt the butter (but don’t brown it!) and let cool a few minutes and then add the sugars until
blended. Beat in the eggs and vanilla. Add in salt and baking soda. Mix up nice and creamy smooth. Add
in flour and stir by spoon good. Add your mix-ins.

If you can, pop the dough in the frig for 10 or 15 minutes. It does make for a poofier cookie. If
you can’t wait, make one batch and put the rest in the frig! We use a small ice cream scoop. Don’t pack too
close because they will spread out a bit. Bake for 15-17 minutes until the edges are lightly toasted. They
are best if you don’t overbrown them. Leave them on the cookie sheet for like 5 minutes before you transfer
them to cool. They will keep cooking a bit longer if you let them rest before scooping them off the sheet!
(If you can wait that long! These are super yummy cookies!)

This dough freezes great... sometimes we make a double batch and bake two pans of them and save
the rest in two chunks and we’ve got fresh cookies in no time!

Rachel (2009-10-08 04:41:43)
Oh! Another thing, my mom yells at me when ever I cook but it’s okay for her to spend $2- $3 on overly processed
’goodies’ then to spend $1 or less to make something better. If I could, I would elimiate all processed foods from my
diet. But as long as my mom is still supporting me it’s just not going to happen right now.

Rachel (2009-10-05 06:23:09)
I think you’ve inpsired me today. I think I’ll make cookies. We had a bunch of chocolate chips, and heath pieces from
after last christmas. Each bag was 50 cents.

1.8.4 Sunflower Harvesting (2009-10-08 20:44)

[EMBED]

Pat/Texas (2009-10-08 21:33:53)
Cool!! I am going to try them next year. Thanks!!
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1.8.5 Lone Apple Harvest (2009-10-08 21:07)

[EMBED] You know.... it is a little sad that we picked our apple. Every time I would drive up from being
out and about, I would look for the apple. It was the only one. Friends that visited would ask about it
and we would all admire it. It was like some sort of pet, that apple. I took many pictures of it through
it’s growing cycle. We were amazed that it was even with us, since everyone knows that newly planted fruit
trees can take up to 3 to 5 years to actually set fruit. But not Little Red. She popped an apple bud right
away, right after she was planted here at the Moby farm. The little apple trees are a gift from my friend
Frank for helping him with his Frank Sinatra show. They are very special to me. The five little trees are
doing pretty good. One is a little weak and I hope she makes it through the winter. But the rest hung in
there through the hot dry summer and Maggie’s many many buckets of water. They lost a few leaves, but
still, stuck around till the latest frost made them loose most of their last little leaves. I’ve never grown an
apple before. We had three apple trees at our old house, that we planted and we waited and waiting, but
they never set fruit. They might be now, now, that we’re gone, but I’m not sure. I imagine the new owners
might have considered them a nuisance, because I planted them a little close to the house, near the deck.
I wanted them to grow up and be able to prune them to make a shade canopy over part of the deck. I
thought that would be cool. But here, in our little beloved Moby homestead, we finally got an apple and we
cherished it! We treated it well, and I hope that maybe next year, Little Red will put forth a whole crop of
beautiful red apples. After all, it knows how to do it well already! Next year, should be a breeze! Well, I
took that guy inside and we had some other apples already to go for a special desert, featuring our own

Moby Apple!
It’s an easy easy recipe, one that I altered a good deal from the Pioneer Woman’s apple dumplins.
We call this apple dumplin pie. Just peel up a handful of apples... about 4 or 5. And you
need some crescent rolls dough. 1 can. Peel and slice up your apples. And I like to add a lit-
tle white sugar and cinnamon to the mix and stir it up good. If your apples are really sweet, then
you don’t need much, maybe a half a cup or so. If they are pretty tart, you might want to add
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a little more.
Once they are all chopped up and mixed with a little white sugar and cinnamon, I open up that
can of dough and carefully peel it so that it stays in sheets, two rolls to a piece. I put the first
two on the bottom of the pan. And then I pour the apples in the middle. and then one roll
on each side, the long ways, and a double piece on the top. I just kind of pinch it all together
and all, just make sure to cover up your apples if you can. This is the lazy way to make ap-
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ple dumplins!

Here’s the fun
part. I take and melt 1/2 a stick of butter in the microwave a few moments. Don’t burn it. Once that’s done,
I dump a cup of white sugar in the measuring cup. Stir it up good. And then for a little kick, I add just a
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bit of lemon lime soda, like Sprite or Mountain Dew. Just enough to sort of make it easy to pour. Really not
a whole lot, in reality, maybe 3 or 4 tablespoons. You’ll know. Not quite as thick as icing, but not tooooo

liquid either. I
like to add a little dash of cinnamon as well. And then just pour over the whole dough pile in the pan.
Pop it in the oven for about oh, 45 minutes or so. I cover it lightly with a piece of foil. I want the apples
to cook nice and soft and I don’t want to burn the top. For the last 15-20 minutes I take off the foil and
let it poof up nice. Now, if you find that it’s a little tooooo juicy, you can pour off a little of the liquid.
But not too much, you want that stuff to make a syrup of sorts in the pie. Take it out and let it sit a
bit and cool. Serve warm with some vanilla icecream and you have the lazy way to make super tasty ap-
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ple dumplins!!!
What a wonderful ending for such a beautiful little apple! Thanks Apple! We’ll miss you!!!

Pat/Texas (2009-10-09 05:35:14)
I know you have a long way to go with your lone apple (lol), but here is a nice post on ”Brewing Hard Apple Cider”....
http://firesignfarm.blogspot.com/

1.8.6 Just Neat Things... (2009-10-09 20:00)

I seem to collect just neat photos and such. Stuff that really doesn’t warrant a whole post, but that I feel
like I want to share. Just because.

Like this....
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This is the first watermelon that I’ve ever grown. It got pretty far, though when I sliced it, it was
still pretty weird inside. A little flash of red, but it clearly wasn’t done hatching.

Still, it’s cool. Next year.... we’ll give watermelons a better chance.
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And this... my new door wreath.

It’s simple and pretty, the little berries are actually glass beads or something like a bead, only big-
ger. I like it a lot. I got it at Michael’s craft for 50 % off and it was only $4. I really have been trying.... no
succeeding in staying away from big chain stores and shopping giants. I’ve been very successful. I had to
go to Michael’s because they sell these floss boxes that we use for making rock kits and we were out. I’ve
looked around and just can’t seem to find them in bulk anywhere else. So, now and then, I guess it’s okay.

I wanted to make a wreath, and I just might, but then right now, I’m getting into our busy time
with holiday rock orders... (yeah, believe it or not, rocks and minerals for Christmas is a BIG time... and
we do about half our sales for the year now... it’s crazy.) So the chances are, I won’t get to crafting anytime
soon, so I thought, hey, I’ve been really super good the last couple months... haven’t bought ANYTHING
new (except food!) and so this really caught my eye. It looks very nice again my weird green door.
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I loved this picture. It was from a blog about houses and tiny houses and this pair of cute cottages
in Oregon that are made out of LOTS of recycled and repurposed parts and such. I wish I could find the
link again, but I lost it. At least I saved this picture. I thought... how cool would that look on my shed. I
just might do this. I love the overlapping tin look. It’s just beautiful. I’ll bet if you contacted a school or
like a institution of some size, restaurant, perhaps, that feeds a lot of people, and ask to save the big tin can
lids they open up... they would. It wouldn’t take too many to cover up a shed...
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Last and not least.... this single beautiful white daisy decided to bloom in the cold autumn rain.
Not sure why, but it did and it’s beautiful. It’s the only one, just a single. I love when Mother Nature
throws a little curve ball. It lets me know that even something as solid and set through the ages as the cycle
of plants can sometimes be a little wonky. And it’s okay. It’s fine.

I guess we people can be a little wonky at times too.... and it’s okay. It’s fine.

Sandhill Sis (2009-10-12 17:51:39)
Hey ya lady. Loved this post. I too love that siding. What a great idea. It would be cool on a garden shed, doll house
or just about anything. Keep pickin’ Sis

Pat/Texas (2009-10-10 11:37:20)
The daisy is beautiful - almost looks fake!!
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1.8.7 Jack Loves Bluegrass (2009-10-13 21:19)

Or at the very least, he loves the fiddle case.

Since he smiles and curls up to listen while I’m playing, I can only assume that unlike the canine com-
panion in my house that politely removes herself from my presence when the fiddle comes out... (Oh, is that
someone at the back door? I should go and check that out.... oh... see you a bit later.... ) Jack seems to
prefer that I play often... in the evening, yes, just after he’s had a bit of food and is ready for a snooze.

Silly boy.

Rachel (2009-10-14 12:59:29)
That is so cute! The last time I took my fiddle out to practice one of my own cats came long and started swatting it.
I had to stop and pet her. Animals are such a blessing in my life.
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1.8.8 Jessy has a New Pet (2009-10-13 22:01)

It’s about, oh, 2,000 pounds of steel, plastic, aluminum and other things. Her name is Sapphire and
she is a 1997 Mercury Sable wagon and is midnight metalic blue and just a good little car with some spunk
and guts.
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Sapphire passed the rough mom test drive that included a little highway speed bursts, and some
hard stopping and some weavey driving and of course a rough dirt road AND skidding to a stop in a gravel
parking lot. Oh yeah, and getting a little muddy. She passed the overall body inspection, in pretty good
shape, just one door ding that might even be easy enough to pop out. A few scratches here and there, but
nothing a little touch up paint won’t fix. No noticable rust, and a super sweet and clean engine.

I believe she’ll treat my oldest child right. She better.
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Okay, I’ll admit it publicly, right here and right now. I’m a closet car nerd. I love cars. I really do.
I love certain cars, but I know a lot about them, history and styles and just odd facts. I LOVE shopping for
a car. One of these days when I have a little extra folding money, I’ll probably be buying and selling cars. I
like it that much. I love a good deal. I love the hunt of finding something sweet.

So when Jessy’s Dad said that he was going to get her a car, the car nerd in me squealed like a
girl. (Hmmm.... you would think that my inner car nerd would probably be a girl, given that I am a girl...
but I think you understand....) Oh, joy!!! That meant looking through Craig’s List and Auto Trader and
watching on the side of the road and talking to my buddies Merl and Bill and all that.

Wrong. I was out of the picture. Ex-wife thing. DURN!

So I waited, patiently. Sucking every little bit of car hunt out of the stories that Jessy would tell
me when they came home. Which was usually like... ”Yeah, it was a car. Dad didn’t really like it.”

TELL ME MORE CHILD!!!!!

And she would just shrug and walk off. Not really into it.

After almost 3 months of this, no car, no leads, just waiting and waiting and WAITING.... I just
could hardly not stand it anymore!!! I was helping to find cars, but timing was off, and they couldn’t get
out to look at them, or she was just not that interested in it all.

I was beginning to think that she was NOT MY CHILD.... I mean... how could she not understand
the thrill of the grill changes from 1999 to 2000 Ford Taurus? Or that 2001 was the third generation change
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of the popular car? Or feel the thrill of first touch of a car you were sizing up, the feel of the tire tread,
checking for uneven wear and inspecting it for door rust???? MY GOSH! How could this not affect her?

Winter’s coming and I really don’t want her really learning to drive out in the cold and yucky weather. And
her class schedule is getting tough on her Dad and I, and all that. The time is here, she needs a car and she
needs to get her license and she needs to get experience so that she can start driving herself some and all
that. It’s time. So I just asked. I asked if I could help. After all, I was the one usually finding and buying
cars when we were married. We’ve had a whole fleet of old used cars... one little Toyota pickup I bought
for only $200 and it gave us two good years of service! I never got a clunker. I can wheel and deal, I have
good horse sense when it comes to checking out and evaluating a used car.

He agreed and the hunt was on. Less than 48 hours later... Jessy has a new car! And it was a
sweet deal, knocked over $200 off the asking price, and we’re picking her up on Thursday. (Her Dad had to
work tomorrow, so, well, that’s okay. I got a gig too, so it’s good...) But come Thursday, my little girl is
going to own her own big old car. I am so excited!!!!

When we first got to the lot, I had a good feeling. There were 5 cars in the style she wanted there!
How cool. It was pretty quick to narrow them down to two. Two of the others were just a little too much
money... it was pretty clear that they wouldn’t go down enough to get close on those. Which is fine. We
still had three. One we got in and immediately, felt weird. She started but it was surging and then stalled,
just felt funny from the start. Passenger door wouldn’t latch, and there was just a wonky feeling from the
start. I’ve learned quick, you can tell a good one by the feeling you have after about 30 seconds of just being
there, in the driver’s seat. That one was not it.

The last two.... were almost identical. One was green, and one was blue. One was a Sable and one
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was a Taurus. She really liked the green, so we started her up and did a good walk around. Only real thing
was that the radio didn’t work. Well, that’s okay. Fixable. She sounded good, engine steady. So we took
her for a ride. I drove first, since Jessy is still a bit of a learner.

The green wagon was okay. She was pulling a bit to the right, and just seemed to be okay in the
get up and go department, smooth, but not spectacular in any way. Brakes good, all that... but then
I noticed... the speedometer was not working. Coupled with the radio issue... that starts to worry me.
Electrical? Something was wonky. I pulled her over and let Jessy drive her back... she was pleased, but not
like excited enough... something was missing.

We went back and got the keys for the blue wagon. Off we went. First thing I noticed? Definitely
a little more pep and spunk to her. She lit out of the drive with good speed. Even spun a little gravel.
On the road, straight and comfy to drive... no pulling, no wheel wobble at higher speeds, shifted nice,
everything was A-OK. Gunned her a bit, and she responded. Radio and all that worked, cruise control,
wipers, blowers, you name it, worked fine. Pulled her off on a dirt road and handled just fine. Brakes good,
tires good. Gave Jessy a fright when I spun her out in the gravel parking lot of some saloon we turned
around it. It was her turn.

And then I saw it.

The spark. The love. The desire.

She sat there a few minutes with a smile on her face and a little bit of a glint in her eye. I could
see it. I could feel it. She turned and had a huge smile on her face.
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”Let her go.” I said and she pulled her into gear and took off on to the blacktop, and was surprised
at the little leap forward that little wagon took. Not like the big old lumpy van. She had a little kick and
a little piss and vinegar to her. And right away, Jessy was feeling the love and just absorbed in the whole
sensation. She was driving better than I’ve ever seen her. Watching more careful, checking her mirrors,
finding good spots for her hands on the wheel, and just really getting into the whole experience.

We pulled back into the dealer and she parked her and we stood there a few moments in the si-
lence. I just wanted to see what she would do. And to my delight, she turned and started to write ”Jessy’s
Car” in the dust on the hood. Then she looked at me, hoping, unsure, waiting for my approval. I just
nodded and smiled. Yeah, Jessy’s car.

We went in and I did my best and got a good deal on her. Sapphire is coming home in about, oh
30 hours or so. Jessy got on the phone to call Dad and I don’t think I’ve heard her say so much in so little
time. And it was good to hear him laughing and happy as well. Relieved, I think. He’s a good dad, and
she’s a great daughter. I can’t wait till she gets her new baby home. And she can just sit in it and just
bond with her big blue pet.

I’m pretty sure, she definitely is my daughter. She’s got the fever, it was just a little dormant and
needed the right car to come along. I’m pretty sure, she’ll never forget her first car.

I know I don’t.

R.I.P. 1979 Dodge Aspen... where ever you are in car heaven!

Pat/Texas (2009-10-14 18:54:40)
Good for her!!!

1.8.9 Look What I Did Today... (2009-10-14 21:51)

[EMBED]

[EMBED]
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Pat/Texas (2009-10-15 04:53:06)
Oh my gosh!!! That is the coolest video. That man cracks me up! hahaha He is having the time of his life - and YOU,
you are so talented!! That will be the start of a good day for me! It came at a good time, we are trying to talk my
MIL into going into a retirement home. Not easy.

Mobymom (2009-10-15 05:47:19)
Oh shucks... I’m still trying and learning hard and all that stuff. I just love playing this music. I would do it day
and night. It was so rewarding playing for the older folks, they so enjoy the music and we all have a good time. Sing
alongs and requests, whatever they want. And the happy smiles and warm handshakes and hugs are just the icing on
the cake! Some of the places we play are SO nice, these communities! I want to move there!!! (g)

1.8.10 Lumi gets a new friend (2009-10-15 22:26)

Well, the Lumina has a new car buddy... little Sapphire is home. So far, they are getting along pretty well.
Side by side out in the cold, rainy October night. Almost makes me feel bad that they are out there getting
cold and rained on and will be covered with snow and all that. Poor things. But at least they can hang out
together now.

We went today and picked up the Sable wagon. Jessy’s first car. What a big day. She woke me up, which
is quite unusual. Usually she and Maggie, like all good teenagers, can sleep in till the cows come home.
Champion sleeper-iners.... but she woke me up and was all dressed and ready to go even though her Dad
was due for another 3 hours.
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We got there and of course, had a lot of paperwork to sign.

But it wasn’t long before she was in the driver’s seat with her brand new keys and her cute little wagon. Dad
got a chance to take the first spin in the new to Jessy car! (It’s a 1997 Mercury Sable wagon.... beautiful
blue if you ask me!)
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He treated her to the first tank of gas and grabbed a coffee for the rest of the ride. Only fitting, he bought
her the wheels... he got to take the first lap on the new race of life that she’s starting.

But then Maggie and I got to ride home with her, back to Ohio! We bought the car over the border in
Michigan... not too far. The people at the dealership were just awful nice and it was a joy to work with
them. Telegraph Auto Sales in Charleton Michigan.
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Maggie found a little truck she liked.... and of course, she had to tell me that it was only 7 months till she
could get her driver’s permit. 7 months. What? 7 months? Oh my gosh. I just got my late late bloomer
driver into a car... and now my OH-MY-GOSH-I-CAN’T-WAIT-To-DRIVE kid is raring to go. I’m not
sure I can handle that yet. But I’m not surprised, she struck me as a little truck driver easily. She’s not
into sedans or little cars or what have you. And not the huge trucks either. She likes the little in-between
trucks.... like a Ranger or a S-10 or something like that. We’ll see.

Don’t think we can afford another car purchase for a year or two and besides, I can’t think of where she’d
be going anyway. She’ll have to cool her jets and start saving if she wants one real soon! I told her when she
graduates and starts college or a trade school, then we’ll talk.
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Well, we had to stop and get a few things for the new baby... like a fuzzy steering wheel cover, and a dragon
emblazoned seat cover and a compass. (She has no clue to north and west and all that really....) And the
most important thing you know... one of those injectable cassette things that you can then hook to your
ipod. Music is important, you know to a teen driver.
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And then we head to the local coney island hot dog joint we like, for a celebration dinner! Yeah! She drove
over 50 miles and only scared me once! Actually she did pretty darn well. We stopped at two different
friends on the pathway to show off the new baby and get happy clapping and hugs. It was a special day in
the life of a growing up young woman. And a little rough on this old mom. Just a little emotional. I was
super happy for her, but a little of me was kinda thinking that it was only a little bit ago that her first real
mobility was that hot pink sparkle bike with the training wheels that she so timidly rode up and down the
sidewalk. I felt a little pang and worry in my heart watching when Daddy took the training wheels off and
ran along aside her a time or two until she got it and didn’t need him.

Or that beautiful tall black pony named Little Bit that she rode gracefully all summer long at lessons. And
how my heart would leap in my throat when I watched that little 10 year old girl guiding that big pounding
horse around the arena at a gallop and watch the big smile on her face when they glided to a stop at the
fence to ask how they looked.
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So when we got home and she dashed in the house and got her Ipod and her cat and went out to sit in
the new car and put on the wheel cover and the seat cover and play with the radio and hang out with her
conehead kitty.... I knew right then and there, she was ready once again to head out and move at her own
speed and put me in that weird mother place... proud to death of her accomplishment and yet, hoping, just
a little bit that we could go back to the training wheels and the sparkly bike.

Just for a little longer.
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Rachel (2009-10-16 06:23:12)
Cute! I’m a late bloomer into driving by choice. I got my leaner’s permit just a little over a year ago. In July I made
the leap and got my license mostly because it was costing too much for my mom to drive me back and forth to work
(I was paying her though) and most of the time she was late picking me up. I’m still looking for a car but I see all of
the good cars when I’m going to work and I’m too tired to stop at night and look. Yes, I’m a little lazy. Anyway, I’m
glad Jessy’s enjoying herself! P.S. I love that the shopping cart matches the car. lol.
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1.8.11 Longing for Spring... (2009-10-17 15:03)

I can’t believe it. I’m sitting here wishing it were Spring soon. I actually caught myself considering how
many months are left until time to start growing again.

Wow. I really got it bad.

I used to love this time of the year... the cold snuggle-up weather at night, the crisp cool breeze, the
time to get caught up on work and naps and crafts.... yet I found myself outside looking at the garden this
morning, what’s left of it and thinking, I really want to be planting and tending and all that!

I still have some clean up to finish and believe it or not some peas, broccoli and spinach and lettuce that is
still doing it’s stuff. If the weather is nice tomorrow, I might spend a little time finishing up the last garden
work of the year. Today was a little too wet and rainy and gloomy to do it.

I know that I want to get out with my super big tape measure... 100 foot long! And I want to mea-
sure out the whole lot and all. And make some really nice drawings of my beds and all that.

And of course, plotting and planning the new year’s farm, that will be fun and keep me busy.

But I saw these beautiful photos that Jessy took in the spring while looking through my photos and I
just couldn’t help but stare at them a bit and feel the warmth of the spring sunshine and silently long for
that time... oh... about 5 months away.

Jessica (2009-10-17 17:57:26)
I know exactly how you feel! I already got my seed catalog for next year’s garden and have marked all the pages of
everything I want to plant. The one I got is www.johnnyseeds.com Even if you don’t order seeds, the catalog is free
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and is so much FUN to drool over! I daydream while at work about all the new raised beds I hope to put in. I do
have spinach still growing in my cold frame, which does help keep the winter doldrums at bay. :)

1.8.12 Feeling in Control (2009-10-18 22:13)

I’ve written about my organization system before... [1]here’s a complete detailed post about it all.
But I noticed that last week, it really kicked into save-me mode and worked exceptionally well.

I don’t know about you, but this has been my craziest and just super busy, out of control Septem-
ber of my life! At least that I remember. I imagine that a lot of it has to do with school and college,
trying to get my kid driving and into a car, and such like that, but it just seemed that on many levels my
September was just out of control.... it ran and bucked and shied this way and that way like a crazy western
Mustang that didn’t want to be broke to the saddle. It overspilled into OCTOBER, for gosh sakes... and
it’s only this weekend that I finally had a calm and a feeling of control sweep over me. It was insane.

When I started into September, I was eager about the new school situation for Maggie, perhaps a
little leery and cautious, but still excited. And of course, the second year of college for my old kid, that
was kinda neat and all that. But then the red tape and bureaucracy started with problems dealing with
special needs kids in the system and changing our residency qualifications for college. Nothing seemed to
come easy. Too many go heres and go theres and get this paper and that paper and find that thing, it was
crazy. And then business got busy. And the Opry slid in there and was demanding time... Oh yeah, and
the whole trying to buy a car for Jessy and then a crazy number of fall gigs and such! OH MY GOSH...
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Normally I run around oh, 20-25 cards in my to-do pack. And I try to accomplish 3 a day. I’m
usually successful. On Sunday evenings I tend to add a handful of cards to the deck, just enough to get
them off my brain and on to my list for the coming week.

Well that this point last week, I had 49 cards in the pack!!! Oh my. And I was carrying around a
handful in my head that was making me crazy. And I just really hadn’t had ANY downtime for days.
Saddle me up with a kinda naggy cold that wasn’t bad enough to get me in bed for the day, but was just
enough to make me feel a little miserable and all.... I was facing ”shut-down” and that ain’t pretty.

When you work at home, and pretty much alone... ”Shut-Down” is the worse thing. Shut-down
means you just stop answering the phone and email and you start doing the dumbest things... like laying
in bed and reading all day or just aimlessly surfing for dumb things and putzing around your house doing
really nothing. And it always seems to be at the worse possible time... when all the world around you is
ablaze with responsibilities and little fires that need putting out and to-do cards that keep building.

You begin to let people down. You begin to feel like you’re not cut out for this, and that you’re
not doing a good job and you’re a bad parent and just on and on.... negative nasty stuff that just robs you
of spirit and saps you of energy.

You even stop blogging, or taking pictures or feeling like you belong to the human race! No Fun.

And oh my gosh, if you happen to have a friend interrupt this little shut-down pity party, you prob-
ably scare them, just a little bit. My buddy Dave innocently wandered into my path on Friday and I was
a miserable little camper. I’m sorry. I could tell by the tone of his voice on the phone that he was a little
taken back by my dull luster and just monotone responses.

I laid down for a while after that. Just kind of laid there. The girls were gone, and the afternoon
finally gone from phones ringing and emails coming in. I’ll admit, I think I dozed off for awhile. But then I
started to remember some of the teachings of all the positive thinking gurus that I’ve come to embrace. Bob
Proctor and some of his other pals... and I began to remember... this shut-down feeling of loss of control,
it’s all I my mind. It’s all me, making me feel this way. No one was standing at my bedside poking me with
the ”feel-bad” stick. No one was telling me I was a failure at business, or that I was the ONLY one in the
world that was overwhelmed with changes in life style and schedule.

No, just me. My brain. My emotions. Me.

I had met the enemy and it was ME!

So I got up... I got out my blank cards and I wrote all the stuff in my brain down. Yeah, it was
like another 10 cards to my already burdened pack. And I looked through them and sorted out 3 that
needed attention NOW.

Got online with my buddy Lynda, whom does very much what I do for a living and told her I
needed a kick in the virtual butt and she obligied and I just started on the first card. Focus, finish, get it
done, move to the next one. By midnight, I had actually gotten 7 cards done. Had the lineup for the next
day ready to go.

And I can say that I’m feeling much better now. ONLY because I changed my thinking and ditched
that poor me crap. Yeah, those first couple cards were doozies... took me an hour or more to get one done
and it should have been 10 minutes. But it didn’t matter. It was forward momentum and it might have
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been slow to build steam... I did and got back on track and in the driver seat.

I didn’t get EVERYTHING I hoped for done... but I managed to get back down to a nice comfort-
able 30 cards. And I think by middle of the week, I’ll be back down where I like to be... 20-25 cards and
feeling calm and in control.

Don’t let your mind be your headless chicken crazy ruler when it’s clearly being bad and stuffing
you with feelings of doubt and chaos and lack of focus and control. You’re the only one that can say...
WHOA.... slow down world, let’s get some perspective here. And a little slow burning fire here and there is
good to get a little of the undergrowth burned away to start anew. Be careful that those panicky fires and
rabbit holes to blunder down don’t get the best of you. There’s a time for putzing and a time to get focus
and get the job done.

Here’s to a nice calm week of productive activity for everyone!!!

1. http://themobilehomewoman.com/?p=1578

Toria (2009-10-19 02:51:56)
Sherri, this exactly describes how I’ve been feeling at work lately, I have so much that needs to be done each day & so
little time to do it all in that I’ve been shutting down & not doing any of it. Thank you for putting all of this down,
it’s inspiring me to resurrect my organisation system at work to see if I can get the mess under a little control
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1.8.13 Fall Garden Update (2009-10-22 07:34)

It’s looking pretty sad from the south side of the Moby again. All the big raised beds are barren
and it just looks empty and forgotten. I miss the big plants and veggies and just going out there every
morning to look around at by my homestead gardens. There is a season for all things and I’m determined
not to pine too long for the growing season and enjoy the crafting and creating season. This is the time for
me to work on business and crafts and new products and music and all for the fun season. In fact I was
trying to change my mind set a bit and start to consider working very hard over the fall and winter so that
I could take it easy over the spring and summer and just do homesteading fun things! Yeah! I believe that
I can make that happen.
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My broccoli is still hanging in there. This is the last of the second planting. It’s really getting close
to being ready to harvest, so it might meet it’s end in a day or two.
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I let the last of the pole beans just dry up on the vines and I’m going to save the beans. There are
not enough to really eat or anything, but I think they will look lovely in a little glass jar. My first beans
from the Moby homestead farms! How cool.

My last couple tomatoes and pepper plants finally gave up the ghost a day or two ago. It’s been
pretty consistantly frosting at night, so they just couldn’t stand it any longer. I took the last of their bounty
and hope that some might ripen in the window sills. We’ll see.
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It’s official. With the projected broccoli harvest of about 1 pound... we have finished the season
with a whopping total of 90.5 pounds of produce!!! Yeah!!! I had hoped to hit the 100 pound mark, but we
just fell a little short of it. It’s all wonderful though, and 90 pounds of food from just a little mobile home
lot is pretty cool. All total I spent about $800 in the improvement... building beds, dirt, plants, trees and
all that. Kinda pricey, but next year, I won’t have to spend nearly anything close to that. All my yearly
plants and trees are in the ground, beds done, etc. I have a couple more beds I want to build in the spring,
but nothing like this first year of construction.
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I’ve got a lot more land that I can use for beds... tucked here and there. I’d like to avoid mowing
on the south side of the Moby all together and I think that is going to be easy. Just weed wacking around
the beds now and then. And I’d like to use up a little more of my ”gray” area land on the north side... I call
it gray because there is no mobile home on the lot between me and my neighbors on either side and most
likely won’t every be. Management is fine with me growing on that area, since then they don’t have to mow
it and all, but at the same time, SHOULD they wish to put a Moby in there, it all goes down.

Now, since they have a very high percentage of open lots and much easier to get to from the street,
etc., I think the odds of them putting one there is pretty slim. But still, I definately don’t want to invest a
lot in boards and beds and all... I think in those areas, next year, I’ll probably just put in raised lumps of
dirts, neatly arranged of course. And plant like squash and zukes and such other there. We’ll see how the
master plan turns out over the winter!!!
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Luna and I spend as much time in the hammock as possible because I know soon... it’s going to
have to go into the shed and I will be sad. It’s been a little chilly, but I still have managed to get a little
hang time in. I’m noticing that the trees to the north of me are still green... not sure what gives with that.
A lot of the other trees are already changing and all.
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This one up front is already dropping most of it’s little golden fall jewels!
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I think the north trees will be changing soon, in fact, this morning they are looking a little paler.
They are a really pretty yellowy color and I’m looking forward to my washing dishes window to have a new
view real soon.

That’s the wrap up of the fall garden... not too much going on anymore. I’m going to get a hand-
ful of the cheapo perennials at the hardware store soon, and plant a few more hundred bulbs for the spring,
but that’s about it. Sad time but it’s a necessary part of the whole process of life! Time to relax a bit, sip
hot cocoa and do some crafting and reading and all that!

Andrew (2009-11-07 19:47:40)
You’ve had an amazing first year at the Moby. You accomplished so much and it’s been such a treat to follow your
progress. Congrats once again Sherri, and thanks for being a huge inspiration to us all.
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1.8.14 I GOT TO HOLD A CHICKEN!!!! (2009-10-22 20:49)

Okay, that’s not me. That’s Maggie. Holding a little black silkie chicken! But I got to hold one
too! Just no one took a picture... but that’s okay, because I’ll remember it forever as long as I live!!! OH
MY GOSH....

Well, let me tell you the story!
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I was browsing Craigslist, as I am oft to do. I love Craigs List... I want to shake Craig’s hand.
No, I want to give Craig a big old bearhug for way too long, long enough to make him uncomfortable. Yeah,
that’s about right. I love what he did and what he started. It’s such a wonderful use of the internet.

Anyway. I digress.

I was browsing the internet and I was looking for someone to get eggs from. We’ve been buying
from a nice farming pair of brothers at the local farmer’s market, but alas, that is getting harder to attend
and I believe this week or next is the last one! Waaaa!

And since I have made a personal vow to never again buy commercial white eggs after learning
about the TERRIBLY BARBARIC practice of grinding live baby rooster chicks as they are unwanted.... I
never want to again give them my money. I’d rather do without.

Okay. So I was browsing. And I found this lovely lady Jen and her awesome husband, Josh and
they had eggs available and didn’t live too far. Since Jessy needs the driving practice and well, we needed
eggs... we made an appointment to come out and see the chickies!!!
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Jen and Josh are starting their own homestead. Complete with 2 acres and a lovely nice house and
chickens and a super cool greenhouse and land! I’m so jealous! It’s wonderful. And they are just super cool
folks and we are all birds of a feather, for sure. They are totally into the whole homestead ideas.... simple
life, deliberate living and not into the whole consumer lie that we are lead to believe is our life.

They have a little flock of 13 girls and one super cute little Bantam rooster! He even attacked my
shoe! Awwwwwww.... (yes, we’re so sold on chickens we even like to be fluffed and pecked at!!!)
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They have the coolest little coop, it’s a shed that someone didn’t want and they found on Craig’s
List... (imagine that) and they fixed it up and added a tall run on the side and let me tell you, these girls
have it good. Apples and goodies, a sweet inside coop with clean straw and a warm heat lamp to keep away
the chills and just a super pair of chicken parents to keep them happy and laying those eggs! They even
have a bunny friend!!!
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Mr. Bunny has full run of the coop and he hangs with the chicks and just generally gets along just
fine with everyone. Even the roo was pretty much behaved as the bigger girls kept him in line. He is so
pretty! And he crowed for us at least a half dozen times, quite perplexed I think at these city slickers
messing with his harem.
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What a handsome fella. He has a little chick that adores him... what a cute little chicken couple
they make.
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Maggie was right in there with me, of course, she is my nature kid and we’re gonna have a farm
when we grow up. Maggie will be the farm foreman and I’ll just help and visit a lot and take pictures and
such. Maggie needs to be around animals, it’s her calling. No doubt.

She had them eating out of her hand. Really, she did.
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Jessy on the other hand.... she has my mother’s weird fear of birds. Don’t know how, but she is
just not comfortable around birds of any kind. She stayed at a respectable distance and watched. The fact
that she was only a few feet away and not sitting in the drive in her car was pretty cool! (hahaha) Perhaps
sometime she’ll even take pretty pictures of them, of course, through the fence most likely.
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I actually got to hold the little black silky and then I actually caught and picked one of the Reds
up and she let me!!! She was SO cute... making these little sweet cooing noises and checking me out... she
tested my shirt buttons a few times but was polite about it. You just never know, that might have been
something good to nibble on.

OH MY GOSH I so want some chickens. This is just so cool. Jen says I can come and visit them
anytime I want. I wonder if tomorrow morning is too soon? Ahem. Okay, since we left with like 5 dozen
eggs, I think we’ll be set for a little while... at least a week or three... haha... I think I know a few friends
that I’ll be helping to deliver farm fresh eggs to and share with this new found source!!
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Oh my, but it’s not just the chickens! They build a greenhouse on their land and it’s SO COOL....
It’s made out of two air cargo containers!!!
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I’ve never heard of such and thing and it’s just so cool. These are the transport containers that fit
into jets and planes, and they are reasonable! And ready to go... Josh said he had to attach the two pieces
together and they got an old wood burning stove on Craigslist... (Oh Craig!!!! You resourceful devil you!!!)
And they put in a bunch of dirt and made beds!!!!
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A super cool greenhouse for like $200!!! OH MY GOSH... I love it. And Jen sniped some beautiful
green Italian parsley for us to take home... treats!!! I am going to learn to make pasta this weekend with my
new little pasta machine I got off..... EBAY! (Haha... you thought I was going to say Craig’s List... yeah..
I looked, but could not find one, so I turned to Ebay, the grandfather of all used sources for cool things!!!)
I want to see if I can actually do it... and with the parsely and a little alfredo and some homemade pasta
with our new eggs... wooooo.... it’s going to be some good good eating this weekend at the Moby...
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Oh my gosh, it was so nice and cozy warm in there already, just with the enclosure and Jen’s got a
rouge zukkine in there with some zukes on it and a couple tomatoes and some herbs and such... I just have
got to add this to my list of big homestead things I want. I could so see myself with my lawnchair and out
in the green house reading when it’s snowing and cold and yucky out there... it would feel like the tropics I
think with a little wood stove keeping it all comfy and all the green growing things just digging it. And then
starting your own seedlings and such!!! WOW! How cool... I never would have thought about a greenhouse
and now I’m hooked!!!
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Super nice folks and it’s just so cool to find others that believe in the same stuff we’re taking in.
Even the girls found it cool to realize that their mom is not a total flake and that other people are thinking
the same way. We talked all the way home about life and the economy and the need to be prepared. Not
scared... just to live more comfortably and without a ton of needs and all. One of the things that we decided
on the way home is that we are doing great at keeping a simple and full pantry and our consumerism is
really in check and all, but you know... we don’t have any real water storage. Nothing. Now, I’m not
thinking that we need to run out and start filling up 45,000 milk jugs, but we don’t have ANY stored at all.
And to be honest, we’ve had at least 4 different occasions in the last two months that they had to turn the
water off for all day while they did some water main work... and once it was two days!

I think that our next step is going to be to stash a couple gallon jugs of sealed drinking water in
the pantry. To be honest, I never thought about it till we were talking and they mentioned a friend that they
know that actually keeps a huge pool of safe water for their family, just in case. Water is very important.
We take the delivery system and availablity of it for granted and to be honest, you can go a WHOLE lot
longer on limited food, then you can limited water.

40 days for food... 4 days for water and 4 minutes for air. So I seem to recall. I like my pantry
being stocked and ready for close to a 30 day stretch... but we wouldn’t have water for us and the pets and
all for more than a day at that. Something to think about.

Well, what a FUN FUN day and I’m just SOOO excited.... I held a chicken!!!! Oh, I so passed the
”do I really want chickens test”!!!!

Someday! Someday!!!
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Toria (2009-10-23 01:36:19)
I learnt a slightly ( & slighlty shorter) survival guide - 3 hours without protection in the cold, 3 days without water,
3 weeks without food. The chickens look very happy & contented. And the rooster is quite gorgeous!

Jen R. (2009-10-23 09:16:03)
Thanks so much for coming out to visit yesterday! I am so thrilled that my chickens are famous! I had a great time
talking with you and your daughters as well and I know there is a lot we can all learn from each other. I have passed
on your blog to my two chicken loving friends and they are equally impressed. I will let you know of any other exciting
updates on our end! Keep in touch!

June (2009-10-23 13:35:59)
Oh, the chicken love! It is a powerful thing... I love that air-cargo greenhouse. I want one. That’s inspired. Thanks
so much for sharing your adventure, wow!

Pat/Texas (2009-10-23 15:12:27)
OMGosh!! I am at my daughters, computer is in the shop. Waaa. I can’t wait for the time to get caught up on your
blog. Can’t wait to read about the chickens. I have 9 hens & a rooster and I love them!! They destroy my flower beds
but heck fire, I don’t care. Take care and keep writing. Maybe I’ll get to surf soon. Pat

Rachel (2009-10-24 03:39:24)
Those are some adorable chickens! I have a new found eggs source, my neighbor. He gave us a dozen of those lovely
brown things with dark brown speckles. Lovely. I doubt that this will become our primary egg source since my mom
thinks that brown eggs taste different then white. She might have been tasting pasture fed vs. grains and other stuff...
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1.8.15 Driving Firsts (2009-10-23 08:33)

Awwww... it’s my big baby’s first time at a drive thru window with her new car!!!! How special!

(My kids are used to having a phototog mom that likes to carry her little digital around in the purse...
always read to catch those special moments, like ”do you want fries with that?” hahahhaa)

She has to learn maneuverability because her drivers test is next Thursday, so I want to make sure she’s
ready to go. All the important things like driving while eating and fast food lane etiquette and how to change
the station while driving and all that stuff we all take for granted and they just don’t teach at driver’s ed.
Ahem.

She’s doing pretty good... she’s getting there. Of course, I wish she could have a year of coached driv-
ing, but well, gotta let them try it on their own soon enough. She’s got the whole driving the car down great,
it’s just teaching her how to deal with the rest of the driving world out there.... speeders and sudden lane
changers and lawbreakers and those that just act erratic and all without warning. She only thinks about 5
feet outside of the car. And I need to get her thinking 25 feet and further! She’ll get it. Now that she’s
got her own baby to protect, she’s getting a little more defensive driving experience. She’ll be fine. She’s
cautious and not a daredevil so I think it’s just added the hours of experience now to her skill and she’ll be
good and safe out there.
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Rachel (2009-10-23 19:46:02)
I wish her the best of luck on her test! I’ve been driving for a little over two months and am beginning to learn to eat
and drive. A good diving test tip is put your turn signal on for EVERYTHING even the small stuff. I swear I earned
brownie points for letting some in the shopping center cross the road.
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1.8.16 $20 Freezer (2009-10-23 19:04)

Yes. $20.

Craig’s List.

Of course.

I can’t believe it! I’ve been watching Craig’s List for about oh 4 or 5 months now, looking for the
perfect freezer for my family. I have seen about 24 dozen HUGE upright freezers or the chest freezers. And
they ranged from $50 to $200! And where just not right. I wanted a medium sized chest freezer. About 7
cubic feet or so. It was too dark to see the type, but it was running great and needs a good scrubbing, but
it’s in pretty nice shape. Only about 4 or 5 years old, the fellow said. He got a newer bigger one, so this
was just taking up space in his garage!!!
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It looks like this one here... just perfect. I read somewhere that you can store about 25 pounds of
food in a cubic foot. So 7 should give us almost 200 pounds of food! Oh my! That’s a lot. Well, I plan
to use it to take advantage of all the awesome specials I find all the time... two for one meat deals at
Kroger, great specials at our local meat shop, day old bakery items that are super cheap and for freezing
our farmer’s market specials and of course, next year’s harvest! I can’t wait to freeze oodles of goodies from
the garden and all! Just awesome.. and for only $20!!! Can’t hardly believe it.

The drive out to get it was so pretty.... Maggie went with me and we had to drive about 20 min-
utes out into the country to get it. Beautiful back roads and all awaited us. We talked on and on about our
dream homestead farm some day. We’ll get it, someday.
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Beautiful fall colors next to the white headstones of an old cemetery.

Maggie had a kind of rough day today. We finally got an appointment to talk to the online school
powers that be about getting her evaluated for some special services and all. She’s doing great, but she’s
got a few areas that need some special attention and more level appropriate materials. It’s been a little
challenging to get them to hear our needs, but finally, we were able to get an evaluation done. However,
Maggie got a little frustrated with some of the testing, and some tears made for a rough time. She’s not
one to get upset, but testing is very hard on her because she wants so desperately to be more age/level
appropriate and is very aware of her shortcomings, yet overlooks her advances. So it was nice to have some
time for the two of us to just talk and visit and dream about our farm.

Maggie is such an animal gal. She loves all kinds of animals and is very in tuned to them. I really
think that she would be the most super farm manager in the world. (Of course, I would, I’m her biggest
fan!) But she would.... she would be so focused on them, they would be blessed from the start that Maggie
was their guide through life. I always think about that fascinately lady, Temple Grandin, also an autistic
person, who is just so revolutionary in her work with large hooved animals such as cattle and horses and
such. That is Maggie. She loves all animals, especially big ones. And small as well... but we started talking
about those cool miniature cattle breeds and she was so fascinated.

And then, we got turned around and went down the wrong street and lo and behold... cattle. Mi-
nis. Scottish.
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Oh my gosh.... it kind of made my skin all goosepimply. I just love how we get these wonderful af-
firmations of our life’s pathway... like meeting Jen and Josh yesterday and now, this, the $20 freezer and the
wooly little Scottish mini bull that was watching us and made Maggie just smile big and deep. She wanted
to check them out on the internet when we got home and we definitely want to find out more!

That’s the way we’re going to roll from now on. Patience, knowledge and faith. Works for us. How
about you?

Kerry (2009-11-07 13:50:26)
Fantastic! I love the livestock! I am really excited for you about the freezer. You will probably find you wont have to
shop as frequently now too, and that saves gas. :) More frozen onion space is always a plus. By the way, I also like to
make my own soups and sauces and freez them in ziploc freezer bags. The kids can even put the whole bag in a pot
of hot water, eazy peezy. :)
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1.8.17 Little Dwarf Apple Tree (2009-10-24 07:04)

When Maggie and I went to get the freezer, we saw two little dwarf apple trees, ill kept, yet loaded with
fruit! Most of the fruit looked wormy and all, but still, it was kind of neat to see a little tree trying so hard.
Our 5 apple trees are semi-dwarf, and I imagine they will do much better than this little guy, as hopefully
we will be taking better care of them. Still... it was cool to see how much fruit just this little neglected tree
had on it.
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This is a picture of a mature semi-dwarf apple... they can get to be about 10-12 feet tall if you let them.
Ours are a little close, so I hope to keep them pruned back and managable, so that they will make a nice
little orchard for us.

I read this....

You might be surprised at how much fruit a semi dwarf tree can produce. For example, we
regularly get 20 quarts of cherries from our single tart cherry tree, and have canned as many as
24 quarts of peaches from one of our peach trees, even though it is still growing.

I’m hoping that with our 5 apple trees we’ll have eating apples, pie stock and canning apples as well as some
left for a little cider pressing. I think we could easily have that, if each tree can do 20 quarts of fruit. 100
quarts of fruit will easily take care of a lot of our apple needs. Can’t wait... it will be so cool!

Kerry (2009-11-07 14:05:29)
mmmm your house is going to smell so good. Sometimes I put apple slices on the stove in water, with some cinammon.
It makes the whole place smell great.
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1.8.18 Don’t Forget the Library... (2009-10-27 09:04)

I don’t know about you, but I tend to forget about the library at times. We’ll go for a stretch and just
kind of forget to go. And then I find myself and the girls buying more books and all. And then I remember...
THE LIBRARY! My gosh they have a lot of stuff now adays... cds and dvds and books, etc. And I don’t
know about your libraries, but ours are pretty current. I found books on green living, homesteading and
even postive thinking and vision boards! And we got a handful out for Maggie to suppliment her school
reading and the girls both found Anime books and other goodies. And it’s all free. How can you beat that?

So, don’t forget to visit the library! It’s a fun way to save a ton of cash and also be green, and to learn more
and entertain yourself without resorting to the tv or video games!

Kerry (2009-11-07 13:45:36)
Great tip. I use the library almost daily. Certainly a few times a week. In part it’s great because, as you know, when
you live in a small space, every centimeter of space is sacred.So when you are done with a book, out it goes. Also,
if there is something you really have to have, the library sells books, books on tape, and even craft magazines, dirt
cheap. You can get knitting patterns for 10 cents, then pass them along because once again, every cm of space is
sacred. :)

Rachel (2009-10-28 07:01:41)
I forget the library sometimes but that’s because I have over 50 books that need to be read. Thankfully, I was given
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most of these by a retiring teacher when I was in high school. Most of them are Terry Pratchett and Robert Jordan
books. Although I still buy more books but it’s one or two at a time.

1.9 November

1.9.1 Bean Counter (2009-11-04 21:22)

Well... I didn’t get too many pole beans off my plants. Most of them I picked too green and they got
moldy. I should have let them dry on the vine more. That’s okay. I really don’t like to eat them anyway.

But I like the look of them and the feel of them. I ended up with a little jar of the beans, all hard
and ready to store. I think next year I’ll try and grow white northern beans. I do like those. And I wonder
what would be the best for baked beans. That’s another I like. My children hate beans. All kinds. Green,
baked, pinto, northern, anything bean and they just want to curl up and hide. I’m not sure why, but I’m
the only bean eater in the family.

I got to thinking about these beans and all. It’s really neat to see them and look at them, fiddle around
with them. They feel substantial, and I like that I grew them. In my yard. In my beds. They represent a
feeling of growing contentment that I have. Each little bean is one more step towards the life that I wanted,
a simple life, one with a redemptive feeling and simple ways.

I’ve done a lot this past year. Bought and rehabbed this old moby was a major undertaking. Changed
a lot of my life styles. Some simple, like ditching paper towels and paper products in the kitchen, and trying
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to buy locally and fresh, staying away from the big box places. I’ve gotten by now for a year and half without
a dishwasher or a stove and oven. (I have a nice little toaster oven that does everything we need. And a hot
plate and a few specialized appliances like a crock pot and a electric skillet.) Got a freezer, did lots of home
renovations and all by hand. And put in over 600 square feet of gardens! Almost the same amount of my
living space of 800! (Next year, we’ll have 800 square feet of gardens... you just wait!)

And yet, with each of these little ”beans” of contentment that I count, I know there are more coming.
Our debt load is getting less and less as we go. We’re still running paid for cars, and now we have two.
(That is really nice to have, a backup just in case... With one old van, we were always living on the edge of
disaster it seemed. Now there is a contentment that if we need to go somewhere, at least ONE of them will
be running strong!) The pantry is full and the freezers are full, and we’re settling in for a nice comfortable
winter. We’re learning to craft again, and to home cook instead of eating junk food out. We’re spending lots
of time reading and just living. Comfortably. making music and having fun with hobbies. It’s just bliss.

I have half a mind to take a little thin Sharpy pen and write down each little bean of contentment I have
found, and put them in my little jar. And when those dark times sneak in, and I have a bummer of a day,
I’ll get my little jar out and take a peek at my little beans and hold them in my hand. And I’ll smile and
remember that a little dark clouds now and then mean rain and good gardens and happy plants and trees
and I’ll just wait it out. Dark times never last too long. Just snuggle up with a good book and hide for a
little while and they will pass. And remember to count your blessings every day!

Pat/Texas (2009-11-07 13:17:15)
Eeee Gads! My computer cannot be fixed (after being in the shop 3 weeks). New one should arrive Tuesday. Just
wanted to drop by for a minute to let you know I am looking forward to getting caught up on everything. Sure have
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missed my emails and blogs!! Pat

1.9.2 Getting Busy.... (2009-11-08 17:36)

It’s starting... our very busy time.

Lots of folks like to order rock and mineral kits for their kids and grandkids for the holidays and
starting about the first of November, things get really crazy and we get overwhelmed! It’s a good thing, in
the end, but it means a crazy 6 weeks here at the Moby.

Spent the last weekend working hard on orders. We filled about 30 or so. And we’ve got another
20 or so in house. And of course, tomorrow is another day! So if you’re wondering why there might not be
daily blog postings, well, it’s me working in the Rock Mine and just running out of daylight, pretty much.
With Jessy holding a really heavy load at college this semester, it’s mostly left to Maggie and I to keep
things going.
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And of course, our kitty supervisors.

We’re happy to report that all orders are supervised by at least one kitty. Here is Dixie Chickie lay-
ing in the sun and keeping me company. She’s doing okay, but still having a lot of trouble with her
dermatitus. She will get healed up, but then the crazy cat will start to scratch again too much and have
to be collared again to heal. We’ve tried just a ton of things... clipping her back claws, and medicines and
no-itchy sprays and just so many things. Poor thing...

Well, all’s well... it’s kinda nice to have a busy time... as it will make the new year calm, quiet and
contented. We’ll have a little extra cash to get through the slower time in January and February, and we’ll
have time to just read and relax and enjoy the winter months. Jessy’s class load should be a little better
second semester and things will relax a bit.
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If you’re curious... her website is:

[1]www.rocksmineralsandfossilsforkids.com

Lots of fun. We love helping to get kids into geology! It’s very fun and rewarding. We have plans
for new products and kits, but that will have to wait until next year! We’re just getting toooo busy right
now to start anything new! Even Mom here, I’m used to trying to get 3 to-do cards done a day? Well,
that’s out the window for the next 6 weeks... one card a day is doing good on top of all the order processing,
kit making, ordering and trying to get everything out the door as quickly as we can!

1. http://www.rocksmineralsandfossilsforkids.com/

Guriel Zeigerman (2009-11-09 19:16:08)
Just placed an order! Still love your kits Jessy!
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1.9.3 Bella’s Photo Shoot (2009-11-08 18:18)

Miss Bella came to the house to hang out with Miss Gypsy for a bit and well, Jessy just had to set
up a photo shoot for the beautiful lady. The light was just beautiful and Jessy had a new backdrop fabric in
her Moby studio, so it was just a perfect Sunday afternoon activity. Miss Bella’s Dad came to pick her up
and Jessy had to include him in a few shots and I think they turned out so nice. She sure has a knack for
this... she wants to be a pet photographer and I think she’s already there! Some beautiful photos... she’s
planning to play with them a bit, with Photoshop but these are just raw out of the camera and I think they
are really beautiful! And fun too... I got to help pose the doggie girls... that is definitely something we need
to keep working on and get our bag of tricks together to work with the animals. Lots of fun!

Here are a few of the ones I really liked from the shoot. She has over 50 awesome shots... super
nice...
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Pat/Texas (2009-11-12 20:54:49)
I’m baaack!! Ready to get caught up on reading. Love the pictures of Bella. We had a greyhound for fifteen years -
she reminds me of her. Also, love the one on freezing green onions.

Nita in SC (2009-11-09 06:36:01)
Jessy is very talented! I really like the way the light shows in the photos. And what a sweet doggie!
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1.9.4 Freezer Fun (2009-11-13 19:33)

Since we got the freezer, I’ve been happy to pick up a few goodies that are day old and super duper
cheap! So I’ve been poking around on the web for cool freezer tricks! And then I came up with my own!

I got a pair of these nutty coffee cake goodies on sale, buy one get one free AND they had been
marked down to only $2.99! So for 3 dollars I got two big coffee cakes! Yum! However... my girls hate
walnuts so thats a lot of coffee cake for me. Of course, I wanted to freeze them, but if I just pop them in
the freezer, then to use them I have to thaw the whole thing!

Then I thought... hey... I’ll PRECUT it before I freeze it... that way I can just go and take out a
piece of two and have it when I want a piece. And the rest stays frozen and it will probably last me a month
or more this way. I might even repack the stuff so it doesn’t dry out or getting super stale.
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Have you ever heard of Bento Box Lunches? It’s a Japanese thing.. and really a lunch art! All
over moms in Japan started to make these cute little food art lunches for their children and they store them
in these little layered boxes... it’s just the coolest thing!

At first thought, I’m thinking... wow, way too much work for me to make something like this! But
it’s so creative and neat looking, and I started to read the blog and more about it and then I find that most
Bento making moms do a lot of freezer craft and make several of each little dish so that assembling the
Bento is easy, you just go to the freezer, pick this and that, add a little fresh veggie or fruit, maybe crackers,
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condiments and such, and you’re out the door in 10 minutes or less! How cool!

So it was neat to see all the cool tips and ideas there about saving time by using the freezer in a
very conveinent way. I love the idea of saving ground meat in small pillow packs... easy to use just what
you want instead of having this big thick hunk of ground meat. And I’ll bet it will thaw quickly and store
neatly in your freezer!

Go and visit this awesome blog.... [1]www.lunchinabox.net

1. http://www.lunchinabox.net/

Nita in SC (2009-11-14 06:19:00)
Warning: Do NOT google ”bento” and start looking at all the cute ideas . . . next thing you know it will be four
hours later . . :)

Rachel (2009-11-16 06:36:31)
In my senior year of high school, I vowed to pack my lunch the whole year. It was very sucessful and my lunches were
envied. Most of what I brought was either homemade or vegetables and fruit as a rule. You really do get crafted when
you don’t want to have the same thing for lunch every week! Thankfully the cafeteria had a microwave that students
could use. I took a lot of freezer dishes then. Now that I’m out of school until spring, I only need to pack two lunches
a week for my job. I sort of lost the art that I had because I’m not packing six lunches a week anymore! The bento
boxes remind me of this happy time.
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1.9.5 Homemade Candles (2009-11-13 20:23)

It’s so easy to make candles. You just save up candle stubs and wax that you either find at garage
sales or buy. I like to buy weird ugly candles at garage sales for like next to nothing... a quarter? Fifty
cents? And the bigger the better!

Then go to your local craft store and buy a little bit of candle wick. Yeah, you can make your own,
but I find that the commercial stuff is much nicer to burn with and it’s really inexpensive for a little coil of
the stuff. I also like to buy a little bottle of scent oil, because I like heavily scented candles and you have
to sort of combat the scent mix of junk candles when you make your own. Again, the scent is really not
expensive and a little bottle will make many many candles smell beautiful!

I have a little garage sale pan that I use just for my candlecrafting. A little glass or metal pan is
fine. All I do it chunk up the dead candles and stubs and pop in the pan.
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I try and take out the little left over metal tabs from old candles, either by breaking the candles or
using a knife to carve them out. And don’t include any labels or embedded things in this pan.

Pop the pan in a low heat oven, like about 200 or 220 degrees. And then just let it slowly melt the
wax. Keep an eye on it, it shouldn’t burn or smoke, just slowly melt and heat up your kitchen with a lovely
smell. If you chunk up the wax, break it into pieces, it shouldn’t take long to melt. When I do it, it seems
like it takes about an hour or so.

When it’s done, just get some sort of simple straight sided glass vessel for your candle. I have a
couple that I use over and over. You don’t need a really wide container or you candle will not burn well, it
will hollow out and leave a lot of wax on the sides. When you buy your wicks, be sure to see if it’s thick
enough for the container you want to use for your candles. They have various sizes for various widths of
your containers.

I usually get the pre-cut wicks with the little tab on the bottom because they are super easy to po-
sition in the hot wax.

Pour the hot wax into your glass container and wait a little bit for it to cool a bit. Not tooo much... you
don’t want the wax to cool and form a skin on the top... just a little to that the wax is thick and then the
wick won’t wander about in the hot wax. Straighten your wick and place it into the middle of the container.
If you are using just the wicking off a roll, you can use the old pencil trick. Just wrap a little wick around a
pencil and measure enough to go down to the bottom of the container. Then just set the pencil on the rim
of the glass in the center and it will stay put. I like the little tab wicks... really easy.
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Let the candle sit for a few hours. Mostly likely you will see the wax make a little hollow around
the wick as it cools and cures. If you were making candles to give away and that bothers you, then heat up
a little more and fill that gap. Since my candles are just for me, I don’t bother with that.
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I like to let my candles sit overnight to harden and cure nice. Then light them up and enjoy your
cheap-o beautiful candles! When I see a candle in the store costing like $5- $10 EACH... I love my 50 cent
candles! Actually, I was amazed to find a huge ten pound block of white plain wax at the Savers store last
weekend for.... $1.99.

I think I’ll have about oh plenty of fun candles through the winter from that sweet score. Fun stuff.
Just mix half of the plain white with a few colored stubs and you’ll have some really nice candles. Heck, the
white might be nice as well.

I like using a tall container for my candles, mainly because of my cats wandering about. If you
want you can use a milk carton or anything like that, yogurt cups or cottage cheese containers, and make
piller type candles too. But I like the glass ones, they are super easy. I have saved a few cool wine bottles
to make pretty colored glass containers, but I’m afraid to try this fire and water method to cut the top off!

Maybe some day I will try it...

[EMBED] I used to own a candle making company... I tried... but I didn’t sell hardly any of the
candles! Everyone wanted samples and freebies, but in the end, there were just so many people selling
candles, that I gave up pretty quick. But they were pretty and I did learn a lot. But I also learned
that it’s not that hard to make your own candles! Everyone lse seems to be making candles to sell at
crafts and farm markets and such... Here’s a sale shot of my pretty candles... Lonesome Pine Candles...
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Ashley (2009-11-24 22:20:19)
Thank you! I’ve been look for regular straightforward candle making directions and have found a lot of weird junk on
the internet. Just a question about scents; can regular essential oils work or is there something special and fancy for
candle making?

Sherri (2009-11-25 18:22:10)
Hiyah... you can use essential oils, sure, but just realize that some point you can overload the wax and then you get
a sort of well, greazy, oozy wax. Now If you’re putting in a container, like I do, it’s no problem. But if you’re trying
to make pillars or votives, something freestanding, they can be kinda nasty. Less is more with candles... try one and
see... you’ll know pretty quick if you over do it. And you can always scent in the container... IE pour in the hot wax,
then drop in scent and stir up. Then if you over-do it, you won’t wreck the whole batch of wax! It’s really very very
easy. Heat the wax, pour it in, enjoy the candle. I do like to wait just a wee bit before I put in the wick... let it cool
a bit and thicken. If you put a wax coated wick into super hot wax, it has a tendency to wobble around and drift, so
you need to secure it better, like the old pencil or chopstick over the container trick. But if you wait a bit, not too
long, don’t let it get a hard layer on the top, just till it gets a little well, thick... that’s the perfect time! Happy candle
making!!!

Ashley (2009-11-27 21:03:09)
Thanks so much!
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1.9.6 HDR Photography (2009-11-15 22:08)

Jessy has showed me this new type of photography that is getting some neat attention. It’s called HDR
and to be honest, I don’t know a lot about it, but she showed me a couple photos that she did as a test.
Basically, you bracket several shots, and some are under exposed, and over exposed and correctly exposed
and then you combine them in a special program or with Photoshop. Aren’t they super cool? She has some
others as well that she’s working on. I’ll share them when she gets them done....
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Pat/Texas (2009-11-16 01:10:59)
Those are awesome. Top one reminds me of an old mining town I lived in when I was a kid growing up in California.
Just beautiful!!
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1.9.7 Jack Helps... (2009-11-15 22:20)

Jack has been hanging out in the Moby a little more.

I like to think it’s because he likes being around us and just loves us all.

In reality, I’m pretty sure it’s the cold outside and the food inside that is much more of his motivation
to be an indoor kitty.
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Jack likes to lay around on our work table when we are working on Opry things, rocks, orders, what-
ever needs to be done. He’s pretty much decided that it’s a fun place to hang out. He likes to play with us
and grab pens and knock stuff off the table. It’s pretty funny, he’s a goofball of a kittyboy.
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He is our head feline supervisor to make sure all the orders are properly watched over and he insures
quality control! He’s quite devoted to his new job.

What a goofball....

Pat/Texas (2009-11-16 01:07:58)
Cats are just wonderful pets! We don’t have a house cat right at the moment, but my husband feeds about 10 in the
barn. They are wild until it’s time to be fed. They circle around his feet with their tails up in the air (real charmers)
but if I’m with him, they haul a**!

Nita in SC (2009-11-16 15:14:50)
Ha, I love the first photo - ”Yeah, lady, take my picture. Whatever.”
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1.9.8 Fresh Eggs (2009-11-17 23:17)

There’s really nothing like a fresh egg.

They’re beautiful. The colors, they are all these lovely shades of beige and brown and creamy white. The
shells, they are tough and hard to break easily, protecting the good lovely treasure within. The sizes are
delightful, sometimes big, sometimes medium, and even teeny. Sometimes they have a little funny shape,
like a weird little ripple in the shell, or a little flat spot, and sometimes they have a little straw or a pin
feather stuck to them.

Everyone is simply a treasure to behold.

And don’t forget that after admiring them, and seeing them in the sunlight all creamy white and brown
and waiting for you to do something with them... you get to eat them! A fresh egg is just so much more
tasty. It’s amazing. Even my children, who at first were actually a bit afraid to try one, gave them a try and
were amazed. You could see it on their faces. They take a little nibble, and then look up and are surprised.
And then they make those scrambled eggs disappear and sit back to remark on how amazingly better fresh
chicken eggs taste.

Of course they do. They are fresh eggs, not something that was laid a month ago and then trucked around
and parked in a cooler for more time and all. And they’re not pumped full of antibiotics and weird feeds and
produced under inhumane and just gross conditions of stress and fear and filth and profit first philosophies.

These are from REAL chickens... girls with happy little chicken lives and apples and greens to eat and
dirt to scratch and flop around in and bugs to eat and straw to nestle in and a little crazy Bantaam rooster
to pester. These are from chickens we KNOW and can’t wait to go and visit again.
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So even if you don’t do anything else in this world. Make sure you find a local hen keeper and buy fresh eggs.
You owe it to yourself and your family. It’s such a simple little thing and it just makes a world of difference.
If you were to ask me why I want to work hard and save my money and someday move my moby to a few
acres... one of the main reasons? To be able to keep some hens of my own. I just simple can not wait to be
able to go out and gather their little gifts to me and my girls, and share with them our table bounty and to
watch and enjoy their antics. I just can’t wait to have my girls out running about in our garden beds and
helping me turn over the dirt and waiting to snatch little bugs and worms for their own. I can’t wait to have
chicken TV to watch and bring home new little chicks from the Tractor Supply store, or to have to get up
at 5 AM to go and pick up my first box of babies at the post office!!!

Yep. Fresh eggs and gentle hens are some of my top priorities in life.

So Jen? I’m gonna to be calling you soon because we’re down to our last dozen eggs and we miss the
girls so much!!!

Pat/Texas (2009-11-18 12:28:02)
I wish my chickens would eat out of my hand!

Kerry (2009-11-23 13:50:04)
What a brilliant idea. I use to go to the Amish farms for corn, when I lived in Ohio but when we moved, I got away
from that. I’ll be moving to Tennessee soon and I will definitely be taking advantage of this tip. :)

Francine (2010-01-22 10:18:23)
Everything You said is true. Eggs are a miraculous thing,and Farm Fresh are the best!!!
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1.9.9 I love Ebay.... (2009-11-18 21:15)

Oh boy! I won this cool little 4 quart slow cooker from West Bend. My friend’s mom has two actually
and I just love the thing. It has this little detachable pan, with a nice glass lid that doubles as a cassarole
pan. And the heating element is also a little griddle, perfect for a pair of french toast slices or pancakes and
then a little scrambled eggs. You can roast in it, cook and boil in it, you can even use it like a little electric
skillet. And best of all, you can pop the lid on and place it in the frig with leftovers and just warm it up the
next day.

I love these little appliances that do a bunch of things with very little wasted electricity and heat. Be-
lieve it or not, we don’t have a big old stove. No range or cooktop, oven, whatever you want to call it.
Haven’t had one since we moved in. Almost a year and a half. I have about 6 little appliances that I use
for every day cooking. Crock pot... a big favorite around here. A large toaster oven.... good for cookies and
most of the ’oven’ type cooking. Got a breadmaker, love that. And a Presto Pot... great for cooking in oil,
or for boiling a pot of pasta... it’s super fast. Great for soups too. Faster than the crock pot. We have a
super nice rice cooker that makes gooooooood rice like the Chinese restaurants. We have a little single hot
plate burner, but to be honest, we use that less and less now. And last but not least, we have a regular large
electric skillet... which I love, but often for just me or for the three of us, it’s a little overkill.

And now, we’ll have the little West Bend Cooker.

I know some folks think you shouldn’t have single use appliances... like say, the rice cooker. But I love
it. And we use it at least twice a week or more. We like rice. And we don’t seem to do very well with the
hot plate and pan method. This little cooker is like fool proof. And it will hold the cooked rice warm after
it’s done. It doesn’t draw much electricity, and it’s very reasonable to purchase and so far after many years,
it’s still going strong. It’s a simple beast. And there are few parts, bells and whistles to go wrong. And I
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see them on Ebay or garage sales all the time. If it goes, I can replace it for less than $20.

When I first realized that I would need a stove/oven here at the moby, I started to price the things. And
new? Pretty expensive if you wanted something nice. And used, well, still kind of pricey. I had these other
things and thought, why don’t I try and use them and see if I can get by a week or two... well, that week or
two turned into a year or so! And I’m just as happy as I can be.

We will even cook a small turkey in our little table top toaster oven! Works great! I could pop it in
my crockpot too... might take a couple days thought! HAHA.

But I am happy to get my little Cooker Plus.... can’t wait for it come and join the little herd of effi-
cient appliances!

Mrs. D. (2009-11-19 07:03:05)
Just thought I’d pass along that I do turkey breasts in the crock pot with no problems and they turn out fine. And
no doubt, take less time than a whole turkey would. That’s what we are going to do for Thanksgiving.

Kerry (2009-11-23 14:13:49)
A rice cooker is essential for making decent rice. The time and guess work it saves makes it so worth it. Perfect rice
every time with no constant stirring. I know a lot of people don’t like this, but I love to make my own California roll
Sushi. It’s so healthy and you can save a fortune if you learn to make it yourself. The rice is key, that is why I love
the rice cooker.
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1.9.10 Another Cool HDR Photo (2009-11-19 21:38)

Another of Jessy’s HDR Photos.... How cool! This is outside the back of our Moby and looking at the
east at our neighbor’s yard.

If you’d like to see it larger... [1]CLICK HERE

1. http://www.themobilehomewoman.com/A5HDR7-med.jpg

Carla (2009-11-20 15:01:44)
I am loving this kind of photography! Would love to see some more silhouettes of trees. Good work!

1.9.11 Packing Orders (2009-11-21 20:15)

[EMBED] Jack is really no help when we are packing orders. But he adds a bit of humor into the deal, so
that’s okay. He is really a silly boy and loves it when we’re here working on stuff. He likes to play rough,
not like the kitty girls that would rather just chase strings and little kitty mousies. Not Jack. He wants
to arm wrestle and kick your arm and act like he’s a lion on the Serengeti plains. Things are getting busy,
there is no doubt. Traditionally, the next 30 days or so will be some of our busiest times of the year! It’s a
little hard at time, the orders come in and we have to make sure that we keep up on stock and orders and
such. Can get a little hairy at times. But it’s good too. Helps us out greatly, and lets us stock up and relax
after about the 15th of December for a few months. A time to work hard and a time to rest afterwards.
I’m looking forward to the deep winter, I’ve got a bunch of good books waiting for me! Music publishing,
gardening, simple living and a few other random books! Good stuff.
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Friday
Nights Orders.... Crazy time! We also get some cool stuff in for later sales... for our gallery sales. We
just got in a nice box of 50+ really nice collectors specimens. They are super cool. I’m very sure that a lot
of young kid collectors are really going to enjoy these beauties.
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Guri (2009-11-21 21:04:46)
I’ll keep a lookout for those gallery specimens to be posted. I’ll surely be buying a few. I wish you the best of a
holiday sales season! I’ll be doing my part to contribute for sure!
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1.9.12 New Old Couch.... (2009-11-21 20:32)

Yeah, it’s the same old couch that I got off Craig’s list when I moved here about oh 18 months ago. But I
got a new sofa-slipcover and wow, it looks fine now. Got it on sale for $50, and so instead of trying to get a
new one, I have saved this old one from the landfill and I suspect that it will work just fine for awhile. I like
that it’s the right color and it’s washable. Good with dog and cats and kids! Hahaha...

Now I just need to make that lovely freezer cover! And I promise not to cover the vents and all, don’t
want it to freak out.

I got a new used vacuum this week too... my old one I have fixed about 5 times and I finally just got
weary of it. I had to keep buying belts and the beater bar, and it was $25 a pop. So I called around, and
found a great spot... the Fix-It Shop... and I got a perfectly good rebuilt one for only $39... and the best
part? They took my old one and they rebuild them and donate them to Habitate for Humanity. That’s cool.

Pat/Texas (2009-11-22 08:12:28)
That is nice - love the color. Have you thought about painting your freezer? Don’t know what color appliance paint
comes in, but it might be a thought.

Pat/Texas (2009-11-22 18:48:45)
Sherri...email me. Pat
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Kerry (2009-11-23 14:44:58)
I just thought of a tip for your freezer cover.. You can make the top of the front, close with velcro for easy access.

1.9.13 The Weekend Report (2009-11-22 22:59)

Been working pretty hard the last month or so and I just finally decided that I needed to spend a
weekend away from the computer and building our business and spend a little time doing some domestic
homesteading stuff as well as relaxing a bit.

Got up pretty early on Saturday, ready to start the day being domestic! Managed to do a good full
day of putzing on Saturday by about 4 in the afternoon. Moved some furniture around, and just cleaned
and organized the place. The girls were gone for the weekend, so it was good to just crank up the bluegrass
and get into it. Got my dishes caught up, finally... (hand washing dishes can easily get behind when you’re
too busy with other things!) and managed to put away my clean clothes from the day before adventure at
the laundrymat. I managed to make a couple candles from some stubs that I warmed slowly in the toaster
oven and then filled up my containers. The moby smelled delightful as the nicely scented wax melted and I
made up a couple nice candles to keep me for a couple weeks.
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Been watching a lot of Planet Green on our basic cheapie cable and it’s a pretty cool channel. I
have to be careful though, because it can be a little depressing to hear about how terrible everything is in
the air and ocean and the earth and all! Makes me want to give up on plastic and everything!!!

I do want to think about making some little light weight produce bags for the grocery store though.
I think you could easily make little lightweight cotton mesh bags in a variety of sizes for when you are going
to the farm market. I might try this weekend coming up... a little sewing project sounds fun.

Today, I decided that I would try and reset my grape and strawberry jams that didn’t set in Au-
gust. (My raspberry jam was super easy and set beautifully!) For some reason, the second batch just didn’t
set good. I had popped it all in the freezer to try again at a later point. I grabbed another box of pectin
to give it another try. I read online that you can over process jam and it won’t set good, and that you can
reprocess it and it might work again.
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I was kind of excited to try my new accessory kit! Yeah, I finally broke down and got the little jar
lifters, magnetic wand and the little wide mouth funnel that makes it MUCH easier to work with canning.
It was super reasonable, like $6. Much easier, I will admit. I still just use my little hot Presto pot to water
bath the jars, but maybe someday I’ll actually get a pressure canner. We’ll see... there’s always garage sale
and ebay! I don’t see the reason to get one anytime soon though. The freezer is good for most of my great
deals I find here and there.

My kids were kidding me something feirce when they got home and the stuff still hasn’t thickened
up good. They said they didn’t mind... I just made 14 pints of pancake sauce! HAHA... silly kids. Yeah,
there is no doubt, that would be some great pancake sauce and super yummy as well. I tasted a little of
the dribbles left in the pot and it was SUPER good. If it’s not set by the morning... I think pancakes just
might be on the menu!
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I also tried something new... cooking bacon in the oven!

I kept reading about it in some of the cooking blogs and I never thought to give it a try until this
weekend. You just lay the little strips on a pan and pop them in the oven at about 350 or 400. I think I
did it about 350 to be honest. And you just let them cook. They stay nice and flat and all pretty looking.
And it was super easy. It took about 15 minutes or so. Apparently it’s the way to make nice strips for say,
sandwiches? And it’s hard to burn it or make some too crisp, etc., like in a fry pan.
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Well, I must say, it was very very easy. I think that it might be my new form of bacon makin’ !
Especially since I can pop it in the oven to cook while I’m doing the rest of breakfast, like cooking some eggs
or maybe french toast or pancakes. Once less thing to do. Gypsy approved... she got a piece and agreed
that it was pretty durn tasty. But then dogs like anything bacon related. I will add my two cents.. it was
pretty tasty. I’ll bet this is how restaurants make it as well. It was just so easy. I saw one recipe that you
sprinkled a little brown sugar on before you baked it... that would probably be pretty durn tasty as well! I
might give that a try and see how that comes out.
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Got to spend some time talking with my Dad... he’s recovering from a battle with cancer and is
still kinda moving a little slow and all, just getting over the chemo and radiation treatments. He’s a reader
of my blog! I just love that. Hi Dad! Being a bit of space apart, we just haven’t seen a lot of each other,
but it’s nice to be able to have some stuff to talk about and all, and he get’s a chance to see stuff about our
lives up here too. Another great thing about the internet, if you ask me.

Well, got a short week coming up and that will be good too... we’ll work hard for a few days to get
as many orders out as we can. And then it will be nice to have a few days off for the Thanksgiving holiday.
The girls are going to be with me and we’re going to do a small turkey and all the trimmings and hang out,
maybe play a huge game of Settlers of Cataan! (We love that game and it’s a very serious thing for us!) I’m
sure we’ll be cooking up some goodies too!

Well, it was nice to have a weekend off and time to play around with some cooking and some orga-
nizing and such. It is going to be nice to start the week all refreshed and ready to go. And with the moby
all cleaned up and ready to take on the week! Hope you all are ready to kick off this short week as well!
Just think... it’s only about a month till Christmas!

Kerry (2009-11-23 14:09:20)
I bet that more soupy jam would be great drizzled over ice-cream (chocolate especially, loves berries and chocolate
flavor) Also, you could mix it with an apple pan dowdy type dish or waffles, and ice-cream...and did I mention ice-
cream cuz I was thinking that jam topping heated over ice-cream with some crushed up graham crackers? Breyers,
here I come.

Jessica (2009-11-24 19:12:00)
Best way to make bacon ever- get one of those George Foreman grills and cook it on that! All the grease drips right
down and off and the bacon gets so nice and crispy! Your jam looks wonderful. :)
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Pat/Texas (2009-11-29 10:13:00)
Hi Sherri, I am ready for another ”weekend report”. Miss your postings. Pat

1.10 December

1.10.1 Winter Winds (2009-12-01 01:08)

There are winter winds outside howling and trying to get in the Moby and I just can’t sleep. The
windchime outside my bedroom window is dinging and clanging and I can hear the wind trying to get under
the old lady’s skirting and it’s keeping me from just sleeping away this night like any other.

But I don’t mind. I actually like that I can hear the winds and the rain and feel a little more con-
nected with the storms that come through at night. It reminds me that we are all just a wall of brick or
stone or wood away from being out there, on our own, in the cold night.

I’m feeling particularly bad for a fellow blogger... Jenna at Cold Antler Farm. She’s having a little
trouble with her landlord and neighbors understanding her need to have animals around her and their care
and all that stuff. We’ve all been there, especially if we’ve ever had to rent a house, a home. Been there,
done that. Renting your home is always a delicate balance. You have to be careful and dance around what
you want and what they want and it’s so easy to get that balance out of whack. I’m thankful that I have
moved about half the way from that.

Sure, I’m in a park and I rent the land that my home sits upon. I’m sure that it can easily get out
of hand, if I were to stop following the park rules, or just decide to do something, well, unusual. But so far,
things are great. And it’s a little different. I can pretty much choose to do whatever I want with the interior
and exterior of my home, it’s all mine. And since I’m fairly conservative in my outside decorating and yard
ornamentation, I believe I’m going to be just fine. I asked about chickens and was not surprised to hear
that they don’t quite fit in with the plan of the park, so that was probably my only real rebel streak in me...

That being said, I am careful to keep my nose clean... and my yard as well! Since so many of my
neighbors have some, well, interesting decorating schemes, I think I’m pretty safe. We aren’t exactly talking
about a gated community here and well, I think sometimes that the management believes that any attention
to the yards and mobies is a good sign of community strength, so they look the other way when some of the
seniors get on little plastic animal kicks and the yard sale knick-knacks and weird color choices of homes. I
concur. I would rather see a moby yard filled to the brim with little plastic critters than the slovenly mobies
where people could not give a care and treat them as disposable flop houses.

But I digress.
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I’m still feeling the pain of Jenna in this awkward situation. Having to find homes for a few of her
animals, the uncertainty of her dreams of her own land getting dashed and the whole feeling of hopelessness
in your own charted course of life. It’s a bummer, no doubt. She’s got a huge following on her blog and her
writing, and she’s young, she’ll learn from this. We all do. And we all still continue to learn. I have a couple
of young guys around me, and they are going through tough times... money issues, unemployment, young
families. That’s a tough time in life. Winds in life that blow hard and can sting. My own eldest daughter
is really struggling with that whole transition from teen to young woman and she’s not happy. Others may
be pushing her to morph, but I am not. But still, those winds blow and there’s not a whole lot we can do
about it.

I haven’t written a lot the last couple days, primarily just super busy with the business. We’ve got
over 70 orders in house and Maggie and I just dropped off about 20 packages today at the post office. We
had a record day of sales today, guess that whole Cyber Monday thing is a real thing. The last week has
been more than we normally do in a whole month and it’s only going to get more crazy for the next couple
weeks. That’s a good thing, but it’s also stressful. We end up spending a lot of that income to stock up
and buy supplies and get help in to get through the crazy time. It will level out soon and then we’ll reap
the bounty of this extra hard effort. It’s almost like a harvest of a cash crop... I imagine that working
hard for say, the wheat harvest or corn, it’s a tough bunch of days, getting it all in, little time for music or
reading, crafts, fun or hobbies. It’s wake up, get working, go to bed tired and do it again the next day. I
know that we only have about 15-20 more days of this and then it will get quiet for awhile and we’ll have
the winter to chill out and recouperate and not have to worry for a little while how to pay the lot rent or
the car insurance, that kind of thing. Good stuff.

I had a birthday last week as well... the 25th. And as I face this, the second half of my life, that
made me a little self reflective. I have been considering this... so many people live to about 80 and 90
with all our medical advances and such, so turning 45, well, that’s about half a lifetime, if I’m lucky. I’m
relatively healthy, don’t smoke, drink only once in a while with a friend or two, try to watch what I eat. Got
a weigh issue, and I should probably be facing that a little more diligently, but aside from that, I’m fairly
sound of limb and mind. I’ve lost tooth or two and my knees are achey, but I think hitting 45 fairly intact
is a good thing. There is a contentment factor that I have now, that I’ve never had before and that means
the world to me. Got two sweet daughters that are doing fine, own my own home, cars, etc. and don’t owe
much to the world. And thanks to that website, I even have outside confirmation that I’m making a pretty
low impact on this old world. Feels good. I’ve made it through now 16 years of self-employment, and that
is pretty cool. Sure, got some regrets along the way, but how can you walk on this earth for 45 years and
not gather a little bit of the road dust from your journey? It’s all good. It’s all part of life.

I think part of why I can’t sleep tonight is not just the winds. I’m just terribly excited about life
and how things are going. I am. I have new products I want to work on, songs I wanna write, music that
needs to be played. Heck, after the next couple weeks, money to be spent! I have a new used car that
SHOULD be done this week and that is so exciting. I’ll be getting a new used computer next week. And
I’m saving up my birthday and holiday cash to get a used Nikon D40 camera hopefully!!! ( I do feel a little
like a kid waiting for Christmas!) (Thanks Dad!!)

So yeah, that excitement is giving me this adrenalin rush that makes it hard to just lay there and
listen to the wind and all. It’s such a great time to be alive. I am so thankful for every blessing that has
come to me and mine. I am so grateful for finally feeling like I am home and I need not ramble any more.
I’ve had folks say oh, if you do well, you can move to a house, and all, but to be honest, I would be happy
to spend the next 45 years in my little moby. It feels just perfect and fine to me. I’d love to move it to it’s
own little bit of land and that would be my final spot! I would love to live in one place for more than 5
years. That is the longest that the winds have ever left me alone to root in. 5 years.
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So blow away, I’m staying put. This is my home and my family and my roots now. I’m one happy
little Moby mom.

Does it show?

Winter Winds | christmas crafts (2009-12-01 07:26:58)
[...] Link: Winter Winds [...]

Nita in SC (2009-12-01 08:25:32)
What a great, encouraging post. I think I’m going to print it out to put into my folder called Stuff to Read when I’m
Low or Lonely or Feeling Weak and Sad. :) I love your blog and I think you’ve done a great job making a good life
for you and your girls. I look forward to a whole new year of interesting posts!

Sherri (2009-12-01 08:43:02)
Thanks... I do appreciate you all! And I’m honored that you enjoyed it enough to park it in a file! I hope that it
helps if you’re ever in that down spot... or should I say, ”when” because we all go there now and then... hopefully just
to visit a bit and get ourselves back up on the surface! -sherri

Pat/Texas (2009-12-01 08:59:36)
Same here Sherri. So glad to see you post again. Heck fire, I even get up in the middle of the night to check to see
if you’ve posted! ha I also feel so sorry for Jenna. If she lived closer to me, I’d go get everything she had, take great
care of them and wait until she could get settled again. At no cost to her. Texas is a long way off though. Have a
great day and remember we are all lurking in the distance waiting for you to post. I can sure relate to the mobile
home thing in the wind. Our roof always sounded like it was in a roll across the top of the moby. Take care. P

Sherri (2009-12-01 10:27:31)
Oh gosh.... you’re making me blush. I like posting every day, and normally I would, but I’ve just been CRAZY busy...
but I promise I will try and make sure I get something up there every day. I do miss it, and I miss everyone that
reads it. I can see by the stats that people do come and keep an eye on things around here. It’s very nice. I hope
that I can continue to keep everyone’s interest and all! -sherri

Sharon (2009-12-01 11:28:00)
I love your blog! You have totally been an inspiration to me. I’m remembering to bring my reusable bags into stores,
repurposing things instead of tossing, making better use of my freezer, using my toaster oven instead of turning on
the big one, and I’m going to drive my 13 year old car until the wheels fall off, just to name a few. I’ve also tried
almost all the receipes you’ve posted, including cooking bacon in the toaster oven! While I also love my home, being
in the middle of hurricane alley messes up my sense of complete contentment. The only thing keeping us down here
right now is my husband’s job. If that ever changes, I’d seriously consider moving as the cost of living is so high down
here. I remember you writing a post about $100 homes in your area - that’s tempting!

Sherri (2009-12-01 14:10:02)
Gee shucks guys... you’re making me blush or something. I luvs ya all! Sherri

1.10.2 Look what the Cats Dragged in... (2009-12-05 11:03)
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Meet Nela.

Jack and Luna found Nela outside... she’s the cast off from some neighbors that moved about a
month ago. She’s just a teeny little petite kitty girl, all black and cute, fluffy and all. She has a beautiful
little pink and rhinestone color, name tag and all, but she’s starving and sits outside her empty home and
cries so sad.

We’ve called and left messages on her phone number but of course, no replies. And the other neigh-
bor says they left her. He’s been feeding her a little but he can’t take her in, he’s allergic. It’s a tough thing.
I mean, we took in Jack and he’s definetly part of the gang now. But little Nela too? 4 cats and a dog and
2 ferrets? Hmm.

She’s lost a lot of weight, you can feel all her backbone bumps. And she is very very hungrey. She
is such a sweetie and she’s been in the house now about an hour and is just relaxed and likes the dog and
is just being a perfect little guest. Even the other kitties are past the hissy stage of ”STRANGER IN THE
HOUSE” panic because Nela just backs off and gets super tiny and lets them be the boss.

Gypsy is great with kitties, she loves to protect and herd them and all. And Nela is used to dogs,
the people had a pair of them, which of course, they took with them. Why people abandon pets is beyond
me. This little kitty is just a sweet joy and surely someone would have taken her in if they had tried. She’s
really cute and all. Beautiful golden eyes, fluffy black silky hair and that little white patch and her cute
little heart tag.

Gypsy approves. And it’s snowing outside. Just lightly. but still. Snow.

So as long as there is harmony in the moby then I guess we have room at the inn for one more lit-
tle fuzzy for awhile. We’ll see about finding her a good forever home... she’s so sweet and affectionate... she
would make such a sweet pet for someone.

Even Luna seems tolerant of the little princess. After all it was she and Jack that were drawing the
little thing over to visit on our porch and entice Maggie into fits of Oooooooooohhhhness and Mom.......
can’t we help her-ness... I think even Luna has a soft spot in her heart for strays and Maggie. Afterall,
Luna was a stray once too.

Anyone near Toledo Ohio that needs a puuurrrrrfect little kitty?

Sharon (2009-12-05 13:56:01)
Oh wow, what a pretty cat. I don’t understand why she was left behind either, cats are so easy to care for. Enjoy
your new house guest and the snow fall! It’s an 85 degree humid tropical rainforest here, on friday we broke a record
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high with 89! Hate it.

Rachel (2009-12-05 19:07:07)
If I lived closer to you I would take her in a heart beat. She’ gorgeous. Shame on those who left her!

Sherri (2009-12-05 19:27:23)
Oh she is super sweet and just the nicest little kitty... she’s petite and so silky soft. She’s settled in just as simply as
you could ask and is not being a bother at all. In fact everyone else has accepted her just fine. We’ve been watching
her carefully and not letting her gorge on food, but giving her a little bit every couple hours so she doesn’t get sick.
She’s pretty skinny and hungrey, but at least she sleeping now and seems a little more content.

1.10.3 Working at the Family Mine... (2009-12-07 23:10)

Don’t worry, we’re not dead.

And nope, no cave-in at the Dragon Mountain Mines.

Just a ton of holiday orders, and a bunch of tuckered out order packers and kit makers and all that jazz.

We had to call Tim in as second shift and teach him all about the kit making business. He’s a fast learner
and is already identifying some of the varieties of rocks and minerals without any help from us! It’s cool.

I am enjoying the process, and am weary of it at the very same time! HAHA... It’s a lot of work and
it starts to get stressful when everyone starts to panic about getting their orders before Christmas. Even
though it’s like still a good 2 weeks away. I can understand, it’s just something that I wish we could get
better at, but it takes a lot of time to keep everyone up to date all the time. And that, in turn makes us a
little slower having to stop and answer phones and emails about orders that were placed a day or two before.
Crazy stuff!

Thankfully, I’ve learned from the past years, and I have all my Christmas shopping done, and have cleared
my plate of most of other projects, so that I can focus on keeping the whole machinery moving forward.
We’ve got another good week or 10 days of crazy ordering and then it will calm down and get back to normal!

I should be getting a new-to-me computer from the work, and that will really help in so many ways with all
that we do. My current computer is now 6 years old and in the computer world, unfortunately, that’s about
1970 to you and me! But don’t worry... I am looking at refurbished and used machines... just not quite so
old. Jessy’s old laptop died a few months ago, so she is going to get my current machine when I get the new
one. Trying to keep up a bit, but still try to keep the machines out of the landfills!

I hope everyone is doing good! I have a bunch of posts floating around in my head while I sort out rocks,
minerals and fossils for all the good little children of the world!
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Rachel (2009-12-08 07:59:03)
My computer’s five years old and I’ve honestly been contemplating a replacement but it works fine. So a new computer
will not grace my hands yet. I might need a laptop for college but it’ll probably be a refurbished one. I also can’t
understand how some people go through cell phones! Something that they replace every two years can last longer. I
guess I’ve been just as bad. I’m hoping that my $20 tracfone will last me a good few years. This is my fourth phone
in five years. Two of them got recycled but my Virgin mobile phone I’m keeping just incase I switch again.

shelly white (2009-12-09 08:21:40)
Aren’t you proud of me? I read your blog all by myself. Keep swinging that ax! I feel a real kinship with you. My
Great grandpappy went down into the mines every day he could get work.

Mobymom (2009-12-09 08:55:30)
Haha! Wow Shelly! You’re moving up in the world! Your First Blog Posting! I am so honored!!! I’m sure that your
grandpappy worked a lot harder than we do in our mine! Ours has carry out food, pop and the tv playing bluegrass
music! HAHA! Thanks for visiting!!!!

1.10.4 Blog-O-Rama! (2009-12-12 09:42)

That’s gonna be me today.... sitting in the sunshine and just kinda vegging for the day! I finally have
a day off from the salt mines that is our holiday rush. We’re not done with orders by any stretch of the
imagination, but we’re out of stock and have several boxes/orders coming on Monday so there’s not much I
can do till then! Yeah!!!!

So I thought, what a great opportunity to catch up on some household putzing.. you know, just wan-
dering about and doing a little of this and that while you surf ebay and watch tv and take a nap or three.
Yeah. Make a late brunch for yourself, and just stay in your jammies till at least 2 pm. That’s gonna be me
today!

We had an Opry last night on top of everything else, so I was super duper crazy busy. I was sitting in
traffic at 5:30 PM and the doors open at 6 and I had the tickets and programs and raffle tickets and all
the show stuff in my car, so you can imagine how important I was! hahaha! But thankfully our crew of
volunteers was on board and Jeff had them waiting on call and the minute I got there we all swung into
action... stapling and folding and unpacking and getting the ticket table ready and all that. Heck, even Lori
and Brad from New Outlook, the opening band, lent a helping hand with stapling and folding programs! It
was wonderful and helped me to calm down from my close call with disaster.

Well, I decided that today, one of the things I’m going to do is try and catch up on some posting! All
the time I was slaving away at Jessy’s company work, I was thinking of cool posts! I even managed to get a
few photos of things, and all that. So I will try over the weekend to post a bunch of stuff for everyone! You
can try and read slowly, like one or two a day if you can, or just read a bunch I suppose! I’ll probably be
CRAZY busy next week as we try and get everything out the door before Christmas... so postings might be
a little slim next week too. Just warning you all!

Well, breakfast is about ready, so I’ll see ya in a bit!
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Rachel (2009-12-12 20:35:50)
Yay! New posts!

Pat/Texas (2009-12-12 12:59:53)
Blog away...we’re all ready!! P

1.10.5 Moby Baklava (2009-12-12 18:10)

I had a hankering for some baklava late one night and it was super cold out and we were working
hard on orders, so I decided I would invent my own fake Mobile Home Woman Baklava!

For those of you wondering what the heck Baklava is... well, it’s this Middle Eastern delight that is
made with lots of thin pastry sheets covered in walnuts and honey and butter and sugar and spices. Pretty
durn tasty stuff, I will admit. So I turned to every decent red-blooded housewife’s favorite substitute for
pastry sheets... good old crescent roll dough!!!

Yep... just rolled that stuff out and made two double triangles of dough on my cookie sheet. Pinched the
two together nice.

Then I chopped up some walnuts that I had. I like them to be finer, and less chunky and crunchy.
I suppose you can make them however you’d like, but the original is a sort of fine ground nut, so I just
chopped the heck out of them with my palm chopper. This is a before and after shot.

I only needed about 1/4 a cup of them and that was almost too much. It was very nutty!

On top of my dough I sprinkled the walnuts... and then added a good layer of brown sugar and
then white sugar, a little cinnamon and a dash of allspice, then a thick drizzle of honey all over it and then
thin slices of butter. It looks a little decedent, but well, this is a fancy desert here we’re making. For gosh
sakes, folks, live a little! Butter isn’t going to hurt you!

Okay maybe like eating a whole stick a day or something... but I only used about 3 or 4 table-
spoons total... less than 1/2 a stick for the whole thing. That’s not bad.

I popped on the top two pieces, and pinched them shut a little bit to keep all the good stuff inside.
Got them in the oven for about 25 minutes or so at 350 degrees. Just watch them... I tried to time it
perfect, but I was busy with rock orders. But you can smell when it’s done, it was very dreamy... the honey
and sugars and nuts really made a nice aroma.
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It was super tasty! I think the next time I might lay a little thin butter slices layer on the top as
well, since it dried out a little bit. But this would be heavenly with a little scoop of vanilla ice cream on the
top! But then, everything goes good with a little vanilla ice cream on top in the pastry world.

It wasn’t quite the same but the flavors were all there and it was warm and crunchy yet pastry like
and hot and honey drizzled. It did the trick and didn’t cost me $3.95 for a dinky square of the stuff! Even
the girls decided they liked it too! Now they’re going to want to try the real stuff to compare!

Rachel (2009-12-13 17:21:45)
That looks so good! I’ll need to try it.

1.10.6 New Pretties... (2009-12-12 20:32)

The space on the right side of the wall above the couch was kinda looking for something... something
special. I have this beautiful dark and emotional picture of Mary leaving the Calvary Hill that I just adore...
an old litho that I got at a yard sale and I just adore... and I had purposely hung it off center waiting for
something to come along and tell me it had to be there.

And finally, something did.

I wanted or well, liked the idea of a candle or wall sconce idea, because I love candles but with all the
critters around, I’m not that fond of the smell of burnt hair and don’t really want to risk setting the Moby
ablaze with a terrified ferret on fire! Just not my idea of fun.

And since I have a few other black iron accents... I had kind of narrowed it down after almost a year
and a half! (I’m not a fast mover on home decor) I wanted something simple, in black and iron and with
candles.

And I found these at the Big Lots in the discount section and well, they just had to come home with
me and I am glad... they are perfect!

Long story to just tell you all that I bought some candle holders...

Sharon (2009-12-13 14:35:30)
I agree, those look great! I also love candles but have to be very careful as well with a cat and a 6 year old. Setting
the house on fire is not my idea of fun either!
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1.10.7 Our First Studio Mix! (2009-12-12 21:49)

Announcing... our first song that was a true studio, track by track adventure... Back Home in West Virginia,
written by Sherri Chekal and Jeff Birdwell, Maumee Music, BMI

[audio:http://www.themobilehomewoman.com/audio/WVMIX.mp3]

This is one of my favorite songs that we do as a band and well, that Jeff and I wrote. It’s a haunting
melody and all, and folks tend to like it. This is a rough mix, and not mastered yet... we’ve got some
tweaking to do, and tone down a few things, but it’s close and that just thrills me to no end!

We’re trying to get a whole CD of them done... but it’s slow going and hard work. Everyone has to
do their part seperately, and then it’s all combined and then it’s mixed and all. And we just have to find
time in our busy lives to get it done. Easier said than done sometimes!

Well... take a listen... hope you like it!

Pat/Texas (2009-12-13 08:23:17)
Oh...that is so cool!! I played it twice. So nice. Thanks for sharing. P

1.10.8 Newsletter Kitty (2009-12-13 11:07)

If we’re doing anything on the work table, Jack has to be there to supervise. He’s just like that. All
work, no play.

Well, not really, he’s quite the goofy character.

We were dilligently folding and stapling and stuffing over 400 newsletters for the Opry and Jack came
in from the cold and promptly deposited himself right in the middle of the action. As if to say, okay, carry
on, I’m here.

Let me tell you, 400 newsletters is a lot of work. Jeff came over and helped and we two worked a good
3 hours on it and then Jessy, Maggie and I spent another 2 hours stamping and addressing them all! I hope
it was worth it.

I think it was. I had at least one lady at the Opry come up and introduce herself and mentioned that
she didn’t know about the Opry until she got the newsletter! So that made my day.

It’s a nice newsletter... I like doing it. I’m not as fond of folding and all that, but hey, it’s part of the
game!
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Here’s what 400+ newsletters look like....

Sharon (2009-12-13 14:17:57)
Wow, Jack really does stay on top of things around there, doesn’t he? It’s good to see you posting again!

1.10.9 Thanks Pat! (2009-12-13 11:18)

OH MY GOSH I GOT MY FIRST FAN MAIL GIFT!!!!

I was so excited! You just can’t imagine! Pat from Texas sent me a book about a suddenly single lady
homesteading in the wilds of Minnesota!!!! OH MY GOSH, I read it that very day, the whole day! I couldn’t
stop! I curled up in my snuggy bed with all my kittys around me and I read and read and read... it was so
good.

And the very fact that someone took it on themselves to send me such a sweeeet gift and all, that just
made my day! Let me tell you! Thanks Pat! You gave me a reason to take a day off from all the rock and
mineral work and recharge my batteries a bit!

So sweeeeeet! Gosh, I feel like a real blogger now.

If anyone else wants to send me goodies... hahaha.... chocolate is always good! hee hee hee... Naw,
it’s not required here at the Mobile Home Woman.... I just luvs ya all to pieces!!!

I mean, it’s great... when I don’t blog for a day or two I get people emailing me and all, making sure
I’m alive! That’s so sweet. I sometimes wonder why anyone would be that worried about someone that they
never met or hardly know, but I read blogs too and I shed a tear when Jenna’s farm critters were in trouble
and when other bloggers have a hard time and I feel it, so I guess I’m at least interesting enough for folks
to keep tabs on me and the Kitty Ranch here... hahaha.... 4 cats, oh please Lord help me... it’s already
starting... I am becoming the Mobile Home Woman!

Thanks again gang! And mucho thankos to Pat!!! Great book!!!

Starting Over - Chronicles of a Self Reliant Woman by Jackie Clay...

Pat/Texas (2009-12-13 12:36:39)
Oh, you are very welcome. I liked you the first time I read your blog. Maybe its the moby or the cats or the two
daughters or the music, can’t put my finger on it, but I knew you were a nice person! I’m glad it gave you an excuse
for a day off from work! lol P

Sharon (2009-12-13 14:29:09)
This was very thoughtful gesture. Earlier when I was writing out my Christmas cards I thought of you but I don’t
know your address. I do see you have a P.O. box on the company website, can I send it there?
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Rachel (2009-12-13 14:29:57)
I sit on the edge of my seat everyday when I do the daily checking of the blogs. I think one of my readers was a little
worried when I hardly ever posted in November. I only have five readers I know about.

Mobymom (2009-12-13 15:28:44)
Oh sure, you can send things to the PO Box... I get there a time or three a week. It’s Sherri Chekal at PO Box 501
Maumee OH 43537.

Mobymom (2009-12-13 15:30:11)
You’d be surprised at how many people might be reading and just lurking. I used to think that no one was reading,
but then when i got my analytics up and running I was very surprised to see an average of 117 readers a day! And
that doesn’t count repeat visits by folks... it’s single visits. So hang in there... it’s fun and you just don’t know who
might be lurking and reading!

Sharon (2009-12-13 15:43:42)
Thanks for the correct PO box. I’m pretty sure I saw a box in Michigan, that’s why I hesitated.

1.10.10 New Rock Kit (2009-12-13 14:15)

I’m very proud of myself... I created a new product for our rock company! I’m calling it the Little Kid
Rock Kit. We have had lots of people ask about kits for younger kids and we weren’t sure how to do it and
had kind of decided it was not possible. Primarily, the problem was getting a nice selection of stones that
were too big to swallow and not too expensive, yet pretty and interesting.

So I got to thinking about it and we get wholesale tumbled stones and they offer a extra large sized se-
lection, so I figured out the nice collection that is not too expensive. And I found a pretty velour pouch that
they all can fit into. And I’ll have a nice little brochure so that parents can answer the ”what’s this” and
”what’s that” that will happen over and over! Each of the stones that I picked are different and easy to ID
so that it’s easy on us parents.

Jessy was so proud of me! We’ll have them ready first of the year I suppose. I just love the photo of
them... they are so pretty! I know little kids will love these special treasure collections!!!

Sharon (2009-12-13 14:22:59)
Great idea, those are all very pretty. Can you tell me what the ”sparkly greyish” one on the left in the middle is? I
actually have one of those but don’t know what it is. Thanks!

Pat/Texas (2009-12-13 14:37:52)
Let me know, I will order 3 kits, one for each of my older granddaughters. They gather rocks from my gravel driveway,
wash them up and bring them into the house. Not much of a variety, but they love to do it. P

Mobymom (2009-12-13 15:26:11)
That sparkley one is called pyrite or fool’s gold... they can really shine like gold, but usually they have a sort of
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greyish gold sparkle to them. I have seen teeny crystals in rock that could fool you for sure!!!

Mobymom (2009-12-13 15:27:30)
Oh Pat! Thanks... I think they will be ready pretty soon. The bags aren’t here yet but the rocks are. I still have to
make the little ID card, but it’s been just toooo busy for that. I did have fun playing with the rocks though, they are
such a nice size and so pretty. I want to put a stash of them in a little crystal bowl and set them out for people to
play with! hahah....

1.10.11 OH NO!!!!!! (2009-12-13 15:35)

LOOK WHAT CAME IN THE MAIL ON FRIDAY?????

Can it already be that time of the year??? Garden catalogs? With $25 off coupons? I already got my
first order ready to go... seeds mostly and a Meyer Lemon tree baby!

I’ve always wanted one super duper bad.

Oh... gardens... I have been dreaming about them for the last couple weeks and thinking and rethink-
ing and trying to figure out what I’m going to plant where and the new beds I’m gonna have Tim build
for me and the dirt I’ll need (I promise to borrow a wheel barrow, girls... honest!) and the compost we’re
cooking.... I hope it’s cooking good... can’t wait till the spring to check her out. (I might have put toooo
many wooody sticky kinds of things in there... not sure yet....)

sigh.

Well at least December is ALMOST done! HAHAHA... Okay, not quite, but almost half the way done.
That means only about 3 more months till I can get started on expanding the Moby Farmlands! I want to
add 400 more square feet so that I have 1,000 square feet of food production tastefully stuffed into a mobile
home lot. hahaha. I think I can. I can’t wait to try! I’m at 600 already!!!

Sharon (2009-12-13 16:04:07)
OMG, you’re going to spoil us with the Post-A-Palooza this weekend!! Everyone’s really getting their MHW fix. Enjoy
planning your garden over the next few months; while you inspire me on many levels, I don’t know if gardening can
be one of them because I know my limits! LOL! I blame it on the heat down here.

Rachel (2009-12-13 16:58:38)
I’m hoping that the garden next year will be better than this year’s. No stinken tomatoes that only one person
eats. I’m hopeing to get in broccoli, califlower, lettuce, carrots, potatos, cucumbers and pumpkins as seeds and sweet
peppers and zuchinni in as started plants.
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1.10.12 First Snow (2009-12-13 16:58)

Gypsy is so happy, she loves snow!

We got our first snowfall of the season last week. Tuesday... if you are wondering. It was very pretty
to look at but it didn’t last very long. But Gypsy got a chance to go and run around in it like a goof ball
and she managed to roll in it and bite at it and just basically act like a pup. It’s fun to watch her so joyously
experience the fluffy stuff.

It wasn’t much, really kind of a dusting and was pretty much gone by evening fall. But then we got
some super cold weather for a few days. It’s back to being pretty reasonable out there.

Frost on the pumpkins.... haha... kind of taken to the extreme. But you know, I still have broccoli and
lettuce growing in my garden and I haven’t covered it or anything!!! I think next year I am going to make
a little cover for one of the beds and see how long I can grow like broccoli, lettuce, carrots and oh, maybe
cabbage? That will be fun. Seeing how long the broccoli is lasting let me think that with some row covers
or a little cold frame action, I could have garden fresh goodies for about 8-9 months out of the year! That
would be sweet.

Sharon (2009-12-13 18:02:43)
Thanks for posting this. I actually was wondering about the weather up there, especially after seeing the pics you
posted of the car loaded with boxes. It looked like a beautiful day; no snow on the ground and the sun shining. When
I watch the news I get the impression most of the country is covered in 6 to 10 inches of snow. We can’t get a break
from the heat though; 87 here today, ugh!

1.10.13 Jack’s Box Style (2009-12-13 21:23)

Rachel (2009-12-14 06:20:39)
I love the last picture! He’s so adorable!
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Mobymom (2009-12-14 12:33:29)
Apparently he’s never had a box before and now he won’t get out of it! HAHAHA... he loves his box!

Rachel (2009-12-14 19:43:28)
How much to ship that hunk of kitty? ;-)

1.10.14 Jar o’ Condiments (2009-12-14 13:11)

My kids laugh at me, but I love these large mouth canning jars and they are really handy for lots of
things... including.... condiment packs!!!!

Since food places love to give you way toooo many of these things, I decided that I would start to col-
lect them so we can take them with us camping next summer. That will be the easy way to do it! I’ll bet
I can smush a whole lot of them into one jar for tidy keeping. So now, instead of throwing them out, I can
save them up and re-use them... or well, they have never been used... okay save them from not being used
and ending up in the trash. They are perfect for camping though... and kind of fun too. The kids like trying
to use up the jar o’ condiments before we leave!

Pat/Texas (2009-12-14 16:32:34)
That’s a good idea. I always have peppers & cheese leftover from pizza. I have mine stuffed with those small packets
of hot chocolate for the grands.

1.10.15 Jar o’ Bacon (2009-12-14 20:38)

This is kind of funny, at least my girls think it is... but hey, it works!

We like bacon but it’s hard to know how much we want and need and it varies. So I learned from some other
blog that I don’t remember... that you can roll up the individual strips and flash freeze them on a cookie
sheet. And then store them in a freezer box or bag.. or jar!

I suppose that you could stash them in a freezer bag, but I’m trying to get away from using too much
plastic. We have to use plastic bags for all the rocks and minerals, so I’m trying to not use them in my day
to day use. The jars work great. Just stash a few in there and pop in the freezer.

All you have to do is take out as many strips as you want and they thaw really fast. And then you
can uncurl them and fry or bake away!
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And bacon in a jar will make your children laugh!

Rachel (2009-12-16 17:51:14)
I’m gonna steal your bacon!

Sharon (2009-12-15 07:33:09)
Another great idea...as usual!

Nita in SC (2009-12-15 10:57:50)
My 15 year old son would love this! He says women waste money on perfume - just rub a little bacon behind our ears
and the men would come a-running!

1.10.16 Burning the Midnight Oil (2009-12-15 06:01)

I’m going to try and make a conscious effort to become a ”daylighter”.

”A daylighter is a person whose lifestyle is in sync with the sun and the season. A daylighter
wakes up with the sun and goes to sleep shortly after it sets. What the old-timers knew as common
sense, today becomes news as an uncommon practice in the current sustainability movement.”

I read about it in the latest issue of BackHomeMagazine.com.

Written by Jill Swenson... and you know, it finally made sense to me.

For the last oh 15 years or so I’ve been a night person. I can and do stay up super late, sometimes
2 or 3 in the morning on a regular basis. And then I sleep in easily till 10 or noon sometimes. I would
justify this as ”working night shift” and I thought my body was comfortable with it after so many years.

But in retroflection... I’m not sure that it is. I’ve noticed that I am often whipped tired in the af-
ternoon, and this is after getting up only a few hours before. I’m out of sync with light and it’s probably
not good on my girls, whom are the same way and our light bill, since we’re artificially lighting the place
for hours and hours into the dark and then sleeping away the morning light.

Okay. Makes sense to me. And I’ve tried in the past to change it and never had any success. But
something about this article really hit home. Talking about all the studies into health and such, and needing
sleep. Although they talk about people in general through the history of man sleeping with the season and
all and well, they all didn’t hardly make it to 40 half the time, so I’m not going to reason out that past
generations were all that much healthier... just because of sleep.... because they weren’t. Of course, lack of
medicine, health care, hard living, dangerous machinery and that sort of thing really took a toll on them
all. But I digress...

The fact is pretty clear that we humans do need a nice dose of sleepy time to get us through the
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day. And it seems that consistency and routine are really the big big players in the game. And that makes
perfect good sense. The body does crave a certain consistency and when we are up and down and in and
out of our sleep routine, that has to wreck havoc with the natural systems.

And there is that pesky lighting issue. I’ve tried to get a couple hand crank lights and use them in
the evenings. We tried for a good month or so to ”go Amish” in the evening... at 9 PM all the big electricity
things went off... TV, computers, all the lights in the house. And then if we wanted to stay up, we had to
use either candles, or our hand crank lights to read or listen to music off a battery Ipod or just hang out.

Problem was, the hand crank lights were just not powerful enough to read by. We have one in our
bathroom and use it as a night light and it’s perfect for that. Walking out to the shed? Perfect. Reading?
Not so good. I even got us a couple of those little led battery reading lights, but they were cumbersome and
well, we just stopped doing that whole ”Amish” nights thing. We tried.

Well, this article on daylighting makes perfect sense. Instead of trying to light the night, it’s time
to just go to bed. And then get up at a reasonable time. I’m sitting here right now, it’s 7:30 and it’s finally
starting to get light out. I woke about 6:30 and it was still pretty dark. But I couldn’t sleep anymore. I
actually went to bed about 11... that is early for me. I tried to get in bed by 10! But things got in my way.
I’m just not used to that. Funny thing... my girls, whom knew nothing about what I was doing, took their
cues from me and were in bed within an hour of me hitting the sack. Funny. They normally would have
been up at least another hour or two as well.

It was hard to fall asleep. It was. I laid there at least until I heard the girls settle down and go to
their beds. And I tried hard not to think about the coming day’s chores and plans and such. Tried to just
think about sleep and all that. And I must have drifted off after midnight at some point.

And my body woke me at 6:30. I didn’t set an alarm, haven’t done that much in the last 15 years,
just a time or two. I just woke up and I feel fine. Actually a little perplexed as to what to do at the
moment... I suppose get into my day and all. Even though my day usually doesn’t start till noon!

I am pretty sure that all my midnight hours are not really very productive in general. I would like
to think they are, but in reality, probably not. Sure I might finish a project now and then, or seem to get
in a good bit of work, but usually it’s just a sort of slightly productive putzing. Those extra couple hours,
I’m not sure they are worth it. It’s probably more an equivilent of me starting a work day at noon and that
time is my ”chill down” time... the hours after a hard day of effort. If I would start my day earilier, during
the light time, then my ”chill time” would be after dinner and at a good and normal time.

I used to HAVE to work hard in the evening because after homeschooling all day and having little
children around, that was the only quiet time I had to really work on building my company and products
and such. But now, that’s not a reality at all. My kids are pretty much grown and independant enough that
I don’t have to worry about ”taking care” of them all day long, they are pretty well versed in doing that for
themselves now. So I can work during the day and still help Maggie here and there with her homeschooling.

Well. I’ll let you know how it goes. So far, so good. I’m thinking that the extra 3 or 4 hours I’ll
gain in the morning will probably be much more productive and rewarding than the couple I tried to gleen
off the tail end of the day. I know that now and then, I’ll be up later, and that’s fine. After all, I am a
functioning musician and those gig nights are rarely done by 9:30, but then too, I usually only have a couple
of those a month. I’ll just try to get to bed as soon as I get home, and see if I can keep to this schedule for
a good month and see how it feels.
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Rachel (2009-12-15 08:35:48)
I consider myself a daylighter. I wake up with the sun and on days when the sun doesn’t come out, like today, I over
sleep. I go to be ’early’ too. about 10ish but my body starts to slow down around 5. I hardly ever sleep past ten in
the morning. Winter are the hardest months for me and when it’s dark a gloomy in the morning.

1.10.17 Holiday Work Layoff... (2009-12-19 20:28)

Well I got my pink slip from Dragon Mountain Treasures this morning.

We packed up the last holiday order and I trotted it off to the post office and when I got home I
realized.... OH MY GOSH I’m freee! FREEEEEEE!!!!

The girls went to their Dad’s for a few days and I had the whole moby to myself and NO ORDERS
to pack! And NO ROCKS to bag and nothing!!!!!

Oh what a glorious day!!!!

SO what did I do? Why I went back and looked at the totals and figures of all the work we did,
just because I couldn’t totally detach myself from it all. After all, it was just about all I did for the last 6
weeks....

Here’s the Grand Totals of Holiday Rock Panic 2009

We had 445 orders and they averaged about $33 dollars each. Which is way better than last year...
where we had 344 orders at $31.72 each. So apparently in bad times, people buy more rocks for their kids.
Hmmmm. Coal perhaps? Hahaha....

Here’s what we processed....

21 Bible Kits
41 Crystal Kits
137 Deluxe Rock and Mineral Kits
86 Fossil Kits
5 Mineral Collector’s Kits
23 Hardness Kits
41 Study Kits
11 Shell Kits
20 Smokey Mt Kits

We sold 28 large kit magnifiers, 10 LED magnifiers, 116 collector’s plastic boxes.... and we sold 111
pounds of tumbled rock assortments and 99 pounds of rough material for tumblers. We actually went
through 693 geodes to crack open!!!

We actually bagged 6,825 individual rock and mineral specimens!!!
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This was all done with just 4 people.

Our postage cost alone was $2,727 bucks! That’s a lot of boxes and all! Shesh, it’s a lot of every-
thing! Easily over a quarter of a ton of rocks!!!! No wonder my mailman hates me! (Well, not really, but he
does have to fuss every time we order more and more and more rocks! Hahaha.... I’m making sure I give
him a nice big tip or something, I dunno... I want to do something nice for him for all his hard work. He’s
been stopping at my Moby so much that the neighbors are probably wondering what is going on... hee hee
heee)

Well, it was all good. And my new keyboard and the monitor adapter arrived today in the mail.
My computer is still not here, but it will be soon.... it’s left Canada on Thursday and is in the US now.. I’m
hoping maybe Monday or Tuesday!!! That would be sweet... I’m getting really excited about it... I haven’t
had this new of a computer, well, forever. I can’t hardly wait. And now that I’m laid off (haha) I’ll have
time to fool with it. Oh boy... I am a total computer geek at heart... I can’t wait.

I spent the day cleaning up the place and putting things back to order somewhat. I moved my
computer and work stuff back into my office room and just kind of putzed all day and got things back in
order. Cleaned up some of the clutter that the rush had piled up here and there. And then I sat with Gypsy
and kitty Dixie on the couch for like 2 hours and watched TV. Just sat there. Wow, being laid off feels
good! I’m so ready for a few days of down time! Of course, I’m getting excited now about Christmas and
the New Year, because I have a lot of really fun plans for business and homesteading and the Moby and I
can get back to blogging regularly and all that good jazz!

Yeah!!!! Can’t wait! I missed ya all so much!!!!

Pat/Texas (2009-12-19 21:10:42)
We’ve missed you too. I have been ready for those two sleeping animals to move on down the blog line. LOL The
rock business is very interesting to me. Get ready, next year will be better yet. P

Mobymom (2009-12-20 04:56:59)
I’m so glad to be laid off! HAHAHA... Now Jessy can get back to be the main task mistress of her own destiny! I
have stuff to do! (g) Actually it’s pretty cool to be able to work hard for awhile and then relax and coast for a while.
It’s a good thing.

1.10.18 12 Day of Christmas... (2009-12-20 13:04)

I have 12 days before the end of the year and I intend to work hard on them to get ready for the new
year! I have so many things that I want to blast into, so I want to clean up my ’table’ and get things ready
and set to jump into some new projects.
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You’d think with all the work on the rocks that I’d be ready to just loaf around for the holidays, but
it’s actually the opposite... when I have to spend so much time doing manual basic labor, I crave to get back
to my world of computers and graphics and music and websites and all that stuff. I’ve pretty much put that
all off for the last 6 weeks and now I have about 24 cards in my deck of things to do. I tried hard to keep
up on my few client’s edits and needs, but even they suffered a bit... (sorry guys!) But most I’ve had now
for years so they know that I’ll be a little behind the eight ball there for a few weeks and are patient.

Well... my goal is get down to 10 cards or less by the new year. Pretty much that is my plan. I’ve
been cracking on a few of the lightweight ones today... got 4 cracked out right away. That’s a good feeling.
I hope by nightfall, I’ll be to 6 down. That will help things greatly. Primarily because there are a few cards
in my deck that are defintely going to take more than a day or two to do. But that’s good.

I also want to clean and organize all the rock stock shelves, dig it all out with Jessy and Maggie’s help,
categorized it, log it in a book and see what we have and what we might need, etc. That will be hard work,
but fun work too. It’s always neat to look at the stock and admire the beauty of God’s handwork.

I also want to spend a day decorating and getting our tree up and wrapping presents, all that fun stuff.

And spend a day getting some of my bluegrass blogs caught up and websites and all.

And of course, getting to bed at a reasonable time and getting lots of naps when I want them, and also
spending some fun time with friends and all that! Fun stuff.

What are you doing in these last 12 days of the 2009? Any big plans???

Carla (2009-12-20 20:42:52)
Hi. Enjoy your blog. I intend on getting a couple rooms and a hallway painted, take down the xmas tree, visit some
family and friends, eat treats and good food........nothing too exciting.....enjoy your holiday.

1.10.19 Box Wars (2009-12-20 17:29)

Well Luna is feeling a little, well, evil of late.

She’s not that happy over the addition of another kitty to the ranch. She’s tolerant, but well, not
pleased.

And then to top it off, it’s snowing and cold and she HATES snow and cold weather. Refuses to go
outside for the most part and that is what she lives for. Going outside.

So she’s been a pretty much grinchy, grumbly, pointy toed unhappy kitty and Jack has been taking
the brunt of her frustration.

So I decided to give her a little diversion... I put a little kitty weed in a box and showed her what
was up and she was ready to have a ball. She was in the box in 24.5 seconds flat and was rolling and licking
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and slapping the lid and just having a ball. So I went back to my computer work, smug in the knowledge
that I had brought a little bit of fun into kitty Luna’s life.

Well it wasn’t but a few minutes when I hear hissing and kitty fighting and little Nina has gotten in
the mix!!! Sweet little orphaned Nina is apparently a real lioness when kitty nip is introduced to the mix
and within a few moments, she had evicted Luna from the box. And Luna was not happy.

So I got Nina her own box and some more nip and she was happy... and Luna reclaimed her box.

Well... all was well in the kitty kingdom until Jack came in and decided that he wanted Luna’s box
and apparently weed was worth fighting for, and he successfully ousted Luna, once again from her box!

Which I found very amusing because in the past he was ALWAYS pawned by her and was generally
reduced to a hissing scaredy-cat kitty when she was bullying him. Apparently, catnip makes the man, and
he decided he wanted that box.

So I kicked him out, put nip in his box, and reinstalled Luna in her box like some South American
puppet drug lord, and laughed as all three of them settled into their cardboard castles, watching the others
with very menancing glares, as they protected their stinky weed box until they all fell asleep in a drug
stupor the the rest of the afternoon.

Ah, the life of a Kitty in the Moby....

Pat/Texas (2009-12-20 18:33:36)
The look on Jack’s face!! Cats are so much fun.

Sharon (2009-12-20 19:27:17)
It’s so funny how cats act around catnip. As long as Luna is already in the box, send her on down here; it seems like
a few weeks in Florida is just what she needs!

1.10.20 New Computer is Here (2009-12-24 22:59)

Santa wore a FedEx uniform today! And he brought me my new to me computer and monitor! Oh MY
GOSH!!! I’m suffering a little bit from overwhelmingness... New keyboard, new software, HUGE monitor,
and trying to figure out what to bring over from the old one and just how to do it all My old laptop was 7
years old and I’d had it for 5... and the software is all very dated. This new one has a lot of newer stuff on
it, but at the same time, it’s overwhelming and I think, no I’m sure, I will going to reloading a bit of the
older stuff back on for awhile!
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It’s got a 23 inch wide screen monitor. That alone is so exciting. I do a lot of graphic arts for my various
businesses and for all my bluegrass efforts and the band and all. Rocks, too. I do two monthly publications
for the Opry that are 11 x 17 and I can see the entire page layout now on the monitor!!! Unbelievable. No
more scrolling over and over and over and over.

I got my Itunes music all transferred and most of my fonts and important files. Still having a few lit-
tle issues with some of my workhorse programs, but that will hopefully resolve itself with more twiddling
around by my little self. An unstable system can be a little tense, but thankfully, it’s a nice quiet time
without much stress for me to do any work for awhile, so I have time to go at this slowly and leisurely!

Still, going back and forth between the two computers, I am very surprised at the speed differences and
all. I’m really looking forward to the increased productivity that this new system will bring to 2010! Yah!

And more blogging!!!!

Of course, that’s the best part, eh?

Rachel (2009-12-25 06:07:37)
My goodness. That’s the keyboard!? Sweet.

Sharon (2009-12-25 10:00:17)
At the risk of sounding like an idiot, that small white box is the new computer? I’m just amazed because mine looks
like a suitcase next to that. Cute keyboard too!

Kerry (2009-12-25 16:15:29)
Really nice set up. Congrats!

1.10.21 Merry Christmas to You All! (2009-12-24 23:18)

We’re wishing you all a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year...

Here at the Moby, we had our holiday celebration today, since the girls will be going to their Dad to
hang out with him and his family tomorrow. It’s a good thing and we had a wonderful day. Got up early
and did our holiday gift giving and had a lovely time.

One of the fun things, and unexpected, was that I bought the girls each a Bento lunch box! If you’re
not familiar with the Bento Box... google it and have fun looking at all the fancy lunches that folks make
in these little Japanese crazy art forms! The girls and I spent part of the afternoon making little treats for
them to take with them! Fun stuff... I’ll post a few more of our experiments!
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I hope that you all have a wonderful holiday, and have your family around you and a great time! My
best wishes for you and yours for the coming new year! Be safe everyone! Have fun!

Rachel (2009-12-25 06:09:49)
Merry Christmas! By the way, I sent you a Christmas present. Did you get it?

Sharon (2009-12-25 09:57:19)
Merry Christmas to you and your family as well! Glad you and the girls had a nice day together. When you get a
chance please post a photo of your entire tree, I’d love to see it. Please?

Kerry (2009-12-25 16:14:18)
Merry Christmas to you and the girls...and the critters!

1.10.22 Bento Insanity (2009-12-26 15:58)

Well, you would have thought that the fancy professional studio lights and photo backdrops that
Santa brought to Jessy would be exciting... or maybe the brand new GameBoy DL cobalt game thingy
that Maggie so wanted would be the hit of the Christmas morning! Haha... no, that’s not my girls. They
were most excited about these little plastic Japanese lunchboxes that I got them on Ebay. Yep. The $10
lunchboxes.

They love all these Japanese animated videos and games and are big into all these Japanese. And
they have seen the characters all carrying these little food boxes and have wondered about them. I knew
this and of course, informed Santa. He and I are on good terms. I helped him and found them on eBay, and
that was sweet. Now I wish I’d have gotten me one too! I’ll have to find a good one. They are pretty neat.

If you google Bento, be prepared to spend about 13 days looking at all the crazy things that Japanese
mom’s do for their kids! OH MY.... Apparently, in Japan, you are a bad mom if you don’t do like 21 hours
of prep and artwork to make your school children’s Bento box like a work of art! Every day! They have
videos and websites and books and a ton of little bits and pieces for these Bentos and it’s just the craziest
thing! I mean, I like a fancy radish flower as much as the next gal, but some of these are way overboard!

Funny thing? My kids think this is the coolest thing and after everything was done with the whole
gift thing, they hit the kitchen in search of food to make for their boxes!!!

Maggie’s little rice bunnies!

When we learned that we didn’t have much stuff, we bundled off to the car and drove around the
corner to the Oriental supermarket! And we got a few little fun things, mostly a big bag of sticky rice.
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Apparently, this is much better for making like sushi and other little rice balls and rolls and things.

Santa brought me a new fancy schamcy sharp little chopping knife. Maggie thinks that is sending
mixed signals.. hahah... she’s funny. But hey, I really wanted one and well, he knew that. It’s just a little
one, 5 inch blade, but gee golly heck is that thing super duper sharp! (I highly recommend that you consider
purchasing really good knives. Just a few, but really get the best you can. I have another Heinkels blade, a
little 6 inch utility knife and I use that baby for everything. Now I have a little veggie slicer. Come to think
of it, it’s a Japanese blade... called a Santoku hollow edge blade. It’s super keen.)

Here is my attempt at little sushi rolls with green onion, chicken and sticky rice rolled up. I think I
need some of that seaweed sheet stuff. I think it’s called nori. I’m not sure that nori is allowed in the mobile
home park. HAHAHA.... we already are considered pretty odd. My one neighbor needed a lift to the store
and when we were driving she was totally curious as to why we have nearly daily deliveries from FedEx
or UPS or the Post Office. Apparently the hood is perplexed by the wierd gardening woman and all her
delivery men! I had to then explain that I love eBay... and that we order a lot from suppliers for our rocks
and minerals and then I get stuff from clients by FedEx sometimes, and well, I dunno.. Work at home, and
they come to you!

There’s my new little knife too. Shesh, I’m gonna loose a finger if I’m not careful with that thing.
I’ve already asked that the girls don’t use it until we have a course in knife safety! I think I need to review
a few rules with that little dagger of thin slicing!

Don’t you just love Jessy’s little carrot people? HAHAHA.... silly girls.

We made all sorts of little things for them to take to their Dad’s. Apparently, they are not as fond
of his new frau’s cooking, not bad, just different. So they are excited to be able to bring a snack Bento for
those times that they might like a little home cooking when they are away. Really I think that they just
want to play with their food.

Bento is really fun. I’m going to have to order me one as well. HAHA.... I feel like I’m left out of
the fun!

Hope you all had a wonderful and fun Christmas!!!!
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Sharon (2009-12-26 16:23:36)
Those bunnies are adorable, but the carrot people made me laugh out loud!

Rachel (2009-12-26 19:31:39)
Loved the bunnies! I wonder what your neighbor thought about all the delivery men coming all the time ;).

Mobymom (2009-12-26 19:40:31)
Haha... well, they probably thought I was doing something weird... illegal or something was up. Basically folk don’t
have much to do I suppose and watching me is amusing... you should have seen it when we had dirt delivered. HA-
HAAH... that was pretty funny too. Most of the people around me are just trying to get by, so they don’t think to
do much in the way of fussying up their Mobies. But hey, it’s gotta start somewhere!

1.10.23 Dreaming of Gardens... (2009-12-27 09:38)

I have spent some time wandering on YouTube and found these two wonderful gardeners... One is a fellow
from England and his ”allotment is simply stunning! Oh my gosh! And the other is a beginning gardener
named Donna and her many video adventures in learning to do the square foot gardening methods. I think
the girls and I are going to try two SFGs this year, and see how it goes. Sounds kinda fun actually. Each of
them are going to have one bed, 2 x 8 along our shed and we’ll watch their progress through the season.

Anyways.... take a little time and poke through these wonderful videos!!!

[EMBED] You have to go and visit this link for Donna’s videos... [1]Donna’s Square Foot Garden Videos

1. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J3rN-cNhmVw

Rachel (2009-12-27 11:00:55)
Mother Earth News
has a story in their current issue about gardening in 100 square feet http://www.motherearthnews.com/Organic-
Gardening/Square-Foot-Gardeni ng-Food.aspx

1.10.24 State of the Moby Report December 2009 (2009-12-27 23:45)

The Official State of the Moby Report .... December 2009

I got to thinking while I was laboring at the family mine... that 2009 has been a really cool year
for me. One of my most favorites! It’s the first year in a long time that I’ve really felt balanced and
comfortable and with a plan and feeling groovy and all that. Family is good, moby is mine, gardens were
a success, business did fine, cars - technically have 3 now!, money is okay, a little tight but hey, that’s life,
music is awesome, band is intact, in fact, aside from that one lacking bit of man in my life, I would say it’s
perfect! Oh yeah, and chickens. I really want chickens. Probably more than a man at this point. (hahaha)

Okay, aside from that fairly odd admission there, things at the Moby are swell. I’m really looking
forward to the spring, counting the days actually, and my to-do card pack just hit 10 today (YEAH!!!) and
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a got a new computer and I’m actually starting to feel comfy with it and all that. The kids scored great on
holiday loot and they are so thankful for all the goodies that they got, and we’re all ready to settle in to a
little deep winter calm for a couple months. It’s all good.

No, it’s all GREAT!

One of the things that really made this year great was learning to live a little more gently on the
land. Really, this was a major part of 2009. I had started the seeds in 2008, when I bought the Moby and
all, but I was still not quite there. It was the winter of 2008-09 that I really started to feel the pull of living
differently. It’s when I discovered the words URBAN HOMESTEADING and said, oh my... that’s what I’m
doing. I mean, how many sane people go and buy a 30 year old $800 mobile home and say, wow, I’m finally
home. Not too many apparently, because if you google anything about mobile home women... or urban
homesteading with a mobile home, etc., I show up pretty close to the top. That’s pretty cool, yet a little
disturbing as well. I mean... out of this whole big world of tons of people, I’m one of the few to consider
this style of living as desirable? Well... someone’s got to do it, I suppose.

Well, here are my random observations on my pathway to enlightenment this year.

MY HOME

I have come to discover that anything I do to the Moby improves it drastically, and that little things
have a big impact. The gardens, planting flowers, painting it, shutters, these things added to the overall
contentment of living in a mobile home tenfold. I still smile when I pull up and see my little moby sitting
pretty. I do declare it’s one of the nicest ones in my little neck of the woods. People comment all the time.
Feels nice. It’s not overdone, just kept up and improved on, a little at a time.

Choosing to live in a mobile home was perhaps the biggest decision in my life that has affected ev-
ery part of my life. Living so economically, yet, so nicely, gives me the freedom to do my music, to
homeschool my children, to grow gardens, to have pets, to work at home and to do so without spending
a fortune. My taxes are less than $40 a year. My lot rent which includes my water and sewage charges is
less than $4,600 a year. I own the trailer outright, there are no loans or charges associated with it. We
own our cars, and our insurance, even with a young driver, is less than $1000 a year. My utillities are very
reasonable.. with electric about $700 a year and heat about $1200 - 1500 a year. (And I’m noticing that
even little things like fixing windows and doors, and going to bed early are making those figures go down.)

When I think about my house that I owned... and was $18,000 a year in mortgage payments, not
to mention more for taxes, utilities and upkeep... and then even renting a house that was over $12,000 a
year... the Moby is just uber-sweet!!! And green... keeping an old moby out of a landfill? That is rewarding
as well. So, yes, I am really doing a lot to reduce my housing needs on the community and environment.

CAREER

Working at home is a blessing and a challenge at times. You do have to like being in one place
sometimes days on end. And thankfully, I do. Sure, after a couple days, I might need a little change of
scenery, but that’s easy enough to do with an errand or two, or just going out and doing something. But
what I do not miss is that daily commuting thing. When I was working for a company, many years ago, I
was driving two hours a day to and from work. That was a stressful thing. Sure, I had music to listen to,
and I could think about things... things I would rather be doing. 2 hours a day, 10 hours a week, 520 hours
a year!!!
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If the average person sleeps 8 hours, that leaves 16 hours to do whatever and that commute time
alone sucked up 32 days of my year. A MONTH of Sundays, if you ask me. Unbelievable. And don’t get
me started on the gas and the wear and tear on the car and all that jazz. And the stress level of having to
deal with people on the road not paying attention and just being rude and all that. 32 days. Shesh.

Now, working at home can be stressful, sure. Running a business by yourself, it means discipline, it
means if you slack off, money suffers... it means that you do hold your own fortune in your hand. But
it also means that you get the upside as well... when you do well, and stay the course, you build up an
empire that helps to keep you going. I can easily take a day off, even a few days or a week and set things
on autopilot and it works out wonderfully. Because I’ve built it up to do that. It’s like building your own
little workfarm. I have many trickling income streams and when one dries up a bit, another takes over. I
really only have a few dry periods when everything is slow, but I’ve come to know when that happens and
prepare for it. And enjoy it. It’s usually in the early summer, which is wonderful and I get to use that as
time for my gardens and my children and my music. Works wonderfully.

DAY TO DAY

Here is where we have made a lot of changes, and frankly, they are all great. First thing I started
to do... cloth shopping bags. I can’t say I’m 100 %, but I’m easily 90 %. A few still sneak in. It’s usually
when I just need something quick and I’m in a hurry and then I’m standing there in line and think... ”Durn”
I forgot the bag. I’ve been collecting a few littler ones, including a few that fold up small and tidy to slip in
my purse and I hope in 2010 to be totally 100 % MY BAG responsible.

We have been fairly successful in the paper towel ban. Instead of one or two a week, we’re down to
about one every month to 6 weeks. Been using our bar towels and smaller hand towels pretty consistently.
Paper towels are great for nasty spills, fried food de-greasing and some cleaning. Totally going without
would be possible, but well, there comes a point when you have to think, would wiping up that nasty spill
and then having to wash the cloth right away or worse throwing it out, isn’t the easily degradable paper
towel not too bad? I still have some of those Catch 22 moments and think about it and decide that being
super radical is just not me. So a roll a month, that’s good.

The freezer has been a HUGE help. It allows me to buy meats and foodstuffs on sale, and in bulk.
It has not added much to our electricity, in fact, since we’ve been daylighting, and watching our use, it’s
more than reduced in half, so any extra from the freezer, has been lost in the overall reduction. It’s not a
huge freezer, but it’s really been great. I can’t wait for this summer with garden produce and of course, the
You-Pick-It places to get rolling. We are SO going to have goodies throughout the winter. Right now, we
still have blueberries, jams and spaghetti sauces from our garden, but that’s about it. Clearly not enough
to get through the winter, but we do still have tastes from the efforts to bring a smile of self sufficiency to
our lips... Next winter will be much better.

Bulk buying... definately working out for us. Staple things... rice, flour, sugar, mixes, spices etc. I
can say without fear of discovery, that I have not been ”grocery shopping” in the last 4 months. No longer
do I go to the local grocery store and mindlessly wander the isles and buy way too much and come home
with a bill and a bunch of prepacked crap. Now, we selectively shop at local shops for meat, fruit and
veggies, staples, health and beauty and milk. Eggs we are getting locally from egg people. I wish I could
find a family dairy, but those are hard! We don’t use a lot of dairy, so I figure that buying from the local
little veggie shop, that helps.

The very rare times that I’ve dropped into the grocery has been late night things... pop... or last
minute things... birthday cake, TP. And I make sure that I check out the day old bakery products to grab
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up any great deals to stash in the freezer! We’ve had really good luck with that. And popping in with a
very strict list and being very careful to only get what is on the list, that combined with localized bulk
buying has reduced our food costs easily by half. And our pantry is stocked full right now. We could easily
eat off it for a month with only the slimmest addition of fresh milk, eggs and fruit.

Oh yeah, and pop.

I wish I could get us off that demon rum... but it’s hard. Try all the time and it always fails. I
am thinking of going to cans actually, because I have noticed that 2liters disappear SO fast when it’s really
just a taste that you want. Perhaps with the cans, we might slow it down a lot more. Just a thought. Well,
that’s another battle to try and conquer in the new year.

Carry Outs
Really have been trying hard to make dining out a little more special and definately less often. It’s working.
I don’t want to say that we will never eat out, because I like to think of eating out as a social activity and
a treat more than anything else. But we have been trying to watch the ”don’t have anything prepared for
dinner so grab fast food” kind of thing, because that is truly unfortunate. It’s never really that good and
it’s expensive and well, terrible for us. I’ve really been trying to get my noodle around the idea of slow food
and the planning that needs to go into it. Setting something out from the freezer is a problem at times...
we just get busy and well, at 4:30 in the afternoon, it’s just too late. I’m trying to make sure that I have
”parts” ready for just those cases... a pound of ground beef already browned... chicken cooked and frozen in
pound bags, that sort of thing. In a pinch it will thaw fast in a hot soup base or will defrost pretty quick in
the microwave.

Simple Homemade Food
We have been cooking more than I have in years. Simple, basic, peasant food really. Comfort food. The
less ingredients the better. Whole foods. Local foods. Organic and homegrown foods if at all possible. We
are building up a list of favorites... mac and cheese, chicken and rice, chicken and noodles, sloppy joes,
spaghetti, lazy lasagna, simple roasts, soups. Stuff that always tastes good and is much easier on the budget
and all that. And we’ve been making our own bread about half the time, and almost all of our deserts...
cookies, cakes, pies, whenever we need that. Haven’t bought anything in the snack category except pretzels
and saltines. That is really helping the budget considerably! I didn’t realize just how much you can spend
on a couple bags of chips and such a week! I know we can make our own pretzels and all, but well, it’s not
bad to have a few easy to nibble things around when you’re busy.

Pet Foods

Been going to Tractor Supply and getting bigger bags of good stuff for all the livestock. And sup-
plementing with people food leftovers. More as treats and a little extra, but also is helping with the overall
budget as well. Instead of buying the small, more expensive fancy stuff, the dog and kitties are fine with
the basic stuff, especially when there is a little extra gravy or a fat from a roast or a little veggies and good
human food to help make it special. I am careful, though, not to overdo the extras and also to be careful
of the super cheap pet foods that are all filler. Too cheap and all you do is pick up piles in the yard! But
Tractor Supply seems to have several great brands that are very high in content and yet, not too expensive
and a big bag will last a good long time. Bulk is really the key. Might cost a little more at first, but it lasts
and lasts.

Dried and Canned
Been buying bulk staples at the restaurant supply place, like flour, sugar and such... also dehydrated
hashbrowns and potatoes, as well as spices, rice, pasta and such. Great deals, bulk purchases and good
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stuff. It’s the same fancy stuff you buy at a premium when you dine out! And I really watch for canned
goods that we use to go on sale. Fancy DelMonte veggies went on sale around the holidays... 50 cents a can!
I bought about $25 dollars worth of the basics we use a lot of... corn, carrots and beans and we’re happy
campers. Also I watch for basics... like sauces, gravies and cream soups. They go on sale often and you can
really stock up. For us, a can of cream soup, some rice and a little meat is a good meal. Comfort food and
easy!

Been watching how much flour and sugar we use. I would like to make a once or twice a year pur-
chase of a big bag of the stuff and be done with it. However, I don’t want to have to store toooo much, so
I’m just waiting and watching. We can go through 5 pounds of flour in a week if we bake bread and make a
desert or two. However, some weeks, we’re too busy. I think a 50 pound bag would be good, not too much,
yet not too little and available at a great savings. I just need to do a little more research into storing it well,
and also figure out where I would store it properly. With a 900 square foot home, you do have to be careful
about bulk storage. Same with sugar.

I have a super deep pantry shelves system. I am thinking that I might invest in some restaurant
style big bulk containers for flour, sugar, rice and perhaps pasta. And fill and place those far in the back.
It’s dark and they will take up the space nicely. And then keep the foreground area for day to day use
containers. That’s the plan so far... I’ll be working on making that more efficient soon...

Gardens

Producing almost 100 pounds of food from my little garden beds proved to me that you can easily
do that anywhere and the food and enjoyment and contentment from it was worth every bit of labor. I do
plan to increase my square footage of garden space this year, by about 400-500 feet, but I do have limited
space. I want to be very creative with the use of containers and such. I don’t want to turn my yard and all
into some huge production center, I still want to keep it very attractive to my neighbors and also something
that we can easily maintain. I think however, that I have learned a lot last year about what does well,
where and the requirements of water and shade and sun and all. I would like to double my production this
year of good useable food. My goal will be 200 pounds of produce from the Moby farm. Considering that
most produce is about $2 a pound it seems... that will be a savings of over $400 as well as the bonus of
being organic, local and really fun!

I also plan to use only the farmer’s markets for extra produce as well as using the U-Pick-It places
throughout the season and storing the excess in the freezer and also learning to can more! My jellies and
jams are a hit and so are my pickles! Would like to try salsa and sauces this year as well. Canning them,
that is. I made and froze some, but this year, I really want to bulk up the home canning skills. It really
was not that hard and very very rewarding. I still get a smile on my face when I crack open another jar of
sweet berry jam and it’s just as fresh and good as when we made it. It’s almost indescribable.

And I would like to source out a local meat source. Yes, I’m considering the purchase of a quarter
hog or home butchered chickens and such. Why not? With the freezer, it makes it possible. In the
meanwhile, we are using our local butcher shop and trying to buy things that he buys local. And just
overall, I’ve noticed that our meat consumption is going down. I still have about 15 pounds of meat left
from when we bought a load of it almost two months ago! We just don’t seem to be wanting huge portions
of it anymore. A little roast will give us two or three meals! And when put into soups and stews and rice
casseroles, you can make a pound of meat go a long way! I don’t think we’ll ever become vegetarians, but
it is nice to see us being more aware of our food and what goes into it and how to be a little more gentle
on the whole food chain thing there. And of course, there is savings! When you can get $100 of good high
quality butcher shop meat last you 3 months? That’s pretty keen if you ask me.
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Utilities

The improvements we made in our windows and doors have REALLY paid off already. (Thanks
Tim!!!) Last year at this time, our heating bill was already up to $900.... this year? $300. Last year we
paid out $1700 to heat half of Toledo. This year, I suspect we will be under $750. That is a huge savings.
And I know we can do better. But it’s a start.

We’ve really been watching the thermostat... and dialing it up and down as need. We’re wearing a
lot more sweaters and socks and also adding undershirts to the mix. That alone is amazing to me... how
just a little close body underthing makes you feel so much more comfortable. It’s the whole layers thing,
but still. Pretty cool. Socks and slippers really help, too! I added an extra blanket to my bed and ditched
the scratchy old electric blanket. Haven’t noticed! And best of all... I am happy to report that a month of
good conserted effort to be a daylighter and go to sleep when it’s dark and get up with the sun has reduced
our electricity bill over HALF!!!!! I could hardly believe it. It went from $121 to $49. Shesh! And we all feel
a little better and definately sleep better! Who’d thunk that? Hahaha.

And our water use is very low. Believe it or not... we only used 300 gallons of water last month.
300. It cost us under $20. We have very low water pressure, so that helps a great deal, actually. And we
have to bail our own shower water with a little pump... so guess what... no one dilly dallys in the shower. I
watch and three people can shower and only use about 15 gallons or so. The girls will shower at their Dad’s
a lot, since it’s a little easier and to be honest, I’ll not shower every day if I don’t need to. Every other day is
fine. Probably too much information, but when did we decide that a computer working pretty sedimentary
individual needs to shower every day? I have some skin issues and to be honest, showering every day makes
them worse. I learned how to sponge bath when we didn’t have a tub for almost 4 months in the beginning
and I believe that pretty much most of the world does not have access to showers and they survive fine. It’s
amazing what we get used to and what we expect and how that changes when we are faced with the lack of
resources for whatever reason. It’s rather easy to stay very clean and tidy without wasting a ton of water.

And we wash our own dishes, no dishwasher and we also don’t have a clothes washer and dryer. We
save up our quarters from change and add a ten or maybe a bit more and once a month we wash everything
in a short time period at the Laundromat. In the summer, we wash towels and easy stuff at home and hang
them out to dry. This year I plan to make some sort of grey water system to catch some of our gray water
and use on the gardens. At the very least on the flowers and such. Still learning all about gray water and
the effects on food plants. Still, if I could save 50 gallons a month wash water for my flowers and shrubs and
such, that is 50 gallons I have saved for my gardens from the direct line. I’m actually considering having a
gutter put on one side of the Moby so that I can collect rainwater!!! Honest! Why not? There’s a fellow
that makes rain barrels here in town, $35. And they look nice. I figure one or two of those and I could save
a lot of rainwater.

Shopping

This is an area that I feel very strongly about. I have stopped using the big box stores. And Wal-
mart especially. This has resulted from two things. One purely selfish in nature. These places cost me a ton
of money. I didn’t realize how much money I was spending when I went to Walmart once a week and could
never get out for less than $100. Sometimes more. I would fool myself that I was getting all these great
deals and all, but half the time, it was just junk that I really didn’t need, and cheap overseas manufactured
crap. Very few things I have from those days, that I still use. Really. Very little. Clothes, housewares, etc.,
I can’t think of anything that we still have that I got there!
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The other reason? I dislike a lot of their overseas production practices. Have read enough to see
that they are just not the ball of wax they’d like you to think. Labor issues, even here in the states, with
their workers and such, and then running out local hardwares and stores that are a staple of the American
small town. Just thinking about it makes me a little sick to my soul.

Yeah, I’ve been in a Walmart twice since I gave them up. And each time, it was because we needed
these boxes that they carry for our rock kits during the Holiday rush. Next year? I plan to stock up from
the local crafts stores before the rush, so I don’t deplete their stores and am forced to go to Walmart.

And it’s not just Walmart that I’ve been avoiding. It’s Target and it’s Meijers and it’s the big
chain grocery stores, etc. Even Lowes and Home Depot if I can help it. Unfortunately, the last little
hardware store I was shopping at and loved, they just closed up at Thanksgiving time. Couldn’t compete
with the Lowe’s around the corner. That made me sad.

I found a local butcher that I love and have even enjoyed chatting with and talking about local
meats and buying local. And they know me! And they are all smiles and we chat and it’s delightful. And
I found a great little fruit and veggie Mom and Pop shop and I love everything they carry. The local
restuarant supply place, and of course, the Aldis. But even the Aldi’s, I’m not needing them as much as we
get away from the prepacked stuff and move towards more bulk.

I’ve also been using Ebay and Craig’s List as a great savings place. I’d like to use more garage
sales, but I’ve notice that it’s so random, it’s hard to really find all you need in a reasonable time frame.
So garage sales are more for the fun of the hunt and the unusually good deals you can get here and there
when you’re not even expecting it. But Ebay and Craigs’ List are my first levels of shopping when I need
something specific. I buy a lot of office and shipping supplies online, as well as clothing and books, etc.
Books, I love Amazon’s marketplace thing where they hook you up with used book stores. I save easily
50-75 % off the cost of the books I really want for my library. Otherwise, for casual reading and research,
we use the library, which is free!

Well, that’s about it. I think that wraps up pretty well how we’re doing and some of the major
changes we have made this year. I think we’ve substainially lessened our footprint on the world, yet nothing
has been too drastic, in fact, nearly everything has been wonderful, redemptive and rewarding. It has
allowed us to live how we wish and to enjoy our lives fully. We can help out friends, and we can provide for
ourselves in a way that just feels right. At the sake of sounding like Martha... It’s a good thing. It really is.

Thanks for listening to my little year end babble! I hope that you are considering some of these
baby steps to really help you lighten up and make your own impact on the world a little more, well, careful
and better planned. It’s easy and it doesn’t have to be all or nothing. Just changing over to cloth shopping
bags is a great step! One step at a time and you can really find it to be a great new habit in your life!
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Pat/Texas (2009-12-28 05:48:27)
Awesome post Sherri. Will re-read so it can all sink in after I go to the grocery store (cloth bags in hand) to re-stock
all my staples. Holiday baking depleted everything. I don’t know you but I am so proud of all you have accomplished
in ’09. Be back later today to read again. P

Pat/Texas (2009-12-28 13:04:16)
Hi Sherri, I commented earlier but guess I didn’t hit ”submit”. ha. I’m not surprised!! Anyway, this is a great post.
Thanks! P

Mobymom (2009-12-28 13:10:50)
Haha! You must have a new email! Or else the new computer did not recognize you and popped your first comment
into pending and I just noticed it! Thanks for writing... I guess I was just thinking about everything and wanted
to write it down so that I could see the accomplishments and a few areas that needed help! We’ve got to do a little
shakedown of the pantry baking goodies as well! Happy New Year!!!

Pat/Texas (2009-12-28 14:08:38)
Oh well, they don’t call me Pete & Repete for nothing! I do, by the way, have a new email. Someone hacked into my
old one and I could no longer use it. Imagine that! P

Rachel (2009-12-28 16:16:39)
I envy you, Sherri. You’re truely an inspration. Right now, since I’m not working full time, live with my parents, and
I don’t have my own car it’s hard to live like you do. I should start looking about and thinking about moving out. I
need this. I can’t stand the way my parents live. Thanks for giving me the kick in the butt I need!

Mobymom (2009-12-28 16:24:37)
Well, thanks! But let me tell you, you may think you’re in a bit of a spot, but you’re not. You are in a good spot.
Use this time to develop your ideas and your needs and figure out some way to start making money. Get a car. Get
a job, get a skill, anything that you can use to start building up your nest egg and all that stuff. Nothing worse than
moving out too quick and not being ready. It took me basically 30 years to get to this point! And I am finally getting
my act together. I moved out very young and ran up debt, student loans, etc., then got married and did the family
thing and I’m only just finding myself and I’m 46. If you can gleen anything from my experience... start to plan now
and see what you can learn and do and make and all that. It’s not super easy to find a nitch and live off it. I had
several years of alimony that helped a great deal to get me into this place. You’re a smart cookie and you’ll get it...
just don’t fly the coop too fast or you’ll be the hen that the fox gets! HAHA... Just experience talking! SHerri

Mrs. D. (2009-12-28 19:04:38)
Sherri, I just wanted to pass along something about storing the sugar. You might already know this, but maybe
someone else reading doesn’t so I’ll share. Alot, not all but alot, of Wal-Mart bakeries will sell you their used icing
buckets for about $1 a piece. They are food grade and safe. Very big too. I buy sugar and flour and such in 25 pound
bags and I can just about fill all that in one. Now, they will generally still have icing remnants in them so you’ll have
to clean them out. I wash and dry and in the summer let them sit in the sun a few hours first. On occasion I’ve let
them soak with water and some vinegar splashed in. But whatever the method, they clean up real nice. I put my big
bags of sugar, etc in the freezer for 2 weeks. This kills any little buggars that were in there when you bought it. Then
take it out, let it come down to room temp about 24 hours. This lets any eggs your first round of buggies laid hatch.
Then back to the freezer for two more weeks to kill them. Then you’re good to go to your buckets. I also layer bay
leaves in with my sugar and flour because ants hate the smell and it deters them. I’ve never had a problem with ants
getting in those buckets because they seal so tightly, but I figure a second layer of protection can’t hurt anything,
kwim? Using this method, I’ve never had any of my staples go bad over time or had a problem with weevils.
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Sandhill Sis (2009-12-29 19:47:25)
Great info and very inspirational! Awesome stuff, Sherri! Thanks for sharing. Here’s to an even better 2010. Sandhill
Sis

1.10.25 Survivalist? Me? (2009-12-29 10:44)

Whilst searching the beloved web for stuff on urban homesteading and gardening and just simple
living, I began to find lots of sites about survivalism and all that stuff. Some are very interesting and do
have good information and ideas. But one thing I began to realize... I’m not a survivalist... not in any
stretch of the word. I’m not even aspiring to be one! Haha... Without the internet, I’d be lost. Computers?
Cameras? Cars?

I can not imagine me having to shoot my neighbor over him trying to steal my garden produce dur-
ing the new dark ages of Armageddon. I can’t even imagine having to live through something so dreadful. I
mean, I figure how the heck am I going to handle the whole world going into some Mad Max scenario where
I have to fight some green hair Amazon chick in a tribal mosh pit to survive? Huh? Me? HAHAHA... Only
think I got going for me is that I play the banjo and we know all those dark future movies teach us that
hillbilies are definately going to be among those that survive and they all love banjo pickin!

I’ll just make sure if there is some sort of nuclear attack or something that I hook up with the biggest
meanest looking hillbilly dude and let him know I’m dang good at pickin’ Foggy Mountain Breakdown AND
I do know a little about gardening and stuff like that. Let him protect me and slaughter animals and all
that stuff.

No, the things I’m doing are not to prepare for the collapse of society.

The things I am doing and learning are not so that my daughters and I can live for years in the
moby when the rest of the civilized world tries and steal our contentment from us. We really wouldn’t last
that long anyway, no matter how much sugar or flour or batteries we had stashed. Let’s face it, those things
will eventually run out. Unless you are REALLY prepared and have land and all, you’re going to have
trouble pretty quick. I mean... water is a real problem, right off the bat!

I don’t live that close to a natural water supply. No creeks, or ponds or lakes within a mile or so
that I know about. So that right there makes it hard for me to stay put. We can stash some water, sure, a
week? a month? But still, realistically? We’d had to leave pretty quick once we ran out of water. Even if
we had some sort of roof/rain water collection system, we’d still be in trouble pretty quick.

Wildlife to hunt? Huh? Squirrels and a few birds and such. Yeah, maybe a coon or something, but
gosh with the rest of the city out looking, I suspect those remaining critters are going to get pretty good
at hiding fast! I don’t think I could eat a dog or a cat even to save myself. I mean, okay, so you kill and
eat your cat. What does that get you? A day or two? Naw. No thanks. If my life comes down to deciding
whether or not to eat my pet cat, then that’s not much of a life I don’t think.

Guns? Protecting myself? My Family? Well sure, I’d do whatever I could to protect my girls and
all, but again, I’m really not ready to go out and get a gun and all that. I’m just really planning to use
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that banjo maneuver up top there to give me and the girls protection. I’m just not that kind of person
that could easily up and kill someone to defend my Moby. It it’s that bad, then well, things are not really
looking up on many fronts if you get my drift.

Now, here is what I am doing... and what I think makes a lot more sense.

Being prepared for the realistic emergencies that come along and HAVE come along!

• A Severe Winter Storm
• A tornado
• Terrorist Attack
• Some sort of weather extreme difficulty
• An earthquake
• A major strike (like public works or truckers, etc)
• A illness epidemic
• Employment Crisis
• Personal Tragedy

These things are the things that can happen, do happen and that with a little planning you can be
prepared and ready and handle these things a lot better than the next person. Stuff like keeping your
vehicles topped off with gas. Remember in a sudden emergency, gas pumps and ATM cards might not work.
Having a vehicle or two each filled with 15-20 gallons will really help out if you need to evacuate an area.

Keeping some cash in hand. Again, ATMS need networks and electricity to work and in a bad situ-
ation, they are easily drained of cash. I don’t think you need thousands in gold coins buried in the yard,
but it wouldn’t hurt to have a hundred dollars in a stash of ones somewhere!

Better yet, have enough food and water stored to get you through a good week or two. That’s not
that hard to do and doesn’t make you look like some creepy militaristic survival freak because you have a
few gallons of water store and canned goods to keep you. I figure if you can stay out of the way during an
emergency, then you leave the government resources more power and energy to help those that truly need
it. And it gives you a lot more time to play numerous rounds of Uno with your kids while you wait for
civilization to get going again.

That being said, I am thinking about creating a couple handy survival packs for the house and the
cars. Just a small compact box with a few necessities in there... water, storable food, matches, flash lights,
emergency medical needs, Uno deck, etc. I don’t think there is anything wrong with that and in fact,
anything that will keep you from being the star on one of those ”I Survived” shows where the mild manner
couple get stuck in a snow bank and have to survive for a week in the woods, that has to be a good thing...
right?

Right?

Sandhill Sis (2009-12-29 19:15:43)
I think everyone needs to at least think through surviving...whatever could happen and not just blither through live
’like Gomer Pile on Valium’. Good for you for doing what you can to plan ahead. I’m not over the top, but I do like
to keep a good store of food and water and such around...and a gun handy. But I live in the middle of nowhere. As
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for you,Sister, keep your banjo tuned up and I’ll introduce you to Billy-Ray-Bob-Earl Jr (who lives just down the road
a piece) when the world goes to heck. He’s a big ’ole boy who always keeps his powder dry.;) Loved it as always. Sis

Mobymom (2009-12-29 19:50:41)
Sweeet! Let him know, hey girl banjer players are kinda few and far to be found, so I figure that I’ll be quite the
commodity if the world goes south in a handbag! Actually, I kinda ment that post as a bit of humor, a bit of reality
and also a bit of truth... I like being more self sufficient and all, and I think it does give you a little nicer feeling if
something does goes badly. I’m just not sure I’m ready to be quite as hard core as some folk are out there! Sometimes
I think friends and such look at the things I’m doing and kind of get that confused dog look and cock their heads like
Huh? They don’t get it. I like being a little less reliant on the quickie mart for every little need at the moment it
enters my head! I’ve read lots of people’s blogging on like the hurricanes and even a fairly strong one can make a ghost
town outta your neighborhood in a heartbeat and once the power goes out, you’re in a slightly difficult situation. But
not if you’ve got water, food, batteries, candles and a good Uno deck! HAHA! Oh, yeah and a good banjo!!!!

1.10.26 THANK YOU!!!! (2009-12-29 20:49)

I got another gift from a reader!!! OH MY GOSH, you guys are spoiling me! Knock it off! (hahaha)

Rachel made me a lovely apron off my one yard apron pattern!! HOW COOL!! It means that you can
actually use my directions and make something lovely! It’s got little instruments and guitars and mandolins
and fiddles on it, how cool is that! I have already christened it while I was doing the dishes and I must report
that it works just lovely!

Thank you so much!!! Oh yeah and the little jam sampler was simply delicious! Thanks so much, that
was super sweet of you!!! Gosh, I’m so blessed to have such nice readers!!! HUGS TO YOU ALL!!!!

Rachel (2009-12-30 17:16:13)
You’re welcome! I’ve been sewing up a storm lately. It felt really good to get sewing again. I made about 90 % of the
gifts I have this year. I would have sent you some of my homemade jam but I don’t trust my canning 100 % since
this was my first year.

Sharon (2009-12-30 18:07:30)
What a cute apron. The pattern is so perfect for you too.

1.10.27 For you Sharon! (2009-12-29 20:59)

Sharon sent me a lovely Christmas Card! Thank you!!! And she asked to see my Christmas Tree.... well,
here you go! Ask and you shall receive!
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I like this view of it.. for some reason that above one is a little blurry.

Here’s one of my favorite-est ornaments... I actually got it when I a little kid!
I think it came from Ft Wayne, as I remember the story. I believe my Nana got it for me. It still have my
little name plate on his saddle!

Of course, I love my new squirrel ornament that my dear daughters for me for my birthday! I love squirrels...
I think they are awesome.

And we love feeding the birds and all, and so we have alot of pretty little bird ornaments that are spe-
cial as well. We have a lot of special ornaments and I’ll try and take a few more pictures of them... mostly
just for myself. But I’ll share...

We had a lovely Christmas and it’s been nice to get back to a little bit of a routine... a little laid back
still, but a little calmer and all. We’ve all taken some nice naps and did some reading, a little house chores
and of course a little blogging. I’ve reached my goal of being under 10 cards by the new year... in fact I’m
down to 8! Considering that I still have about 2 or so days left... I think I’m going wonderfully! I’m hoping
to get another one or two done by then! What a wonderful feeling!

Sharon (2009-12-30 17:35:31)
Thank you Sherri! The tree looks wonderful, it’s so beautifully decorated. I’m so happy you could get all your special
ornaments and everything out of storage this year. Much better then last year’s pole. Love the train around the
bottom too!

1.10.28 Sharp Knife! (2009-12-30 07:33)

Wow... that little knife of mine is super duper sharp! I actually cut potatoes into potato chips! WOW!
Something about the hollow blade design allows it to slice through veggies and such like butta! I’m not
so sure what they mean by hollow blade.... it does have these little ovals where the metal is removed or
depressed, I think that is what they are talking about.

I noticed that Pioneer Woman used one on her cheese puff recipe today!!! How cool... we’re using the
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same knives!

Well her’s probably cost like 10 times as much as mine... she’s like that, you know.

Still... my friends... slicing and frying your own chips... and then sprinkling a little season salt and garlic on
them and all? Wow... wonderful. Delightful. Yummy!

EASY!

Sharon (2009-12-30 17:55:38)
I have a similar knife and boy you have to be careful with that, huh? I’ve had it a few years now and haven’t had to
have any stitches - yet! I also have the same tongs and flexible cutting board (Ikea!), love that thing. I’ve never tried
making my own chips, but I have made french fries a few times.

1.10.29 Garden Dreaming and Plotting... (2009-12-30 07:47)

Yeah I know that I have about 3 months to wait.... and that if I keep this up, I’m going to exhausted
before I put my first seed in the ground, but I can’t help it!! WAAAAA! I wanna garden so bad!!!

I’ll be putting in my first of many orders in for plants and seeds and such next week. I’m going to get
a little Meyer Lemon Tree for my inside of the Moby. I’ve always wanted one and I’m going to get a nice
pretty pot for it and baby the heck outta it. I think they are so cool and I want to try and grow lemons
inside.

I also drew out a rough sketch of my yard and all I have done and planned and such. I went through
my seeds and I have about half of what I want. Even the girls are a little excited, especially when I told
them that they are each getting an experimental square foot garden of their own to compete with in the
Moby test gardens. Each will get a 2 x 8 bed on either side of the shed and that gives them 16 spots to grow
whatever they want. Carrots, broccoli and popcorn top the list so far. Oh and cukes. And some flowers.
Sounds good.

Against my better judgement I am planning to start some plants indoors and give it a try. I have some
heirloom stuff and just weird stuff that I want to try and see how it goes. I’m going to use the toilet paper
tube method of getting them going. Yeah, you save toilet paper tubes and then with a few little snips at one
end, you can tuck those in, fill with dirt and layer them in a plastic tub. Apparently, they will grow very
nicely in the tube, not need to be moved from the starting tray to another peat pot and then after a couple
4-6 weeks will be ready to pop right into the garden, tube and all, which at that point is pretty much falling
apart.

We’ll see. My biggest problem with starting plants early is space, varmits and light. Space, well, that’s
pretty obvious, I do live in a fairly small moby. Varmits... well the kitties like to graze upon my litttle green
babies, or worse, just poke and dig around in the dirt. And the ferrets! Lord have mercy if they find them...
there’s nothing better to a house weasel then to dig up a plant or wreck havoc with little plant babies! And
the light issue... I just seem to end up with the wierd leggy plants that aren’t really that great later on and
half will croak and make me a very sad gal.
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But I am going to try again. Mostly to take the edge off waiting to garden I suppose. I’ve set my date at
St. Patrick’s Day. That will give me about 6-8 weeks before official planting time. It might have to be the
day after, because I think we have an Opry date... haha... but still, you get the picture. We’ll see how many
tubes we have saved up by then!

And I plan to add about 4 or 5 major raised beds to make my final dream Moby garden. That will be
wonderful and we can start that in the end of March, first of April. I also want to create one bed as a cold
frame bed and see how that goes. Can’t wait!!!

Rachel (2009-12-30 17:21:04)
I have a few rules with gardening this coming year. I will not grow anything that other local gardeners sell or put out
for free. That space can be a lot more productive with growing beets then growing zuchinni which people practically
give away same with tomatoes. Another rule is that my dad will have no part in it. It sort of ruined last year’s.

Sharon (2009-12-30 17:43:04)
I’m excited for you, I wish I had something I was so passionate about! You have beautiful handwriting by the way.

1.10.30 Looking Back.... (2009-12-31 15:47)

Wow... I had a chance to take a peek back at the very first Moby videos!!! If you haven’t seen them... here’s
a little something to look at! Wow, the Moby was rough!! She came a long way this last year!!!

Oh by the way... Happy New Year to all of you!!! You don’t know how nice it is that you all find me
and the girls and the old Moby interesting enough to stop by often! I wish you and yours all the very best
in the coming year!!!

Sherri, Jessy, Maggie and the livestock herd!

[EMBED] [EMBED] [EMBED]

Sharon (2009-12-31 17:51:53)
Oh yeah, I remember. It sure has come a long way, especially as far as appearance. Aside from the plumbing issues,
thankfully it was mostly cosmetic with no real major problems except the bathroom. No problem with the roof, mold,
electrical, soft spots in the floor (just one), etc. Remember the other home you showed us that looked like a tree limb
had come through the ceiling? Did anyone ever buy that one? Oh and who can forget the hornets?! (Shudder!) Haha!
Congratulations on all your success this year, I know it must feel great, and here’s to a happy and healthy new year
to you and your family. Cheers!!
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